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As a company you have to put

thee best foot forward if you want to raise capital, convince customers that you are a viable
company,, and attract talented people for the company".
AnonymousAnonymous Chief Financial Officer. Quoted from Palepu (1987)
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Chapterr 1
Introduction n

1.11

Concern about the quality of financial statements

Thee usefulness of financial statements and the barriers to interpreting accounting data are
oftenn object of discussion for financial journalists. Financial journalists discuss cases where
corporatee Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) quite obviously manage the accounting income of
listedd firms in order to influence the performance evaluation of and future cash flow
predictionss by investors. These articles are furnished with catchy headlines such as "The
pensionn fund as saving angel1", "De Boer Unigro and the little earnings management pot2"or
"Deall with Rabobank made up seventy five percent of Philips profit ". Het Financieele
Dagbladd had a series of editorial articles called "Cijferblik" in its Saturday edition discussing
financiall accounting matters and even had a set of three articles critically discussing recent
developmentss in financial accounting4. The articles were titled: "The annual report hinders the
truee and fair view more and more", "The balance sheet as playground for opportunists" and
"Accountingg income as goal in itself'. The articles discuss several cases of earnings
managementt and the authors conclude that:
Financial statements are getting more artificial; the accounting numbers are less guarantee
forr future corporate success;
The balance sheet has become a playground for corporate managers and the users are
easilyy misled;
Firms, who can search well, can find the profit they want to find.

11

Het pensioenfonds als reddende engel, NRC Handelsblad, August 24, 1996.
De Boer Unigro en het potje om winst te sturen, Het Financieele Dagblad, March 28, 1998.
JJ
Deal met Rabobank vormde driekwart van Philipswinst, Het Financieele Dagblad, February 4, 1998.
44
De jaarrekening belemmert steeds vaker het inzicht, Het Financieele Dagblad, December 24, 1994. De balans
alss speeltuin voor opportunisten, Het Financieele Dagblad, December 27, 1994. Het resultaat als doel in zichzelf.
Hett Financieele Dagblad, December 28, 1994.
22
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Thesee articles tend to simplify the phenomenon earnings management and draw general
conclusionss on the perceived5 behavior of only a few firms. The central questions raised in
thesee articles are nonetheless very important because they are related to the (perceived)
qualityquality of financial statements.

Nott only financial journalists are concerned about the quality of financial statements. The
formerr CEO of SHV Holdings6, Fentener van Vlissingen (1995, p. 66), wrote "It is a
misconceptionn that everything in financial statements is true because these are audited. Of
coursee the auditor's opinion is necessary and there is no doubt about their intentions and their
skills.. However: a creative accountant can do a lot with accounting numbers without
committingg fraud, cheating or misleading in a legal sense. The average financial statement has
aa bias of about twenty percent. The so-called hard financial statements can be biased by
approximatelyy forty percent, the difference between reasonably good and bad, reasonably
healthyy and alarming unhealthy, just above the line or well under the line. The pressure on
directorss to show what stakeholders want to see is great, greater than outsiders would
believe".. The importance of showing good results is increasing since earnings announcements
thatt deviate negatively from expectations may result in share price losses of more than 10%.
Vann Helleman, the former chairman of the Council for Annual Reporting (CAR) in the
Netherlands,, stated in an interview with NRC Handelsblad7 that it is tempting to use
accountingg tricks in order to disguise the true performance of the firm. Further, Van Helleman
statedd that in the Netherlands there are hardly any sanctions against earnings manipulation.

Thee concern about the quality of financial statements however is neither new nor typically a
problemm of financial accounting in the Netherlands. In the early 1970s Abraham Briloff
becamee known as a critic of contemporary financial accounting standards in the United States
(US)) and of financial accounting practices of individual US firms8. Two decades later Smith
(1992)) shocked the business establishment in the United Kingdom (UK) with his book titled
"Accountingg for Growth; stripping the camouflage from company accounts". Smith gave
Perceivedd because earnings management behavior is only certain if the journalist is able to ascertain directly
fromm managers, whether earnings have been managed.
66
SHV Holdings is the largest family-owned firm in the Netherlands.
77
Accounting in the Netherlands: honesty declines (June 1, 1999).
88
See for example Foster (1979, 1986) for a discussion of the Briloff Phenomenon.
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exampless of UK firms where much of the apparently good performance in recent years was in
factt the result of accounting sleight of hand. Furthermore, the increased attention for corporate
governancee was, among other factors, a direct result from the continuing concern about
standardss of financial accounting and accountability. In the Report of the UK Committee on
thee Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (1992) this concern was expressed in
paragraphss 4.47/4.49: "A basic weakness in the current system of financial reporting is the
possibilityy of different accounting treatments being applied to essentially the same facts, with
thee consequence that different results or financial positions could be reported, each apparently
complyingg with the overriding requirement to show a true and fair view. In addition, the wider
thee scope for alternative treatments, the less useful financial reports become in terms of
comparabilityy over time and between firms". Although the US are generally known for their
highh quantity and quality of financial accounting standards, legal liability for financial
accountingg and calls for additional regulation are at an all-time high. The former chairman of
thee Securities Exchange Commission (SEC), Arthur Levitt (1998), more recently stated his
concernn about the quality of financial statements in a speech on earnings management. Levitt
statedd "the motivation to meet Wall Street earnings expectations may be overriding common
financialfinancial accounting practices. In the zeal to satisfy consensus earnings estimates and project
aa smooth earnings path, wishful thinking may be winning the day over faithful
representation". .
Thee quality of financial statements is important since it has a direct effect on two essential
functionss of it: accountability and decision making ability. Current financial statements are of
poorr quality if they mislead us in our performance evaluation and in making forecasts of
futuree (residual) earnings9. There are three potential sources of poor accounting quality
(Palepuu et al., 1996, pp. 3-5). Accounting rules introduce noise and bias because it is often
difficultt to restrict management discretion without reducing the information content of
accountingg data. Another source of noise in accounting data arises from pure forecast error,
becausee managers cannot predict the future consequences of current transactions perfectly.
Thee third source of noise and bias in accounting data arises from managers' use of financial
accountingg flexibility and is reflected by the firm's income strategy and earnings
99

Accounting quality is particularly important in forecasting because of the way that accounting reverses.
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management.. Low quality accounting makes current profitability a poor indicator for
performancee evaluation and a poor indicator of future profitability. Since both have economic
consequencess financial accounting quality matters for those who regulate, prepare and use
financiall statements. Knowing more about financial accounting quality in general, and about
managers'' use of financial accounting flexibility specifically, could help to increase the
usefulnesss of financial statements.

1.22

Prior empirical research in the Netherlands

Theree is little existing research on the quality of financial statements in general and on
manageriall use of financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands more specifically. Since
Wattss and Zimmerman introduced their Positive Accounting Theory (PAT) in the mid 1970s,
aa growing number of research papers were published on this topic in especially the US.
Exampless of early work in this respect are the seminal papers of Watts and Zimmerman
(1978)) and Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981), of Dhaliwal et al. (1982) and Healy (1985) on
compensationn contracts and accounting policy choice, of Leftwich (1981a, b) and Daley and
Vigelandd (1983) on debt contracts and of Leftwich et al. (1981) on voluntary corporate
disclosuree . Until a decade ago, accounting papers in the Netherlands however were still of a
moree normative nature (i.e. the search for the superior method of financial accounting). A
factorr of obvious importance in this respect is the traditional emphasis among accounting
academicss in the Netherlands on the development of normative theory in the area of valuation
andd income determination (Camfferman, 1996, p. 5). While accounting research in the
Netherlandss focused on accounting issues until the early 1990s, hypothesis testing in line with
PATT was underexposed. The fact that in other countries an accounting revolution took place
wass of minor importance in the Netherlands (Feenstra, 1991, p. 276)".

Howeverr since the 1990s a number of empirical studies on topics related to managers' use of
financiall accounting discretion have been published in the Netherlands. The behavior of
managementt concerning changes in accounting policies was, among other things, analyzed by
100
1

Existing research in other countries will be discussed at length in the next chapters.
'' Feenstra refers to Beaver (1981); Financial Reporting: An Accounting Revolution.
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Hoogendoomm (1990). Mertens (1997) analyzed the impact of changes in financial reporting
regulationn on financial accounting method choice and Ter Hoeven (1997) used adjustments in
thee reorganization provision as a single accrual instrument to analyze income smoothing.
Overboomm and Vergoossen (1997) also analyzed the adjustments in provisions in relation to
accountingg policy making. Dorsman et al. (1997) analyzed the association between the
accuracyy of long-run earnings forecasts by managers and discretionary financial accounting.
Otherr publications by Dutch academics in respect of managerial influence over accounting
incomee include Hoogendoorn (1985), Mertens and Hassink (1991), Vergoossen (1994),
Langendijkk (1995), Van der Tas (1996), De Bos et al. (1996) and Van Praag (2001). Although
thee available publications cover some important aspects of managers' use of financial
accountingg discretion in the Netherlands, there is ample room for further analysis. This holds
bothh for the measurement variable as well as for the explanatory variables.

1.33

The motivation and objectives of this study

MotivationMotivation of this study
Thee quality of financial statements is in debate, within the Netherlands as well as outside the
Netherlands.. Financial journalists and academics as well as participants in the regulatory and
financiall accounting process have expressed concerns about the quality of financial
statements. .
Itt is for this reason that the Limperg Institute12 started a research project on the quality of
externall financial accounting in the Netherlands in 1995. The research project is divided in
twentyy parts, grouped in three clusters: The Development of a Theoretical Framework,
Empiricall Research among Financial Statement Users and Empirical Financial Statement
Analysis. .

122

The Limperg Institute, which is named after the Dutch professor Theodore Limperg jr. (1879-1961), is a cooperationn for research purposes between five universities with a post-doctoral education program for auditors
andd the Dutch professional body of chartered accountants (Royal Nivra).
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Thee aim of this research project is to gain insight in the quality of financial accounting in the
Netherlandss and to propose possible quality improvements13. The Limperg Institute's concern
aboutt the quality of financial accounting in the Netherlands was without a doubt strengthened
byy some of the newspaper articles mentioned before. The research proposal stated that: "Poor
financiall accounting quality means that the goal of financial accounting is not achieved and
thatt financial accounting information is inadequate. A lack of quality can lead, for example, to
sub-optimall allocation behavior of stakeholders". Another impulse may have come from the
ongoingg internationalization of financial accounting standards. Compared to the financial
accountingg standards in other countries Nobes and Parker (2000, p. 173) state that "the almost
extremee permissiveness with high professional standards is an important feature of Dutch
companyy financial reporting". Taking into account the unparalleled position of financial
accountingg flexibility in the Netherlands and the interest of the international accounting
communityy in this field, there is an intensive need to gain more understanding of this
flexibility14.. The University of Amsterdam, a member of the Limperg Institute, started a PhD
projectt in 1996 titled "Flexibility in Financial Accounting Policy Making". The project relates
too the Limperg Institute's quality project, and more specifically to the cluster Empirical
Financiall Statement Analysis. This study is the result of the PhD project "Flexibility in
Financiall Accounting Policy Making".

ObjectivesObjectives of this study
Thee purpose of this study is primarily to describe and explain income strategies and earnings
management155 by listed firms in the Netherlands. However, before conducting such a study it
iss important to know more about financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands in general
andd of individual (listed) firms more specifically. Further, in order to measure financial

133

The quality improvements were presented on 23 November 2000 on a Financial Reporting Quality
Symposiumm at the University of Amsterdam. The project's general conclusion is that the quality of financial
accountingg in the Netherlands is mediocre and that there is ample room for improving financial accounting
qualityy in the Netherlands.
144
The full results of the Limperg Institute's quality project are published by Hoogendoorn and Mertens (2001).
155
A firm's income strategy is a subset of a firm's general accounting strategy. Earnings management can be
interpretedd as part of the implementation of the income strategy. Income strategy and earnings management will
bee defined in chapter 2.
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accountingg flexibility for individual firms'6 and to describe and explain its' use for income
strategiess and earnings management, methods of detection and analysis are required. Thus, in
thiss study the following four main research questions are addressed:
RQ1:: What are the general possibilities to adapt financial accounting data within the
opportunitiess offered by accounting standards in the Netherlands?
RQ2:: How can financial accounting flexibility be observed and its use for income
strategiess and earnings management be detected and analyzed?
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Thee first part of this study provides a framework for managerial use of financial accounting
flexibility,, a general discussion of incentives for income strategies and earnings management
andd a discussion of constraints on managerial influence over accounting income. In the
secondd part of the study the research questions are addressed. The first research question will
bee addressed by way of an in-depth investigation of the number and characteristics of
alternativee accounting policies that the management of a firm can choose in general. The
resultt is a detailed overview of the general financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands
basedd on the Civil Code and the Guidelines issued by the CAR. On the basis of this detailed
overvieww a new proxy to measure financial accounting flexibility and to detect managerial
influencee over accounting income is developed. Detection often focuses on managerial use of
specificc observable discretionary items or on discretionary accruals. However both detection
methodss are not complete and fully correct. The problems with both methods leave room for
thee development of new proxies for managerial use of financial accounting flexibility. While
thee first research question is of a descriptive nature, the second research question is of a more
explorativee nature.

166
In chapter 2 financial accounting flexibility for individual firms is referred to as financial accounting
discretion.. Financial accounting discretion is defined as the firm specific possibilities to influence accounting
informationn by real transactions and pure accounting decisions.
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Thee third and fourth research questions are answered by using the newly developed proxies to
studyy the financial statements of 65 listed firms over the period 1988-1997. A total of 603
financiall statements of non-financial institutions have been examined in depth. A firm's
specificc possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real transactions and pure
accountingg decisions create a range of possible accounting income numbers. By measuring
thiss range for individual listed firms, the third research question is answered. The final part of
thiss study aims at explaining the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategy
andd earnings management purposes. The third and fourth research questions are of a positive
naturee since they are aimed at explaining managerial use of financial accounting flexibility.
Thee empirical investigation used to describe and explain managerial influence over
accountingg income does not only create insight into firms' accounting behavior, but also
resultss in a yardstick that can be very useful for financial analysis.

1.44

Chapter outline

Thiss study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a framework of managers' use of
financialfinancial accounting flexibility. The framework is the basis for the discussion of the empirical
study'ss background provided in the next chapters. Chapter 2 also provides definitions of
financiall accounting flexibility, financial accounting discretion, income strategy, earnings
managementt and related concepts in order to clarify the basic concepts used. Chapter 3
discussess the possible incentives for managers to exert influence over accounting income.
Afterr a historical perspective is given in the first section, the incentives from the firm's
contractt set and the incentives from a capital markets perspective are discussed. The incentive
structuree is used in subsequent chapters to explain the use of financial accounting flexibility.
Chapterr 4 contains a discussion of the constraints on managers to influence accounting
income.. Given the general accounting alternatives in the Netherlands, the constraints on
managerss to influence accounting income limit the set of a firm's accounting alternatives.
Apartt from managers' ethical standards and the role of the firm's governance structure, the
probabilityy of observation, legal constraints and the role of market forces are discussed.
Chapterr 5 provides a detailed overview of the general accounting alternatives in the
Netherlands,, answering the first research question. This overview of financial accounting

ss

flexibilityflexibility is based on the Civil Code and the Guidelines issued by the CAR. Chapter 6
reviewss prior methods used to detect managerial influence over accounting income.
Onn this basis, and on the basis of the detailed overview of financial accounting flexibility
providedd in chapter 5, new proxies to detect managerial influence over accounting income are
developedd in chapter 7 and thus the second research question is answered. In order to broaden
thee perspective of this explorative study an income strategy approach to financial accounting
flexibilityflexibility is chosen, following Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) and more recently PierceBrownn and Steele (1999). In an income strategy approach the firm's set of accounting
decisionss is treated as a single comprehensive decision since in practice management is less
likelyy to consider each accounting choice on an isolated basis. The income strategy approach
recognizess the fact that management is likely to select a set of accounting decisions the
combinationn of which produces the required effect on accounting income. Chapter 8 contains
aa discussion of the empirical findings based on the newly developed measurement variables
andd offers alternative explanations for income strategies and earnings management in the
Netherlands.. Chapter 8 presents the outcome for the total sample of firms, in relation to the
incentivess for and constraints on managerial influence over accounting income and aims at
answeringg the third and fourth research questions. However, in the light of the fact that it
concernss newly developed proxies, the findings are of an explorative nature only. Finally,
chapterr 9 contains a summary and discussion of the research questions and empirical findings.

99
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Chapterr 2
Overvieww of managers' use of financial accounting flexibility: a framework

2.11

Introduction

Noisee and bias in financial statements arise among other things from managers' use of
financiall accounting flexibility. Thus, managers who exercise their accounting discretion to
influencee accounting data, influence the quality of financial statements. Although these
accountingg adjustments do not have to be seen as a negative signal, there is concern about the
qualityy of financial statements and about managerial influence over accounting income17. The
frameworkk provided in this chapter is a systematic attempt to understand financial accounting
inn general and the different aspects of managerial influence over accounting income
specifically. .
Thee focus is on accounting income18 because it measures the overall periodic performance of
aa firm under accrual accounting and is one of the most important numbers for stakeholders in
thee firm. No other figure in the financial statements receives for example more attention by
thee investment community than earnings. The relation between accounting income and
securityy valuation is probably the most important relationship in security analysis, and its
prominencee is reflected in the attention given to price-earnings ratios (Beaver, 1989, p. 49).
Too emphasize the importance of accounting income, the former Chief Financial Officer of
Aegonn stated in this respect "In my career I have learned that stakeholders are only capable of
evaluatingg one accounting number"19.
Thee framework developed in this chapter is the basis for the discussion of the empirical
study'ss background provided in chapters 3, 4 and 5. The framework is based on an income
177
A number of related concepts use earnings and a number of concepts use income. Since there is no logical
difference,, the terms earnings and income are used interchangeably in this study.
188
Accounting income is defined in this study as the difference between a firm's revenues and expenses in a time
period,, including gains and loses from non-operating activities or extraordinary items.
Formerr Chief Financial Officer Van Wijk of Aegon in Het Financieele Dagblad, June 6, 2000.
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strategyy approach as introduced by Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981). This approach implies
thatt management treats the firm's set of accounting decisions as a single comprehensive
decision. .

Manageriall influence over accounting income has many related concepts. In popular AngloSaxonn literature the terminology creative accounting or window dressing is often used and
usuallyy implies unethical behavior. In academic literature the more neutral terminology
incomee strategy, earnings management or income smoothing is often used. In order to
understandd the different aspects of managerial influence over accounting income the related
conceptss should be clear and the interactions between the concepts should be discussed.
Paragraphh 2.2 presents a framework for managerial influence over accounting income and
definess and discusses the different concepts, together with related concepts and their
interactions.. The three basic aspects of the framework, the incentives to influence accounting
income,, the possibilities to influence accounting income and the constraints on managerial
influencee over accounting income are discussed only to a limited extent because an extensive
discussionn will be provided in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Managers may formulate a variety of
incomee strategies based on their accounting objectives. Depending on five stereotype states of
thee firm's financial situation, paragraph 2.3 provides a discussion of five general patterns in
incomee strategies that may be distinguished.

2.22

A framework for managerial influence over accounting income

Financiall accounting is the major means of organizing and summarizing information about
businesss activities. This information is provided to decision-makers in the form of financial
statements.. To prepare these statements, firms analyze, record, quantify, accumulate,
summarize,, classify, report, and interpret economic events and their financial effects on the
organization. .

Ass stated above the focus in this study is on accounting income. Other accounting strategies, such as solvency
strategies,, are not discussed in this study.

12 2

Simplified,, the relationship between economic activities and financial statements can be
shownn by the following process:
Business s
Activities s

Financial l
Accounting g

Financial l
Statements s

Decision n
Making g

Figuree 2.1. Simplified overview of the financial accounting process.
Thee simplified overview of financial accounting however ignores important aspects of the
financiall statements as a summary of the economic consequences of a firm's business
activities.. A more comprehensive overview will include the influence of the accounting
environment,, accounting system and accounting strategy on financial statements. The

frameworkframework for managerial influence over accounting income discussed in this paragraph does
explicitlyy take these influences into account. The framework for managerial influence over
accountingg is shown in figure 2.2. The different elements of the framework and the
interactionss are discussed in this paragraph.
FromFrom business activities to financial situation
Thee framework consists of two parts, the business environment

and the accounting

environment.environment. The business environment consists of all factors and influences that do n
directlyy relate to the accounting strategy and accounting decisions of the firm. A firm's
financiall statements summarize the economic consequences of its business activities. The
firm'ss business activities are influenced by the business strategy and the economic

environment.environment. The economic environment includes all factors that are not controlled by t
firm'ss management. Examples are government regulations, competitor strategies and supplier
strategies.. The firm's business strategy is the strategy that managers choose to achieve a
competitivee advantage by using the firm's sources of advantage while taking into account the
businesss risks. The firm's business activities are its operating, investment and financing
activitiess and the way these activities are organized in order to create value. The firm's
businessbusiness activities result, given the firm's prior decisions and accounting procedures, in a
financialfinancial situation.
211

The essential elements of the framework are italicized in this chapter only.
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Economicc Environment

Businesss Activities
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Figuree 2.2. Framework for managerial influence over accounting income
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Thee financial situation can be interpreted as the mechanical outcome of the financial
accountingg process in the absence of new events. New events will by definition lead to
manageriall accounting decisions22. The application of relevant accounting conventions may
leadd to different income and equity numbers. In the absence of incentives for managerial
influencee over accounting income, the mechanical outcome would have been reported. The
mechanicall outcome is nothing more than an aid, a conceptual variable, in thinking about
manageriall influence over accounting income. It is not what should have been reported,
neitherr is it income without managerial bias since previous decisions may be biased and due
too the reversal effects of these previous decisions the mechanical outcome may be biased as
well. .
IncentivesIncentives to influence accounting income
IncentivesIncentives to manage the mechanical outcome of the financial accounting process may come
fromm different directions. Incentives are possible factors of influence on the firm's income
strategy.strategy. Listed firms are by definition characterized by some separation of ownership and
management.. The first function of financial accounting is to report on the control and use of
resourcess by management to whom they are accountable23. Managers are entrusted with the
taskk of preparing the financial statements because management has private knowledge of their
businesss activities. They are in the best position to summarize the business activities by
estimatingg the future cash consequences of these activities. The second function of financial
accountingg is to provide information to stakeholders2*. Accounting information in general and
accountingaccounting income specifically is one of the sources of information concerning the firm.
OtherOther sources of information include credit ratings, analyst reports, press releases, the assets
pledgedd as security for bank loans, the structure of management contracts and industry
information.. The content and timing of other information can effect the usefulness of
accountingg information to external parties.
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When a firm for example buys a brand from another firm, in addition to existing in house developed brands,
managementt has to decide on the accounting treatment and the useful economic life of the brand. By deciding on
thee accounting treatment and the useful economic life the management by definition influences accounting
income. .
233
The stewardship function of financial accounting.
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Additional functions of financial reporting are support for taxation purposes and dividend distribution.
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Financiall accounting plays two distinct informational roles25. The first role is to facilitate
decision-makers.. Accruals reflect management's expectations about future cash flows and are
basedd on an information system potentially more comprehensive than past and current cash
flows.. Accruals can be said to involve some implicit and explicit prediction of the future, and
accountingg can convey information not contained in cash receipts and disbursements (Beaver,
1989,, p.7). Managers may use accounting flexibility to provide better information about the
futuree cash consequences of the firm's business activities enabling the user to value the firm
moree correctly. From this perspective accounting income is one of many information signals
onn the state of the firm to the efficient capital market. This approach to managerial influence
overr accounting income is usually referred to as a signaling, informational or capital market
perspective.. The informational perspective will be discussed in chapter 3 as it is one of the
incentivess to exert influence over accounting income. The line from market reaction to
incentivesincentives shows the informational perspective in figure 2.2.

Thee second informational role of financial accounting is to facilitate contracting between
parties.parties. The second incentive category stems from the economic consequences of accounting
informationn because of existing and potential contracts, both explicit and implicit. The
economicc consequences of explicit contracts are shown in figure 2.2 by the line from

accountingaccounting income to incentives. The line from implicit contracts to incentives shows the
economicc consequences of implicit contracts. From an efficient contracting perspective on
economicc consequences, managerial influence is aimed at minimizing the firm's contract
costss that arise from conflicts of interest between contracting parties. From an opportunistic
contractingg perspective on economic consequences, managers use their accounting discretion
att the expense of other stakeholders. Chapter 3 provides a detailed discussion of the different
incentivesincentives to exert managerial influence over accounting income.
FinancialFinancial accounting flexibility
Managerss who want to influence accounting income can choose from a large set of methods
(Jiambalvo,, 1996, p. 39). Some of the methods require real transactions and some are pure
255

The function of financial reporting is more formal, embedded in the Civil Code and CAR Guidelines. The
informationall roles of financial accounting relates to the different settings where stakeholders use accounting
information. .
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accountingg decisions. Real transactions are operating, financing and investment transactions
undertakenn primarily to manage accounting income as opposed to directly increasing the
firm'sfirm's value. The possibilities to influence accounting income through real transactions
largelyy depend on the firm's business activities. In financial accounting it has long been
presumedd that merely reporting cash flows is inadequate and that some form of accrual
accountingg is appropriate. Accrual accounting is viewed to be essential to proper financial
accounting.. However, it is apparent that the nature of the accrual process is ambiguous and
nott well defined. For virtually every major event that could affect the financial statements of a
firmfirm there exists a variety of alternative methods for matching costs and revenues (Beaver,
1989,, p. 3). The choice among these alternative methods is an accounting decision. Pure
accountingg decisions have no direct effect on the firm's cash flow. The possibilities to
influencee accounting income by pure accounting decisions depends on the business activities
(includingg new events), the prior decisions and accounting procedures regarding these
businesss activities and the flexibility of the accounting system.
FlexibilityFlexibility is one of the basic concepts in this study. The Collins English Dictionary (edition
1994)) defines flexibility, metaphorically speaking, as the possibility to adapt or to vary. In
termss of financial accounting, flexibility can be defined as the possibility to adapt financial
informationn within the opportunities offered by the accounting standards. Flexibility thus
relatess to accounting standards in a specific country. Nobes and Parker (1998, p.40) state that
despitee requirements in the fourth EU directive there remains much more flexibility in the
Unitedd Kingdom, Ireland and the Netherlands than in the rest of the EU. While the control by
companyy law, tax law or accounting plan has been substantial in most European countries,
theree were traditionally no rules in company law, apart from a version of "fairness", in these
countries.. In this sense flexibility in accounting standards is the opposite of uniformity in
accountingg standards. The flexibility of the accounting standards in the Netherlands will be
discussedd in chapter 5. A related concept is financial accounting discretion. Where flexibility
relatess to the general latitude afforded to management, discretion relates to the specific
latitudee afforded to management. The Collins English Dictionary (edition 1994) defines
discretionn as freedom or authority to make judgments and to act as one sees fit. In terms of
financiall accounting, discretion can be defined as the firm's specific possibilities to influence
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accountingaccounting income by real transactions and pure accounting decisions. Watts and Zimmerman
(1986,, p. 248) state that accounting income is the result of the portfolio of accounting
procedures.. Accounting income results from the application of relevant accounting
conventionss and these conventions could be applied to produce a range of different income
figuress (i.e. the accounting income range). Managerial discretion of a specific firm depends
onn the business activities, the prior decisions, the flexibility of the accounting system and
specificc accounting restrictions of its contract set. In financial accounting research the term
discretionn is often used when describing the construct used to detect earnings management. A
numberr of widely used constructs test for earnings management by comparing discretionary
accruals.. The usual starting point for the measurement of discretionary accruals is total
accrualss . A particular model is then assumed for the process generating the nondiscretionaryy component of total accruals. The difference between total accruals and the nondiscretionaryy component is the discretionary component. The different constructs used to
measuree and detect managerial influence over accounting income are discussed in chapter 6.

Thee financial statements, and more specifically accounting income, provide stakeholders with
informationn to make decisions about the allocation of their resources and facilitate contracting
betweenn parties. Economic consequences of financial accounting follow from both the
decisionn making as well as the contracting role. Given this impact of financial statements on
thee stakeholders it is logical that stakeholders and financial accounting regulators perceive
thee accounting environment as important. The SEC in the US for example has the authority to
issuee accounting standards for firms under its jurisdiction27. In the Netherlands employers',
employees'' organizations and the Royal Netherlands Institute of Registeraccountants (Royal
NIvRA)) are members of the Foundation for Annual Reporting and hence also members of the
CAR.. The influence ofstakeholders and regulators on the flexibility of the accounting system
iss shown in figure 2.2 by the line from stakeholders and regulators to flexibility.

Totall accruals can be defined as the difference between accounting income and cash flow from operations.
In Accounting Series Releases 150 this responsibility is delegated to the Financial Accounting Standards
Board. .
277
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ConstraintsConstraints on managerial influence over accounting income
Managerss can choose from a large set of methods to influence accounting income. Chapter 4
providess a discussion of the factors that may constrain managerial influence over accounting
incomeincome given the possibilities and the firm's incentives. Apart from real transactions,
accountingaccounting income may be influenced through pure accounting decisions within Generally
Acceptedd Accounting Principles (GAAP) or beyond GAAP. Different constraints may limit
thee use of pure accounting decisions within and beyond GAAP. Accounting income may be
influencedd to achieve different objectives related to the firm's incentive. The objectives may
bee to provide better information, may be opportunistically motivated or motivated for
efficiencyy reasons. Different constraints may limit accounting interventions for different
objectives.. The most important constraints are managers' ethical standards, the firm's
governancee structure, auditing, legal constraints, market forces and the probability of
observation.. The influence of stakeholders and regulators on the constraints is shown in
figuree 2.2 by the line from stakeholders and regulators to constraints.
IncomeIncome strategy and earnings management
IncomeIncome strategy is placed in a central position in the framework. The firm's income strategy
resultss from its general accounting strategy. The general accounting strategy, or accounting
policy,, defines accounting goals in terms of disclosure, liquidity, solvency and profitability
andd is a subset of the general business strategy. It is implicit in this definition that
managementt considers the consequences of different strategies for the image that the financial
statementss project. The income strategy treats the firm's discretion on the set of accounting
itemss as a single comprehensive decision as opposed to discretion on individual accounting
items.. Income strategy can be defined as that part of the firm's accounting strategy where
managementt considers the economic consequences of different positions on the firm's income
rangee and where management defines their financial accounting goal in terms of accounting
income.income. Depending on five stereotype states of the financial situation, five general patterns in
incomee strategies may be distinguished (Hoogendoom, 1996, pp. 97-99; Scott, 1997, p. 306).
Thee five general patterns in income strategies will be discussed in the next paragraph. Once
thee income strategy is defined, management may purposeful intervene in the financial
accountingg process in order to implement the strategy.
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Schipperr (1989, p. 92) defines earnings management as a purposeful intervention in the
financiall accounting process, with the intent of obtaining some private gain. Private gains
stemm from the firm's incentives and may relate to the firm or to its management. Thus
earningsearnings management28 can be interpreted as part of the implementation of the income
strategy.strategy. Earnings management and accounting decisions on new events together implement
thee firm's income strategy. Thus income strategy relates to managerial objectives and
earningsearnings management relates to the methods to achieve the objectives. Earnings management
iss restricted to management's discretion within GAAP. Non-GAAP interventions in the
financiall accounting process are classified as earnings manipulation. Earnings manipulation is
ann economic crime and will normally not be considered an option29. The differences between
earningsearnings management and earnings manipulation are discussed in more detail in chapter 4 and
5.. In chapter 4 it is argued that several constraints have different effects on earnings

managementmanagement and earnings manipulation and in chapter 5 the distinction between earnin

managementmanagement and earnings manipulation is sharpened for the accounting environment in t
Netherlandss in general and this study more specifically.

2.33

General patterns in income strategies

Thee firm's income strategy results from its general accounting strategy and defines the firm's
accountingg goal in terms of accounting income. Managers may formulate a variety of income
strategiess based on their accounting objectives. As stated before, depending on five stereotype
statess of the financial situation, five general patterns in income strategies may be
distinguished. .

Inn popular Anglo-Saxon literature the terminology creative accounting or window dressing is often used in this
respect.. Creative accounting can be defined as the transformation of financial accounting figures from what they
actuallyy are to what preparers desire by taking advantage of the existing rules and/or ignoring some or all of
them.. Window dressing may be defined as the process to arrange affairs so that the financial statements of
concernn give a misleading or unrepresentative impression of the financial position (Naser, 1993).
299
The constraints that may or will limit earnings manipulation will be discussed in chapter 4. The change of
beingg caught for earnings manipulation largely depends on the institutional setting. In the Netherlands
enforcementt actions are relatively scarce but in the US for example there is ample evidence of actions is this
respectt (see for example Dechow et al. 1996).
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Financiall Situation

Incomee Strategy (t)

Incomee Strategy (t+1)

One-timee heavy loss

Maximizee loss

Smoothh income upwards

Sustainedd losses

Maximizee loss or smooth upwards Smoothh income upwards

Performancee around zero Avoidd loss

Smoothh income upwards

Sufficientt profitability

Smoothh income upwards

Smoothh income upwards

Veryy high profitability

Lowerr income now

Justt above expectations

Tablee 2.1. Income strategies resulting from the firm's financial situation. Adapted from
Hoogendoomm (1995).
Thee states range from sustained heavy losses to sustained high levels of profitability. The
resultingg objectives are stated in terms of profitability and are displayed in table 2.1. The
financialfinancial situation of a firm should be interpreted with care and in relation to other accounting
periodss and other firms in the same industry. Especially growth and stability are important
aspectss when comparing to other periods and firms. The general objectives resulting from the
financialfinancial situation are only broad directions. The objectives in specific cases may be different
ass a result of firm specific incentives.
Inn general, a distinction should be made between recurring and non-recurring incentives. Nonrecurringg incentives, such as management buy-out offers, initial public offerings and
executivee changes induce a short term perspective that may cause the use of different
interventionss to influence accounting income because the reversal effect30 of the intervention
onn accounting income in subsequent periods may be of minor importance for the initiator(s).
AA CEO for example who will retire next year may use income increasing accounting
interventions,, such as a reduction in R&D spending, in order to maximize his compensation in
thee current period. By this intervention the current CEO borrows income from the future and
hiss successor will pay because additional charges may be necessary to keep R&D at normal
levelss (see for example Dechow and Sloan, 1991). In case of recurring incentives, such as
300

The reversal of the effect on accounting income of different methods and interventions is important when
managementt decides to choose among them to influence accounting income. In general a distinction can be
madee between methods with no reversal effect and methods with reversal effects in the short or long run.
Reversall means that income increasing accounting interventions in the current period lead to a decrease in
incomee in future periods and vice versa.
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managementt compensation contracts and the general stakeholder relationship, the reversal
effectt on accounting income is important because next years incentives may be the same as
thiss year's and accounting income may be of equal importance to the firm and its
management.. In the latter case the firm and its management will take account of the reversal
effectt of methods to influence accounting income on income in future years.
Inn case of a (one-time) heavy loss that cannot be avoided by altering the business strategy or
byy income maximizing accounting interventions, the firm's management may choose to
maximizee the loss in the current accounting period. These interventions may not have an
additionall influence on the stakeholders' actions because the loss was already significant. Of
coursee there are limits to the loss one can present to the stakeholders without influencing their
actions.. Setting the objective to maximize the loss is referred to in the literature as "Big bath
accounting"" (Healy, 1985, p.86). The purpose of this strategy is to bank income for the future
andd thus create room to report (higher) profits in future periods. Creating accounting
"reserves"" for future periods always involves either a decrease in revenues and/or an increase
inn expenses (both of which decrease accounting income). In the Netherlands discretionary
assett write-offs and reorganization provisions are likely to be used in this respect. It is likely
thatt this income strategy will be succeeded by a loss minimizing strategy in future periods.
Iff the losses occur in subsequent accounting periods the loss maximizing strategy cannot be
continuededd in order not to loose the confidence of the stakeholders. The most likely strategy
iss to maximize the loss in one period and set the accounting objective to minimize the losses
inn subsequent periods. However if a loss maximizing strategy in the current accounting period
iss not possible because of expected negative stakeholder actions, the objective is set to
minimizee the loss in this period and decrease the loss in subsequent periods.

Inn case of accounting income around zero it is important for the stakeholders opinion about
thee firm to show a (small) profit. Although the difference may be small in absolute terms, the
perceivedd performance may differ a lot when the firm reports a loss instead of a (small) profit
andd thus may result in quite different stakeholder decisions. Since a small profit is more easily
communicatedd to, for example, shareholders and banks, it is worthwhile to struggle across the
thresholdd of zero earnings. Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) show that the frequencies of
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accountingg small losses are abnormally low, while the frequencies of small profits are
abnormallyy high.

AA sufficient profitable firm on the other hand, with no specific non-recurring incentives, is
likelyy to smooth accounting income in order to show a stable growing profit over subsequent
periods.. A stable growth is especially appreciated in financial markets because it appears to
reducee the risk of the investment as perceived by investors. In case of a sufficient profitable
firmm the objective to smooth accounting income normally follows from the firms business
strategy.strategy. In years of a relatively high profitability the objective is to lower accounting income
byy creating accounting "reserves" for future periods or by repaying income borrowed in the
past.. In years of relative low profitability the objective is to smooth income upwards by
borrowingg income from the future or by using accounting "reserves" from the past. Setting the
objectivee to smooth income over subsequent periods is referred to in the literature as "income
smoothing"31.. Ronen et al. (1977, p. 12) define income smoothing as "the dampening of
fluctuationss about some level of income that is currently considered to be normal for the
firm".firm". The accrual accounting system itself may stimulate income smoothing because it
matchess economic benefit with economic effort. Income smoothing is the most likely strategy
forr a large sample of firms. Income smoothing can simplify managers' relations with

stakeholdersstakeholders because it is easy to communicate income growth over a number of periods. Thi
makess it worthwhile to struggle across the threshold of increased earnings (see for example
Degeorgee et al., 1997). Burgstahler and Dichev (1997) find that firms with a consistent pattern
off earnings increases command higher price-to-earnings multiples, after controlling for
earningss levels. For many sufficient profitable firms increasing earnings per share is the most
importantt accounting objective for the year.
Firmss with an, in terms of risk and return, abnormally high profit face quite a different
dilemma.. In this case the downsides of a high profit may be greater than the positive effects
resultingg from it. Abnormally high profits may stimulate government agencies to intervene,
laborr unions to ask higher wages, competitors to enter the firm's markets or may induce too
highh expectations from capital markets. In these cases the most likely objective will be to
Seee Ronan and Sadan (1981) for an extensive review on income smoothing.
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lowerr the firm's accounting income in the current and in subsequent periods to a position just
abovee stakeholders expectations. When the firm's income strategy is set to lower the firm's
profitt for a longer period the firm is said to report conservatively (as opposed to "big bath
accounting"" in the first strategy described).

2.44

Summary and implications for this study

Thiss chapter provided an overview of managers' use of financial accounting flexibility. A

frameworkframework for managerial influence over accounting income was developed in order to
discusss the different concepts and their interactions. The framework serves as an aid in
understandingg the contemporary financial accounting process throughout this study.
Thee focus in the framework is on accounting income because it measures the overall periodic
performancee of a firm under accrual accounting and is one of the most important numbers for
stakeholderss of a firm. Accounting income as reported in the financial statements of a firm
resultss first of all from the firm's business activities. Taking into account the firm's prior

accountingaccounting decisions the business activities result in a.financialsituation of the firm. Th
financialfinancial situation can be interpreted as the mechanical outcome of the reporting process. In
thee absence of new events and incentives for managerial influence over accounting income,
thee mechanical outcome would have been reported. Incentives are possible factors of
influencee on the firm's income strategy. Incentives may result from contracts, both explicit
andd implicit, as well as from the market reaction to accounting income. The incentives to
influencee accounting income will be discussed in depth in the next chapter.
Thee firm's income strategy results from its general accounting strategy. The general

accountingaccounting strategy, or accounting policy, defines accounting goals in terms of disclosure
liquidity,, solvency and profitability and is a subset of the general business strategy. Income
strategystrategy can be defined as that part of the firm's accounting strategy where management
considerss the economic consequences of different positions on the firm's income range and
wheree management defines their financial accounting goal in terms of accounting income.
Oncee the income strategy is defined management may purposeful intervene in the financial
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accountingg process in order to implement the strategy. A purposeful intervention in the
accountingg process aimed at the implementation of the income strategy and with the intent of
obtainingg some private gain is referred to as earnings management.
Whenn formulating the income strategy the firm's management takes account of the
possibilitiess to influence accounting income as well as the constraints on managerial
influencee over accounting income. The possibilities to influence accounting income depend
onn the business activities, the prior decisions regarding these business activities and the
flexibilityflexibility of the accounting system. Flexibility is one of the basic concepts in this study. In
termss of financial accounting, flexibility was defined as the possibility to adapt financial
informationn within the opportunities offered by the accounting standards. The flexibility of the
accountingg standards in the Netherlands will be discussed in chapter 5. The most important
constraintsconstraints on managerial influence over accounting income are manager's ethical standards,
thee firm's governance structure, auditing, legal constraints and the probability of observation.
Thee constraints will be discussed in depth in chapter 4.
Finally,, depending on five stereotype states of the financial situation, five general patterns in
incomeincome strategies were distinguished and discussed in the previous paragraph. Again it is
statedd that the general objectives mentioned only give broad guidelines on possible income
strategystrategy objectives for individual firms. The objectives for specific firms may be different as a
resultt of firm specific incentives. The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of the
differentt incentives to exert influence over accounting income.
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Chapterr 3
Incentivess for income strategies and earnings management

3.11

Introduction

Inn this chapter part of the framework for managerial influence over accounting income as
providedd in the previous chapter is further analyzed. It explains the role of incentives on the
firm'ss income strategy and earnings management. Incentives are possible factors of influence
onn managerial use of financial accounting discretion and follow in general from the economic
consequencess of accounting data. Accounting income is one of many informational signals on
thee state of the firm to the efficient capital market. The reaction of the capital market to
accountingg data provides management with an incentive to exert influence over accounting
income.. This influence is visualized by the line from market reaction to incentives in figure
2.2.. In paragraph 3.3 incentives for managerial use of financial accounting discretion are
discussedd from the capital market perspective. Incentives may also follow from the economic
consequencess of accounting data because of existing and potential contracts, both explicit and
implicit.. The incentives resulting from explicit and implicit contracts are visualized by the
liness from accounting income through explicit contracts to incentives in figure 2.2 and from
implicitt contracts to incentives in figure 2.2. In paragraph 3.2 incentives for managerial use of
financiall accounting discretion are discussed from a contracting perspective.
Thiss introduction deals with two general notions that lay the foundation for incentives for
incomee strategies and earnings management: asymmetrical information and economic
consequences.. First, however a brief historical research perspective is given on the awareness
off incentives for income strategies and earnings management in the financial accounting
process. .
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3.1.11 Historical perspective
Inn early accounting research incentives for income strategies were not recognized32. The
approachh in this early research is characterized by attempts to formulate logical conclusive
theoriess in relation to preferably valuation and income issues, where economic income is the
ideall and also the starting point. The research was aimed at developing an accounting system
whichh would optimally reflect the actual status of the business activities in the financial
statements.. The accounting system itself was aimed at the stewardship function of the firm's
managementt and was evaluated on the relation between economic (true) income and
accountingg income (see figure 3.1). This true income perspective on financial accounting is
normativee in the ways of prescribing the best accounting practices in order to come to the
optimall reflection of the true status of the business activities.

Businesss Strategy

Economicc Environment

rr
1r1 r
Businesss Activities

ii

True e
Income e

ÏÏ

Accounting g
Income e

^-- Direct relationship
—— -^-^ Imaginary relationship
^ ^ ^ -Research focus

Figuree 3.1

The true income perspective

Inn early accounting research the standard setting process was of great importance because
accountingg standards were there to facilitate the firms management in reflecting the true
financiall picture in the financial statements. The incentives for income strategies in the
financiall accounting process were not an object of study in early accounting research because
thee accounting system under this approach was there to ensure that financial statements
reflectedd this true financial picture. From a true income perspective, unmanaged accounting
!!

White et al. (1994) call this the classical approach to accounting theory.
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incomee is a noisy measure of economic income because the rules of accrual accounting and
GAAPP lead to accounting numbers that measure economic income with error. Economic
incomee is meaningfully defined only under certain conditions, some of which are not found in
actuall accounting conditions. Under actual accounting conditions economic income does not
existt objectively, it is intersubjectively constructed by the social actors in question (Beaver
andd Demski, 1979, p. 42). Managing accounting income under this perspective changes the
propertiess of the noise, such as its amount, bias, or variance (Schipper, 1989, p. 93). Implicit
inn early accounting research is the assumption that users of financial statements do not access
otherr sources of information and do not adjust for the effects of alternative accounting
methods. .
Inn the late 1960s the perspective in financial accounting research shifted from a true income
perspectivee to an informational perspective (Beaver, 1989, p. 4). The publication by the
Americann Accounting Association in 1966 of "A Statement of Basic Accounting Theory" was
off great importance for this development (Feenstra, 1991, p. 273). The statement defined
accountingg as the process of identifying, measuring, and communicating economic
informationn to permit informed judgement and decisions by users of the information. This
userr or informational perspective became dominant over the true income perspective in the
earlyy 1970s in the US33.
Underr the informational perspective accounting data play two distinct, but related roles. The
firstt role is to facilitate stakeholders in making investment and valuation decisions. The
secondd role is to facilitate contracting. Under the contracting perspective existing and
potentiall contracts, both explicit and implicit, between stakeholders and the firm create
incentivess for income strategies. In the remainder of this text the first role of accounting data
underr the informational perspective is referred to as the capital market perspective and the
secondd role of accounting data is discussed under the contracting perspective. The first role is
oftenn called the pre-contracting role while the second is often called the post-contracting role
off accounting data (Beaver, 1989, p. 6).

333

As stated in chapter 1 accounting research in the Netherlands however, focused on accounting issues until the
earlyy 1990s.
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Thee shift in research perspective mentioned above was, apart from the fact that the true
incomee perspective was incomplete34, the consequence of two separate influences. The first
influencee came from the advances in finance theory in the 1960s and resulted in research on
thee decision-facilitating role of accounting data. It is commonly referred to as market based
accountingg research. In market based accounting research the market reaction on accounting
dataa is the main object of study. The second came from the increasing influence of "outside
forces"" in the standard setting process and resulted in research on the contracting facilitating
rolee of financial statements and is commonly referred to as Positive Accounting Theory
(PAT). .

3.1.22 Asymmetrical information
Itt is often assumed that management is more informed about the firm than stakeholders are.
Hence,, there are general concerns that management will use the information advantage to
maximizee self-interest at the expense of the firm's stakeholders. This is a problem of moral
hazard.. In general a problem of moral hazard exists when one party to a transaction may take
certainn actions that affect other parties valuation of the transaction and these other parties
cannott monitor or enforce the transaction perfectly. Moral hazard does not only include such
actss as fraud and shirking, it also includes other actions that are not in the best interests of the
stakeholders. .

AA phenomenon closely related to moral hazard is adverse selection. Here the problem is that
highh transaction costs or the difficulty of obtaining information may make it impossible to
assesss the performance of firms correctly.
Thee most likely responses to adverse selection and to the problem of moral hazard are
(Beaver,, 1989, p. 39):
1..

Provide a contract with incentives for management in order to align the interests of
managementt and the stakeholders. Profit-sharing agreements and stock options are

Incompletee in two ways: 1) the ideal of economic income measurement is not conceptually clear (see Beaver
andd Demski, 1979), 2) the lack of consensus on reporting practices, even when there is conceptual clarity
(Beaver,, 1989, p.5).
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exampless of incentive schemes that align more closely the interests of management
andd shareholders. Contracting as a response to asymmetrical information is discussed
inn more detail in section 3.2;
2..

Provide for public disclosure of the firm's information in order to reduce the superior
informationn position of the management. Signaling behavior may also arise. In this
casee managers signal their private information, stating they have nothing to hide. The
effectivenesss of this signaling behavior will however depend on the credibility of the
signall (i.e. the extent to which managers with something to hide can imitate the
signalingg behavior). Signaling as a response to asymmetrical information is discussed
inn more detail in section 3.3;

3..

Auditing. The audit provides an external and objective check on the way in which the
financiall statements are prepared and presented. Audits are a reassurance to all
stakeholders.. Auditing as a response to asymmetrical information will be discussed in
sectionn 4.4.

3.1.33 Economic consequences
Theree are a number of potential economic consequences of accounting data in a general sense.
Byy "economic consequences" is meant the impact of accounting data on the decision-making
behaviorr of business, government, unions, investors and creditors (Zeff, 1978, p. 56). The
involvementt of employers' federations, trade unions, investor organizations and accountants'
organizationss in debates surrounding the establishment of accounting guidelines in the
Netherlandss from the late 1960s may be regarded as an effect of economic consequences of
financiall statements. If accounting data had no economic consequences, accounting guidelines
and,, more specifically, the choice of accounting methods would not have been perceived
substantivee enough for this broad stakeholder involvement. Examples of economic
consequencess of accounting data include the effects on (Beaver, 1989, p. 43):
1..

The distribution of wealth among individuals;

2..

The aggregate level of risk and allocation of risk among individuals;

3..

The aggregate consumption and production;

4..

The allocation of resources among firms;

5..

The use of resources devoted to publicly available information;
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6..

The use of resources devoted to regulation; and

7..

The use of resources devoted to private search for information.

Thee economic consequences of accounting data relating to incentives for income strategies
aree discussed from the two roles of accounting data under the informational perspective
discussedd in section 3.1.1. The first role states that because investors delegate decision
makingg to managers there is a demand for information about the actions that are taken for the
purposee of controlling them. Gjesdal (1981) calls this the stewardship demand for accounting
data.. From a contracting perspective the stewardship demand can be considered as the
demandd for accounting data to monitor the manager/shareholder contract35. Accounting
numberss are frequently used in contracts that often include restrictions on parties' actions
conditionall on certain accounting numbers. Hence, there is a demand for financial statements
fromm a contracting perspective, both for specifying and monitoring contracts. If accounting
dataa is an important part of the firm's contracting process and agency costs, and firm value
and/orr managers' compensation, vary with different contracts, accounting procedures have the
potentiall to affect firm value and/or the manager's compensation (Watts and Zimmerman,
1986,, p. 196). Economic consequences of contracts provide incentives to manage the
mechanicall outcome of the financial accounting process. The economic consequences of
explicitt contracts are shown in figure 2.2 by the line from accounting income to incentives.
Thee line from implicit contracts to incentives shows the economic consequences of implicit
contracts.. The different contracts are discussed in the next section.

Thee second role of accounting data follows from the value of accounting data to stakeholders
(inn a broad sense) making investment and valuation decisions. This capital market perspective
assertss that stakeholders demand information on current and future cash flows and the market
valuee of assets and liabilities. Although accounting data usually does not provide all the
informationn that stakeholders need, it may be one of the information elements in economic
decision-making36.. The International Accounting Standards Committee's (IASC) Framework
forr the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements (§12) states: "it is the primary
Accordingg to the FASB (1976), stewardship is also subsumed under the informational perspective.
Accountingg data will usually not be sufficient for decision-making since they largely portray the effects of past
events. .
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objectivee of financial statements to provide information about the financial position,
performancee and changes in financial position of a firm that is useful to a wide range of users
inn making economic decisions". Because stakeholders' investment and valuation decisions
affectt firm value and/or managers' compensation, the capital market perspective also provides
incentivess to manage the mechanical outcome of the financial accounting process in order to
providee better information about the future cash consequences of firms' activities. From this
perspectivee accounting income is one of many information signals on the state of the firm to
thee efficient capital market. The line from market reaction to incentives shows the
informationall perspective in figure 2.1. The contracting perspective and capital market
perspectivee are not mutually exclusive; both can exist at the same time. Accounting data that
iss used in valuing the firm's securities in the capital market perspective is often also useful in
thee accountability of management for the resources entrusted to it (IASC, Framework for the
preparationn and presentation of financial statements, §14). The capital market perspective on
manageriall influence over accounting income is discussed in more detail in paragraph 3.3.

3.22

Incentives from the firm's contract set

Inn a world without contracting costs, financial accounting would be irrelevant. All prices
relevantt for decision-making would be costlessly observable, prices would be sufficient for
decision-making,, and thus no resources would be devoted to producing accounting numbers
forr decision-making purposes. In a world with contracting costs, to explain the general
existencee and the specific forms of accounting rules and accounting numbers, one must
investigatee the contracting contexts in which accounting numbers are used. This notion of
contractingg costs was introduced to the accounting literature by Watts and Zimmerman
(1978).. Their work, usually referred to as Positive Accounting Theory (PAT), builds upon the
principal/agentt analysis of Jensen and Meckling (1976), which was based on the seminal
workk of Coase (1937), who observed that in a hypothetical world without contracting costs
firmsfirms would be irrelevant37.

Generallyy referred to as the "general institutional irrelevance theorem".
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Inn PAT the firm is viewed as a set of contracts and it is assumed that it is the firm's objective
too minimize the contract costs associated with these contracts. In competition among firms,
thosee that organize themselves to minimize contracting costs are more likely to survive (Fama
andd Jensen, 1983). The concept of contracting costs and the notion of accounting methods as
partt of efficient organizational technology play key roles in PAT38. In PAT the incentives for
incomee strategies in the financial accounting process are a main object of study. The ultimate
objectivee in this research is to understand and predict accounting policy choice across
differentt firms. By using the term "positive" Watts and Zimmerman wanted to emphasize the
differencee in approach with earlier, normative theory (1990, p. 148). Many of these contracts
(implicitly)) relate to accounting variables and thus give incentives for the firm's accounting
strategyy in general and income strategy more specifically. PAT assumes that managers are
rationall and will choose the income strategy in their own best interests given the accepted set
off accounting procedures. The objective of a firm's income strategy relates to the firm's
incentivess and to managers' perspective. Managers may either aim the strategy at maximizing
thee value of the firm by efficient contracting or by providing better information, or be
motivatedd opportunistically at the expense of other contracting parties (Holthausen, 1990, p.
209).. The perspectives are not mutually exclusive, the relative amount of value maximization
andd opportunism depends on constraints on managers' accounting discretion (Christie and
Zimmerman,, 1994, p.539). The constraints on managerial behavior are discussed in chapter 4.

Managerss have the discretion to choose any accounting method within their accepted set of
methods.. Usually the accepted set is the same as under GAAP, but contracts may as well
specifyy the accounting methods to be used and limit the accepted set. Contract parties would
onlyy restrict the accepted GAAP set for efficiency reasons. The optimal set for contract parties
wouldd result from the trade off between contracting costs and the possibility for the firm to
adaptt for changes in the business activities and the accounting system. Contracting parties
expectt some opportunistic actions and this will ex ante be reflected in the price in order to
protectt themselves against the redistributive effects of accounting discretion (Watts and
Zimmerman,, 1990, p. 136).

Althoughh PAT has been criticized by for example Whittington (1987), and Christenson (1983), it is a very
productivee mainstream accounting research approach.
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Earlyy research in the field of PAT was based on the agency theory. The agency costs
associatedd with debt contracts and management compensation contracts together with the
agency,, information and other contracting costs associated with the political process provided
thee hypotheses tested in these studies39. Hence, agency costs arise from two sources in this
literature:: private and political. In the studies that followed it was however recognized that
otherr contracts and related costs may as well affect the firm's accounting strategy. The fact
thatt costs used to explain the contracts in later studies often appear in contractual scenarios
quitee differently from the standard principal versus agent setting resulted in the introduction
off the terms contracting costs and contracting theory instead of agency costs and agency
theory.. In PAT incentives are not restricted to the relation between the firm and its
stakeholders.. In the firm versus stakeholder relation it is the formal task of the firm's
managementt to further the interests of the firm in order to maximize its value. In many cases
thee maximization of the firm value will also result in the maximization of the managers own
markett value. In PAT there are however also incentives for the firm's management to exercise
thee accounting discretion opportunistically in order to increase their own wealth at the
expensee of other stakeholders and potentially at the expense of the firm's value. In these cases
thee interests and the incentives resulting from the contract set are different for the firm, its
stakeholderss and its management.
Wattss and Zimmerman (1990, p. 143) make a distinction between left-hand-side variables and

right-hand-sideright-hand-side variables in PAT. The left-hand-side variables are the dependent variable
thee income strategy. The right-hand-side variables are the independent variables in the income
strategy.. The incentives discussed in this chapter are the independent variables in the income
strategy.. Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981, p. 133) suggest that firms do not react on the
individuall incentives mentioned above, but use an income strategy taking into account all the
relevantt incentives. Their study supports PAT by indicating that four independent variables40
havee a significant association with the choice of a firm's income strategy.

Thee bonus plan, debt/equity and political cost hypotheses.
Size,, management compensation, concentration and the debt/equity ratio.
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Sincee this study is of an explorative nature, in respect of the dependent or measurement
variabless as well as the independent variables for income strategies, the number of possible
incentivess from the firm's contract set is discussed rather extensively. Incentives from the
firm'ss contract set with possible relevance for financial accounting in the Netherlands are
discussedd in more depth then incentives with little relevance in the Netherlands.

3.2.11 Explicit contracts
Inn contracting theory a distinction is often made between explicit contracts and implicit
contracts.. In the first case contracts are explicitly related to accounting variables and thus
directlyy influenced by accounting income. In figure 2.2 the relation is shown by the line that
goess directly from accounting income to incentives. Explicit contracts are the subject of study
inn early contracting research. Explicit contracts resulting in incentives for income strategies
thatt are recognized and discussed are: management compensation contracts, debt covenants
andd taxation.

Apartt from the distinction between incentives from explicit and implicit contracts a
distinctionn can be made between recurring and non-recurring incentives. Non-recurring
incentives,, such as management buy-out offers, initial public offerings and executive changes
inducee a short term perspective that may cause the use of different interventions to influence
accountingg income because the reversal effect of the intervention on income in subsequent
periodss may be of minor importance to the initiators). The reversal of the effect on
accountingg income of different methods and interventions is important when management
decidess to choose among them to influence accounting income. In general, a distinction can
bee made between methods with no reversal effect and methods with reversal effects in the
shortt or long run. Reversal, or self-correcting nature of accrual accounting, means that income
increasingg accounting interventions in the current period lead to a decrease in accounting
incomee in future periods and vice versa.

Inn case of recurring incentives, such as management compensation contracts and the general
stakeholderr relationship, the reversal effect on accounting income is important because next
yearss incentives may be the same and accounting income may be of equal importance to the
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firmfirm and its management. In the latter case the firm and its management will take account of
thee reversal effect of methods to influence accounting income on income in future years.
ManagementManagement compensation contracts
Totall managerial compensation may include salary, bonuses based on accounting
performancee measures and payoffs based on the firm's security price performance (stock
optionn plans). Stock option plans are discussed as an implicit contract in the next section.
Thee bonus plan hypothesis which is tested in the management compensation contract studies,
assumess that managers of firms with bonus plans are more likely to choose accounting
proceduress that shift accounting income from future periods to the current period (Watts and
Zimmerman,, 1986, p. 208). In the US, firms compensate managers under terms of formal,
legally-executedd plans that are placed in the public domain. As a consequence the data are
accessiblee for research purposes and are of high quality (Ball and Smith, 1992, p. 344).
However,, in the Netherlands this is not the case. According to section 383, subsection 1,
BW2,, the total remuneration, including pension contributions, of members and former
memberss of the board of directors should be disclosed41. Since this type of disclosure does not
specifyy the compensation contracts it is hard to analyze the influence of bonus schemes on
incomee strategies in the Netherlands.
Becausee management compensation may be based, explicit or implicit, on accounting income,
andd because managers have some discretion over accounting income it is logical to ask
whetherr managers exercise that discretion in their self-interest. In the US this hypotheses has
forr example been tested by Healy (1985), Gaver et al. (1995), Holthausen et al. (1995) and
Guidryy et al. (1999). Using an accrual based research design as well as a design based on
changess in accounting procedures, Healy (1985) found support for earnings management by
managerss of firms with bonus plans. The results appear robust because Healy shows that
ceilingss (i.e. the upper earnings bound in the bonus scheme) in compensation contracts have a
predictablee effect on accounting accruals. When earnings fall below the lower bound Healy
findsfinds that managers manage earnings downwards and "take a bath". Gaver et al. (1995)
411

Unless the statement ultimate relates to a single natural person.
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extendd the study of Healy by using discretionary accruals instead of total accruals. They find
thatt when earnings before discretionary accruals fall below the lower bound, managers select
positivee discretionary accruals (i.e. do not "take a bath") and that the reverse is true when
earningss before discretionary accruals exceed the lower bound in the compensation contract.
Theyy believe that managerial behavior is more consistent with income smoothing than with
Healy'ss bonus hypothesis. Holthausen et al. (1995) use confidential data of short-term bonus
planss and also investigated the extent to which CEOs influence accounting income to
maximizee the present value of bonus plan payments. They expand Healy's work in seven
areas,, among other things by using discretionary accruals, and also find evidence consistent
withh the hypothesis that managers bias accounting income downwards when their bonuses are
att their maximum. Similar to Gaver et al. (1995) they find no evidence that managers bias
accountingg income downwards when earnings are below the lower bound. Guidry et al.
(1999)) expanded the research on the bonus maximization hypothesis to the level of business
units.. Their innovations yield robust evidence consistent with Healy (1985).
DebtDebt covenants
Onee source of demand for accounting data arises from contracts between firms and suppliers
off debt capital. The interest of suppliers of debt in accounting data arises, apart from credit
analysiss purposes, from the possibility that managers, acting on behalf of stockholders who
appointt them, can increase the wealth of stockholders at the expense of the wealth of
debtholders.. Debt covenants are (part of) contracts between the debtholders and firms, aimed
att the protection of the debtholders1 claims. The debt covenants may for example relate to
restrictionss on dividends and other distributions to stockholders such as stock repurchase.
Somee of the contractual provisions are expressed in terms of numbers contained in audited
financiall statements, such as reported debt/assets ratios and earnings/interest coverage ratios.
Thee debt covenant hypothesis traditionally assumes that the larger a firm's debt/assets ratio,
thee more likely the firm's manager is to select accounting procedures that shift accounting
incomee from future periods to the current period (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, p. 216).
Accordingg to the hypotheses managers aim their income strategy at avoiding the
renegotiationss and the rewriting cost of contracts. Although debt covenants are not often
disclosedd in financial statements in the Netherlands they are mentioned by for example Ahold,
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Boskalis,, Hagemeyer, Nedlloyd and Pakhoed in the research period of this study. An issue
thatt frequently arises in the literature related to debt covenants is whether the debt/assets ratio
iss a valid proxy for the costs associated with income strategies. Duke and Hunt (1990) address
thiss question and they find a significant relation between the leverage ratio proxy and the
tightnesss of actual covenants. Since it is likely that firms in the Netherlands also have debt
covenantss based on debt/assets ratio restrictions it is possible to analyze the influence of the
ratioo on the firm's income strategy. It is expected that firm's with higher debt/equity ratios
willl report less conservatively than firms with lower ratios.
Inn the US the debt covenant hypothesis in relation to accounting method choice42 is tested by
forr example Dhaliwal (1980), DeFond and Jiambalvo (1994) and Sweeney (1994). Dhaliwal
(1980)) found that firms employing the full-cost method of accounting for exploration costs
havee higher financial leverage than firms that use the successful effort method since the latter
methodd reduces reported equity and earnings in most cases. Using actual debt covenant
violations,, Defond and Jiambalvo (1994) found support for earnings management by
managerss of firms with debt covenant violations both in the year of violation and the year
priorr to the violation. Sweeney (1994) investigated 130 firms reporting debt covenant
violationss in financial statements. She found that firms approaching default respond with
incomee increasing accounting changes and that the default costs imposed by lenders together
withh managers accounting discretion are important determinants of managers' accounting
response.. Cotter (1999) investigated whether managers of Australian firms use upward asset
revaluationss to reduce debt-contracting costs. She finds that, although prior research did come
too this conclusion, this is not the case. The conclusion drawn from additional analysis is that
thee relatively closer relationship between firms and their bankers in the current institutional
settingg has caused many firms to choose footnote disclosure of undervalued assets in
preferencee to recognizing an upward asset revaluation in the balance sheet. Since valuation at
currentt value is an option for tangible and financial fixed assets and stocks in the Netherlands
thiss research has relevance for accounting research in the Netherlands. Research by De Feijter
andd Van Rooijen (2000) indicates that valuation at current value is used by only 5% of listed

422
See for example Healy and Palepu (1990) and Begley and Feltham (1999) for accounting based dividend
constraints. .
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firmss in the Netherlands and that one-third of the firms rather use footnote disclosure of
undervaluedd assets43.
Taxation Taxation
Taxationn is an explicit contract between the government and the firm if the accounting
proceduress used in the financial accounting process affect the accounting procedures used on
thee tax returns. In the US there are some examples (LIFO inventory valuation) were
accountingg policies affect fiscal accounting. In the Netherlands this is formally not the case,
butt there may be a tax influence on the firm's income strategy, for example in relation to the
acceptancee of accounting estimates by the tax authorities. It is however not expected that
fiscall accounting will have any material impact on the income strategy of listed firms in the
Netherlands.. In the US Boynton et al. (1992) and Guenther (1994) examined the influence of
taxationn on the use of discretionary accruals in various settings.

3.2.22 Implicit contracts
Implicitt contracts are indirectly related to accounting variables. In these cases the outcome of
thee financial accounting process is likely to influence existing and potential contracts between
thee firm and its stakeholders because it influences stakeholders' perception of the firm. This
perceptionn may influence decision-making and hence have economic consequences for the
firmm and/or the firm's management. The term "contracts" in implicit contracts should not be
definedd as legal contracts (contacts seems more appropriate). Although a legal relation often
existss between the firm and its stakeholders one can not say that there is a strict contractual
relationshipp with pre-specified contracts and with an explicit relation to accounting variables.
Inn figure 2.2 these relations are shown by the line that goes from implicit contracts to
incentives.. The following examples of implicit contracts resulting in incentives for income
strategiess are recognized and discussed here: stock option plans, government regulations,
laborr union contracts, executive changes, management buy-out offers, desire for external
financing,, dividends, general stakeholder relationships and earnings forecasts.

433

See also De Bos and De Kimpe (1993) for valuation at current value in the Netherlands.
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ManagementManagement stock option compensation
Totall managerial compensation may include salary, bonuses based on accounting
performancee measures and payoffs based on stock price performance (stock option plans).
Thee compensation plans are formally designed and justified by their ability to reduce conflicts
off interest between managers and shareholders44. Management compensation in general is an
importantt topic in the US and also in the Netherlands, this especially holds for stock option
remuneration45.. There is an extensive debate in the popular press on the level of management
compensationn and the relation with corporate performance46. In the Netherlands there is a
substantiall trend toward paying executives in stock options47. Although, in case of stock
optionss there is no explicit relationship with accounting income, returns on equities appear to
bee explained overwhelmingly by the firm's cumulative earnings during the period (Easton et
a!.,, 1992). This effectively (and implicitly) ties stock option compensation close to accounting
incomee over a longer period (Degeorge et al., 1997). It is common practice in the Netherlands
too disclose, or mention managers' stock option compensation48. As stock options are disclosed
onn a regular basis, it is possible to analyze the influence of stock options on the firm's income
strategy.. Since return on stock options are dependent on stock price performance and stock
pricee performance is positively related to accounting income it is expected that firms with
stockk options for managers will report less conservatively.
GovernmentGovernment regulations
Governmentt bodies may examine accounting income if there are complaints or other
indicationss that a firm is making excessive profits by taking advantage of the general public.
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Critics question the effectiveness of compensation contracts to align manager and shareholder interests and the
effectivenesss of the labor market for executives. See Pavlik et al. (1993) for a review of studies on the
compensation-performancee relationship.
455
ASM Litography for example experienced social unrest in 1998 after 45 managers received a stock bonus
totalingg ƒ 440 million from its former owner Philips N.V..
466
Aegon for example changed its option plan in 1999 after the firm was criticized for its generous option plan,
fourr members of the board of directors earned ƒ 100 million in stock options. In the future the number of options
receivedd by management are related to Aegon's relative stock price performance.
477
Especially larger firms have stock option plans. In 1988 60 percent of the AEX firms used in this study
disclosedd stock option plans and in 1997 90 percent of the AEX firms used in this study disclosed stock option
plans.. For information on stock option compensation in 2000 see Blij and Mertens (2001).
Itt is required to disclose stock option compensation for managers according to CAR Guidelines 1999 (section
240,, subsection 111).
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Financiall statements in general and accounting income more specifically may be examined to
seee whether this is the case. Government actions may result in political costs such as price
measures,, tax measures or the withdrawal of government aid. The political cost hypothesis is
oftenn presented as a size hypothesis (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, p. 235). It is argued that
thee larger the firm, the more likely the manager is to choose an income strategy that reduces
accountingg income in the current accounting period. This hypothesis is tested by Zimmerman
(1983)) and he found that size is a noisy proxy for political costs since it may be proxying for
otherr unspecified factors. From the available studies it can be concluded that the effect of
governmentt regulations can only be tested meaningfully under specific conditions. Specific
governmentall conditions, especially regulatory-imposed wealth transfers, may give specific
motivess for income strategies for a relevant sample of firms.

Joness (1991)

for example tests earnings management for a sample of firms that would

benefitt from import protection. She finds that managers decrease accounting income through
earningss management during import relief investigations by the US International Trade
Commission.. Cahan et al. (1996) also found evidence that is consistent with the political cost
hypothesis.. Their paper examines earnings management of chemical firms at the end of 1979
whenn US congress was considering legislation over chemical firms and setting up a fund to
coverr cleanup costs, largely to be funded by the chemical industry. They found some evidence
thatt chemical firms took income-decreasing accruals in 1979. Hall and Stammerjohan (1997)
testt the hypothesis that managers of oil firms make accounting choices to reduce accounting
incomee during litigation in which the firm is a defendant and faces potentially major damage
awards.. They find that managers of these firms choose income-decreasing accruals relative to
managerss of other oil firms. Key (1997) tests the political costs hypotheses by examining the
cablee television industry during periods of Congressional scrutiny. The results are consistent
withh the hypothesis that firms for which proposed regulations are expected to be more
harmfull have greater income-decreasing accruals. Han and Wang (1998) investigated whether
oill firms who expected higher earnings resulting from sudden product price increases in the
Gulff War managed earnings downwards in order to reduce political sensitivity. Their results

Thee relevance of this study from a measurement perspective will be discussed in chapter 6.
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showw that these oil firms reduced reported quarterly earnings during the Persian Gulf crisis in
1990. .
LaborLabor union contracts
Accordingg to the preliminary results of research by Hassink (1998) 83% of labor union
bargainerss in the Netherlands say they use financial statements of firms in bargains, but his
resultss show that accounting income is not the most important item in financial statements for
bargainers.. However, when it is likely that payoffs to other employees are a function of
accountingg performance measures as well, management has incentives to reduce accounting
incomee in order to reduce wage demands. Especially during labor union negotiations
managerss may have incentives to reduce accounting income in order to lower union wage
demandss and improve their own bargaining power. If however, management's own
compensationn is tied to accounting income management has to trade off the positive effect of
aa lower accounting income on lower wages against the negative effect on their own
compensation.. Liberty and Zimmerman (1986) tested the labor union hypothesis but found no
supportt for it. They explained this by claiming that the firms had fewer incentives to reduce
accountingg income because they were already performing poorly during the negotiation
period. .
ExecutiveExecutive changes
AA variety of income strategy incentives exist around the time of a CEO turnover. A CEO who
approachess retirement when the firm is profitable faces short-term bonus plan incentives to
usee income increasing accounting interventions in order to maximize his bonus. By this
interventionn the CEO borrows income from the future and his successor will pay. On the other
hand,, new CEOs may "take a bath" and create accounting "reserves" for the future in order to
increasee the probability of a good future earnings record. However, when the write-offs can
bee rightly blamed on the previous CEO, and given their bonus incentives this may be the case,
thee "bath" is not a discretionary managerial action of the new CEO, but a consequence of the
discretionaryy behavior of the former CEO. Discretionary behavior of the former CEO not only
relatess to the decisions in the immediate years before the turnover, but may also relate to
incomee smoothing behavior by the former CEO above sustainable levels. Apart from the
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earningss management explanation of managerial accounting behavior around CEO turnover it
mayy also result from different perspectives, or different views of the world by new
management.. Accounting interventions for troubled firms may be different since managers
havee incentives to reflect their firms' financial difficulties (DeAngelo et al., 1994). Given the
incentivess above it may be necessary to distinguish between CEO turnover for troubled firms
andd non-troubled firms50 and to analyze the year(s) preceding the CEO change as well as the
year(s)) after the CEO change. Accounting choice around CEO change in the US setting is
analyzedd for example by Moore (1973), DeAngelo (1988), Dechow and Sloan (1991),
Pourciauu (1993), LaSalle et al. (1993) and Murphy and Zimmerman (1993).

Mooree (1973) finds that discretionary accounting decisions that reduce accounting income are
moree likely to be made in a period of change in management. DeAngelo (1988) states that
poorr earnings can lead to a hostile management change. She finds that during a proxy
contestt

current management exercises their accounting discretion to paint a favorable picture

off their own performance to voting shareholders.

Iff elected, new board members tend to take an immediate earnings "bath" which they
typicallyy blame on the poor decisions of prior management. Dechow and Sloan (1991)
investigatedd the hypothesis that CEOs in their final years of office manage discretionary
investmentt expenditures to improve short-term earnings performance. Their results show that
CEOss spend less on R&D during their final years in office. Pourciau (1993) examines
evidencee of earnings management associated with non-routine CEO changes. She finds,
contraryy to expectations, that departing CEOs record accruals that decrease earnings during
theirr last year of tenure. Further, her evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that incoming
CEOss manage accruals in a way that decreases accounting income in their first year and
increasess income the next year. LaSalle et al. (1993) report evidence that is consistent with the
hypothesiss that new CEOs exploit their accounting discretion to blame the predecessor52 for

Firmss experiencing financial trouble have a relatively high annual CEO turnover rate of 25%, compared to
firmsfirms without financial difficulties who have on averagee an annual CEO turnover rate of 11.5% (DeAngelo et al
1994). .
11
A proxy contest is a political campaign in which stockholders who disagree with managerial policies seek
electionn to the firm's board of directors.
522
Usually referred to as "the blaming hypothesis".
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poorr performance, establish a lower benchmark for subsequent performance evaluation, and
relievee future earnings of charges that would otherwise have to be made. Murphy and
Zimmermann (1993) on the other hand found no evidence that CEOs approaching retirement in
strongg performing firms used accounting discretion to maximize accounting income and
foundd no evidence of successors taking a "bath". They did however find evidence that
incomingg CEOs of poorly performing firms took "baths".
ManagementManagement buy-out offers
AA management buy-out (MBO) is the sale of a firm, or business unit of a firm, to current
management.. Current management may have incentives to reduce accounting income in the
yearr of the MBO and the years prior to the MBO in order to reduce the takeover price. This
assumptionn has for example been tested by DeAngelo (1986) and Perry and Williams (1994).
DeAngeloo (1986) did not find evidence supporting the earnings management hypothesis.
Perryy and Williams (1994) on the other hand found evidence of discretionary accruals
managementt in the predicted direction in the year preceding the public announcement of
management'ss intention to bid for control of the firm.
DesireDesire for external financing and mergers
Financiall accounting data such as accounting income presumably is a useful source of
informationn in valuing the shares of Initial Public Offerings (IPOs). This raises the possibility
thatt managers, especially when they are current shareholders or have stock options of firms
goingg public or issuing shares may manage accounting income prior to the IPO or issue in the
hopee of receiving a higher share price. Like an MBO an IPO creates a non-recurring incentive
thatt may result in a short-term perspective for earnings management. Management may use
accountingg interventions that are not likely to be used in case of recurring incentives. If
managementt is however not leaving the firm after the IPO they have to explain the decrease
inn accounting income to the new shareholders. Earnings management in relation to the desire
forr external financing has been examined a number of times in the US setting. Friedlan (1994)
investigatedd earnings management before IPOs. Friedlan concluded that IPOs did make
incomee increasing discretionary accruals in the latest period prior to the IPO. Dechow et al.
(1996)) found that the desire to attract external financing at low cost is an important motivation
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forr earnings manipulation by firms subject to accounting enforcement actions by the SEC.
Teohh et al. (1998) found that equity issuers who raise accounting income by altering
discretionaryy accruals prior to the offering have lower post-issue long-run abnormal stock
returnss and accounting income. Their evidence is consistent with investors naively
extrapolatingg pre-issue earnings without fully adjusting for the potential manipulation of
accountingg earnings. Rangan (1998) also found that the stock market temporarily overvalues
issuingg firms and is subsequently disappointed by predictable declines in accounting income
causedd by earnings management of issuing firms prior to the issue. Erickson and Wang (1999)
investigatedd whether acquiring firms attempt to increase their stock price prior to a stock for
stockk merger in order to reduce the cost of buying the target. They found that acquiring firms
managee earnings upwards in the periods prior to the merger agreement.
Dividends Dividends
Kasanenn et al. (1996) provided evidence of dividend based financial accounting strategies in a
debt-dominatedd capital market (Finland). Because equity owners, especially large institutional
investors,, appreciate a smooth dividend stream there is an incentive to smooth accounting
incomee

in order to payout a dividend accordingly. The research findings support the

assumptionn that accounting income is smoothed in order to pay a predictable dividend stream.
GeneralGeneral stakeholder relationship
Bowenn et al. (1995) examined the influence of the incentives created by the many implicit
contractss that exist between a firm and its stakeholders. Their research contained four major
stakeholderr groups: customers, suppliers, employees and short term creditors. They argue that
stakeholderss use accounting income to help assess the likelihood that the firm will honor its
implicitt claims and argue that this creates incentives for management to choose long-run
income-increasingg accounting methods. Examples of these implicit claims are: service,
continuingg availability of parts and service, timely payment, continuation of the trade,
workingg conditions, job security and future prospects.

Kasanenn et al. (1996) state that on the other hand it is costly to manage earnings upwards because of tax
consequences. .
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Bowenn et al. found support for their hypothesis that implicit claims variables are important in
explainingg managerial preference for long run income increasing accounting methods, such as
FIFOO inventory valuation instead of LIFO and straight-line depreciation instead of accelerated
depreciation.. DeFond and Park (1997) argue that concern about job security creates an
incentivee for managers to smooth earnings in consideration of both current and future relative
performance.. Their evidence suggests that when current earnings are below sustainable future
levels,, managers manage earnings upwards. When earnings are above sustainable future
levelss they find that managers use income- decreasing interventions to "save" earnings for the
future. .
EarningsEarnings forecasts
Assessmentt of managerial performance often includes comparison with one or more
benchmarks,, for example the earnings forecast that managers themselves make in financial
statementss and financial analysts' earnings forecasts. Dorsman et al. (1997) show that
managementt has incentives to engage in discretionary accounting to improve the accuracy of
theirr (qualitative) earnings forecasts. Their empirical results indicate that there is a
relationshipp between high pre-discretionary forecast errors and the adoption of accrual
accountingg in the Netherlands. After adopting discretionary accounting, the forecast errors are
reduced.. Bannister and Newman (1996) argue that management has incentives to use
discretionaryy accounting accruals to move earnings upward towards analysts' forecasts
becausee shortfall may lead to actions with economic consequences. A shortfall may not only
leadd to a negative capital market reaction, but may also influence the decisions of other
stakeholders,, for example of the members of the remuneration committee. They find that
firmsfirms whose earnings before discretionary accruals are below analysts' forecast use incomeincreasingg discretionary accruals and do so to a greater extent than firms whose earnings
beforee discretionary accruals are above analysts' forecasts.

3.33

Incentives from a capital market perspective

Underr an informational perspective, accounting income is one of many signals which may be
usedd to make certain investment and valuation decisions. Because signaling often relates to
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thee valuation of securities, this perspective is usually referred to as the capital market
perspective.. The line from market reaction to incentives shows the capital market perspective
inn figure 2.2. The capital market perspective on income strategies and earnings management
addressess the question how (potential) investment and valuation decisions influence
accountingg decisions. Since an investment introduces a contractual relationship between the
firmfirm and the stockholders of the firm one could also see signaling as a result of an implicit
contractt between the firm and (potential) stockholders. The contract is implicit since there is
noo pre-specified contract with an explicit relation to accounting variables.

Thee capital market perspective on income strategies and earnings management assumes
managerss have non-public information which they can communicate to outside stakeholders
byy choosing elements from a feasible set of accounting rules. However, this communication
processs is imperfect when the following two conditions are satisfied (Healy and Palepu, 1993,
p.. 2):
1.. Managers' incentives are not perfectly aligned with all stakeholders' interests (i.e. moral
hazardd / imperfect contracting); and
2.. Accounting rules and auditing are imperfect.
Becausee relative to stakeholders, managers have an information advantage on their firms'
businesss strategies and operations and the two conditions are often satisfied in practice
distortionss in accounting data will arise. When it is costly to assess the degree of distortion in
financialfinancial statements, some firms are misvalued, even in an efficient capital market. This
problemm is analogous to the "lemons" problem in the used car market discussed by Akerlof
(1970). .

Managementt may signal their superior information if, and only if, they feel it is beneficial to
doo so. Firms that are undervalued have incentives to reveal private information in order to
increasee their firm's market value and reduce their cost of equity in the capital market.
However,, it is only useful to reveal private information if this can be done credibly. The
problemm of separating firms with credible private information (high type) from firms with
non-crediblee information (low type) has been extensively considered by means of signaling
models.. A signal is an action taken by a high-type manager that would not be rational if the
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managerr was low type. A crucial requirement is that the signal is less costly for a high-type
managerr than for a low-type. This is what gives a signal its credibility (Scott, 1997, p. 342). A
numberr of signals have been suggested that are relevant for financial accounting. One way for
managerss to improve the credibility of their financial information is through voluntary
disclosure.. A second way is through the firms finance policies, for example a firm's capital
structuree or dividend policy. By definition, reported values of accounting numbers, the ways
inn which accounting techniques are used, and changes in accounting techniques may serve as
signalss if they reflect information about the unobservable attributes of the firm (Gonedes,
1978,, p. 27). A firm's accounting strategy thus can have signaling properties. For example,
managerss may have some private information about the likelihood of success of restructuring
actions,, the manager may recognize all or part of the expenditure associated with his future
restructuringg action by reporting a discretionary restructuring provision. Under certain
conditionss the conservative accounting strategy can be interpreted as a signal that the manager
iss confident about the firm's future (Frantz, 1999, p. 110). From this perspective earnings
managementt can be a device to convey credible inside information to the market. A manager
wouldd do this to increase the firm's market value, reduce its cost of capital and possibly affect
hiss own bonus scheme. Gaeremynck and Veugelers (1999, p. 124) indicate that the
revaluationn of assets is found to be a negative signal since poorly performing firms benefit
moree from revaluing assets than well performing firms. As a consequence, footnote disclosure
off undervalued assets instead of revaluing these assets can be a powerful mechanism used by
successfull firms to signal their success. Thus, signaling with accounting strategies may
reducee information asymmetry. Since information asymmetry has economic consequences for
bothh managers and stakeholders this may be an incentive for income strategies and earnings
management. .

Thee capital market perspective asserts that stakeholders demand information on current and
futuree cash flows and the market value of assets and liabilities when making investment and
valuationn decisions. Although accounting data usually does not provide all the information
stakeholderss need, the accrual accounting system reflects information in addition to cash
receiptss and disbursements. Accruals reflect management's expectations about future cash
flowss and are based on an information system potentially more comprehensive than past and
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currentt cash flows (Beaver, 1989, p. 7). Because accrual accounting not only requires
managerss to record past events, but also to make forecasts of future effects of these events, it
cann be said that accruals involve some implicit and explicit predictions of the future.
Therefore,, accruals can convey information not contained in cash receipts and disbursements
andd accounting data has the potential to convey managers' superior information. Although the
flexibilityy of the accounting system and the sensitivity of accruals to managerial influence
mayy imply that resulting accounting income could in principle be managed to the point of
uninformativeness,, it may also transform cash flows in order to provide a better indicator of
futuree cash flows and dividend paying ability than current cash flows do. It is for this reason
thatt it is sometimes argued that earnings management schemes are far from being
uninformative,, and give management a cost-effective way of signaling certain kinds of
informationn to capital markets. Although the efficacy of accrual accounting is still an open
issue,, some empirical evidence indicates that accruals do in fact have a certain information
contentt (Schipper, 1989, p. 91). According to Easton et al. (1992) medium to long term
returnss to equity appear to be explained overwhelmingly by the firm's cumulative earnings
duringg the period. Bowen et al. (1987) and Wilson (1987) find that accruals, on average, have
incrementall information content above cash flows. Dechow (1994) also provides evidence
thatt accrual-based accounting income is a superior measure of firm performance compared to
cashh flows. Subramanyam (1996) states that this evidence does not establish whether the
superiorityy of accrual-based earnings is because of, or despite, management's discretionary
accountingg choices. Subramanyam finds that discretionary accruals are associated with
contemporaneouss stock prices and future earnings and cash flows, and concludes that
managerss choose accruals to enhance the informativeness of accounting income. Bernard and
Skinnerr (1996) criticize the reliability of the Subramanyam study because possible
mismeasurementt of discretionary accruals can have crucial effects on the outcome of the
studyy . Warfield et al. (1995) find evidence that earnings management renders earnings
reportss less informative, but Hunt et al. (1995) find that managerial discretion can render
earningss more informative to investors because managers can use their accounting discretion
too signal their superior information regarding future earnings prospects.

Bernardd and Skinner (1996) state that the only way to resolve this problem is to develop better specified
modelss of the accrual process.
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Christensenn et al. (1999) provide evidence that the greater managers' incentives for earnings
management,, the less informative earnings announcement to investors are. From the literature
abovee it can be concluded that the informativeness of income strategies and earnings
managementt is still open to debate.
Althoughh signaling motives may influence income strategies and earnings management there
iss little empirical evidence of signaling being a major influence in the financial accounting
process.. There are however a number of papers which model the potential motives of income
strategiess from a signaling perspective. Demski and Sappington (1990) for example state that
inn a multi-period setting the communication process remains imperfect when the information
asymmetryy persists. If managers could communicate all their private information without
creatingg costs, contracts could be arranged so that managers would have incentives to reveal
alll that private information truthfully. Demski and Sappington (1990) introduce the
assumptionn of blocked communication to let the information asymmetry persist. Managers
obtainn private information, and this information can be prohibitively costly to communicate to
thee stakeholders (i.e. the communication is blocked). They show that the presence of blocked
communicationn can reduce the efficiency of contracts or reduces the value of the firm and
thereforee both managers and stakeholders have incentives to try to eliminate or reduce the
blockedd communication. Signaling by means of the firms accounting strategy may be a way
off unblocking the manager's inside information. Thus, stakeholders may allow a reasonable
amountt of income management to persist as a way to communicate blocked, inside
informationn to the market55.

3.44

Summary and implications for this study

Asymmetricall information and the economic consequences of accounting data lay the
foundationn for incentives to exert influence over accounting income. Under the informational
perspectivee incentives follow from the pre-contracting as well as the post-contracting role of
accountingg data. The focus of this study is on the post-contracting role of accounting data.
555
For more multi period earnings management models see for example Lambert (1984), Verrechia (1986), Dye
(1988)) and Trueman and Titman (1988).
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Thee effect of income strategies and earnings management on investment and valuation
decisionss is not an element of the empirical part of this study.
Nott all the incentives from the firm's contract set discussed in this chapter are relevant in this
studyy since some incentives are only relevant in other institutional settings, relate to specific
financiall accounting conditions or are only relevant for a pre-selected sample of firms. The
followingg incentives are not included in the empirical part of this study:
••

Management compensation contracts, although expected to be relevant for financial
accountingg in the Netherlands, are not used to explain managerial influence over
accountingg income because there is no variable compensation data available in the
publicc domain;

••

Taxation is not used in this study since there is no formal relationship between
accountingg income and tax returns in the Netherlands, neither is it expected to
influencee accounting income of listed firms in the Netherlands;

••

The effect of government regulations can only be tested meaningfully under specific
conditions.. These conditions are not present in the research sample of this study and
thereforee the influence of possible government regulations on a firm's income strategy
iss not tested for in this study;

••

The use of accounting data for labor union negotiations is investigated by Hassink
(2001)) in the Netherlands. His research indicates that accounting income is not the
mostt important item in the financial statements for bargainers.

••

The effect of management buy-out offers and a firm's desire for external financing on
manageriall influence over accounting income is not tested for in this study because
theyy are only relevant for a pre-selected sample of firms;

••

The effect of the firm's dividend policy on managerial influence over accounting
incomee is not tested for in this study because it is unlikely to be relevant in the
institutionall setting in the Netherlands;

••

The effect of managerial earnings forecasts in financial statements is not tested for in
thiss study because Dorsman et al. (1997) already tested for this influence in the
Netherlands. .
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Thee following incentives are expected to be relevant and are taken into account in the
empiricall part of this study:
••

Debt covenants are reported by a number of firms in the Netherlands and it is likely
thatt debt covenants influence managerial accounting choice. It is expected that firm's
withh higher debt/equity ratios will report less conservatively than firms with lower
ration.. This is expected for firms with and without reported debt covenants;

••

Stock options are disclosed on a regular basis in the Netherlands. It is expected that
firmsfirms with stock options report less conservatively than firms without stock options.

••

Executive changes are observable in financial statements in the Netherlands. It is
expectedd that executive changes will affect managerial influence over accounting
incomee in general and more specifically that incoming CEOs bias accounting income
downwards; ;

••

The general stakeholder relationship is likely to be relevant in any institutional
setting.. It is expected that firms will in general prefer long run income increasing
accountingg methods and will report relatively non-conservatively, even after
controllingg for debt covenants, stock options and executive changes;

Althoughh the incentives to exert influence over accounting income may be strong in certain
situationss and accounting income may sometimes be managed to the point of
uninformativenesss there are a number of constraints on managerial influence over accounting
income.. The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of the different constraints on
manageriall influence over accounting income.
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Chapterr 4
Constraintss on managerial influence over accounting income

4.11

Introduction

Flexibilityy is an important feature of the current accounting environment in the Netherlands.
Givenn the flexible nature of the current accounting standards, managers can choose from a
largee set of methods to influence accounting income. Zeff (1992, p. 267) calls into question
thee wisdom of applying accounting principles in a flexible voluntary environment in a climate
wheree genuine auditor independence in relation to clients may not be the safe assumption that
itt was in the past. This question not only relates to the flexible nature of the accounting
standardss in the Netherlands, but also to the lack of pro-active compliance mechanisms (other
thann auditing) that have been found necessary in the US and the UK. According to the general
opinionn in the UK, accounting standards are of not much use if compliance is not monitored
activelyy (Van Everdingen, 1993, p. 28). The Financial Reporting Review Panel was
establishedd in the UK to actively monitor compliance with accounting standards. Firms who
draww attention are selected for review and the panel can ask the firm to change the financial
statements.. In case of an accounting dispute, the panel has the authority to start a court
procedure56.. In the US the SEC reviews the financial statements of filing firms. According to
thee SEC every filing is read for about fifteen minutes and 10-15 percent of the filings is nonrandomm (based on "hot accounting issues") selected for review. Ultimately, the SEC can force
registrantss to amend the filing. The lack of compliance mechanisms in the Netherlands was
alsoo addressed by Van Helleman57 who stated that although there are compliance mechanisms
forr the stock market, this is not the case for the quality of financial statements.

66

According to recommendation number 13 of the Limperg Institute's Financial Reporting Quality Project it is
advisablee to institutionalize an accounting body responsible for monitoring financial accounting practices in the
Netherlandss to the example of the Financial Reporting Review Panel in the UK.
577
Accounting in the Netherlands: honesty declines (June 1, 1999).
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Notwithstandingg the lack of compliance mechanisms, this chapter provides a discussion of the
factorss that may or will limit managerial influence over accounting income in the
Netherlands.. Accounting income may be influenced to achieve different accounting objectives
relatedd to the firm's incentives. The objectives may be to provide better information, may be
opportunisticallyy motivated or may be motivated for efficiency reasons. Different constraints
mayy limit accounting interventions for different objectives. Where accounting objectives
relatee to income strategies, the methods to influence accounting income relate to the actual
accountingg interventions (i.e. earnings management or earnings manipulation). Apart from
reall transactions, accounting income may be influenced through pure accounting decisions
withinn GAAP and beyond GAAP. Different constraints may or will limit the use of pure
accountingg decisions within and beyond GAAP.

Givenn the impact of financial statements on the firm's stakeholders it is logical that
stakeholderss and financial accounting regulators perceive the accounting environment as
importantt and therefore impose constraints on managerial influence over accounting income.
Thee influence of stakeholders and regulators on the constraints is shown in figure 2.2 by the
linee from stakeholders and regulators to constraints. The most important constraints on
methodss to influence accounting income are discussed in this chapter. As discussed in the
nextt paragraph manager's ethical standards may limit the objectives as well as the methods to
influencee accounting income. The firm's governance structure may also limit managerial
influencee over accounting income and is discussed in paragraph 4.3. Auditing is discussed in
paragraphh 4.4 and the probability of observation, market forces and legal constraints as factors
thatt may limit managerial influence over accounting income are discussed in paragraph 4.5.

4.22

Ethical standards

Thiss paragraph discusses the role of manager's ethical standards as a factor that may limit the
incomee strategies and earnings management. Ethical standards may be defined as the position
off management towards the behavior of others and themselves, which is judged as
reprehensible,, permitted or praiseworthy. Ethical standards relate to behavior, not to events.
Ethicall questions in business occur at three levels: at the micro-level, regarding individual
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businesss dilemmas, at the meso-level, regarding business culture and at the macro-level,
regardingg the basic structure of our society (Van Luijk and Schilder, 1997, p. 24). Income
strategiess and earnings management both relate to individual business dilemmas, to a firm's
businesss culture and to the basic structure of our society. The basic structure of our society
relatess to the question how far the social responsibility of a firm reaches. Regarding
manageriall influence over accounting income this means that managers should take into
accountt the broader consequences of their actions in relation to the economic order where the
firmfirm operates. In this respect it is for example important to be aware of the fact that the
Netherlandss has a dual tier boards of directors, hardly a market for corporate control and a
traditionn of consensus and involvement. Widespread opportunistic earnings management for
examplee is liable to have negative consequences for the basic business structure of our
society.. Loss in credibility of management and auditors will result in a decline in social trust
andd the perceived usefulness of financial statements and auditing.
AA firm's business culture relates to the general position of the firm towards the rights and
obligationss of all stakeholders. This means that not only the individual actions, but also the
attitudee of the firm as a whole towards earnings management can lead to moral comments.
Thiss attitude towards earnings management does not only relate to the firm's moral code but
alsoo to the firm's governance and internal control structure. The role of the firm's governance
andd internal control structure is discussed in more detail in the next paragraph.
Regardingg accounting interventions one can speak of an individual business dilemma when
thee intervention makes one group stakeholders better off at the expense of another group.
Whenn managers exercise their discretion to make themselves better off at the other
contractingg parties expense, management acts opportunistically (Watts and Zimmerman,
1990,, p. 135). Most studies on earnings management take an opportunistic perspective in
contrastt to both the perspective that managers make accounting choices to provide better
informationn about future cash flows and the perspective that managers make accounting
choicess for efficiency reasons, that is, to minimize the firm's agency costs that arise from
conflictss of interest among firm stakeholders. In the remainder of this paragraph earnings
managementt is discussed as an individual business dilemma.
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EarningsEarnings management versus earnings manipulation
Earningss management is by definition restricted to managerial accounting interventions
withinn GAAP in chapter 2. Interventions in the financial accounting process beyond GAAP
aree classified as earnings manipulation, When discussing the role of ethical standards as a
factorr that may limit managerial influence over accounting income, the distinction between
earningss management and earnings manipulation is especially important since interventions
beyondd GAAP are an economic crime. Earnings manipulation will be limited by auditing,
internall controls, a strong governance structure, management's ethical standards and the
possiblee consequences. Earnings manipulation is an economic crime and for most managers
breakingg the law will be unethical. This does not however mean that earnings manipulation
doess not occur. Dechow et al. (1996) for example analyze firms subject to accounting
enforcementt actions by the SEC for alleged violations of US GAAP. In the Netherlands
earningss manipulation has not been subject to research yet, but some cases of earnings
manipulationn are known; for example Text Lite in 1987. The Enterprise Chamber of the Court
off Justice in Amsterdam stated in its verdict that the financial statements of this bankrupt
listedd firm did not comply with the criteria for financial statements. The Enterprise Chamber
qualifiedd the incorporation of a "ghost-order" from the Philippines in the financial statements
ass mismanagement, opening the possibility to hold the management, the members of the
supervisoryy board and the auditor responsible for the (other) shareholders' damages. Due to
thee severe consequences when caught, it is expected that not many managers are willing to
manipulatee earnings.

Thee distinction between interventions within and beyond GAAP however is sometimes
difficultt to make. In the US, compliance with US GAAP, with no constraints on choice within
GAAP,, is the firm's prime responsibility. In the Netherlands, as well as other countries in the
Europeann Union, the overriding qualitative objective for financial accounting explicitly states
thatt the firm's prime responsibility is to give a true and fair view58.

Accordingg to Nobes and Parker (1998, p. 30-31) "The requirement of the EU's fourth Directive that "true and
fair"" should override detailed rules in all member states may lead to a mask of uniformity that conceals the
unchangedd old differences". In practice this implies that, especially in continental European countries, there is no
truee and fair view override.
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Duee to this difference the distinction between earnings management and earnings
manipulationn is harder to make in the Netherlands than in the US. The meta-rule of true and
fairr view is problematic, since it seems to imply that there is some objectively existing
"economicc reality" of which financial statements should give a true and fair view. But
"economicc reality" does not exist objectively, it is intersubjectively constructed by the social
actorss in question. Accounting income results from the application of relevant accounting
conventionss and these conventions can be applied to produce a range of different accounting
incomee numbers. Earnings management is a purposeful intervention in the application of the
conventionss in order to obtain some private gain. This is possible because the interpretation
andd application of the meta-rule are inherently subjective. Earnings management does not
violatee GAAP and as for compliance with the meta-rule, auditors are the final arbiters whether
accountingg income gives a true and fair view. Due to this inherently subjectivity, earnings
managementt as such cannot be classified as misleading and is not by definition unethical.
EarningsEarnings management as an ethical dilemma
Regardingg the ethics of earnings management as an individual business dilemma Blake et al.
(1998,, p. 33) distinguish between the deontological view and the teleological view. In the
deontologicall view moral rules apply to actual interventions and a distinction can be made
betweenn accounting interventions beyond GAAP, interventions within GAAP and real
decisions.. As stated above interventions beyond GAAP will generally be considered
unethical.. Bruns and Merchant (1990) investigated the ethical perception of earnings
managementt under different circumstances for different interventions. The focus of their
investigationn was on short term earnings for internal management accounting purposes. A
totall of 649 managers in the US were asked to fill in a questionnaire with earnings
managementt examples and label the examples from unethical to ethical. Surprised by the
outcomee Bruns and Merchant found large differences in the ethical perception among
managers.. Not a single situation was judged unanimously or even close to unanimously.
Further,, they found that interventions within GAAP in general were experienced less ethical
thann real decisions and that the magnitude as well as the direction of the intervention was
important.. In general, they experienced that the larger the magnitude the less ethical the
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interventionn and that inflating accounting income was less ethical than deflating accounting
income. .

Althoughh ethical questions are in essence about objectives and attitude, both are difficult to
observe.. Yet, if it is not possible to observe the objectives it can hardly be said that
manageriall influence over accounting income is understood. In the teleological view moral
ruless apply to the moral worth of the outcome. This view relates to the incentives for income
strategiess and earnings management. Most studies on managerial influence over accounting
incomee take an opportunistic perspective, the intervention results in an increase in the wealth
off one stakeholder at the expense of other stakeholders. From a teleological point of view
theree is an ethical problem when managers act opportunistically, increasing their own wealth,
withoutt increasing aggregated wealth. On the other hand when managers bias accounting
incomee in order to provide better information about future cash flows or to minimize the
firm'ss contracting costs, earnings management is permitted or even praiseworthy. Or as
Dopuchh (1996, p. 40) in his review paper on earnings management puts it: "the fundamental
issuess in this area of research are simply who benefits and who pays the costs of allowing
managerss to manage earnings?"

Ethicall standards are different from manager to manager, from firm to firm, from society to
society,, and change over time. Accounting interventions raise ethical questions in relation to
thee methods used as well as to the objectives and outcome. Although accounting interventions
beyondd GAAP will generally be considered unethical, the ethical perception of other
interventionss ranges widely. Regarding the objectives of earnings management there are also
differentt ethical perceptions. In general most accountants accept the notion that management
exertss influence over accounting income. Some managers may try to give an unbiased view of
thee companies performance, but even then this is a subjective view since the economic reality
doess not exist "objectively". Other managers choose accounting procedures to maximize the
valuee of the firm or provide better information about future cash flows. At the other extreme,
managerss may bias the firm's performance in order to mislead other stakeholders and act
opportunistically.. Widespread opportunism will lead to a decline in the perceived usefulness
off financial statements and auditing and eventually will lead to detailed accounting regulation.
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Apartt from management's own ethical standards, opportunism may be limited by the firm's
governancee structure, including internal control systems and monitoring by the board of
directors,, auditing, the probability of observation, market forces and legal constraints.

4.33

The firm's governance structure

Opportunisticc earnings management may be limited by a manager's own ethical standards.
Sincee ethical standards differ widely, the relative amounts of efficiency and opportunism will
largelyy depend on other controls on managers' accounting discretion. Such controls include
monitoringg by the supervisory board, auditing and the discipline of the market for corporate
control.. This paragraph discusses the influence of the firm's governance structure on
manageriall influence over accounting income. A firm's governance structure is the structure
byy which a firm is directed and controlled. The structure includes the firm's ownership
structure,, the role of shareholders, the supervisory board, the firm's internal control structure
andd auditing. Since auditing is discussed in a separate paragraph, the focus in this paragraph is
onn the other items mentioned. Corporate governance in general has received much attention in
thee past few years. In a number of countries commissions were formed to study the role of
corporatee governance and/or internal control59. This recent attention is a direct result from the
continuingg concern about standards of financial accounting and accountability, heightened by
aa number of failing firms and the controversy over directors' pay (Report of The Committee
onn the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance, 1992, p. 9).

OwnershipOwnership structure
Thee firm's ownership structure may limit the objectives to influence accounting income.
Managementt controlled firms are firms that are characterized by a diffuse ownership structure
andd have managers who typically own no more than a small portion of the firm's equity
shares.. In management controlled firms management may have incentives to allocate the
firm'ss resources in ways that are non-value maximizing for the firm so there is a need for
599

Report of The Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance ("Cadbury report", 1992) in the
UK,, COSO Report (1992) in the US and Corporate Governance in Nederland ("Commissie Peters", 1996) in the
Netherlands. .
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controllingg and monitoring management's behavior in this respect. In owner controlled firms,
managerss own a substantial or controlling part of the firm's equity shares and this will
influencee management's objectives for accounting interventions. Two theoretical arguments
aree used to support the relation between ownership and managerial influence over accounting
income.. First, according to managerial economics literature the incentives for accounting
interventionss have a differential motivating effect on the managers of different firms,
dependingg on the ownership structure of the firm. Since an owner-manager will have greater
jobb security

and less fear for outside takeovers there are less incentives to manage

accountingg income in a favorable way in order to obscure poor managerial performance and
keepp shareholders satisfied. The second argument is based on both theoretical arguments and
empiricall evidence (see below) that the probability of a firm having an earnings-based bonus
plann is negatively related to managerial ownership. From this it is expected that the level of
manageriall ownership is likely to affect the objectives of accounting interventions since
earnings-basedd bonus plans include incentives to influence accounting income.

Dhaliwall et al. (1982) examined the effect of owner versus management control on the choice
off accounting methods. Their paper compares the depreciation methods used by a sample of
managementt and owner controlled firms. The research reveals that there is a significant
differencee in the depreciation methods adopted by management controlled and owner
controlledd firms. They conclude that management controlled firms are more likely to adopt
depreciationn methods which increase accounting income. Niehaus (1989) examined the
relationn between inventory method choice and both managerial ownership and outside
ownershipp concentration and finds that inventory choice appears to be related to both. When
manageriall ownership is high, LIFO is likely to be used when LIFO is the tax minimizing
method.. When managerial ownership is low, LIFO is less likely to be used, even if this is the
taxx minimizing method, since managers' compensation is usually positively related to
accountingg income. Further, higher outside ownership concentration appears to increase the
likelihoodd of LIFO because higher outside ownership concentration increases the level of
monitoring. .

Dahyaa et. al. (1998) found that when the CEO is an important equity holder unexpected CEO changes due to
poorr company performance are less likely.
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Dempseyy et al. (1993) examined the relation between corporate ownership structure and
earningss management by examination of extraordinary item reporting. Their results show that
theree were significant differences in extraordinary item accounting practices among US firms
withh different ownership structures in a period in which US GAAP allowed considerable
managementt discretion in accounting for extraordinary items. In particular, management
controlledd firms selected income increasing accounting alternatives for extraordinary items
moree often than owner controlled firms. Their findings thus provide evidence that the extent
off managerial ownership is related to the extent and direction of earnings management.
Warfieldd et al. (1995) examined whether the level of managerial ownership affects both the
informativenesss of earnings and the magnitude of discretionary accounting accrual
adjustments.. Their results show that managerial ownership (i.e. owner controlled firms) is
positivelyy associated with earnings' explanatory power for stock returns and inversely related
too the magnitude of accounting accrual adjustments. Their findings provide evidence that
manageriall ownership is related to the magnitude of accounting interventions and is consistent
withh higher levels of earnings management in management controlled firms to mitigate
contractuall restrictions.
TheThe role of shareholders
Inn the Netherlands, the role of shareholders in (management controlled) firms depends on the
questionn whether the firm is a large firm (in the meaning of section 153 BW2). This is the
casee when the firm meets the following criteria:
1.. Issued capital and reserves amount to minimally ƒ 25,000,000.
2.. The firm, or one of her subsidiaries, has, pursuant to legal requirements, established a
workss council.
3.. The firm employs, together with her subsidiaries, in general at least 100 employees.
Sincee listed firms usually will fulfill these requirements, or will otherwise opt for being a
largee firm in this respect, the role of shareholders will be discussed only for large firms. One
off the most important consequences of being a large firm is that a supervisory board is
compulsory.. The members of the supervisory board usually are a coherent group with
experiencee of management in general and of the firm specifically and with advantageous
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accesss to resources of the firm. Shareholders usually are a disparate group. Under these
circumstancess it is not surprising that direct shareholder influence is limited and that
successfull shareholders revolts are scarce. Although shareholders have little direct influence,
theyy have a simple alternative when the firm is listed, since shareholders can vote with their
feet.. If the performance of the board of managerial directors is poor the share price will suffer.
Hence,, incumbent management will be encouraged to pursue value-maximizing policies.
Value-maximizingg policies do not only regard real business policies but accounting policies
ass well. Although direct shareholder influence is limited and institutional shareholders, such
ass insurance companies and pension funds, are reluctant to become involved in the
managementt of the firm, there is a tendency for institutional shareholders to take a more
proactivee role towards their investments in general. The largest pension fund in the
Netherlands,, the ABP, for example argued with IHC Caland N.V. that they should adapt a
codee on human rights after the company received an order from Birma (De Telegraaf, 1999a)
andd with Baan Company N.V. about their new option plan (De Telegraaf, 1999b). A proactive
rolee of large institutional shareholders may affect the objectives of income strategies and
earningss management since the board of managerial directors will preferably keep these
(important)) shareholders satisfied.

TheThe supervisory board
Inn the Netherlands a dual tier executive board governs firms. The members of the supervisory
boardd are nominated by a system of controlled co-optation. This means that the members of
thee supervisory board are co-opted, the supervisory board fills the vacancy, with a right of
recommendationn for the works council and a claused veto-right for the annual meeting of
shareholders.. The influence of shareholders on appointments to the supervisory board is thus
limited.. The supervisory board's primary task is to monitor and advise the board of directors
(sectionn 140 BW2). In order to fulfill this task properly the supervisory board should be a
homogeneouss group and its members should not feel called to serve a specific interest, but
shouldd be independent and serve the interest of the firm in general, taking into account the
interestt of all stakeholders (Van Schilfgaarde, 1992, p. 321). For large companies the
supervisoryy board's powers are extended to appointing new members of the supervisory board
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(sectionn 158 BW2)61, appointing and dismissing members of the board of directors (section
1622 BW2), deciding on the financial statements (section 163 BW2) and approving certain
manageriall decisions (section 164 BW2). Given the independent nature of the supervisory
board,, the board should take the lead when potential conflicts of interest arise between the
firmm and members of the board of directors. However, the supervisory board can only bring an
independentt judgement if the majority on the board is independent of the firm. Independence
relatess to the remuneration of the members of the supervisory board as well as the practice of
manyy firms in the Netherlands to appoint former members of the board of directors to the
supervisoryy board. The effectiveness of the supervisory board is further buttressed by its
structure.. One aspect of structure is the appointment of committees of the supervisory board,
suchh as the audit, remuneration and nomination committee. Since 1978, the NYSE has
requiredd all listed firms to have audit committees and the Treadway Commission concluded in
19877 that audit committees have a critical role to play ensuring the integrity of US firms'
financiall statements. The audit committee normally is involved with the auditor selection
process,, review the annual and interim reports before submission to the supervisory board,
discussionss with the external auditor about the audit process and the review of the
managementt letter and the auditors report (in the meaning of section 393 BW2). Since the
auditt committee offers the auditor a direct link to members of the supervisory board the
positionn of the auditor is strengthened. Further, the audit committee may create a climate of
disciplinee and control that may reduce opportunistic managerial behavior and ultimately may
increasee public confidence in the credibility and objectivity of financial statements.

Beasleyy (1996) examined the relation between board of director composition and financial
statementt fraud in a US setting. In the US, the board of directors is made up of a combination
off executive directors and outside, or non-executive directors (i.e. a single tier executive
board).. The role of outside directors is comparable to the supervisory board in a dual tier
system.. Results indicate that non-fraudulent firms have boards with significantly higher
percentagess of outside members than fraudulent firms.
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Additionally,, Beasley found that when outside director ownership in the firm increases (i.e.
outsidee directors have a monetary interest in the firm) or when the number of outside
directorshipss in other firms held by outside directors decreases (i.e. outside directors can
spendd more time on the firm), the likelihood of financial statement fraud decreases. From this
researchh it may be concluded that adequate monitoring by the supervisory board (or outside
boardd members) may limit accounting interventions beyond GAAP. Dechow et al. (1996)
foundd that firms manipulating earnings are:
1.. More likely to have boards of directors dominated by management;
2.. More likely to have a CEO who simultaneously serves as Chairman of the Board;
3.. More likely to have a CEO who is also the firm's founder;
4.. Less likely to have an audit committee;
5.. Less likely to have an outside blockholder (a party with active control and 10 percent or
moree of the voting stock and/or a party with 20 percent or more of the voting stock).
Peasnelll et al. (1998) tested for empirical evidence on an association between the composition
off the board of directors and earnings management. They reported evidence of a significant
negativee association between income-increasing discretionary accruals and the portion of
outsidee board members. From their result it may be concluded that effective supervisory
boardss may constrain discretionary accounting interventions. Wild (1996) provides empirical
evidencee on the association between earnings quality, i.e. the informativeness of earnings, and
auditt committee formation. His results show a significant increase in the market's reaction to
earningss reports subsequent to the formation of the audit committee. The market's reaction to
earningss reports is more than 20 percent greater after the formation of an audit committee than
before.. Beasley (1996) however found no relation between audit committee formation and
financiall statement fraud. From these researches it may be concluded that, although audit
committeee formation may not prevent fraud any better than a supervisory board without an
auditt committee, an audit committee does increase public confidence in the credibility and
objectivityy of financial statements. Audit committees offer auditors a direct link with
memberss of the supervisory board, potentially increasing their independent position. The next
paragraphh discusses auditing as a constraint on managerial influence over accounting income.
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InternalInternal control structure
AA firm's internal control structure is part of its governance structure. Internal control is
broadlyy defined in the COSO report62 as a process, effected by a firm's board of managerial
directors,, management and other personnel, designed to provide reasonable assurance
regardingg the achievement of objectives in the following categories:
••

Effectiveness and efficiency of operations.

••

Reliability of financial statements.

••

Compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Thee reliability of financial statements can only be assured if the firm's accounting and internal
controll systems are sufficient. In general, in a sufficient system all transactions and other
eventss are promptly recorded in the correct amount, in the appropriate accounts and in the
properr accounting period so as to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance
withh an identified financial accounting framework. A sufficient internal control structure will
limitt earnings manipulation. However, due to inherent limitations such as the possibility for
managementt to override the control systems conclusive evidence cannot be provided. The
"controll environment" which means the overall attitude, awareness and actions of directors
andd management regarding the internal control system and its importance in the firm is
especiallyy important in this respect. Further, the internal control system will not limit
opportunisticc accounting interventions within GAAP (earnings management) since this will
bee within the firm's financial accounting discretion.
Fromm the discussion above it may be concluded that no governance structure can be totally
bullett proof against earnings manipulation. In a sufficient governance structure however
earningss manipulation is discouraged and can be brought to light. It can also be concluded
thatt the firm's governance structure, especially the level of managerial ownership and the
diffusionn of ownership, is likely to affect the objectives of accounting interventions. Further,
itt can be concluded that the supervisory board has an important independent monitoring
function,, especially when an audit committee is active. A supervisory board, especially when
ann audit committee is active, may limit opportunistic accounting interventions, within GAAP
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ass well as beyond GAAP, since members of the supervisory board should take the interest of
alll stakeholders into account.

4.44

Auditing

Managerss typically own no more than a small portion of their firm's equity shares and
managementt may have incentives to allocate resources in ways that are non-value maximizing
forr the firm or shareholders. Even when managers do own a large portion of their firm's
equityy shares (i.e. owner controlled firms) they may have incentives to allocate the firm's
resourcess in ways that are not necessarily consistent with the interest of other (outside)
shareholders.. A function of financial accounting is to report on the control and use of
resourcess by management to those to whom they are accountable. Managers are entrusted
withh the task of preparing the financial statements because they have private knowledge of
theirr business activities. They are in the best position to summarize the business activities by
estimatingg the future cash consequences of these activities. Due to the separation of
ownershipp and the possible incentives for management to allocate resources in ways that are
nott necessarily consistent with the interest of other (outside) shareholders, shareholders feel
thee need for verification of financial statements by independent experts. The audit provides an
externall and objective check on the manner in which financial statements have been prepared
andd presented. According to section 393, subsection 1 Title 9 BW 2 the financial statements
mustt be audited and pursuant to section 394, subsection 1 Title 9 BW2 the financial
statementss must be filed at the chamber of commerce within eight days after adoption. Law
thuss extends the accountability resulting from stewardship to all stakeholders and all
stakeholderss gain from this verification by independent auditors. Audits are a reassurance to
alll stakeholders having an interest in the firm.

Accordingg to section 393 Title 9 BW2 the legal person shall give instructions for the audit of
financiall statements to a registered accountant or to an accountant-administrative consultant
withh annotation (hereafter both are referred to as "auditor"). The general meeting of
shareholderss is empowered to give such instructions. If no such instructions are given by the
meeting,meeting, the supervisory board, or if this body fails to do so, the management shall be
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empoweredd to do so. Auditors must examine whether the financial statements provide the
vieww required by section 362, subsection I Title 9 BW2. They must also ascertain whether the
financialfinancial statements satisfy the requirements set by and pursuant to the law. The auditor must
reportt on this audit to the supervisory board and the Firm's board of managerial directors. The
auditorr must set out the result of his audit in an auditor's opinion as to whether the financial
statementss give a true and fair view and he must report any shortcomings that have appeared
too him. Section 362 Title 9 BW2 states that the financial statements, prepared in accordance
withh GAAP, must provide such a view as enables a sound judgement to be formed of the
assetss and liabilities and result of the legal person and, insofar as the nature of the financial
statementss permit, of its solvency and liquidity. The legal person may not apply the special
provisionss of Title 9 BW2 to the extent necessary to provide such view and the reason for not
applyingg such provisions must be set out in the notes ("true and fair view override", section
362,, subsection 4 Title 9 BW2). GAAP in the Netherlands originates from fundamental
businesss economics and has been influenced by political and cultural influenced business law
andd accounting regulation. According to Bindenga (1994, p. 158) this has resulted in
inherentlyy subjective financial accounting. As stated in paragraph 4.2 there is no objectively
existingg "economic reality" of which financial statements should give a true and fair view.
Accountingg income results from the application of GAAP in the Netherlands and these
conventionss can be applied to produce a range of different accounting income numbers. With
respectt to the accuracy of financial statements, the EU "Greenbook"63 on the role and position
off auditors in the EU, states that financial statements cannot be exact in a sense that only one
seriess of figures exists that will present the firm's performance and position correctly.
Bindengaa (1994, p. 159) also states that stakeholders should realize that accounting income
resultss from subjective views of management and that due to accounting choices the view
requiredd in section 362 Title 9 BW2 is not a unique one.
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AuditorAuditor 's general financial accounting responsibilities
Thee auditor's principal function is to carry out, in a professional capacity, an audit for the
purposee of assessing whether the financial statements prepared by a firm give a true and fair
view.. The objective of an audit is to provide a (comparatively) high level of assurance to the
publicc financial statements. It is essential for the adequate performance of an auditor that the
publicc has confidence in the effectiveness of audits. In order to secure this confidence the
professionall bodies of auditors in the Netherlands, Royal NIvRA and NOvAA, have adopted
aa "Code of Ethics". Central ethical principles are integrity, objectivity, professional
competencee and independence. In the Netherlands the compliance with ethical standards by
auditorss is secured by disciplinary rules.

Whilee the auditor is responsible for forming and expressing an independent opinion on the
financiall statements, the responsibility for preparing the financial statements is that of the
boardd of managerial directors. The audit does not relieve management of this responsibility.
Inn addition to auditing in the public interest, the auditor also acts as an auditor and advisor to
thee management of the firm. When during the performance of the audit function the public
interestt conflicts with the auditor's advisory role, the public interest prevails because auditors
mustt be independent from their clients and from the parties on whose activities they express
ann opinion (Rules of Professional Conduct and Practice of Registeraccountants 1994, section
24,, subsection 1)M. By implementation of quality control policies and procedures the auditor
shouldd ensure that all audits are conducted in accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing
Standardss (GAAS). When planning and performing audit procedures and in evaluating and
reportingg the results thereof, the auditor should consider the risk of material misstatements in
thee financial statements resulting from fraud and error. Fraud may involve intentional
misrepresentationn of results in order to manipulate share prices or to influence decisions of the
userss of financial statements. Apart from weakness in the design of the accounting and
internall control systems, conditions or events which increase the risk of fraud and error
include:: questions with respect to the integrity or compliance of management; unusual
pressuress within or on a firm; unusual transactions and problems in obtaining sufficient
Thee Limperg Institute (1987) initiated research on this subject and found that two out of three respondents
agreedd with the suggestion that in practice auditors primarily serve the interest of their clients. This research thus
indicatess a potential problem in relation to the perceived general functioning of auditors.
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appropriatee audit evidence (Netherlands Standards on Auditing

240, section 2, 3 and 8).

Auditorss thus should consider management's incentive structure discussed in chapter 3 in the
auditt process and it should be noted that the accounting and internal control system may not
bee so effective when management is in a position, and it usually is, to put this aside. Further,
whenn setting materiality auditors should be careful with rules of thumb since certain elements
off the incentive structure relate to specific levels of accounting numbers and ratios (Emanuels,
1997,, p. II) 6 6 . The responsibility for prevention and detection of fraud and error rests with
managementt through the implementation and continued operation of adequate accounting and
internall control systems. However such systems reduce, but do not eliminate the possibility of
fraudfraud and error. The auditor is not and cannot be held responsible for the prevention of fraud
andd error. The fact that an annual audit is carried out may, however, act as a deterrent (NSA
240,, section 5 and 6).
Auditor'sAuditor's specific financial accounting responsibilities
Ass stated above the auditor's principal function is to carry out in a professional capacity an
auditt for the purpose of assessing whether the financial statements prepared by a firm give a
truee and fair view. Since this view is not provided when accounting income is manipulated the
auditorr is responsible for detecting accounting interventions beyond GAAP. However, due to
inherentt limitations of an audit, the auditor cannot be held responsible for material
misstatementss when the audit is properly planned and performed in accordance with GAAS.
Thee audit gives a comparatively high level of assurance, but is no guarantee. According to
GAASS in the Netherlands the auditor should perform appropriate modified or additional
proceduress upon indications of fraud, regardless of its potential effect on the financial
statements.. When fraud is suspected or detected the auditor should report to management and
thee supervisory board as indicated by NSA 240, section 19 and 20. To the users of financial
statementss the auditor should express a qualified or an adverse opinion when he concludes
thatt the fraud or error has a material effect on the financial statements. From the discussion
providedd above it can be concluded that auditing will limit earnings manipulation.
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Paragraphh 4.2 stated that in general most auditors will accept the notion that management
exertss influence over accounting income. Although it is not for the auditor to morally judge
thee motives behind this influence, the difference between managers who exert influence with
opportunisticc or efficient contracting and signaling motives should influence the auditor's risk
assessmentt since it may affect the firm's control environment. From an ethical point of view
auditorss should advise clients how, in their professional and independent opinion, GAAP in
thee Netherlands should be applied in order to provide a true and fair view. However, auditors
cannott stand firm against a particular accounting treatment if it is permitted within the law.
Whenn the auditor is of the opinion that GAAP is applied correctly but more information is
desirable,desirable, he can only advise his client to provide this information. Apart from the law, the
auditorr must rely on his persuasive powers when discussing alternative accounting approaches
withh clients (Zeff, 1992, p. 267). He cannot force his client to do so because this is the
competencee of the regulator (Van Manen, 1990, p. 528). From an ethical point of view
auditorss should not advise or train clients in the (opportunistic) optimal use of their
accountingg discretion because this is against public interest67.

Auditorss in the Netherlands are expected to comply with NSA. According to NSA 120,
sectionn 3, financial statements need to be prepared in accordance with GAAP in the
Netherlands.. However GAAP in the Netherlands can be applied to produce a range of
differentt accounting income numbers. Users may believe that auditors guarantee the accuracy
off financial statements and users may not realize that accounting income inherently results
fromm subjective views of management (see for example Van Manen, 1990 and Bindenga,
1994).. This (potential) conflict between financial statement users and auditors may arise
becausee users base their confidence on unrealistic expectations or because auditors sometimes
faill to meet warranted expectations. This so-called "expectation gap" is damaging not only
becausee it may reflect unrealistic expectations of audits, but also because it may result in
unwarrantedd litigation.

Duee to the inherent subjectivity in preparing financial statements, earnings management as
suchh cannot be classified as misleading and is not by definition unethical. Earnings
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managementt does not violate GAAP and as for the true and fair view auditors are the final
arbiterss before financial statements become public information. Because the distinction
betweenn interventions within and beyond GAAP is sometimes hard to make auditors should
bee careful and not take a rule-based approach to financial accounting. Auditors should base
theirr judgement on the impact of the intervention on decision-making by stakeholders.
Accordingg to Weisfelt and Brugman (1995, p. 703) this principal level of reasoning is not
commonn practice among auditors. According to their research, auditors, especially when
workingg at large accounting firms, tend to take a rule-based approach to dilemmas. When
theree is a strong pressure on auditors to accept interpretations of accounting standards which
conformm with the interest of management rather than the "spirit" of the standard, the rule
basedd approach will result in auditors approving the interpretation. In addition to the principal
andd conventional level of reasoning Weisfelt and Brugman (1995) found that some auditors
basee their decisions on egocentric arguments. In this line of reasoning the chance of getting
caughtt and the consequences of getting caught are crucial since the auditor must perceive the
expectedd gains from this egocentric behavior to exceed the expected costs. Theoretically it
mayy well be possible that giving an unqualified auditor's opinion, when there are reasons for
givingg a modified auditor's report, will not be noticed by the stakeholders. Only when there is
aa going-concern problem or a serious antithesis between stakeholders, the auditor's opinion
mayy be that important that stakeholders will spend money on their own investigation . In all
otherr cases it is not likely that stakeholders will take the effort. Getting caught69 however can
havee severe consequences for auditors. First, according to the disciplinary rules in the Wet op
dee Registeraccountants and the Wet op de Accountants-Administratieconsulenten failure to
followw the rules of conduct can eventually result in expulsion from the Royal NIvRA or
NOvAA.. Apart from the financial consequences, this is certainly a weighty social sanction
andd can have liability consequences under civil law. The second consequence is the liability to
thee client when the auditor is in default.
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Exampless include claims for inappropriate withdrawal from an audit, failure to discover a
defalcationn and breaching the confidentiality requirements. Thirdly, an auditor may be liable
too third parties if a loss was incurred by the claimant due to reliance on misleading financial
statements.. Under civil law in the Netherlands this may only be the case when the auditor
commitss a wrongful act. Last but not least, under criminal law, it is a criminal offense to
defraudd another person by being knowingly involved in preparing false financial statements.

Inn auditing dilemmas two aspects are especially important: the relationship between audit
pricingg and auditor independence, and the position of the auditor when management is
threateningg to switch to another auditor. Since qualified audit opinions may affect the stock
markett price of firms and therefore manager's compensation, there is concern that managers
cann pressure auditors into giving clean opinions by threatening to switch to another auditor. In
orderr to limit auditor changes motivated by management opportunism GAAS and the rules of
conductt have additional requirements for audit engagements. The Rules of Professional
Conductt and Practice of Registeraccountants 1994 (GBR-1994) section 31 requires the
proposedd auditor to communicate with the current auditor. In addition, NSA 240, section 26,
statess that the current auditor should advise whether there are any professional reasons why
thee proposed auditor should not accept the appointment. When informing the proposed
auditor,, the current auditor will mention the reasons for the auditor change. If the reasons for
suchh a change is fraud or misleading financial statements, the proposed auditor is informed
aboutt its nature and extent. The proposed auditor should not accept the engagement if the
effectss have not been resolved and have not been properly reflected in the financial
statements.. This does not however mean that the proposed auditor cannot have another
professionall opinion on the possible specific reasons for a qualified opinion. Beekman (1994,
p.. 391) states in this respect that views on providing the true and fair view can diverge
betweenn firms and auditors as well as among auditors themselves. This may also hold for
specificc disputes.

Inn respect of the relationship between audit pricing and auditor independence, the SEC has
expressedd concern that price competition among auditors may lead to an overproduction of
dishonestt reporting. In particular the SEC is concerned that situations where the auditor
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agreess to fees less than normal in order to obtain the client (hereafter referred to as "low
balling")) may lead to less independence, or to put it differently may stimulate auditors in
basingg their decisions on egocentric arguments70. "Low balling" only presents a threat to
independencee if auditors disagree among themselves as to the appropriateness of the
accountingg policy desired by the client. If all auditors agree that the accounting issue can be
regardedd as an audit failure, then "low balling" should not cause an auditor to compromise on
egocentricc arguments. From this it can be concluded that auditor independence is easier to
maintainn when GAAP leaves less room for disagreement among auditors (Magee and Tseng,
1990,, p. 316). From the discussion above it may also be concluded that auditing will limit
earningss manipulation and may limit earnings management when, taking a rule based
approach,, the intervention is justifiable, but is not in the public interest.
ResearchResearch on the relationship between auditing and earnings management
Thiss section discusses existing research on the relationship between auditing and managerial
influencee over accounting income. The relevant research is divided into two groups. In the
firstt group a number of papers on the effect of audit quality on earnings management are
brieflyy discussed. In the second group a number of papers on the motivation of auditor
replacementt and auditor changes are discussed.
DeAngeloo (1981a) argues that audit quality is not independent of audit firm size. In particular
shee concludes that when incumbent auditors earn client-specific quasi rents, auditors with a
greaterr number of clients have "more to lose" by failing to report a discovered breach in a
particularr client's records. This collateral aspect increases the audit quality supplied by larger
auditt firms. Francis et al. (1996) found for a large sample of NASDAQ firms that the
likelihoodd of hiring a Big 6 auditor is increasing in firms' propensity to generate accruals.
Firmss with greater accruals also have greater opportunities for earnings management and
thereforee have an incentive to hire a more credible Big 6 auditor as an external monitor to
providee assurance that opportunistic earnings management does not occur. Further, they found
thatt the consequence of hiring a Big 6 auditor is decreased discretionary accruals, which is
evidencee of less earnings management behavior. Becker et al. (1998) also examined the
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relationn between audit quality and earnings management. They also assumed that Big 6
auditorss are of higher quality than non-Big 6 auditors and hypothesize that clients of non-Big
66 auditors report discretionary accruals that increase income relatively more frequently than
thee discretionary accruals reported by clients of Big 6 auditors. The hypothesis was supported
byy evidence from a sample of 12,558 firms. They also found, consistent with earnings
management,, that the mean and median of the absolute value of discretionary accruals are
greaterr for firms with non-Big 6 auditors. Although Weisfelt and Brugman (1995) found that
auditorss working at large accounting firms in the Netherlands tend to take a rule based
approachh to ethical dilemmas, the evidence above suggests that Big 6 auditors are of higher
qualityy than non-Big 6 auditors. The findings can be explained by the fact that, although a rule
basedd approach may not be optimal from an ethical point of view, it results in a basic quality
level.. For smaller auditing firm it is assumed that the audit quality is less homogeneous.
Langendijkk (1994) found that the audit market for listed firms in the Netherlands has a very
highh level of concentration, and is even higher when taking industry concentration into
account.. From this it may be concluded that in the Netherlands it is difficult to investigate the
effectt of audit quality on earnings management based on the distinction between Big 6 and
non-Bigg 6 firms.

DeAngeloo (1981b) demonstrates, contrary to the SEC claims mentioned above, that "low
balling"" does not impair independence, but that it is a competitive response to the expectation
off future quasi-rents to incumbent auditors. "Low balling" in the initial period is the process
byy which auditors compete for these advantages. Critically, initial fee reductions are sunk in
futuree periods and therefore do not impair auditor independence. Chow and Rice (1982)
focussedd their study on the influence of qualified opinions on auditor switches. Results
supportt the contention that firms switch auditors more frequently after receiving qualified
opinions.. Craswell (1988) reached the same conclusion for the Australian practice. Schwartz
andd Menon (1985) examined the motivations for failing (bankrupt) firms to change auditors.
Theirr research findings strongly support their prior expectations that failing firms have a
greaterr tendency to switch auditors than healthier firms since factors that could influence
auditorr switching such as audit qualifications, accounting disputes, management changes,
auditt fees and insurance needs are different for failing and healthier firms. Dye (1991) found
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supportt for the hypothesis that there may be informational motives for clients to replace their
auditor.. An auditor is more likely to be replaced when management's perception of the firm's
financiall condition is more favorable relative to the auditor's perception and this lower
perceptionn is reflected in the auditor's opinion. Auditors will not be replaced when the firm's
managementt and the auditor possess common information and the financial statements reveal
thiss information. Based on Dye's hypothesis DeFond and Subramanyam (1998) tested
whetherr auditor changes are motivated by divergent beliefs between the auditor and
managementt concerning the appropriate application of GAAP and more specifically the
auditor'ss preference for conservative accounting choices. In a sample of 503 firms with
auditorr changes, they found that discretionary accruals are income decreasing during the last
yearr of the former auditor and generally insignificant during the first year of the successor.
Consistentt with their expectations, they found that negative discretionary accruals are
concentratedd among the sample partitions that are expected to pose the greatest client
litigationn risk threat to the auditor. Specifically, they found that discretionary accruals are
moree negative for clients that receive a modified opinion from the predecessor auditor, have a
Bigg 6 predecessor auditor and change to a non-Big 6 auditor. These findings are consistent
withh managers dismissing incumbent auditors in the hope of finding a more reasonable
successor.. However, they did not rule out financial distress as mentioned by Schwartz and
Menonn (1985), as a potential alternative explanation for their results. Krishnan and Krishnan
(1997)) also tested the hypothesis that auditor litigation risk motivates auditor resignation.
Theyy found that resigning firms differ from firms that are dismissed along dimensions that
capturee the probability of litigation: financial distress, variance of abnormal returns and a
modifiedd opinion. Apart from the influence of qualified opinions, financial distress and
litigationn risks, auditor changes may also be made for efficiency reasons. Johnson and Lys
(1990)) argue that audit firms achieve competitive advantages through specialization and that
clientss purchase audit services from the least cost supplier. Based on a sample of 600
voluntaryy auditor changes they found that these changes can generally be attributed to crosssectionall changes in client characteristics and differences in audit firm cost structures.
Accordingg to Langendijk (1990) listed firms in the Netherlands are very loyal to their
auditors,, and only sporadically change their auditor. From this it may be concluded that it is
difficultt to investigate the reasons behind auditor changes in the Netherlands.
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4.55

The probability of observation, legal constraints and market forces

AA variety of factors may limit managerial influence over accounting income. The previous
paragraphss discussed the role of managers' ethical standards, the firm's governance structure
andd auditing. This paragraph discusses some of the remaining factors may be considered in
thiss respect: the probability of observation, legal constraints and market forces.
TheThe probability of observation
Thee probability that accounting interventions will be observed matters because costs can be
imposedd by the firm's stakeholders when accounting bias is revealed (Jiambalvo, 1996, p.
42).. The relevance of observability depends on managers' objectives to influence accounting
income.. When managers influence accounting income in order to provide better information
aboutt future cash flows it does not matter whether the interventions are observed by
stakeholders,, observability may even contribute to the effect of the signal. When managers
biass accounting income opportunistically, costs can be imposed by firm stakeholders since
opportunismm means that wealth is transferred from stakeholders to managers and this
manageriall action is by definition71 unexpected (Christie and Zimmerman, 1994, p. 541).
Costss can for example be imposed by litigation or due to price protection by stakeholders in
futuree contracts. When managers influence accounting income for efficiency reasons the
relevancee of observability is uncertain. If the outcome obviously increases the wealth of all
stakeholderss observability does not matter. However, when this is not the case costs can be
imposedd by stakeholders who do not benefit from the accounting interventions. For example,
accountingg interventions to avoid violation of a debt covenant may result in a wealth transfer
fromfrom debtholders to stockholders. If this is observable to the debt market, higher future debtfinancingg costs may result. However, if the violation is incidental, the violation may impose
costss to the firm that would not have occurred by avoiding the violation with accounting
interventions.. If the (potential) debt covenant violation is against the spirit of the covenant,
accountingg interventions may be efficient and debtholders may not impose higher future debtfinancingfinancing costs on the firm.

Byy definition because if it is expected that managers bias accounting income opportunistically, accounting
interventionss that result in the expected bias are efficient.
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Whenn stakeholders approve the accounting intervention, observability is less important.
Accountingg interventions beyond GAAP are an economic crime and generally perceived
unethical.. Interventions within GAAP are more likely to be observed by the firm's
stakeholderss than interventions beyond GAAP. Management will cover up interventions
beyondd GAAP for auditors and stakeholders because these interventions will result in high
costss when observed. The probability that accounting interventions within GAAP will be
observedd varies widely and depends on the disclosure requirements under GAAP. While some
interventionss such as accounting changes and extraordinary items must be disclosed under
GAAPP in the Netherlands, other interventions such as non-material changes in accounting
estimatess or real decisions are not disclosed and thus far more difficult to observe. But even
whenn the intervention is disclosed it is often hard to quantify the effect of the interventions for
thee current and future accounting periods.
Thee costs imposed by stakeholders can be divided in two groups, litigation costs and
reputationn costs. Litigation costs are incurred due to legal constraints. Generally, costs
incurredd when non-GAAP interventions are revealed are higher than costs incurred when
interventionss within GAAP are revealed. Observed non-GAAP interventions may impose
litigationn costs where interventions within GAAP usually do not. Reputation costs are
incurredd due to market forces. Because market forces usually react more vehemently to nonGAAPP interventions higher costs are also imposed from this perspective.
LegalLegal constraints
Legall constraints depend on the status of a country's accounting standards and the
enforcementt of these accounting standards. In the US for example, the Financial Accounting
Standardss Board (FASB) issues Statements of Financial Accounting Standards, Statements of
Financiall Accounting Concepts and Interpretations. Although the FASB is a private sector
body,, the FASB standards are officially recognized in the US as authoritative by the SEC.
Thee SEC enforces the standards for SEC-registered firms.
Thee boundaries of accepted accounting policies and estimates in the Netherlands can be found
inn the Civil Code and the Guidelines of the CAR. A distinction should however been made
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betweenn the Civil Code and the CAR Guidelines for Annual Reporting. The special
provisionss in the Civil Code are law and cannot be departed from. The true and fair view
overridee (section 2:362, subsection 4 BW) however leaves room to depart from these special
provisionss if this is necessary to provide the view the law requires. The Guidelines do not
havee the same status. The authoritative statements in the CAR Guidelines are generally
conductivee to provide the view the law requires, they are not expected to be departed from
withoutt good reason72. The recommendations and opinions in the CAR Guidelines on the
otherr hand only give support and direction, they can be departed from without good reason.
Thee methods to influence accounting income and the boundaries of GAAP in the Netherlands
aree discussed in more detail in chapter 5. In case of an accounting dispute regarding financial
statements,, stakeholders have the possibility to complain to the Enterprise Chamber of the
Courtt of Justice in Amsterdam. The Enterprise Chamber has the exclusive right to judge these
disputes,, with an appeal possibility to the Supreme Court. The auditor has the right to be
heardd in this procedure. When the Enterprise Chamber grants the claim, the firm is given an
orderr to change the financial statements. A decision by the Enterprise Chamber can also have
consequencess for other legal proceedings by supporting the claim that the financial statements
givee a misleading representation of the firm's performance and/or the assets and liabilities. As
statedd in the previous section complaints on financial statements are very scarce since only
whenn there is a going-concern problem or a serious antithesis between stakeholders, the
financiall statements may be that important that stakeholders will make the effort for these
timee and money consuming procedures.

Apartt from the internal liability where directors and members of the supervisory board are
liablee to the firm in case of mismanagement, directors and members of the supervisory board
aree also liable to third parties (stakeholders). When the firm gives a misleading representation
off the firm's performance and/or the assets and liabilities the firm is liable under civil law for
stakeholders'' claims when the firm has committed a wrongful act. Stakeholders have the
burdenn of proof. Proof may for instance be given in the form of an Enterprise Chamber's
decision.. Not only the firm, but also the directors and members of the supervisory board are
722
According to the Standards on Auditing in the Netherlands (RAC Guideline 120; Framework of Standards on
Auditing)) financial statements in the Netherlands should be prepared in accordance with the authoritative
statementss included in the CAR Guidelines for Annual Reporting.
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liablee for providing misleading information. This is not the case when the directors and/or
memberss of the supervisory board can prove that he is not to blame for this misleading
representation.. Finally, under criminal law it is a criminal offence to defraud another person
byy knowingly being involved in the falsification of financial statements. Although the
proceduress mentioned above are scarce in the Netherlands, liability will have a prohibitive
effectt on accounting interventions beyond GAAP. With respect to interventions within GAAP
liabilityy will however not have this effect since these are not classified as misleading by the
Enterprisee Chamber. Apart from the direct financial consequences that may result from
liability,, liability will also result in loss of reputation for the firm, directors and members of
thee supervisory board.
Marketforces Marketforces
Reputationn costs are imposed on the firm due to market forces. A loss of reputation may be a
consequencee of accounting bias within as well as beyond GAAP. The stock market for
examplee may react when the financial accounting quality is perceived below average because
theree is no perfect substitute for accounting data and the risk of the investment is increased.
Dechoww et al. (1996) for example documented a nine percent decline in equity value when the
stockk market learns of an allegation of earnings manipulation for firms that are subject to an
SECC investigation for violation of GAAP. Foster (1979) found that firms criticized by Briloff
sufferedd on average a price drop of approximately 8 percent after the companies' accounting
practicess were criticized. More recently shares of BAAN Company N.V. fell heavily after two
USS analysts published serious doubts about the application of US GAAP (De Telegraaf, 14
Mayy 1998) and IBM shares dropped 5 percent after an analyst report criticized the computer
maker'ss accounting practices regarding the unusual treatment of one-time gains (Reuters
news,, 25 December 1999).
Ass stated in paragraph 4.3 the stock market will also react when management's own
(accounting)) objectives are below average aligned with shareholders' objectives. If the
performancee of the firm is perceived as poor due to opportunistic managerial behavior the
sharee price will suffer and the reputation of management will be harmed. This will not only
havee its effect on the market value of management on the managerial labor market, but will
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alsoo weaken management's position within the firm. It is likely that managerial competition
withinn the firm will control opportunistic behavior. Not only competition from within the firm
mayy control opportunistic behavior. When the firm's earnings and stock-price performance is
poor,, shareholders may also want to replace management. A proxy contest is a political
campaignn in which shareholders who disagree with managerial policies seek election to the
firm'ss board of managerial directors or to the firm's supervisory board. In the Netherlands the
disputee between Nedlloyd and Hagen in the 1990s is a scarce example of a proxy fight.
Further,, when management is responsible for the value of the firm being less than under
value-maximizingg management there is an incentive for a take-over. Because members of the
boardd of managerial directors are likely to be replaced after the take-over this may control
opportunisticc accounting interventions. It should however be noted that in the Netherlands a
hostilee take-over has never been successful. From this it may be concluded that in the
Netherlandss there hardly is a market for corporate control and take-over threats will have little
effectt on managerial behavior.

Opportunisticc managerial behavior may also cause stakeholders other than shareholders to
react.. For example, when opportunistic accounting interventions result in higher director's
pay,, labor unions and employees may demand higher wages because they do no longer feel
thee need for moderate wage claims. When debtholders learn about opportunistic accounting
interventionss they may expect higher future opportunism in financial statements. When the
interventionss are within GAAP this may result in higher future debt-financing costs, but when
thee interventions are beyond GAAP it is likely that providers of debt are reluctant to provide
anyy debt at all in the future. Finally, customers and suppliers decisions may also be affected
byy a damaged reputation. This will especially be the case when the firm's prospects are
affectedd or when the firm's behavior is such that other firms don't want to be associated with
thee firm.

4.66

Summary and implications for this study

Manager'ss ethical standards, the firm's governance structure, auditing, the probability of
observation,, legal liability and market forces constrain managerial influence over accounting
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income.. The likeliness of the constraints to reduce the probability of certain accounting
interventionss depends however on the objectives as well as the methods used to influence
accountingg income. Income strategies may be motivated to provide better information, be
motivatedd by efficient contracting reasons or may be opportunistically motivated. Different
methodss may be used to implement the income strategy and exert influence over accounting
income.. Apart from real transactions, accounting income may be influenced through pure
accountingg decisions within GAAP and beyond GAAP. The boundaries of GAAP in the
Netherlandss are discussed in the next chapter.
Constraints s

Accountingg Interventions
Withinn GAAP

Beyondd GAAP

Ethicall standards

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Ownershipp structure

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Shareholders s

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Supervisoryy board

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Internall controls

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Auditing g

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Probabilityy of observation

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Legall constraints

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Markett forces

Mayy limit

Willl limit

Tablee 4.1 Constraints on managerial influence over accounting income (adapted from
Jiambalvo,, 1996).
Tablee 4.1 provides a summary of the factors that constrain managerial influence over
accountingg income. All constraints are likely to reduce the probability of accounting
interventionss beyond GAAP and may reduce the probability of accounting interventions
withinn GAAP. For example, auditing is likely to reduce the probability of earnings
manipulation,, but is it likely to reduce the probability of earnings management? Similarly,
ethicall standards are likely to reduce the probability of earnings manipulation, but are they
likelyy to reduce the probability of earnings management? The likeliness of constraints
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reducingg the probability of accounting interventions within GAAP depends on the objective
off the intervention.

Alll the factors mentioned in table 4,1 are relevant for the empirical part of this study.
However,, there are implementation difficulties for all of them:
••

Ethical standards range widely and it is difficult to assess whether the perspective of
managementt is opportunistic, efficient or aimed at providing better information;

••

Ownership structure, shareholders, supervisory board and internal controls are
difficultt to test for because the sample of firms in this study is too homogeneous in
thiss respect (the number of owner controlled firms and the number of firms with audit
committeess for example are very small) or because the required information is not
availablee in the public domain;

••

The probability of observation, legal constraints and market forces have with no
doubtt relevance, especially for accounting interventions beyond GAAP, but one needs
aa pre-selected sample of firms to study this relevance.

Auditingg is the only constrain that is taken into account in the empirical part of this study.
Ass discussed in this chapter existing research in this respect concentrates on audit firm
characteristicss (Big 6 versus non-big 6) and auditor changes. Although publicly available
theree are some difficulties regarding auditing research in the Netherlands. According to
Langendijkk (1994) the audit market for listed firms has a very high level of concentration
andd listed firms are very loyal to their auditors in the Netherlands.

AA number of firms do however report auditor changes and it is expected that firms with
auditorr changes report less conservative than firms without auditor changes. Furthermore,
sincee nearly all listed firms are audited by Big 6 audit firms one can only assess whether
theree are quality differences among Big 6 audit firms. Although it is not expected that
theree are quality differences among (Big 6) auditors of listed firms in the Netherlands the
empiricall part of this study tests for differences in (Big 6) audit firms.
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Chapterr 5
Financiall accounting flexibility in the Netherlands

5.11

Introduction

Inn a strongly regulated accounting environment the room to influence accounting income is
restricted.. Although the US are generally perceived to have a very regulated accounting
environmentt for listed firms, there is ample evidence of earnings management in the US.
Accruall accounting is essential to proper financial accounting, but it is apparent that the
accruall process is ambiguous and not very well defined. Even in the US for virtually every
majorr event that could affect the financial statements of a firm there exists a variety of
alternativee methods for matching costs and revenues (Beaver, 1989, p. 3). Although basically
flexibilityflexibility results from the accrual process itself, it can be subjectively restricted through
speciall provisions in politically and culturally influenced accounting regulation.
Contraryy to the US, the accounting environment is less restricted in the Netherlands. Nobes
andd Parker (2000, p. 173) for example state "the almost extreme permissiveness is an
importantt feature of Dutch company financial reporting". Vergoossen (1997, p. 589) states
thatt "a special feature of Dutch accounting standards is their conceptual and interpretational
nature.. Accounting standards in the Netherlands are broadly formulated in contrast to the
moree descriptive and explicitly detailed formulation of accounting standards in some other
countries,, such as the US". It is quite obvious that the subjective general accounting directions
inn the Civil Code and the lack of special provisions will lead to a very subjective financial
statementt (see for example Brink, 1992, p. 150 and Bindenga, 1994, p. 158). Although
quantitativee information on financial accounting discretion in the Netherlands is not available
aa former CEO stated that accounting income in financial statements can be biased forty
percentt in the Netherlands73. So if there is a country where financial accounting flexibility,

Seee quote from Fentener van Vlissingen in Chapter 1.
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financiall accounting discretion, income strategy and earnings management should be a
primaryy object of study it is the Netherlands.

Thee first part of this study was concerned with a framework for managerial use of financial
accountingg discretion, a general discussion of incentives to use financial accounting discretion
andd a general discussion of constraints on the use of financial accounting discretion. This
chapterr addresses the first research question of this study, namely: what are the general
possibilitiess to adapt financial accounting data within the opportunities offered by accounting
standardss in the Netherlands? This question will be addressed by way of an in-dept
investigationn of the number and characteristics of alternative accounting methods that the
managementt of a firm can choose in general. The result is a detailed overview of general
financialfinancial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands based on the Civil Code and the Guidelines
issuedd by the CAR. The purpose of this overview is to be as complete as possible. On the
basiss of this detailed overview a new proxy to measure financial accounting discretion and to
detectt managerial influence over accounting income is developed in chapter 7. Before this
detailedd overview is provided paragraph 5.3 starts with a brief discussion of the financial
accountingg environment and more specific financial accounting regulation in the Netherlands.
Firstt however paragraph 5.2 provides a discussion of the possible methods to influence
accountingg income in general.

5.22

Methods to exert influence over accounting income

Managerss who want to influence accounting income in order to implement their income
strategyy can choose from a large set of methods. In general, a distinction can be made
betweenn methods that require real decisions and methods that require the use of accounting
methodss and estimates (Hoogendoorn, 1985, p. 277, Bartov, 1993, p. 841 and Jiambalvo,
1996,, p. 40).

Normally,, real decisions are undertaken as part of the firm's business activities. The business
activitiess are organized in order to create value and increase the value of the firm. However,
reall decisions may also be undertaken primarily to manage earnings instead of being aimed at
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creatingg value. Real decisions undertaken to manage earnings may relate to operating,
financingg and investment decisions. Operating decisions for example may involve delaying or
acceleratingg expenditures in relation to research and development, advertising and
maintenancee of equipment, but it may also involve the timing of closing sales agreements.
Murphyy and Zimmerman (1993) for example use research and development and advertising
expensess surrounding CEO departures to analyze earnings management. They found that
changess in research and development and advertising expenses are due mostly to poor firm
performance.. Financing decisions for example may relate to early extinguishment of debt
whenn interest rates rise. Hand (1989) for example investigated whether firms undertook debtequityy swaps for an accounting paper profit or for a true financial gain. He found that firms
undertookk debt-equity swaps for both reasons, but that swapping to smooth accounting
incomee was a much stronger motivation. Investment decisions may also be undertaken
primarilyy to influence accounting income. The timing of asset sales for example in relation to
earningss management was analyzed by Bartov (1993). His findings indicated that managers
disposee assets in order to smooth accounting income and mitigate accounting based
restrictionss in debt covenants. The possibilities to influence accounting income through real
decisionss will depend for example on the use of historical costs principles by the firm, the
firm'ss business activities and the existence of long term obligations in relation to for example
advertisingg and research and development. In respect to the ethical permissiveness of real
transactionss Bruns and Merchant (1990) concluded from empirical evidence that accounting
interventionss through real decisions in order to manage short-term earnings were experienced
moree acceptable from an ethical point of view than earnings management by accounting
decisions. .
Thee possibilities for accounting regulators to limit earnings management with real
transactionss are limited. However, valuation principles affect the possibilities to manage
earningss with real transaction. Bartov (1993, p. 842) for example states that although
historicall cost accounting principles are more reliable than current cost principles, the former
aree more vulnerable to earnings management because accounting income is materially
affectedd by the sale values of the assets involved. This aspect should be considered when
evaluatingg the advantages and disadvantages of historical cost accounting relative to current-
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costt accounting. It may be for this reason that CAR Guideline 226 on securities states that
listedd securities which can be sold immediately or almost immediately should be carried at
markett value if this is conducive to the view required by law. Further, the substance over form
principlee limits real transactions in the case these real transactions are reversed immediately
afterr they had their earnings management effect on accounting income. Although law does not
specifyy this principle, substance over form is an element of the reliability of financial
statements.. Reliability is one of the qualitative characteristics of financial statements (IAS
Frameworkk for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements, § 35)74.

BASICC DISTINCTION

SUBB CATEGORY

Reall decisions to influence accounting Operatingg decisions
income. .

Investingg decisions
Financingg decisions

Puree accounting decisions (i.e. accrual (Changess in) Accounting methods
basedd accounting interventions)

(Changess in) Accounting estimates

Combinationn of both

Combinationn of subcategories

Tablee 5.1 Alternative methods to influence accounting income.
Managerss can also make pure accounting decisions to influence accounting income. Pure
accountingg decisions are accounting decisions with no direct, first order effect on cash flows
(Jiambalvo,, 1996, p. 40). It is for this reason that pure accounting decisions are often referred
too as accrual based accounting interventions. Combinations of accounting decisions and real
transactionss are also possible. This may for example be the case when management first
changess the procedures to account for a specific item and then uses real transactions to benefit
fromm the accounting change. The possibility to influence accounting income with accounting
decisionss can be subdivided in two categories. The first category results from the flexibility in
thee principles used for valuation of assets and liabilities and the determination of results (i.e.
accountingg method choice). Examples are a change in accounting principles in relation to for

744

According to Hoogendoorn (1996, p. 37) substance over form has its legal basis in the view the Civil Code
requiress in section 362 Title 9 BW2.
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examplee goodwill accounting and the choice to use straight-line depreciation instead of
acceleratedd depreciation for a (new) category of assets. The second category results from
subjectivities,, including all the estimates and interpretations management must make in the
processs of preparing the financial statements (i.e. accounting estimates). Examples are the
estimationn of the residual value of a new category of fixed assets and an adjustment in the
estimatee of bad debt expense. Managerial influence over accounting income with accounting
decisionss can be limited by financial accounting regulation. This holds especially for
accountingg method choice. Accounting method choice can be limited by removing options
fromfrom the available set of accounting principles. As stated in the introduction the accounting
environmentt in the Netherlands leaves ample room fore accounting choice and accounting
estimates.. The next paragraph provides a detailed overview of the possibilities to influence
accountingg income in the Netherlands through accounting decisions and its effect on current
andd future accounting income. In this respect it is important to understand that accounting
decisionss not only effect current accounting income but future accounting income as well.
Thee self-correcting nature of ("clean surplus") accrual accounting ultimately reverses all
influencess of accounting decisions.
Reversall means that income increasing accounting interventions in the current period lead to a
decreasee in income in future periods and vice versa. In general, a distinction can be made
betweenn methods with no reversal effect and methods with reversal effect in the short or long
run.. Usually the reversal of pure accounting decisions is quite obvious. A system where all
accountingg expenses and revenues are reflected in accounting income is called "clean
surplus".. Under "clean surplus" all accounting decisions have reversal effects in the short or
longg run and involve only intertemporal shifts in accounting income. However since the
accountingg system in the Netherlands has a number of possible violations against "clean
surplus"" there are accounting interventions with no reversal effect. Examples of "dirty
surplus"" gains and losses are for example goodwill accounting, revaluation adjustments,
cumulativee effects of accounting changes and currency exchange differences.
Thee reversal of real decisions is usually quite obvious. When a firm delays or accelerates
necessaryy expenses the intervention will lead to a bias in the opposite direction in the short
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run.. The same holds for timing of sales agreements. If sales agreements are closed early in
orderr to increase current accounting income, future accounting income will be lower because
thee profit on this agreement is already accounted for. However, since some real decisions to
influencee accounting income relate to unpredictable future events the reversal effect of real
decisionss cannot always be estimated. If the firm for example sells assets at year-end it is
unsuree whether this profit could also be realized in future years since prices may fluctuate.

Thee next paragraph provides a detailed overview of general financial accounting flexibility in
thee Netherlands, including the effect of accounting decisions on current and future accounting
income.. First however, a brief discussion of the financial accounting regulation is provided.

5.33

Financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands

Flexibilityy is one of the basic concepts in this study. In chapter 2 flexibility was defined as the
possibilityy to adapt financial information within the opportunities offered by the accounting
standards.. Flexibility has many aspects. A distinction can be made between flexibility in
disclosure,, flexibility in the principles used for valuation of assets and liabilities and the
determinationn of results and other subjectivities, including all the estimates and interpretations
topp management must make in the process of preparing the financial statements. Disclosure
flexibilityy is often related to items that bear no direct relationship to the firm's accounting
income.. Disclosure influences the view financial statements should give by adding
informationn not shown in the balance sheet or giving more detailed information in the notes.
Sincee the focus in this study is on accounting income flexibility in disclosure is not discussed
inn this chapter. Financial accounting discretion was defined in chapter 2 as the firm specific
possibilitiess to influence accounting income by real transactions and (pure) accounting
decisions.. It relates to flexibility because the firm specific latitude depends on the firm's
businesss activities, the prior financial accounting decisions and financial accounting
flexibility.. Financial accounting flexibility is the same for all firms that follow a countries'
GAAP.. Financial accounting discretion is not since it also depends on prior accounting
decisionss and the firm's business activities.
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Financiall statements need to be prepared in accordance with GAAP in the Netherlands.
GAAPP includes:
••

Part 9, Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code and the relating law history75;

••

Case law from verdicts of the Enterprise Chamber of the Court of Justice in Amsterdam;

••

CAR Guidelines for financial accounting;

Ass stated in paragraph 5.1 the provisions in BW2 are broadly formulated. The CAR interprets
thee provisions and issues Guidelines that are intended to influence financial accounting
practice.. A distinction should be made however between BW2 and the CAR Guidelines since
itt is not mandatory for firms to follow the Guidelines. Further, a distinction can be made
betweenn the authoritative statements in the CAR Guidelines and the recommendations in the
CARR Guidelines. The authoritative statements are generally conductive to provide the view
thee law requires. They are not expected to be departed from without good reason. The
recommendationss and opinions only give support and direction, which implies that they can
bee departed from without good reason. Since the edition 2000 of NSA the authoritative
statementss included in the CAR Guidelines have the same status for auditors as BW2 and case
laww (NSA 120, section 3). Besides the fact that they are generally conductive to provide the
vieww the law requires this makes it likely that audited firms will comply with the authoritative
statementss included in the CAR Guidelines.
Itt is for this reason that the authoritative statements in the CAR Guidelines are taken into
accountt in the detailed overview of the possibilities to influence accounting income provided
inn this paragraph. Although the research period of the empirical part of this study is from
19888 - 1997, answering the first research question requires an up to date overview of
financiall accounting flexibility. Although the 2000 edition of the Guidelines for Annual
Reportingg in the Netherlands was already available, the 1999 edition is used to provide the
detailedd overview in this chapter. Due to the broader implementation of International
Accountingg Standards (IAS), the 2000 edition, although obviously more up to date, is
characterizedd by a number of changes in accepted accounting practices that were
characteristicc for the research period of this study. Examples in this respect are the acceptance
755

From now on I shall refer to the part of the Civil Code that deals with financial accounting as BW2.
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off IAS 36 regarding Impairment of Assets, IAS 22 regarding Business Combinations (ending
thee possibility to charge goodwill directly to shareholders' equity) and the adoption of IAS 38
regardingg Intangible Assets.

Thee option to depart from the special provisions in BW2 because of the true and fair view
override,, is not discussed here when looking at financial accounting flexibility in the
Netherlands.. The second sentence of section 362, subsection 4, BW2, is however potentially
veryy import when looking at flexibility. It stipulates that the firm is required to depart from
thee special provisions if it is necessary to do so in order to give the view the law requires.
Becausee the possibilities are potentially unlimited this provision is not discussed in this
chapterr except when the CAR Guidelines explicitly mention the use of this provision.
Althoughh the meta-rule that financial statements should provide a true and fair view
ultimatelyy determines whether interventions are beyond GAAP and auditors, and finally the
Enterprisee Chamber are the arbiters of this, accounting interventions are classified as earnings
managementt in this study if they are within BW2, the authoritative statements of the CAR
Guideliness and relevant case law76.

Inn the detailed overview of financial accounting flexibility the focus is on two key elements in
financiall statements: current accounting income (C) and future accounting income (F). The
interpretationn of future accounting income is limited because it is restricted to the relationship
withh current accounting income. For every option current and future accounting income is
takenn into account and their effect is classified as either positive (+), negative (-), neutral (0)
orr indefinite (?)77 compared to alternative treatments. Since the possibilities to adapt financial
informationn within the opportunities offered by the accounting standards, not only relate to
flexibilityy items (i.e. specific accounting items in the financial statements where accounting
decisionss are applicable), but to the number of options as well, the accounting alternatives
themselvess are the key elements in the detailed overview of financial accounting flexibility.

766

The CAR Guidelines incorporate the rulings of the Enterprise Chamber where these are considered to have
generall relevance.
77
The effect is usually indefinite if the effect of estimates depend on the accounting method used for the
estimatedd item.
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Firm'ss with special provisions, such as insurance companies, banks and investment
companies,, are not included in the empirical part of this study because of their different
financiall accounting. The special provisions themselves are no subject either in the overview
providedd here. In the overview, only accounting issues for public limited liability companies
aree considered. Further, the primary focus is on consolidated financial statements because
theyy are of primary importance to the stakeholders from an informational perspective. In the
nextt part of this paragraph flexibility is discussed for all the items in the balance sheet and the
incomee statement. The items are dealt with in the order as used in model A of the Annual
Accountss Formats Decree.

5.3.11 Fixed assets
Fixedd assets are assets held by a firm with the objective to use them on a continuing basis.
Theree are three categories of fixed assets: intangible fixed assets, tangible fixed assets and
financiall fixed assets.
IntangibleIntangiblefixedassets
Intangiblee fixed assets are fixed assets which do not possess physical substance and cannot be
classifiedd as financial fixed assets. The aspects definition, recognition and measurement are
especiallyy relevant for intangible fixed assets. It can be said that the subjectivity when
decidingg on these aspects is one of the most important characteristics of intangible fixed
assets. .
Ann asset is a resource controlled by the enterprise as a result of past events and from which
futuree economic benefits are expected to flow to the enterprise. An asset can be capitalized if
thee revenues exceed the future costs and leave enough room for amortization. Valuation of
intangiblee fixed assets may, according to BW2, section 384, subsection 1, only take place at
historicall cost. Amortization is accrued to the future use of the asset. If the future economic
benefitss no longer provide sufficient scope for amortization a downward value adjustment

Alll legal entities and companies are referred to as firms in this study.
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shouldd be applied. This downward adjustment depends on the interpretations management has
aboutt the economic future of the asset [l] 79 . Section 365, BW2, states:
"" 1.

The following shall be separately shown under intangible fixed assets:
a.. expenses in connection with the incorporation and the issue of shares;
b.. research and development costs;
c.. acquisition costs in respect of concessions, licenses and intellectual
propertyy rights;
d.. costs of goodwill purchased from third parties;
e.. prepayment on intangible fixed assets.

2..

Insofar as the legal entity capitalizes the expenses and costs referred to in
subsectionn l.a and 1 ,b, it must state this in a note and maintain a reserve for the
amountt thereof."

Inn relation to flexibility, this section has two important implications. First, intangible fixed
assetss are not limited to the items mentioned in subsection 1. Other intangible fixed assets
suchh as start-up expenses, rights to trade names, membership rights and software may also be
includedd as long as they fit the criteria for recognition [2]. Secondly, following subsection 2,
thee firm is not obliged to capitalize intangible fixed assets. As an alternative the expenditures
mayy be taken into the income statement or can sometimes be charged to the reserves.
Guidelinee 210 paragraph 108 states that intangible fixed assets may only be capitalized if
theree are grounds for expecting future economic benefits or reductions in cost which flow
fromfrom these assets to provide sufficient scope for amortization. But following subsection 2 of
sectionn 365 BW2, expenditures may be taken to the income statement even if there is
sufficientt scope for amortization.

Thee expenses in connection with the incorporation and the issue of shares can be
characterizedd as deferred costs. They do not fit the recognition criteria and can only be
capitalizedd because they are explicitly mentioned in section 365, subsection 1, BW2.

Thee identified aspects of flexibility are numbered. The numbers refer to the overview at the end of every
subsectionn of this paragraph.
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Becausee the expenses in connection with the incorporation and the issue of shares are to third
partiess the amount involved can be determined fairly objective. Two treatments are allowed:
1.. Capitalizing the expenses and amortization within five years (section 386, subsection 3,
BW2)) and maintaining a legal reserve for the capitalized amount.
2.. Take the amount directly in the income statement under operating costs [3].
Researchh and development costs can also be characterized as deferred costs. Because the
expensess in connection to research and development are to a large extent internal the amount
involvedd cannot be determined objectively [4], Guideline 210, paragraph 104 sums up the
attributablee costs. However, the firm is free to include costs to its own estimates and
interpretations.. This is especially the case for the allocation of indirect costs. Two treatments
forr research and development costs are allowed:
1.. Capitalizing the expenses and amortization within five years (section 386, subsection 3,
BW2)) and maintaining a legal reserve for the capitalized amount.
2.. Take the amount in the income statement under operating costs [5].
Guidelinee 210, paragraph 112 prohibits the capitalization of research and development
expendituress of prior years if in a subsequent year the circumstances justify this treatment.
Guidelinee 210, paragraph 111 specifies the grounds for expecting the existence of future
economicc benefits for research and development costs.
Initiall and start-up expenses are not explicitly mentioned in BW2. Guideline 210, paragraph
1055 defines initial and start-up expenses as expenses incurred between the moment the
managementt takes the decision to undertake commercial exploitation and the moment that a
normall level of activity is reached. The focus on initial and start-up expenses after research
andd development costs presumes that the CAR recommends following the same guidelines.
Thee firm is however not obliged to do so. Especially the estimation of a normal level of
activityy is very subjective in this respect [6].
Thee items acquisition costs in respect of concessions, licenses and intellectual property rights
aree part of all purchased industrial and intellectual rights. In the event that the right is
purchasedd individually the amount involved can be determined objectively. If the right,
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however,, forms part of a larger acquisition, the amount has to be separated from the other
assetss and liabilities, which is a more subjective process [7]. Industrial and intellectual rights
developedd by the firm itself cannot be capitalized due to of the fact that section 365,
subsectionn 1, BW2, mentions acquisition costs. Industrial and intellectual rights developed by
thee firm itself can however sometimes be capitalized under research and development costs.
Forr individually purchased rights two treatments are allowed:
1.. Capitalizing the acquisition costs and amortization according to a method based on their
estimatedd useful economic lives (section 386 BW2) [8]. In case there is no finite economic
lifee this treatment may result in capitalization without amortization. In both cases, finite
andd infinite economic life, Guideline 210, paragraph 108 should be taken into account,
whichh states that downward value adjustments should be applied if necessary. Estimating
thee useful economic life or deciding that individually purchased rights have no finite
economicc life is very subjective.
2.. Expense the acquisition costs as operating costs [9].
Forr rights that are part of a larger acquisition, three treatments are allowed:
1.. Treatment as part of acquisition goodwill.
2.. Separating and capitalizing the acquisition costs and amortize according to individually
purchasedd rights.
3.. Expense the acquisition costs, directly and for the whole amount, as operating costs.
AA business combination may give rise to goodwill when a firm purchases the shares of
anotherr firm or when a firm purchases the assets and liabilities of a firm. If the firm purchases
thee shares of another firm, the amount of goodwill depends on the valuation of the
participatingg interest (section 389, subsection 7, BW2) [10]. In general, it can be said that
differentt forms of the equity method give rise to different amounts of goodwill. But even
whenn one uses a certain method, different amounts of goodwill may arise because of the
subjectivityy when one determines the fair value of the assets and liabilities of the participation
(seee also under financial fixed assets). Fair value accounting has presented an opportunity to
acquisitivee firms to write-down the value of assets on a pre-acquisition basis. To the extent
thatt firms write down the value of current assets, the profit realized from the disposal of these
currentt assets is increased. If fixed assets are written down, then the future depreciation
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chargee is reduced and future accounting income is increased. The choice for a certain method
andd the determination of the fair value therefore may affect the firm's accounting income in
thee future. Another item open to flexibility with respect to acquisitions of participating
interestss is the reorganization provision at the outset of the acquisition. These provisions can
bee taken into account in the books of the participation, lowering the net asset value or current
valuee and thus increasing the goodwill amount. The provisions can also be taken into account
byy the acquisitive firm itself, corrected on the historical cost of the participating interest [11].
Thuss both pre-acquisition write-downs and reorganization provisions at the outset of the
acquisitionn may increase the amount of goodwill.
Iff the purchase price is higher than the first valuation positive goodwill arises which:
1.. Can be charged separately to the income statement [12];
2.. Can be charged separately to the shareholders' equity [13];
3.. Can be capitalized as goodwill and amortized over the expected useful life [14]. Only if
thee goodwill can be reasonably attributed to a period considerably longer than five years,
itt is allowed to amortize over this longer period (section 386, subsection 3, BW2) [15].
Iff the firm purchases the assets and liabilities of a firm and goodwill arises, this goodwill
may: :
1.. Be capitalized as goodwill and amortized over the expected useful life. Only if the
goodwilll can be reasonably attributed to a period considerably longer than five years, it is
permissiblee to amortize over this longer period [14];
2.. Be assigned to the individual assets and liabilities and amortized accordingly [16].
Iff the first valuation is higher than the purchase price negative goodwill arises. Negative
goodwilll should be included in a revaluation reserve unless it is a reflection of the
disadvantagee attached to the participating interest [17]. In the latter the firm treats negative
goodwilll according to the accounting method used for positive goodwill. When positive
goodwilll is charged to shareholders' equity, negative goodwill is added to equity. When
positivee goodwill is expensed in the income statement, negative goodwill is accrued to the
incomee statement in order to reflect the disadvantages over time [18].
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Item mAccountingg flexibility for intangible fixed assets
1 1 Downwardd value adjustments of intangible fixed assets (the more)
2 2 Capitalizee other intangible fixed assets
3 3 Capitalizee the cost of incorporation and issue of shares
4 4 Amountt research and development costs
5 5 Capitalizee research and development costs
6 6 Decidee on normal level of activity with start up expenses
7 7 Amountt intellectual rights
8 8 Estimatee useful economic life of intellectual rights (the longer)
9 9 Expensee the acquisition cost of intellectual rights
10 0 Amountt of goodwill is subjective
11 1 Amountt of reorganization reserve and its classification
12 2 Chargee goodwill separately to income statement
13 3 Chargee goodwill separately to shareholders' equity
14 4 Capitalizee goodwill and amortize over useful economic life
15 5 Estimatee useful economic life of goodwill if capitalized (the longer)
16 6 Assignn goodwill to individual assets and liabilities
17 7 Relationn between negative goodwill and disadvantages
18 8 Accruall of negative goodwill to disadvantages over time (the shorter)
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Tablee 5.2 Overview of financial accounting flexibility for intangible fixed assets.
Determiningg whether there is a disadvantage attached is subjective just as the deductions that
shouldd be made for possible related losses. If the related losses become apparent at a later
stage,, it is possible to deduct the losses from the revaluation reserve (Guideline 214,
paragraphh 230).
TangibleTangible fixed assets
Tangiblee fixed assets are all fixed assets with physical substance held by the firm. Section
366,, BW2 states:
"" 1.

The following shall be shown separately under tangible fixed assets:
a.. buildings and land used for business purposes;
b.. machinery and plant;
c.. other fixed operating assets such as technical and office equipment;
d.. tangible fixed operating assets under construction and prepayments
onn tangible fixed assets;
e.. tangible fixed assets not used in the production process.

2..

If the legal entity has only a limited right in rem or in personam to enjoy
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tangiblee fixed assets on a permanent basis, this shall be stated."
Classificationn as a tangible fixed asset depends on beneficial ownership, not on legal
ownership.. The first subjective element occurs here. The question whether the firm has the
beneficiall ownership or not is answered by interpreting the definitions of disposition and risk.
Althoughh there are criteria for capitalizing assets legally owned by another firm, the use of
thesee criteria is open to interpretation by the firm's management. The off-balance financing of
tangiblee fixed assets has its influence on the solvency and profitability of the firm. Even when
usingg the beneficial ownership rule strictly, the firm has ample possibilities for off-balance
financingfinancing and thus influencing the view the financial statements should give. Because the
focuss in this research is on managerial influence over accounting income the flexibility related
too off-balance financing is not discussed in detail.
Theree are different principles for the valuation of tangible fixed assets. Principles which may
bee considered are the acquisition price or manufacturing cost and the current value (section
384,, subsection 1, BW2) [19]. It is possible to use different principles for the valuation of the
itemss in the balance sheet and for the determination of accounting income, if the balance sheet
itemss are valued at historical cost [20]. Further different categories of tangible fixed assets can
bee valued at different principles.
Unlikee intangible fixed assets there are less special provisions for the valuation of different
categoriess of tangible fixed assets. Only the last category mentioned in section 366, BW2,
tangiblee fixed assets not used in the production process, has the specific limitation that the
currentt value is limited to the net realizable value for this category. Historical cost is the cost
off acquisition or the manufactured cost. The cost of acquisition of an asset is the total cost of
acquiringg the asset (i.e. the purchase price and the additional costs). The manufactured cost is
usedd when the asset is produced by the firm. The manufactured cost may comprise the
acquisitionn cost of the raw materials and consumables used and the other expenses directly
attributablee to the production. The manufacturing cost may also include a reasonable part of
thee indirect costs and the interest on debts over the period attributable to the production of the
assett (Section 388, subsection 2, BW2). The assignment of other expenses directly
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attributablee to the production, a reasonable part of the indirect costs and the interest on debts
allowss for choices and subjectivity in the capitalization of tangible fixed assets at historical
costt [21]. By capitalizing a higher amount the firm influences accounting income upwards.
Whenn capitalizing renewal expenses the same subjectivity may occur.

Thee current value of tangible fixed assets can be based on replacement cost, recoverable
amountt or net realizable value [22]. Replacement cost may be used when the firm is likely to
replacee the asset in the future by a comparable asset. The recoverable amount may be used
whenn it is unlikely that the asset will be replaced and the asset is still used in the production
process.. If the firm no longer uses the asset in the production process, the net realizable value
iss used. Valuation of tangible fixed assets at current value generally implies revaluation of the
assetss over time. Changes in the current value should in principle be reflected in the
revaluationn reserve. Revaluation increases the firm's equity and thus has a positive effect on
solvency.. It has however a negative effect on accounting income because revaluation
generallyy increases the amortization base of the asset. From Guideline 212, paragraph 220 to
229,, it follows that the realized part of the revaluation reserve can be either taken to the
incomee statement or credited to the freely disposable reserves [23]. In determining the result it
iss possible to take into account the firm's outside finance (i.e. financial leverage) [24]. The
determinationn of the current value generally is subjective due to the "soft" criteria for the
choicee of the valuation base, the various ways to determine the replacement cost and problems
inn assigning and predicting the determination of the recoverable amount. In general, it can be
saidd that the valuation of items at current value is more subjective than the valuation of items
att historical cost. Although both principles have assignment problems, valuation at current
valuee is more open to managerial estimations and interpretations (especially for non-fungible
goods). .

Wheree tangible assets are subject to obsolescence or wear and tear, amortization should be
takenn into account. Land generally is not subject to obsolescence and therefore does not
qualifyy the conditions for amortization. Amortization should match the diminution in value of
thee performance potential of tangible fixed assets. Management may affect accounting income
byy estimating the useful economic life [25], the residual value [26] and the depreciation
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methodd chosen [27]. Estimating the useful economic life and the residual value is a
subjectivityy whereas the depreciation method is an accounting method choice. Generally the
followingg applies: the shorter economic life and the lower the residual value is estimated the
lowerr accounting income in the current period. Further, the more progressive the depreciation
methodd the lower accounting income in the current period. If the estimated useful life is
revised,, the depreciation charges should be recalculated. If the useful life of the asset is
lengthened,, the amount by which the depreciation already charged can be reduced should
eitherr be credited to the income statement in the period of the extension or be reflected in a
reductionn in future depreciation charges (Guideline 212, paragraph 220) [28].
Item mAccountingg flexibility for tangible fixed assets
19 9 Currentt value as valuation principle
20 0 Balancee sheet historical cost, income statement current value
21 1 Determinationn and allocation of manufacturing cost (the higher)
22 2 Determinationn of the current value (the higher)
23 3 Realizedd part of revaluation reserve in results
24 4 Takee into account outside finance under item 21
25 5 Determinationn of useful economic life (the longer)
26 6 Determinationn of residual value (the higher)
27 7 Determinationn of progressiveness of depreciation method (the more)
28 8 Creditt past depreciation to income statement
29 9 Impairmentt of tangible fixed assets
30 0 Revaluee impaired tangible fixed assets
31 1 Classificationn of sale-and-leaseback transaction
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Tablee 5.3 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to tangible fixed assets.
Iff tangible fixed assets are valued at historical cost, it is possible that, apart from the
systematicc reduction in book value reflected in the amortization charge, a permanent
diminutionn in value arises. This diminution is accounted for by impairment of the asset to the
nett realizable value or recoverable amount [29]. The first is applied when the asset is no
longerr used in the business, the latter when the asset continues to be used in the business.
Whenn the recoverable amount however is lower it should be used instead of the net realizable
valuee (Guideline 212, section 224). In exceptional circumstances a diminution may have
ceasedd to apply. In these cases, the asset should be revalued upwards [30], up to a maximum
off the book value at which the asset would have been carried if no allowance had been made
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inn the first place. Assessing the permanent diminution and its' reversal is a continuous process
whichh is not free from managerial subjectivity.

AA sale-and-leaseback arrangement is an arrangement between a user/legal owner of an asset
andd another party, where the user sells the asset to the other party and leases the asset
afterwardss from the other party. Although sale-and-leaseback transactions are real
transactions,, they are discussed here because the incorporation of the transaction in the
financialfinancial statements is open to flexibility [31]. If the sale-and-leaseback fits the criteria for
financialfinancial leases any difference between the book value and the proceeds from the sale should
bee spread over the period of the lease contract. If the sale-and-leaseback fits the criteria for
operationall lease any difference should be recognized immediately in the income statement. If
howeverr the price is not based on the fair value of the asset the positive difference should be
accruedd to the remaining accounting period. The negative difference should be recognized in
thee income statement unless it is offset by future payments and this part of the difference
shouldd be accrued to the remaining accounting period.
FinancialFinancial fixed assets
AA firm has a participating interest in another firm if it contributes capital with the objective of
aa long-term relationship for the furtherance of its own activities. If a capital contribution in an
enterprisee does not satisfy the criteria for a long-term relationship that furthers existing
activities,, the interest is classified under other securities. Other securities under financial fixed
assetss are distinguished from securities, as in current assets, by the criterion of durability. The
classificationn of interests as group companies, participating interests or other securities, is
sometimess at the management's discretion. In these cases where the function of the interest is
nott clear, the classification will depend on managerial estimates and objectives.
Sectionn 367, BW2, states:
"Thee following shall be shown separately under financial fixed assets:
a.. shares, depository receipts issued for shares and other forms of
participationn in group companies;
b.. other participating interests;
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c.. receivables from group companies;
d.. receivables from other legal entities and partnerships which have a participating
interestt in the legal entity or in which the legal entity has a participating interest;
e.. other securities;
f.. other receivables, with specific mention of receivables arising from loans and
advancess to members or holders of registered shares".
Ass stated in the introduction, the primary focus is on consolidated accounts. In the
consolidatedd accounts only unconsolidated participating interests are shown. In paragraph
5.3.77 the flexibility in the scope of consolidation and consolidation methods, is discussed. The
valuationn of unconsolidated participating interests depends on the question whether the firm
exercisess significant influence on the commercial and financial policy of the participating
interest.. Significant influence is presumed to exist if the participating firm is able to exercise
att least 20% of the voting rights attached to the shares at its own discretion (section 389,
subsectionn 1, BW2). If the firm exercises a significant influence, valuation of the participating
interestt should take place at the equity method. The answer to the question whether significant
influencee is exercised is, in spite of the legal presumption, subjective [32]. If there is enough
informationn to determine the net asset value of the participating interest it should be valued
accordingly.. Where insufficient information is available for the determination of the net asset
valuee another form of the equity method must be used [33]. Other forms of the equity method
are: :
1.. Valuation on the basis of disclosed shareholders' equity of the participating interest;
2.. Valuation on the basis of the acquisition cost of the participating interest;
3.. Valuation on the basis of new principles for the participating interest.
Thee amount by which the book value of the participating interest has changed since the
previouss financial statements is shown in the income statement as the income share in the
participatingg interest.
Iff no significant influence is exerted in the participating interest, valuation should be in
accordancee with the provisions of section 384, subsection 1, BW2. The appropriate valuation
principlee is then either acquisition cost or current value (Guideline 214, paragraph 217) [34].
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Thee dividend declared is shown as the income from the participating interest. Dividend
receivedd by the firm from profits in the pre-acquisition period should be corrected on the
acquisitionn cost of the participating interest (Guideline 214, paragraph 505). When the firm
usess other valuation methods than the net asset value or current value any expected permanent
diminutionn in value should be reflected. When the firm intends to dispose of a participating
interestt and the expected realizable value is lower than the book value it should be shown at
thee lower value.

Item mAccountingg flexibility for financial fixed assets
32 2 Classificationn of interest (significant influence and durability)
33 3 Differentt forms of the equity method can be used
34 4 Valuationn at current value when no significant influence is exerted
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Tablee 5.4 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to financial fixed assets.

5.3.22 Current Assets
Stocks Stocks
Stockss are goods intended to be sold or to be used in the manufacturing process of goods or
forr the provision of services. Which goods are to be included in stocks will depend on the
functionn of the goods in the firm's business. The aspects of definition and recognition are
importantt for stocks. The most important question is whether the firm's management
capitalizess the physical stock or the economic stock position [35]. The physical stock is the
stockk actually present and the economic stock position is the stock on which there is exposure
too a price risk. In both cases it is possible to account for unrealized losses on existing purchase
andd sales orders on an individual contract basis or per group of commodities. In case the
economicc stock position is capitalized the same holds for unrealized gains (Guideline 220,
paragraphh 215).

AA distinction is made between work in progress on long-term construction contracts and other
stocks.. Although the same prescriptions for valuation in BW2 are valid, the recognition of
revenuess may be different. Applicable valuation principles for stocks are the cost of
acquisitionn or manufactured cost and current value [36], If the firm uses cost of acquisition as
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aa valuation principle, the additional direct expenses to the acquisition should be capitalized. If
thee firm uses manufactured cost this shall comprise the acquisition cost of the raw materials
andd consumables used as well as the other expenses directly attributable to the production. It
mayy also include a reasonable part of the indirect costs and the interest on debts over the
periodd attributable to the production of the asset. The attribution of incidental expenses, other
expensess directly attributable to the production, a reasonable part of the indirect costs and the
interestt on debts makes the capitalized amounts subjective [37]. By capitalizing a higher
amount,, the firm improves its current accounting income.
Sectionn 385, subsection 1, BW2 states that assets shall in principle be valued separately.
Subsectionn 2 allows for similar components of stocks to be valued collectively, either on the
basiss of weighted average prices, by the "first in first out" method, by the "last in first out"
method,, or by some similar method [38]. Subsection 3 allows stocks of raw and ancillary
materialss regularly replaced, to be shown at a fixed quantity and value [39]. Thus section 385,
BW22 brings some flexibility into the valuation of stocks. The effect of this flexibility on
currentt and future accounting income depends on the method chosen and the movement of the
relevantt prices. When a firm values current assets at acquisition cost or production cost,
sectionn 387, subsection 2, BW2 states that they shall be valued at market value if this value is
lowerr [40]. Further, the firm shall take into account provisions for non-saleable stock [41]. If
ann extraordinary reduction in the value of current assets is reasonably foreseeable in the near
future,, it may be taken into account in the valuation thereof (section 387, subsection 3, BW2)
[42]. .
AA distinction should be made between work in progress in relation to semi-manufactures and
workk in progress on construction contracts. For semi-manufactures the foregoing about stocks
iss applicable. Work in progress on construction contracts can be classified according to the
contractt terms in two categories: fixed-price contracts and cost-plus contracts. Work in
progresss on construction contracts are capitalized and valued according to stocks. The
capitalizedd amount depends on the attribution of other expenses directly attributable to the
productionn and on the attribution of a reasonable part of the indirect costs and the interest on
debts.. Again this is subjective because it depends on managerial estimates [37].
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Theree are two methods for recognizing revenues on construction contracts: in proportion to
thee stage of completion of the work or upon completion of the contract [43]. The firm must
decidee which of these two methods is applicable. The decision depends on the question
whetherr or not the profit on the work done can be reliably measured. If the profit can be
measuredd reliably, the profit should be allocated in proportion to the stage of completion. The
stagee of completion can be measured in a variety of ways [44], but the same revenue
recognitionn method should be applied to similar contracts (Guideline 220, paragraph 405).
Item mAccountingg flexibility for stocks
35 5 Capitalizee the physical stock or the stock position
36 6 Valuee stock at current value
37 7 Determination,, allocation of manufactured cost (the larger the amount)
38 8 Valuee similar components collectively
39 9 Regularlyy replaced stocks at fixed quantity and value
40 0 Valuee at lower market value
41 1 Provisionn for non-saleable stock (the larger the amount)
42 2 Foreseeablee extraordinary reduction in the future
43 3 Recognizingg profits in proportion to the stage of completion
44 4 Differentt ways to measure the completion of the contracts
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Tablee 5.5 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to Stocks.
Debtors Debtors
AA receivable is usually considered as a current asset if it falls due within one year. The aspects
off definition and recognition are also important for receivables because it is possible to
transferr receivables to other non-related parties in several ways, for example factoring. Even
iff the firm transfers the receivable to another party, the party carrying the risk capitalizes the
receivablee as an asset. Receivables are in principle stated at face value. The firm must take
intoo account provisions for bad debts when relevant [45]. The firm may determine these
provisionss for bad debts either on a general or specific basis or by a combination of the two
[46]. .

Item mAccountingg flexibility for debtors
45 5 Provisionn for bad debt (the larger the provision)
46 6 Provisionn on a general or specific basis
Tablee 5.6. Overview financial accounting flexibility related to debtors.
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Securities Securities
Securitiess not intended for use on a lasting basis in the conduct of the firm's business are
includedd in current assets. Securities under current assets may only be valued at historical cost
(sectionn 384, subsection 1, BW2). Section 387, subsection 2, BW2 states that current assets
shalll be valued at market value if, on the balance sheet date, the same is lower than the
acquisitionn price or production cost. Further, subsection 3 states that an extraordinary
reductionn in the value of the current asset reasonably foreseeable in the short-term, may be
takenn into account in the valuation of the asset [47]. There are two methods of making a
downwardd adjustment to a lower market value: individually or collectively [48]. Contrary to
sectionn 384, subsection 1, BW2 Guideline 226, paragraph 107, states, as a consequence of
Guidelinee 120, paragraph 503, that listed securities which can be sold immediately or almost
immediatelyy should be carried at market value if this is conducive to the view required by law
[49].. The latter however is open for managerial interpretation.

Item mAccountingg flexibility for securities
47 7 Foreseeablee extraordinary reduction in the future
48 8 Adjustmentt to lower market value individually or collectively
49 9 Thee higher market value is conductive to provide the view required
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Tablee 5.7 Overview financial accounting flexibility related to securities.
Cash Cash
Cashh should generally be stated at face value. If funds are not freely disposable this could be
takenn into account in the valuation.

5.3.33 Liabilities
Liabilitiess in general can be divided in long-term and current liabilities and are generally
statedd at face value. A liability is usually considered a current liability if it falls due within
onee year. The part of a long-term liability that falls due within one year may be classified
underr current liabilities. The distinction between long-term and current liabilities is important
forr the firm's liquidity position. For the purpose of this chapter another classification is more
important:: the distinction between liabilities and shareholder's equity. This distinction is not
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onlyy important for the firm's solvency position, but also for the classification of interest and
dividends.. Paragraph 5.3.5 of this chapter deals with the flexibility associated with this
classification. .

5.3.44

Provisions

Provisionss relate to:
1.. Liabilities and losses the extent of which is uncertain but can reasonably be estimated;
2.. Risks related to certain liabilities and losses;
3.. Expenses to be incurred in a subsequent year, originating from the year under review or
priorr years.
BW22 distinguishes between provisions for pension liabilities, provisions for tax liabilities and
otherr provisions.
ProvisionsProvisions for pension liabilities
Pensionn rights are rights of employees or former employees to benefits which are dependent
onn life and become payable on attaining the pension age or prior death. BW2 has no
provisionss for the complex valuations of pensions. The general principles used for the
valuationn of assets and liabilities and the determination of results are therefore applicable.
Thee usual schemes for building up pension rights are average-pay schemes, final-pay schemes
orr a combination of both. Pensions are sometimes subject to revision once the pension is in
payment,, depending on developments in the cost of living or wage levels. Only in a limited
numberr of cases it is permitted that the firm itself administers the fund to meet the pension
rights.. In general, the pension liabilities will be insured with a life insurance company, a
companyy pension fund or an industry pension fund.

Itt is important to know where the pension liabilities are insured. Generally speaking the closer
thee relationship between the pension fund to the firm, the more flexible the firm is in
determiningg the pension cost. For this reason Guideline 252, paragraph 318, states that
provisionss should be made in the balance sheet of a firm for any deficits in a company
pensionn fund for which the firm is legally liable. If the firm is affiliated to an industry pension
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fundd it is only recommended to make provisions in its balance for its share of the deficit [50].
Surpluss funds held by the company pension fund may be taken into account if and to the
extentt that they may reasonably be expected to result in lower charges for the firm [51]. Given
thee close relationship there often is between the firm and the company pension fund the
formerr gives opportunities for management to exert influence over accounting income.
Theree are two methods for providing the funds to meet pension rights: the funded system and
thee pay-as-you-go system. In the Netherlands, the funded system is compulsory. The interest
ratee used as the discount factor can, within boundaries, be influenced by the firm's
managementt [52]. There are several possible variants of funded systems. The differences
betweenn the variants mainly concern with the way past-service charges are dealt with. Pension
chargess can basically be treated in the balance sheet and income statement in two different
ways:: calculated on a specific or general basis [53]. Under both methods it is possible to take
intoo account pay rises to be awarded in the future if these will have retroactive effect on the
accruedd pension rights at balance sheet date [54].

Item mAccountingg flexibility for pension provisions
50 0 Provisionss for share in deficit industry pension fund
51 1 Takee into account surplus of company pension funds
52 2 Interestt rate used as discount factor (the higher)
53 3 Pensionn charges calculated on a general or specific basis
54 4 Takee into account future general pay rises
55 5 Provisionss for early retirement if the scheme were extended
56 6 Ignoree mortality and interest calculations in early retirement schemes
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Tablee 5.8 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to pension provisions.
Earlyy retirement schemes differ from pension rights in several ways. The nature of the early
retirementt schemes leaves the firm's management the following two options. Guideline 252,
paragraphh 405, states that it is deemed admissible not to make a provision for early retirement
off employees who would only be in a position to opt for the scheme if it were extended [55].
Further,, paragraph 406 of the same Guideline states that it is permissible to ignore mortality
ratess and interest calculations insofar as the provision relates to benefits to be paid out over a
limitedd number of years [56].
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ProvisionProvision for deferred taxation
Incomee before tax may differ from what is known as the taxable amount. Temporary
differencess may arise due to the difference in legislation or accounting decisions of the firm's
management.. Temporary differences are differences between the book value of an asset or
liabilityy in the balance sheet and the book value for tax purposes, including:
1.. Temporary differences leading to tax liabilities and tax credits in future years on
realizationn of an asset, release of a provision or settlement of a liability or accrual;
2.. Temporary differences that will not lead to tax liabilities and tax credits in future years on
realizationn of an asset, release of a provision or settlement of a liability or accrual.
Item mAccountingg flexibility for deferred taxation provisions
57 7 Deferredd tax items at discounted value
58 8 Capitalizee deferred claims if reasonable to suppose realization
59 9 Revaluationn of assets without deferred tax items
60 0 Settlementt of taxation of revalued assets against equity
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Tablee 5.9 Overview of the flexibility related to provisions for deferred taxation
Deferredd tax items should be carried in the balance sheet either at face value or discounted
valuee [57]. A tax credit should be included in the balance sheet if it is reasonable to suppose
thatt it will be possible to realize the claim in due course (guideline 272, paragraph 306). This
"reasonablee to suppose" makes the capitalized amount subjective [58]. If the valuation of
assetss takes partly place at current value, the law leaves open the possibility of not including
deferredd tax items in the balance sheet in the event of revaluation of the assets (section 390,
subsectionn 5, BW2) [59]. The settlement of the taxation on the increase in the equity reflected
inn the balance sheet takes place in the form of a charge against shareholders equity, or a
graduall charge to the income statement [60].
OtherOther categories of provisions
Nott every uncertainty warrants the recording of a provision. Guideline 252, paragraph 105,
statess that the following two conditions must be met: they are identifiable, specific risks and
thee risks must have existed on balance sheet date and stem from events which took place prior
too balance sheet date, transactions effected prior to balance sheet date or commitments entered
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intoo prior to balance sheet date. The firm's management has to identify the risks, which can be
aa subjective process [61]. The decisions as to which risks warrant the recording of a provision
andd which do not should follow a consistent policy. Once the firm's management decides to
formm a provision for a certain risk it has to decide on the amount of the liability. Although the
possibilityy of making a reasonable estimate is a requirement for the formation of a provision,
thee estimate itself can be highly subjective [62]. If for example a best estimate is not possible,
itt is an option to provide for the lowest amount from the range of possible estimates as well as
thee average amount.
Theree are two possible methods for calculating the charge of the provisions to the financial
statements:: the general method and the specific method [63]. Combinations of both methods
aree also possible. When using the specific method the two basic approaches for estimating the
movementss in the provision are: collective valuation and item-by-item valuation [64].
Generally,, movements in provisions are accounted for in the income statement, except if
Guidelinee 240 permits them to be charged directly in shareholders' equity [65]. In paragraph
5.3.55 the direct charges to shareholders' equity are discussed.
Althoughh it is impossible to sum up all categories of provisions the following aims to deal
withh the most important in respect to flexibility. Section 374, subsection 2, BW2 states that
thee diminution in value of an asset shall not be presented in the form of a provision.
Provisionss may, however, be made for existing risks of future diminution in value (Guideline
252,, paragraph 103) [66]. Provisions for major maintenance of certain classes of fixed assets
mayy be taken into account in the valuation of these assets or if this is not the case, a provision
shouldd be formed for major maintenance.
Iff the firm is not insured for certain risks which are normally insured, it is possible to record a
provision.. The additions to this provision are calculated on a general basis and should
correspondd with the premiums that would be paid if the risk was normally insured. The
amountt of the provision should not be greater than is reasonable for the nature and size of the
risk.. Provisions for risks arising out of claims, disputes and legal proceeds are recorded if a
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reasonablee estimate is possible. The same holds for provisions for existing environmental
pollution. .

Thee provisions connected to reorganization and redundancy schemes depend very much on
thee view the firm's management has. Guideline 252, paragraph 921, states that when the
goingg concern assumption no longer applies to all or part of the business, adequate provisions
shouldd be made. But even when the going concern assumption is valid provisions may be
recordedd for other kinds of reorganizations. It is for example possible that the firm's
managementt decides that production is automated, production is transferred to another
countryy or that by organizing processes differently, employees will be transferred or
dismissed.. The financial consequences of these decisions can be estimated, but are highly
subjective.. Another subjectivity is the moment of forming a provision because the firm's
managementt is more or less free in the timing of the reorganization [67].

Item mAccountingg flexibility for other provisions
61 1 Decidee on the relevant risks for forming provisions (the more)
62 2 Estimatingg the amount of the provision (the higher)
63 3 Provisionss calculated on a general basis
64 4 Item-by-itemm valuation for movements
65 5 Movementss in the provisions charged to the shareholders' equity
66 6 Provisionss for future diminution in value of assets
67 7 Timingg of reorganization provisions
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Tablee 5.10 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to other provisions

5.3.55 Shareholders' equity
Ass stated in the previous paragraph there is gray area between shareholders' equity and
liabilities.. The classification between shareholders' equity and liabilities may be ruled by the
formall legal principle or the substance over form principle. Using the formal legal principle
itemss are classified according to their legal status. The substance over form principle
classifiess items according to their economic impact on the firm. When the substance over
formm principle is used it is possible that items legally classified as liabilities may be classified
ass shareholders' equity due to their economic reality. This economic reality results from
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speciall provisions in the contract. The opposite is also possible, items legally classified as
shareholders'' equity may be shown as a liability in the financial statements due to special
contractt provisions. The classifications are not only important for the firm's solvency position
butt also for the classification of interest and dividends [68].
Anotherr important item of flexibility is the possibility for direct movements in shareholders'
equity.. The direct movements in shareholders' equity differ in effects and frequency. The first
categoryy of movements results from the relation between the firm and its shareholders.
Movementss of this kind also include the expenses and capital tax related to the issuing of
sharess [69]. Further, when current value is the principle applied, revaluations should be
reflectedd in shareholders' equity. The cumulative effects of accounting method changes
shouldd be reflected directly in shareholders' equity at the beginning of the year in which the
methodd change was implemented if the method change involves a change from valuation on
thee basis of historical cost to a basis of current value and vice versa. The cumulative effect of
otherr method changes and effects of fundamental errors may be reflected directly in
shareholders'' equity at the beginning of the year in which the method change was
implementedd or may be reflected in the income statement (see also paragraph 5.3.8) [70].
Ass stated in paragraph 5.3.1 a business combination may give rise to goodwill when a firm
purchasess the shares of another firm or when a firm purchases the assets and liabilities of a
firm.firm. If the firm purchases the shares of another firm goodwill can be charged separately to
thee shareholders' equity (see also paragraph 5.3.1). Exchange differences resulting from
foreignn entities should be credited or debited directly to the shareholders' equity. The
classificationn of a participating interest can however be subjective. Foreign currency
translationss are dealt with in paragraph 5.3.7 of this chapter.
Materiall items of a non-recurring or exceptional nature such as adjustments to the provision
forr deferred tax liabilities due to the revaluations of assets, effects of a financial
reorganization,, losses due to non-insurable destructions of capital and the adverse effects of
nationalizationss may be shown directly as movements in shareholders' equity. The distinction
betweenn non-recurring and recurring (future) and the distinction between extraordinary and
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exceptionall nature is not straightforward. The decision to charge these items to the
shareholders'' equity can be highly subjective [71].
Item mAccountingg flexibility for shareholders' equity
68 8 Classificationn as interest or dividend in case of hybrid financing
69 9 Chargee expenses and capital tax to the share premium
70 0 Cumulativee effect of accounting changes charged to equity
71 1 Directt equity movements of non-recurring or exceptional items
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Tablee 5.11 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to shareholders' equity

5.3.66 Consolidated accounts
Consolidatedd financial statements are very important in analyzing listed firms in the
Netherlands.. A consolidated statement emphasizes the economic unity of all enterprises in the
group.. Section 405, subsection 1, BW2 defines consolidated financial statements as "financial
statementss in which the assets, liabilities, income and expenditure of legal persons and
partnershipss constituting one group or part of a group are shown on a unified basis". The legal
requirementt for consolidation is laid down in section 406, subsection 1, BW2: "The legal
personn which, solely or jointly with another group company, heads its group shall, in the notes
too its financial statements, include consolidated financial statements showing its own financial
informationn with that of its subsidiaries in the group and other group companies". In practice
thee consolidated financial statements are disclosed before the financial statements of the firm
inn the annual accounts.
Sectionn 405, subsection 2, BW2 states that the consolidated financial statements must give a
vieww of the group in accordance with section 362, subsection 1, BW2. The provisions for the
financiall statements, apart from some exceptions, apply also to consolidated financial
statements.. The items in the consolidated financial statements should, in principle, be
presentedd according to uniform accounting methods.
Ass stated before shares and receivables in group companies are normally not an item in the
consolidatedd accounts since the group is accounted for on a unified basis. Group companies
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cann however be excluded from consolidation on the grounds of immateriality,
disproportionatee costs and long delay, or because they are held only for resale (section 407,
subsectionn 1, BW2). Further, group companies must be excluded on the grounds of different
activitiess (section 406, subsection 3, BW2) and can be excluded if the firm administers group
companiess pursuant to a co-operation arrangement with another firm and it has no activities
otherr than the administration and financing of group companies and participating interest
(sectionn 407, subsection 3, BW2). Although the sections mentioned above bring some
flexibilityy in the consolidation requirements, this will not have any influence on accounting
income.. Group companies excluded from consolidation should be valued consistent with the
otherr participating interests.

Thee manner in which the group company is acquired is important for the consolidated
accountss afterwards. A distinction can be made between the "purchase method" and the
"pooling"" method. In case of the purchase method the firm purchases the shares of another
firmm by means of cash or securities. In case of the pooling method the firm gains control over
anotherr firm by means of exchanging their own shares with the shareholders of the newly
controlledd firm. In the latter case the consolidation takes place at book-value and no
revaluationn takes place and no goodwill arises. In general, future accounting income is lower
andd owner's equity is higher when using the "purchase method", except when the goodwill is
chargedd to the shareholders' equity. The manner in which the group company is acquired thus
givess opportunitiess for management to influence accounting income [72].
Item mAccountingg flexibility for consolidated accountins
72 2 Acquiree group companies through pooling of interests
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Tablee 5.12 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to consolidated accounts

5.3.77 Foreign currency translations
Foreignn currency translations are important when discussing flexibility because volatile
exchangee rates can affect the valuation of assets and liabilities in foreign currencies and thus
willl affect accounting income.
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Thee first item of flexibility is the possibility for the firm's management to decide on their
reportingg currency [73]. Section 362, subsection 7, BW2, first sentence states: "If justified by
thee activity of the legal entity or the international structure of its group, the financial
statementss as a whole, or only the consolidated accounts, may be prepared in a foreign
currency". .

Regardingg exchange differences a distinction is made between transactions and foreign
activities.. Transactions in foreign currencies settled during the accounting period should be
includedd in the financial statements at the settlement rate of exchange. Unsettled foreign
currencyy transactions should be included in the balance sheet at the rate of exchange
prevailingg on balance sheet date. Where the exchange risk has been hedged, this shall be taken
intoo account in determining the results (Guideline 120, paragraph 907). Deciding whether
exchangee risks are hedged can be subjective [74]. Exchange differences on the translation of
monetaryy items should be included in the income statement in the period in which they arise
(Guidelinee 120, paragraph 906). Exchange differences on the translation of non-monetary
itemss carried at current value should be accounted for directly in shareholders' equity as part
off the revaluation reserve (Guideline 120, paragraph 906). Since items that are carried at
historicall costs are translated at the historical exchange rates, no exchange differences occur
heree (Guideline 120, paragraph 905, b)

Withh respect to foreign currency translations associated with participating interests Guideline
120,, paragraph 912 states that the foreign group companies consolidated in the firm's
financiall statements must be separated in two groups: activities conducted through foreign
entitiess and direct foreign activities [75]. Exchange differences from direct foreign activities
aree recorded similar to foreign transactions (Guideline 120, paragraph 118). The assets and
liabilitiess of foreign entities are translated at exchange rates prevailing on balance sheet date.
Thee items in the income statements of these entities are translated at the prevailing rates of the
transactions,, or the average exchange rates over the accounting period [76]. The translation
differencess are accounted for directly in shareholders' equity (Guideline 120, paragraph 119).
Whenn a participating interest is disposed, the cumulative amount of exchange differences
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relatedd to that interest may be recognized in the income statement in the same period in which
thee gain or loss of disposal is recognized (Guideline 120, paragraph 928) [77].
Item mAccountingg flexibility for foreign currencies
73 3 Decidee on the reporting currency
74 4 Takee into account the hedge regarding foreign currency
75 5 Separationn of group companies in two groups
76 6 Usee average exchange rates for foreign entities
77 7 Recognizee cumulative exchange difference in income statement
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Tablee 5.13 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to foreign currencies

5.3.88 Other items of flexibility
Inn paragraph 5.3.1 to 5.3.7 the items of flexibility in the principles used for valuation and the
subjectivitiess when applying them were discussed. In this paragraph four aspects of flexibility
relatedd to the principles used for valuation are discussed. The four aspects of flexibility are
changess in accounting methods, changes in estimations, corrections of fundamental errors and
extraordinaryy items.
ChangesChanges in accounting methods
Sectionn 384, subsection 6, BW2, first sentence states: "The principles on which the valuation
off assets and liabilities and the determination of the results are based may only be changed
fromfrom those applied in the preceding financial year for sound reasons". A change in an
accountingg method is deemed to occur if one or more of the following principles and or rules
differr from those used in the preparation of financial statements for the preceding year
(Guidelinee 140, paragraph 103 and 104):
al..

Valuation principles applied to assets and liabilities, including estimating methods
used; ;

a2..

Methods of allocating to periods;

a3..

Criteria employed in judging the need for or admissibility of reflecting
movementss directly in shareholders' equity;

b..

Consolidation criteria;

c..

Layout and other aspects of presentation.
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Guidelinee 140, paragraph 111, states that the accounting methods should be changed if
requiredd by BW2 or by the guidelines or if the change would be of significant benefit to the
vieww imparted by the financial statements. A change is however also permissible if it can be
deemedd to be based on sound reasons as mentioned in BW2. Guideline 140, paragraph 112,
statess that "in any decision on a change in accounting methods, the view which the financial
statementss are required to provide, as referred to in paragraph 110, will continue to be of
overridingg consideration" [78].

Theree are two procedures in reflecting the effects of changes in accounting methods in the
financiall statements. In both procedures the shareholders' equity as at the end of the preceding
financiall year is restated on the basis of the revised policies. The difference in the two
proceduress lies in reflecting the difference between the shareholders' equity as at the end of
thee preceding financial year before and after restatement. The first procedure is to reflect the
differencee directly in shareholders' equity at the beginning of the year in which the method
changee was implemented, taking into account taxation on accounting income (Guideline 140,
paragraphh 116). The alternative is to reflect the difference as an extraordinary item in the
incomee statement in the year in which the accounting method change was implemented,
takingg into account taxation on profits [79]. The first procedure is preferred by the CAR and is
prescribedd in the CAR Guidelines if the accounting method change involves a change from
valuationn on the basis of historical cost to a basis of current value and vice versa. The
proceduree should also be adopted in the case of changes in the criteria governing the need for
orr admissibility of reflecting movements directly in shareholders' equity.

Inn the exceptional case that the cumulative effect of the accounting method change cannot
reasonablyy be determined, the book values at the beginning of the year in question under the
previouss accounting methods should be used as the basis for the application of the new
policies.. The decision whether or not the cumulative effect can be determined may be
subjectivee [80].
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Item mAccountingg flexibility for accounting method changes
78 8 Permissibilityy of change in accounting method
79 9 Reflectt cumulative effect in income statement
80 0 Reasonablyy impossible to determine cumulative effect
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Tablee 5.14 Overview of the flexibility related to accounting method changes
ChangesChanges in accounting estimates
AA change in accounting estimates is said to occur if an estimate is revised due to changes in
thee circumstances on which it was based. A distinction is made between a change in estimate
andd a change in the estimating method. A change in estimating method is seen as an
accountingg method change. Both changes however can have the same effects. A change in
accountingg methods should always be disclosed in the notes, a change in estimate should only
bee disclosed if the change is material to the accounting period or potentially material to one or
moree ensuing periods. A change in estimate can be subjective [81].
Guidelinee 212, paragraph 220, states that the revision of the expected useful life of tangible
fixedfixed assets is a change in estimate. The way this revision is accounted for depends on
whetherr the useful life is lengthened or shortened. If the useful life is lengthened, the amount
byy which the already charged depreciation can be reduced should be either credited to the
incomee statement or be reflected in a reduction in the depreciation charged in the remaining
usefull life [82]. If the useful life is shortened, the amount by which depreciation has been
underchargedd should be expensed directly in the income statement.

Item mAccountingg flexibility for changes in accounting estimates
81 1 Accountingg estimates and changes in estimates can be subjective
82 2 Previouss depreciation partly credited to the income statement
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Tablee 5.15 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to changes in accounting
estimates s
CorrectionsCorrections of errors
Thee CAR makes a distinction between fundamental en non-fundamental errors. A
fundamentall error is such an inaccuracy in financial statements that the financial statements
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aree seriously defective in imparting the view the statements should give. A fundamental error
shouldd be disclosed in the financial year for which the financial statements have not yet been
adoptedd or approved following as closely as possible upon the financial year in which the
errorr was made [83],

Theree are two procedures in reflecting the effects of the correction of fundamental errors in
financiall statements. In both procedures the shareholders' equity as at the end of the preceding
financiall year are restated on the basis of the correction. The difference in the two procedures
liess in reflecting the difference between the shareholders' equity as at the end of the preceding
financiall year before and after restatement. The first procedure is to reflect the difference
directlyy in shareholders' equity at the beginning of the year in which the errors are corrected.
Thee alternative is to reflect the difference as an extraordinary item in the financial statements
inn the year in which the errors are corrected [84].
Non-fundamentall errors are corrected in the year for which the financial statements have not
yett been adopted or approved following as closely as possible upon the financial year in
whichh the error was made. The effect of the correction is reflected as an ordinary revenue or
expensee item in the income statement in the year of the correction.
Item mAccountingg flexibility for correcting errors
83 3 Distinctionn between fundamental and non-fundamental errors
84 4 Reflectt cumulative effect of fundamental errors in income statement
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Tablee 5.16 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to correction of errors
ExtraordinaryExtraordinary items
Extraordinaryy revenue and expenses are income statement items not arising in the ordinary
coursee of the business of the firm. Section 377, subsection 1, BW2, states that extraordinary
itemss are to be shown separately in the income statement. The basis on which a firm
distinguishess between revenues and expenses from ordinary activities and extraordinary items
iss part of the firm's accounting principles (Guideline 270, paragraph 207). Extraordinary
itemss do not directly related to valuation principles or accounting estimates and the
classificationn does not influence accounting income. However, extraordinary items are
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importantt when handling flexibility because many users are focused on accounting income
fromm ordinary business activities. The distinction may be essential when comparing the
incomee statements of the same firm in different years.
Thee distinction between revenue and expenses arising from ordinary activities and
extraordinaryy items is sometimes subjective [85]. The distinction depends on the frequency of
occurrencee in relation to the duration of the typical production cycle and the scale of the
firm'ss business. The classification of items in the income statement is in some cases
straightforwardd because of its nature or because of BW2 provisions and authoritative
statementss in the Guidelines. In other cases however the firm's management can influence the
vieww the financial statements should give by classifying items as ordinary or extraordinary
becausee there are no strict rules for this classification.
Item mAccountingg flexibility for extraordinary items
85 5 Distinctionn between ordinary and extraordinary items
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Tablee 5.17 Overview of financial accounting flexibility related to extraordinary items

5.44

Summary and implications for this study

Financiall accounting flexibility is an important phenomenon in countries with a less regulated
accountingg environment. As stated in the introduction of this chapter the accounting
environmentt in the Netherlands is perceived to be rather flexible. The aim of this chapter is to
answerr the first research question:
RQ11

:What are the general possibilities to adapt financial accounting data within the
opportunitiess offered by accounting standards in the Netherlands?

Evenn when taking into account the authoritative statements in the 1999 edition of the CAR
Guidelines,, there are at least 85 discretionary accounting items relating to accounting methods
andd accounting estimates. The 85 items are general possibilities to adapt financial accounting
dataa within the opportunities offered by accounting standards in the Netherlands. From the
overvieww it is impossible to conclude whether there are more opportunities to influence
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accountingg income in the Netherlands than in other countries. However, an indication in this
respectt are the number of differences between the CAR Guidelines and the IAS provided in
thee 1999 edition of the CAR Guidelines.

Althoughh it is quite obvious that there is ample room to influence accounting income in the
Netherlandss by accounting decisions, there is a tendency towards a more regulated accounting
environment.. Since the introduction of statutory regulations for financial statements in 1970
thee following developments are important in this respect. First, the development in IAS in
generall and the reduction of IAS flexibility through the comparability project more specific.
Secondd the foundation of the CAR in 1981 in general and the policy of the CAR to adopt IAS,
exceptt where these are not appropriate to the financial accounting situation in the
Netherlands,, more specific. Finally, the explicit recording of the authoritative statements from
thee CAR Guidelines in NSA 120 since NSA edition 2000.
Internationall differences in the accounting environment, including the flexibility of the
accountingg system, the enforcement of accounting regulation and other aspects of the
institutionall setting, limit the possibility to generalize the research findings on earnings
managementt in other countries. Further, it may limit the possibility to transpose the research
methodss used in other countries. This may especially hold for the measurement variables
used.. This aspect is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapterr 6
Detectingg managerial influence over accounting income

6.11

Introduction

Inn the past decades a great number of accounting researchers have investigated whether
managerss exert influence over accounting income. Because this phenomenon is not directly
observable,, the empirical tests are based on the examination of proxy variables. The aim of
thiss section is to give an overview and discuss the methods to detect managerial influence
overr accounting income used in prior research. On the basis of this overview and on the basis
off the detailed overview of financial accounting flexibility provided in chapter 5, a new proxy
too measure financial accounting discretion and to detect managerial influence over accounting
incomee is developed in the next chapter. By providing an overview of previous detection
methods,, this chapter addresses a part of the second research question of this study, namely:
Howw can financial accounting flexibility be observed and its use for income strategies and
earningss management be detected and analyzed?
Wattss and Zimmerman (1990, p. 143) state that one of the main research questions involved
inn earnings management research is the tests' lack of power. Power is the ability of the
approachh to detect managerial influence over accounting income among all other influences
presentt in the research data. Tests lack power for several reasons: problems with model
specification,, problems specifying the left-hand-side variables80, right-hand-side variables and
omittedd variables. The reason under review in this section is the problem of properly
specifyingg the left-hand-side variables or the problem of specifying the variables that measure
manageriall influence over accounting income (i.e. the proxy for managerial influence over
accountingg income)81.

800

The left-hand-side variable is the dependent variable and the right-hand-side variable is the independent
variable. .
811
See Watts and Zimmerman (1990, p. 143-146) for a discussion of the reasons that reduce the power of tests.
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Internationall differences in the accounting environment, including the flexibility and
disclosuree requirements of the accounting system, may limit the possibility to transpose
researchh methods to detect managerial influence used in other countries. This may especially
holdd for the measurement variable used. When a measurement variable is used which results
inn powerful tests in a certain country, this will not automatically imply that this measurement
variablee will result in the same explanatory power in other countries because essential
elementss of the institutional setting on which the variable is based may be different82.

Inn other cases measurement variables simply cannot be transposed because the relevant data
too calculate the variable are not available in other countries. Kasanen et al. (1996) for example
developedd a very powerful measurement variable in the Finnish accounting setting based on
thee difference between Finnish GAAP accounting income and accounting income based on
IAS.. This measurement variable is however only applicable because a large sample of firms
inn Finland voluntary disclose two sets of financial statements.
Manageriall influence over accounting income as an unobservable phenomenon

ff

Proxyy variable for managerial influence over accounting income
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Figuree 6.1 Detecting managerial influence over accounting income.
Theree are a number of different ways available for specifying the variable used as a proxy for
manageriall influence over accounting income. First, it is possible to explain managerial
influencee over a single accounting item. Managerial influence is detected by directly
AA study based on changes in accounting methods may for example be effective in a setting where accounting
changess are frequently used to influence accounting income, but far less effective in a setting where accounting
standardss prevent the (mis-)use of accounting method changes in this respect.
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observingg accounting method choice regarding this single accounting item or indirectly by
observingg accounting accruals regarding this single accounting item. Secondly, it is possible
too explain managerial influence over a combination, or portfolio of accounting items.
Regardingg this portfolio approach it is possible to detect managerial influence by means of
directlyy observing accounting method choice and through an indirect observation of
accountingg method choice and estimates. The last is usually referred to as an accrual
approach.. In this approach accounting accruals aggregate into a single measure the net effect
off total managerial influence over accounting income.
Specifyingg the proxy variables of managerial influence over accounting income by means of
directlyy observing accounting method choice has the advantage that the researcher can focus
onn that part of the firm's accounting decisions that seem highly discretionary. Focussing on
thesee highly discretionary items does not however mean that there is a causal relationship
betweenn the observed accounting decisions of a specific firm and certain incentives to exert
manageriall influence over accounting income. The researcher can only conclude from tests
basedd on these data that management behaved as //they were biasing accounting income.
Researcherss use an indirect observation of managerial influence over accounting income if
theyy specify the proxy variable without observing accounting decisions for individual
accountingg items. An indirect observation always relates to managerial discretion regarding
accountingg method choice together with accounting estimates.
Inn the next paragraph the single item approach to proxy for managerial influence is discussed
inn more detail. Although a number of publications are discussed which use a single item
proxyy it is not the intention to provide a complete overview of this research approach. In
paragraphh 6.3 the portfolio proxy to managerial influence is discussed in more detail. Again a
numberr of approaches are discussed, but it is not the intention to provide a complete overview
off publications that have used a portfolio proxy to managerial influence over accounting
income.. Finally, in paragraph 6.4 the different approaches in detecting managerial influence
overr accounting income are evaluated.
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6.22

A single accounting item as proxy variable

Mostt of the early earnings management studies use a single accounting item or accounting
featuree to proxy for managerial influence over accounting income. Examples are accounting
changes,, the choice of depreciation method and the use of provisions. Influencing this single
accountingg item is viewed as one of several ways to manage earnings and the aim is to explain
manageriall influence over this single accounting item or accounting feature. Apart from the
McNicholss and Wilson (1988) study, which explicitly models for the different components, it
iss implicit in this approach that each revenue and expense item in accounting income has a
discretionaryy and non-discretionary component.

Forr many of these items, management can influence accounting income through changes in
accountingg methods, accounting method choice, accounting estimates for a given accounting
methodd and through real decisions regarding these accounting items. Regarding tangible fixed
assetss for example the following elements are discretionary and may be used as a proxy for
manageriall influence over accounting income in the Netherlands:
1.. Depreciation may for example be based on an accelerated or straight-line depreciation
method.. A change from the first method to the latter typically increases accounting
incomee and is an example of financial accounting discretion due to possible changes in
accountingg methods. This is an example of financial accounting discretion as a result of
accountingg method choice;
2.. Assets may be valued at historical cost or current value. In general valuation at historical
costt will result in a lower depreciation charge and higher accounting income in the current
period.. This is also an example of financial accounting discretion due to accounting
methodd choice;
3.. The determination of the useful economic life and residual value of assets is often
subjective.. In general, the longer the useful economic life and the higher the residual
value,, the lower the depreciation charge and the higher current accounting income. This is
ann example of financial accounting discretion due to accounting estimates;
4.. The (timing of the) disposal of assets is often subjective and may influence current
accountingg income. This is an example of financial accounting discretion due to real
decisions. .
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ChangesChanges in accounting methods
AA number of papers in the past 30 years have used changes in accounting methods to proxy
forr managerial influence over accounting income. Cushing (1969) for example studied
variouss accounting method changes and found, although the evidence offers little insight into
thee motives of accounting method changes, that management timed accounting method
changess to report favorable effects on current earnings per share. Gosman (1973) found that
sizee and audit firm differences appeared to be closely associated with accounting changes by
1000 Fortune 500 firms during the 1959-1968 period and Moore (1973) found evidence that
thee proportion of income reducing discretionary accounting method changes were relatively
moree prevailing for companies with management changes. Healy (1985) investigated the
effectt of bonus schemes on accounting decisions and used two proxy variables for managerial
influencee over accounting income. Next to the accrual proxy that gave the paper its seminal
character,, Healy also used the effect of voluntary changes in accounting methods on
accountingg income. Healy found that bonus schemes create incentives for managers to select
specificc accounting methods and more specifically that there is a high incidence of voluntary
changess in accounting methods during years following the adoption or modification of a
bonuss plan. Healy et al. (1987) examined the effect of accounting method changes on cash
salaryy and bonus compensation to CEOs. They focused on inventory valuation and
depreciationn methods and found that after accounting method changes the payments are still
basedd on accounting income and no correction is made for the accounting method change.
Furtherr they find that the potential compensation effect of the accounting method changes is
relativelyy small. LaSalle et al. (1993) used discretionary accounting method changes to study
manageriall influence over accounting income around executive succession. Their paper
reportss evidence that is inconsistent with the conjecture that new management exploits
accountingg method changes to blame their predecessor for poor performance and establish a
lowerr benchmark for future performance evaluation. Sweeney (1994) examined accounting
methodd changes of firms prior to violating accounting based restrictions in debt agreements.
Thee results indicate that managers of firms approaching violations of accounting based
restrictionss are more likely to make income-increasing discretionary accounting method
changess and adopt income-increasing mandatory accounting method changes earlier than
controll firms.
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Inn the Netherlands Hoogendoorn (1990) examined whether firms use accounting method
changess to influence key accounting values. The results indicate that there is a clear
relationshipp between income-increasing accounting method changes and the financial
situationn of the firm. Further, the results indicate that changes in accounting methods that
influencee accounting income correspond to a strategy of income smoothing. Mertens (1997)
usedd accounting method changes to test whether the implementation of regulatory changes in
thee Netherlands had an impact on management's choice of accounting methods. The results
indicatee that accounting method changes were used more during the implementation of
regulatoryy changes, that accounting method changes were not significantly higher after
implementationn of regulatory changes and that the impact of regulatory changes on
accountingg method changes related to firm size, firm leverage and industry.

AccountingAccounting method choice
AA number of papers in the past decades have used accounting method choice as a proxy
variablee for managerial influence over accounting income. The first relevant study in this
respectt is Hagerman and Zmijewski (1979). Prior to their portfolio study (see paragraph 6.3)
Hagermann and Zmijewski studied the cross-sectional variation in depreciation method (i.e.
acceleratedd versus straight line), inventory valuation method (i.e. LIFO versus FIFO),
investmentt tax credit (deferral versus flow-through) and the amortization period of past
servicee costs to test for the bonus plan and size hypotheses. Bowen et al. (1981) investigated
manager'ss choice between capitalizing and not capitalizing interest costs associated with
capitall projects. Their results indicate an association between these choice and debt contract
variables,, especially leverage. Their results also confirm the association between this
accountingg method choice and size for the oil industry. Regarding the oil and gas industry, a
numberr of papers try to explain the industry specific accounting choice between the use of full
costt versus successful efforts method84. Dhaliwal et al. (1982) compared the depreciation
methodd used by a sample of management and owner controlled firms and found significant
differencess in the adopted depreciation methods and also found that management controlled
AA number of empirical studies that use a single accounting procedures are also discussed by Watts and
Zimmermann (1986, p. 257-262 and p. 269-283).
For example Deakin (1979), Dhaliwal (1980) and Lilien and Pastena (1982).
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firmsfirms are more likely to adopt a straight-line (i.e. accounting income increasing )
depreciationn method. Daley and Vigeland (1983) examined the effects of debt covenants and
politicall costs on the choice of R&D accounting method86. The results suggest that firms
whichh capitalized R&D costs were more highly leveraged, used more public debt, were closer
too dividend restrictions and were smaller than firms which expensed R&D costs. Lee and
Hsiehh (1985) examined systematic differences in characteristics between LIFO and FIFO
firms.firms. They conclude that inventory method choices are more likely to reflect differences in
productionn and investment characteristics of firms than differences in incentives structures.
Niehauss (1989) examined the relation between inventory method choice and both managerial
ownershipp and outside ownership concentration. He found evidence that when managerial
ownershipp is low, it is less likely that management chooses LIFO because LIFO results in
lowerr accounting income87.
AccountingAccounting estimates
AA number of papers in the past decade have used accounting estimates to proxy for
manageriall influence over accounting income. Strong and Meyer (1987) for example used
discretionaryy asset write-downs as a proxy for managerial influence over accounting income.
Inn contrast to the papers discussed above this research does not relate to accounting method
choicee but to financial accounting discretion due to accounting estimates. They found that
theree are incentives for senior management, especially when a new CEO comes from outside
thee firm, to take a large write-down now against as many eventualities as possible in the
convictionn that later reversal and higher accounting income will strengthen the perceived
manageriall effectiveness. The financial community has coined the phrase "big bath" as a
genericc label that highlights the magnitude of some of these write-downs and a purported
cleansingg of the financial statements. Elliot and Shaw (1988) examined these "big baths" and
theirr findings indicate that firms disclosing large discretionary write-downs are larger and
moree highly leveraged than other firms in their industries are. Further, their results indicate
thatt these firms under perform in their industries in the period before and after the writedown.. Francis et al. (1996) also used discretionary asset write-downs as a proxy for
855

This assumes that in any given year firms maintain their level of depreciable assets.
In the US until 1974, firms could capitalize or expense all or part of their research and development costs.
877
This assumes that in a given year input prices are rising and firms on LIFO do not liquidate layers.
866
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manageriall influence over accounting income. They also produced evidence that write-downs
aree more frequent and larger in magnitude if there has been a recent change in management
andd if the firm and/or its industry has taken write-downs in the past. The proxy variables used
inn the papers mentioned above do not separate between the discretionary and the nondiscretionaryy component of asset write-downs. If (the timing of) an asset write-down is very
subjectivee this may be the right approach since in that case the non-discretionary component
willl be negligible small. However, when there is a non-discretionary component the proxy
willl measure managerial influence over accounting income with error. McNichols and Wilson
(1988)) examined whether managers exert influence over accounting income by modeling how
aa specific accounting number, the provision for bad debts, would be reported in the absence of
earningss management88. Their approach differs from the studies mentioned above because
theirr indirect approach to proxy for managerial influence over accounting income uses a
specificc model to separate the discretionary component from the non-discretionary
componentt . The use of a specific model seems logic since the estimates for the provisions
forr bad debt, including the timing aspect, are less subjective than asset write-downs because
thee provision for bad debt will be partly determined by a mechanical estimation procedure
suchh as a fixed percentage of credit sales or receivables of a given age. To control for the
provision'ss non-discretionary component, they projected it into the beginning balance of the
badd debt account, current write-downs and write-downs for the next period. The residual
provisionn is interpreted as a proxy for the provision's discretionary component. Using this
proxyy they found evidence that firms manage their earnings by choosing income-decreasing
accrualss when income is relatively high or low.

Inn the Netherlands Overboom and Vergoossen (1997) examined the relation between
provisionn accounting and income smoothing, "big bath" accounting and CEO changes. Their
resultss indicate that provision accounting results in a smoother income stream. Further, their
resultss indicate that the frequency and the level of provisions relate to the level of accounting

AA similar approach is followed by Beaver and Engel (1996). They examine bank's discretionary behavior with
respectt to allowance for loan losses (i.e. a single item accrual) and the behavior of bank's security prices. The
non-discretionaryy portion of the allowance is modeled as a linear function of loans outstanding , non-performing
assetss and net loan charge-offs.
Technicallyy speaking a single item accrual approach is used (see paragraph 6.3). Rather than using an estimate
off total discretionary accruals, the discretionary part of the provisions for bad debt is used as the proxy variable.
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incomee as well as to CEO turnaround. Ter Hoeven (1997) examined, among other things, the
relationn between the financial effects of reorganizations and income smoothing. He found that
thee number of smoothing firms was twice as large as the number of non-smoothing firms.
Further,, the results indicate that there is a relation between income smoothing and the industry
sector90.. Especially, the income decreasing reorganization effects could be marked as income
smoothing,, indicating that those effects particularly appeared in years of income increases.

RealReal decisions
AA number of papers in the past decade have used real accounting decisions as a proxy variable
forr managerial influence over accounting income. DeFeo et al. (1989) for example, examined
accountingg gains produced by equity-for-debt swaps. Their results suggest, among other
things,, that the CEOs of firms completing a swap transaction experience an increase in cash
compensation.. Hand (1989) examined why firms undertake debt-for-equity swaps. The results
indicatee that firms used the accounting gain to smooth an unexpected and transitory decrease
inn their earnings per share. Thomas (1989) examined why firms terminate their overfunded
pensionn plans. The results indicate that the reversion of excess assets from terminations of
overfundedd pension plans are apparently motivated by cash needs, rather than tax or agency
considerations.. Further, the results indicate that terminations appear to be a costly source of
fundss because firms first seek funds from numerous other sources before resorting to
terminationss of overfunded pension plans. Murphy and Zimmerman (1993) examined
turnover-relatedd changes in R&D, advertising and capital expenditures, next to accounting
accruals,, around CEO turnover and found that these changes are due mostly to poor financial
performance.. For strong performing firms there is no evidence that managerial influence over
accountingg income is part of the normal CEO turnover process. Bartov (1993) examined
manageriall influence over accounting income by looking at the timing of asset sales. The
findingsfindings are consistent with the timing of asset sales by managers so that the recognized
incomee from these sales smooth inter-temporal accounting income changes and mitigates
accounting-basedd restrictions in bond covenants.

900

Within the sub-populations the smoothing percentages of industrial firms were the highest and those of the
mostt profitable firms the lowest.
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Alll studies mentioned above have investigated managerial influence over a single accounting
itemm rather than managerial influence over all accounting items. Focusing on a single
accountingg item reduces the power of the tests when managers are concerned with the effect
off the overall income strategy instead of the effect of just one accounting method, accounting
estimatee or real transaction (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986, p. 257). This holds both for the
singlee item direct approaches used in the different studies as well as the indirect, or single
itemm accrual approach, used in the McNichols and Wilson (1988) study. This may for
examplee explain why Strong and Meyer (1987) found evidence of managers "taking a bath"
aroundd CEO changes while LaSalle et al. (1993) reported evidence which is inconsistent with
thiss hypothesis. In many cases there is a trade-off between different incentives and different
discretionaryy accounting items and it may be the case that managers are more likely to "take a
bath"" by write-downs than by changes in accounting methods because the former is more
effectivee or because the latter is more costly and cannot be reversed that easily. A more
powerfull test would try to explain the flrms, portfolio of accounting methods, estimates and
reall transactions because managerial influence over accounting income relates to strategic
choicee among alternatives rather than a sequence of independent binary choices.

6.33

A portfolio of accounting items as proxy variable

Accountingg income results among other things from the firm's income strategy. Given the
firm'ss financial situation different income strategies will result in a range of accounting
incomee numbers. In some cases managers may choose an extreme income strategy, where all
possiblee accounting choices, estimates and real transactions are aimed at increasing or
decreasingg current accounting income. In many cases, however, it is more likely that
managerss will not choose to maximize or minimize accounting income, but report income
somewheree in between, for example because maximizing income will result in an income
figuree above the upper boundaries of the bonus scheme or because minimizing income will
resultt in stakeholders loosing faith in the firm. Given the firm's financial situation there may
bee a number of ways to influence accounting income to the level set by the firm's income
strategy.. As stated in the previous section, a single item approach to managerial influence will
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nott result in a very powerful test and a more powerful test would try to explain the firm's
portfolioo of accounting choice, estimates and real transactions. Regarding this portfolio
approachh it is possible to detect managerial influence over accounting income by means of
directt observing accounting method choice and through an indirect observation of accounting
methodd choice and estimates.
DirectDirect approaches using a portfolio of accounting items
Zmijewskii and Hagerman (1981) directly observed accounting method choice regarding sets
off accounting items and assumed that firms adopt an overall income strategy approach in
earningss management. This means that the level of accounting income is set by the firm's
incomee strategy and is executed by purposeful interventions in the financial accounting
process.. The optimal strategy trades off the different incentives managers face. As a result of
thiss trade-off any combination of the accounting items may be optimal for a given firm. The
accountingg procedures investigated by Zmijewski and Hagerman are:
1.. Inventory procedures (i.e. LIFO or FIFO)
2.. Depreciation procedures (i.e. accelerated versus straight line)
3.. Investment tax credit (deferral versus flow through)
4.. Amortization of pension past service costs (<30 years or >30 years).
Givenn 2 choices for each of the four procedures, there are 16 portfolios that firms can use. In
orderr to assess the income effects of different portfolios they make three different
assumptionss about the relative effect of each of the 4 particular procedures:
1.. All four procedures have the same impact on accounting income
2.. The effect of procedures 3 and 4 are assumed to be half the effect of 1 and 2
3.. The effect of procedures 3 and 4 are assumed to be less than half the effect of 1 and 2.
Thee results from Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) provide strong evidence that the manager's
choicee of a portfolio of accounting procedures varies with the presence of an accounting
incomee based compensation plan, the firm's debt/equity ratio, the firm's size and the
concentrationn ratio in its industry. However, the findings remain weak because the ranking of
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thee effects of different items on accounting income is based on very rough assumptions that
inducee error in their proxy for managerial influence over accounting income91.
Althoughh the Zmijewski and Hagerman study is quoted quite often it does not have many
successors.. Presumably this is for reasons stated in the last paragraph of the paper: "further
refinementss must be made (e.g., testing for the actual dollar effects on net income and
consideringg all accounting policy decisions)" (Zmijewski and Hagerman, 1981, p. 148). These
refinementss implicate that this type of research moves researchers away from the use of largescalee databases towards a detailed analysis of financial statements. Other studies that used a
portfolioo approach based on direct observations of accounting method choice are Christie and
Zimmermann (1994), Bowen et al. (1995), Dechow et al. (1996)92 and Pierce-Brown and Steele
(1999). .

Christiee and Zimmerman (1994) studied three well understood and visible accounting method
choicess in order to examine whether managers of takeover targets make accounting choices to
maximizee firm value, or opportunistically to make the manager better of at the expense of
somee other contracting party. They study depreciation, inventory and investment tax credit
(ITC)) accounting method choices. Each accounting method choice is coded " 1 " if the income
increasingg method is selected (straight-line depreciation, FIFO and flow through for ITC) and
codedd "0" if the income-decreasing method is chosen (accelerated depreciation, LIFO and
deferrall for ITC). The dependent variable M (i.e. the proxy for earnings management) is
calculatedd as the sum of the accounting method codes less the industry average for the
accountingg method choice. The results of this study indicate that efficiency is more important
thann opportunism in explaining accounting method choice.

Bowenn et al. (1995) studied the relationship between incentives from stakeholders' implicit
claimss and accounting method choice. Their dependent variable, the accounting method score,

Otherr possible problems with this research are discussed by Watts and Zimmerman (1986), but mainly relate
too the lack of contract details and adequate political cost measures.
922
This research will be discussed at the end of this chapter because the portfolio approach based on direct
observationss is only complementary in this study. Dechow et el. (1996) examine inventory, depreciation and
investmentt tax credits. The results indicate that the proportion of SEC firms using income-increasing accounting
methodd choices gradually increases as the manipulation year (i.e. the year of the SEC investigation) approaches.
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iss based on firms' inventory and depreciation method choices. Regarding inventory valuation
FIFOO (LIFO) is classified as an accounting income increasing (decreasing) choice and the use
off average costs as an intermediate choice because its effect on earnings falls between those
off FIFO and LIFO.
Regardingg depreciation the use of straight-line (accelerated) depreciation is classified as an
accountingg income increasing (decreasing) choice and the use of a combination of straightlinee and accelerated depreciation methods as an intermediate choice. Consistent with
Zmijewskii and Hagerman (1981) it is assumed that management chooses an optimal income
strategyy based on a combination of accounting method choices. Further, the values 0, 0.5 and
11 are assigned to income decreasing, intermediate and, increasing methods, respectively. The
meann of these values is calculated to aggregate a firm's inventory and depreciation method
choicess into a composite accounting method score with possible values of 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75
andd 1. The results indicate that ongoing implicit claims between a firm and its stakeholders
createe incentives for long-run income increasing accounting methods (see also the general
stakeholderr relationship in paragraph 3.2).
Pierce-Brownn and Steele (1999) revisited the analysis of Terry Smith's Accounting for
Growthh (1992) in the context of the economics of accounting method choice. Smith was the
headd of UK company research at UBS Philips and Drew and analyzed the largest 208 UK
firmss in a "Major Firm Accounting Health Check". Smith identified the most important
"creative"" accounting methods and the companies that were employing them. UBS Philips
andd Drew tried to suppress the publication and ultimately the publication led to the dismissal
off Smith. The "Major Firm Accounting Health Check" identified twelve "creative"
accountingg methods and the degree of "creativity" in the firms' accounts was measured by a
zeroo to twelve scale by awarding a point for each technique. Smith advised readers to avoid
firmss with a high score. The "creative" accounting methods were:
1.. Pre-acquisition accounting by using provisions to cover fair value adjustments;
2.. Disposals above the line or deconsolidation (i.e. disclosure of disposal profits);
3.. Deferred consideration when acquiring another firm (i.e. earn-out arrangements);
4.. Mis-classification of extraordinary items;
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5.. Off balance-sheet financing;
6.. Contingent liabilities;
7.. Capitalization of interest and other costs;
8.. Brand accounting;
9.. Changes in depreciation method;
10.. The use of convertible stock with put options or variable rate preference stocks;
11.. Accounting for pension fund surpluses;
12.. Currency mismatching;
Pierce-Brownn and Steele (1999) used two models to predict accounting method choice. The
firstt model treats each accounting choice (i.e. the items 1 to 12 mentioned above) as if it was
ann independent decision. The second model followed a portfolio approach and derives an
aggregatee measure of managerial influence over accounting income from the accumulated
methodd choices (i.e. is based on the "Major Firm Accounting Health Check" score). The
resultss indicate that in particular size, gearing, the presence of an industry regulator and
industryy classification are good predictors of accounting method choices. The results are
strongerr for the whole set of accounting methods than for each individual method choice,
whichh is consistent with accounting method choice being a strategic and comprehensive
selectionn from interactive methods rather than a series of independent decisions.
Althoughh all studies mentioned above refer to the portfolio approach of Zmijewski and
Hagermann (1981) none of the studies refined the study as proposed by Zmijewski and
Hagerman.. Christie and Zimmerman (1994) did not use the amortization period of pension
pastt service costs and Bowen et al. (1995) further limited the scope by leaving out the
investmentt tax credit method choice. Pierce-Brown and Steele (1999) consider more
accountingg method decisions, but their study combines methods that are potentially incomeincreasingg with those that are potentially income-decreasing. The effect of aggregating
income-increasingg and income-decreasing accounting methods that may act in opposite
directions,, is that the explanatory power of the model is reduced. Further, none of the studies
measuress for the absolute or relative impact of each accounting method and equal weight is
givenn to the alternatives.
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IndirectIndirect approaches using a portfolio of accounting items
Insteadd of refining the direct approaches of accounting items, researchers tried to increase the
powerr of their tests by using an indirect observation of accounting method choice and
accountingg estimates. This indirect observation relies on sophisticated statistical techniques
thatt are applied to large databases.
Researcherss use an indirect observation of managerial influence over accounting income if
theyy specify the proxy variable without observing accounting method choice and estimates of
individuall accounting items. Generally, these methods use accounting accruals as earnings
managementt variable. Total, or net, accruals may be interpreted as the net effect of all
recordedd operating events during the year other than cash flows. To put it differently, total
accrualss are the difference between operational cash flow and accounting income from
operations93.. Changes in accounts receivable and payable are accruals, as are changes in
inventories.. The depreciation expense is a negative accrual, being that portion of the cost of
property,, plant and equipment that is written off in a year.
Healyy (1985) tested the bonus plan hypothesis and found evidence that managers use total
accruals944 to maximize their expected bonuses. Total accruals generally are a noisy measure
off the net accruals managed by firm's managers because part of the total accruals is beyond
thee manager's discretion95. Total accruals thus include a discretionary and a non-discretionary
component96.. The non-discretionary component is determined by the firm's business
activities,, prior accounting decisions and accounting constraints. By using total accruals,
measurementt error is introduced into the discretionary accrual variable, which makes it more
difficultt to detect earnings management among other influences present in the research data.
Inn order to increase the power of the test used by Healy (1985) researchers attempt to separate
totall accruals into a discretionary and a non-discretionary part. A major difficulty is that

911

Total accruals = net income from operations - cash flow from operations.
Healy also used voluntary changes in accounting methods (see paragraph 6.2).
955
Watts and Zimmerman (1990, p. 144) state that ideally, accruals used as an accounting choice variable should
measuree the difference between the actual total accruals and the total accruals in absence of earnings
management. .
966
Total accruals = non-discretionary accruals + discretionary accruals.
944
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discretionaryy accruals cannot be observed. Measuring discretionary accruals became an
importantt part of much earnings management research.

Thee usual starting point for measuring discretionary accruals is total accruals. A particular
modell is then used in order to estimate the non-discretionary part of total accruals. The
followingg models are the most prominent accrual models in the literature97:
1.. The Healy model. Healy (1985) measures non-discretionary accruals by measuring the
meann total accruals from an estimation period98. The model measures discretionary
accrualss as the difference between actual accruals and the mean total accruals. This model
assumess that total accruals do not change in response to changes in economic conditions
comparedd to the estimation period and that all accruals are substantially subject to
manageriall discretion.
2.. The DeAngelo model. DeAngelo (1986) measures non-discretionary accruals by assuming
thatt non-discretionary accruals equal the last period's total accruals". The random walk
modell is used to estimate the expectations for accruals and discretionary accruals are
definedd as total actual accruals minus total expected accruals (i.e. last period's total
accruals).. This model assumes that total accruals do not change in response to changes in
economicc conditions compared to the previous year.
3.. The Jones model. Jones (1991)100 measures non-discretionary accruals using a prediction
approach.. The model predicts the non-discretionary part of total accruals by the change in
revenuess and the fixed asset balance. The model assumes that sales and fixed assets are
nott managed and that they determine the part of total accruals that are least under
management'ss discretion. The model is an attempt to control for the effect of changes in
thee firm's economic circumstances.
4.. The industry model. The industry model (Dechow and Sloan, 1991) assumes that the
variationn in the determinants of non-discretionary accruals are common across firms in the
samee industry. The model estimates non-discretionary accruals within industries.

Forr a detailed discussion of accruals see also Mertens and Hassink (1991), Dechow et al. (1995), Mertens
(1997)) and Langendijk (1998).
988
This approach is, among others, also followed by Pourciau (1983).
Thiss approach is, in addition to an earnings expectations approach, also followed by Liberty and Zimmerman
(1986). .
1000
See Bernard and Skinner (1996) for a critical discussion of the Jones Model.
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5.. The modified Jones model. The Jones model measures with error when discretion is
exercisedd over revenues. The modified Jones model (Dechow et al., 1995) adjusts the
changee in revenues for the change in receivables in the event period. Since Dechow et al.
(1995)) a great number of earnings management studies have used a modified Jones model
too estimate the non-discretionary component of accruals.
Apartt from a total accrual approach, accruals can also be used for single accounting items.
McNicholss and Wilson (1988) and Beaver and Engel (1996) used this approach (see
paragraphh 6.2). By using a single item accrual as proxy variable it may be possible to isolate
thee discretionary component of the item's accrual more precise101. Further, it is possible to use
ann accrual approach for a number of accounting items. DeFond and Jiambalvo (1994) for
examplee used working capital accruals (i.e. the sum of changes in inventory, accounts
receivable,, and other current assets, less the sum of changes in accounts payable, income
taxess payable and other current liabilities). The disadvantage of using a subset of total
accrualss is of course that manipulation of accruals other than specified in the model is not
detected. .
AA quite different accrual approach is taken by Kasanen et al. (1996). Their model also divides
totall accruals into a discretionary and a non-discretionary part, but they estimate the nondiscretionaryy part, by using IAS income. Their method thus estimates all adjustments from
Finnishh net income to IAS income that are tractable from the financial statements. Since some
Finnishh companies disclosed IAS income it was possible to check the validity of their
measure.. Kasanen et al. (1996) provided evidence of dividend-based earnings management in
thee Finish accounting setting102.

1011

The McNichols and Wilson paper is critically discussed by DeAngelo (1988).
Other constructs that have been used as proxy variable to detect managerial influence over accounting income
thatt will not be discussed in detail include components of discretionary cash flows (Dechow and Sloan 1991),
time-seriess properties of earnings (Liberty and Zimmerman 1986), SEC enforcement actions (Dechow et al.
1996)) and accounting errors (DeFond and Jiambalvo 1991).
1022
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Dechoww et al. (1995) evaluated the alternative accrual models mentioned above by assessing
thee general ability of different models to detect discretionary accruals103. They concluded that
thee modified Jones model exhibits the most power in detecting earnings management, but that
alll models generate tests of low power for earnings management104. Evaluating the use of
accountingg accruals as earnings management variable leads to the conclusion that accruals are
ann imperfect and incomplete proxy variable because:
••

Discretionary measures with a direct influence on cash flow are not included (i.e. the
categoryy "real" decisions);

••

The separation methods for discretionary and non-discretionary accruals at best measure
withh error. At best because mismeasurement of discretionary accruals will at best lower
thee power of the research design to detect earnings management, and at worse cause the
researcherr to conclude that there is earnings management when non actually exists
(Bernardd and Skinner, 1996). This may be the case because the methods do not model for
thee impact of economic circumstances or because the models consider items to be
discretionaryy when they are not or consider items non-discretionary when they are
discretionary.. Thus, use of accruals as a summary measure of accounting choice (still)
sufferss from a lack of control of what accruals would be without managerial accounting
discretionn (Watts and Zimmerman, 1990);

••

The definition of cash flows and thus accruals can have a significant effect on the outcome
off the analysis. If cash flows are derived from accounting numbers, cash flows are at best
proxiess for real cash flows (Mertens, 1997).

6.44

Evaluation of proxy variables

Ass stated in paragraph 6.1, the main research question involved in managerial influence over
accountingg income is the tests' lack of power and from the research since it may be concluded
thatt this is still an important issue (Watts and Zimmerman, 1990). This especially holds if
1033
Guay et al. (1996) also evaluated the discretionary accrual models mentioned using market based tests. They
concludee that only the Jones and modified Jones models appear to have the potential to provide reliable estimates
off discretionary accruals.
Dopuchh (1996) concluded that earnings management studies based on accrual methodology are not likely to
bee successful unless there is some a priori basis for selecting firms which have a high probability of earnings
management. .
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theree is no a priori basis for selecting firms having a high probability of earnings management
(Dopuch,, 1996). Tests of managerial influence over accounting income lack power, among
otherr things because of problems specifying the proxy variable for managerial influence as
discussedd in the previous chapter.
Zmijewskii and Hagerman (1981, p. 147-148) stated that their portfolio approach may be
improvedd by using actual in stead of estimated monetary effects. However, I am not aware of
studiess who tried to do so. In case actual monetary effects are not available, estimation of the
effectt should be based on actual firm circumstances in order to improve the impact of each
accountingg policy in the portfolio. More recent papers (Bernard and Skinner, 1996 and
Langendijk,, 1998) also suggest an alternative approach in detecting managerial influence over
accountingg income. These papers state that more reliable proxy variables are needed and
suggestt that a potentially fruitful alternative may be to analyze financial statements in more
detail.. Further, the portfolio of accounting items as a proxy variable for managerial influence
overr accounting income may be improved by taking into account more individual
discretionaryy accounting items because managers implement a comprehensive income
strategy.. Although it is obvious that a portfolio of accounting items is preferable over a single
accountingg item when explaining the general use of financial accounting flexibility for
incomee strategies and earnings management, this is less obvious for the choice between a
directt or indirect approach.
AA direct or indirect approach to detecting managerial influence
Ass stated in the previous paragraphs, it is possible to detect managerial influence over
accountingg income by means of direct observing accounting method choice and through an
indirectt observation of accounting method choice. This last approach is usually referred to as
ann accrual approach. Although mainstream accounting research on managerial influence over
accountingg income follows an approach based on total accruals105, this approach is not
followedd in this study for four reasons. First, because the number of firms whose shares are
publiclyy traded is relatively small in the Netherlands. Therefore it is very difficult to select a
meaningfull sample that a priori has a high probability of earnings management, making it
unlikelyy that an accrual approach will result in powerful tests in the Netherlands. Second,
1055

With a specific method to partition the discretionary and the non-discretionary component.
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managerss who want to influence accounting income may use real transactions as well to
influencee accounting income. Although material real transactions such as the disposal of
assetss are often disclosed as extraordinary items they are not taken into account in an accrual
approachh in detecting managerial influence over accounting income. In a direct approach it is
possiblee to take these material real transactions into account, potentially improving the power
off the tests. Thirdly, a direct approach to detecting managerial influence requires a detailed
analysiss of financial statements. The relatively small number of listed firms makes it attractive
too analyze financial statements in detail as opposed to the use of large-scale databases
frequentlyy used in mainstream accounting research outside the Netherlands. Directly
observingg accounting method choice, accounting estimates and real transactions is more
reliablee than an indirect approach when it is difficult to partition the discretionary and the
non-discretionaryy component of total accruals.

Finally,, one could question the effectiveness of an indirect approach in the accounting context
inn the Netherlands. Although the number of earnings management, and more specific accrual,
studiess in the Netherlands is too limited to document this with facts, it seems that at least
accruall methods should be developed that are more specifically aimed at the accounting
environmentt in the Netherlands. For example because there is ample evidence of large
differencess between financial accounting flexibility in the US and the Netherlands106.
Accordingg to Bernard and Stober (1989) accounting income can be decomposed as follows:
Cashh Flow from Operations
-t-/-Currentt Accruals
^Workingg Capital from Operations
+/-Non-currentt Accruals
=Accountingg Income

Seee for example Vergoossen (1991) and Vergoossen and Polman (1995).
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Currentt accruals include items as changes in inventories, accounts receivable, other current
assets,, accounts payable and other current liabilities. Non-current accruals include
depreciationn of intangible and tangible assets, changes in deferred taxation, pension
provisionss and other provisions. In the US traditionally, current or working capital accruals
aree viewed as more susceptible to managerial influence than non-current or non-working
capitall accruals because errors in relation to working capital accruals are among the most
frequentlyy detected (DeFond and Jiambalvo, 1994, p. 158). In the Netherlands there is no
evidencee that working capital accruals are among the most frequently detected accounting
errorss and in general one could question whether working capital accruals are also more
susceptiblee to managerial influence in the Netherlands than non-working capital accruals. The
questionn whether working capital accruals are also more susceptible to managerial influence
inn the Netherlands than non-working capital accruals is quite essential because it determines
whetherr dependent variable measurement approaches used in the US can be transposed to
accountingg research in the Netherlands.
CurrentCurrent accruals versus non-current accruals
Withoutt any doubt there is a large difference in flexibility between the US accounting system
andd the accounting system in the Netherlands. Vergoossen (1997) for example states that "a
speciall feature of Dutch accounting standards is their conceptual and interpretational nature.
Accountingg standards in the Netherlands are broadly formulated in contrast to the more
descriptivee and explicitly detailed formulation of accounting standards in some other
countries,, such as the US". In my opinion the difference in flexibility is fundamental in the
relativee weight on working capital and non-working capital accruals in relation to earnings
managementt sensitivity. Paragraph 5.3 gives a detailed overview of flexibility in the
Netherlandss and from this overview it can be concluded that there are a great number of
accountingg alternatives and areas of judgment, but that less than twenty percent of the
alternativess and areas of judgment relate to working capital accruals. Given this flexibility in
non-workingg capital accruals the question arises whether management prefers working capital
orr non-working capital accounting interventions to implement their income strategy. When
decidingg on specific accounting interventions three relevant aspects that determine the
effectivenesss of the intervention can be identified:
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I.. The possibility that the auditor opposes to the intervention;
II.. The visibility of the intervention, and
III.. The reversal effect of the intervention.
I.I. The possibility that the auditor opposes to the intervention
Fromm an auditing perspective, the possibility that the auditor opposes to the current accrual
accountingg interventions compared to non-current accrual accounting interventions depends
onn the possibility to audit the accounting interventions. Although it is unlikely that the auditor
willl oppose to a permitted choice among accounting alternatives, this may be different in
areass of judgement. If the judgement relates to frequently arising accounting issues such as
thee provisions for non-saleable stock and bad debt, the auditor can use a mechanical
proceduree as an aid in these areas of judgement. Widespread use of such mechanical
proceduress by managers and auditors could severely constrain managerial discretion over
thesee accruals (DeAngelo, 1988)107. This holds for both the US as well as the accounting
environmentt in the Netherlands. For less frequent accounting issues such as impairment of
fixedfixed assets, the recognition of profits on construction contracts in proportion to the stage of
completionn and reorganization provisions the possibility to use a mechanical procedure is
harderr and judgment plays a more important role. Further, the information asymmetry
betweenn auditors and managers is likely to be larger for less frequent accounting issues and
thee auditor is more likely to use a marginal test108 for these accounting issues in order to
obtainn evidence that the estimate is reasonable. From the above it may be concluded that nonworkingg capital accruals are more likely to be used to influence accounting income since
thesee are more difficult to audit due to the more subjective characteristics and the larger
informationn disadvantage of auditors in this area.

II.II. The visibility of the intervention
Thee objectives of accounting interventions may be to provide better information, be
opportunisticallyy motivated or motivated for efficiency reasons. The relevance of the visibility
100
For more frequent accounting issues it is possible to audit the accounting estimate by using an independent
estimatee prepared by the auditor for comparison with that prepared by management or to review subsequent
eventss which confirm the estimate made by management.
Auditorss are likely to audit the estimate by reviewing and testing the process used by management to develop
thee estimate in stead of making their own independent estimate (NSA 540, 10).
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off the accounting intervention depends on these objectives. When an accounting intervention
representss a highly visible accounting choice, outsiders who would be affected by the
interventionn have a differential ability to adjust reported accounting numbers and "undo" the
intervention,, relative to their ability to "undo" more subtle accounting interventions. Although
itt is not clear if outsiders "undo" accounting interventions, it seems likely that when
accountingg interventions are opportunistically motivated management will prefer subtle
accountingg interventions and when accounting interventions are motivated to provide better
informationn more visible accounting interventions will be more effective and thus preferred.
Thee level of disclosure is an important determinant of the visibility of accounting
interventions.. In general disclosure in the US is of a higher level than disclosure in the
Netherlands.. Further, accounting interventions relating to accounting alternatives are in
generall more visible than interventions in relation to accounting estimates. Working capital
accrualss more often relate to accounting estimates that are not disclosed. For example the
provisionn for bad debt and non-saleable stock is normally netted with the receivables,
respectivelyy the stock itself. Non-working capital accruals relate to both accounting policy
choicee and accounting estimates but accounting estimates are more often disclosed for nonworkingg capital accruals than they are for working capital accruals. Regarding visibility it
mayy be concluded that working capital accruals are more likely to be used to influence
accountingg income in an accounting environment with a high level of disclosure such as the
US.. This especially holds when the interventions are opportunistically motivated.
HI.HI. The reversal effect of the intervention
Thee effectiveness of the accounting intervention will also depend on the reversal of it. The
reversall of accounting interventions was briefly discussed in paragraph 5.2. The reversal of
workingg capital accruals is quite obvious because working capital items are short-term items.
Underr normal circumstances working capital accruals reverse in the subsequent period. Since
nextt years financial situation is an uncertainty this may be an undesired effect of the
accountingg intervention. For example, if income is short of the desired level from an income
smoothingg perspective a positive working capital accrual (for example higher stock level or
lowerr bad debt estimate) may bring accounting income to the desired level by biasing income
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upwards.. But when accounting income falls short again the next year additional accounting
interventionss are needed to bias accounting income upwards to the desired level due to the
reversall of the accruals

. The reversal of non-working capital accruals is less obvious since

itt may be that there is no reversal effect because the accounting intervention relates to a direct
movementt in equity or it may be that the intervention results in a bias over a longer period
andd the reversal effect is only due in the long run. The central idea is that accounting
interventionss relating to current accruals cannot be maintained in the near future, where
accountingg interventions relating to non-current accruals can be maintained over a longer
periodd or might even be permanent. The relevance of the reversal effect is mainly determined
byy the incentive structure, but in the absence of incidental short term perspectives such as a
CEOO change, it is very likely that management in general chooses accounting interventions
withh a long term (positive) effect on accounting income (Bowen et al., 1995).

Fromm the above it may be concluded that in the Netherlands, compared to the US, it is likely
thatt non-current accounting interventions are more effective than current accounting
interventionss because:
I.. There is more financial accounting flexibility for especially non-current accruals in
thee Netherlands;
II.. The higher general level of disclosure in the US makes current accruals more
effectivee in the US;
III.. Non-current accruals are more subjective and therefore less likely to be opposed to by
thee auditor in the US as well as in the Netherlands, and
IV.. Accounting interventions relating to non-current accruals can be maintained over a
longerr period or might even be permanent in the Netherlands.

Thee provision for doubtful accounts for example. When the provision is estimated to low in order to bias
accountingg income upwards this year, this will have to be compensated in the near future (either by a loss on
accountss receivable or an increase of the provision). This compensation is necessary because the accounting
interventionn reverses in the subsequent period. When accounting income in the subsequent period falls short
again,, accounting interventions will have to compensate for the reversal of the previous bias as well as the
shortfalll in the current period.
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Sincee non-current accounting interventions are more effective than current accounting
interventionss the dependent variable measurement should concentrate on non-current
accountingg items in the Netherlands.

6.55

Summary and implications for this study

Inn the second main research question of this study the question is addressed how financial
accountingg discretion can be observed and the use for income strategies and earnings
managementt be detected and analyzed. One aspect of this question is how previous studies on
financiall accounting discretion and managerial influence over accounting income specified
thee dependent variable. This chapter provides an overview of proxy variables used in previous
research. .
Theree are a number of different ways available for specifying the variable used as a proxy for
manageriall influence over accounting income. First, it is possible to explain managerial
influencee over a single accounting item. Secondly, it is possible to explain managerial
influencee over a combination, or portfolio, of accounting items. Regarding both approaches it
iss possible to detect managerial influence by means of directly observing accounting method
choicee and through an indirect observation of accounting method choice and estimates. The
lastt is usually referred to as an accrual approach.
Fromm the overview it can be concluded that the previous methods have some major
disadvantagess that reduce the explanatory power of the tests. Focusing on a single accounting
itemm reduces the power of the tests when managers are concerned with the effect of the
overalll income strategy instead of the effect of just one accounting method, accounting
estimatee or real transaction. Focus on a portfolio of accounting decisions overcomes this
problem,, but brings about other problems. When using a direct portfolio approach the
problemm is the relative impact of each accounting method and when using an indirect
approachh the most important problem is related to measuring the non-discretionary part of
totall accruals. The problems of previous proxy variables leave room for the development of
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alternativee proxy variables. Based on the considerations mentioned in this chapter, the
alternativee proxy will concentrate on non-current accounting items.
Onn the basis of the overview provided in this chapter and on the basis of the detailed overview
off flexibility in financial accounting in the Netherlands provided in the previous chapter, a
neww proxy to measure financial accounting discretion and detect managerial influence over
accountingg income is developed in chapter 7. Finally, in chapter 8, the new proxy variable
willl be used in the empirical analysis of this study.
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Chapterr 7
Neww proxies for detecting managerial influence over accounting income

7.11

Introduction

Thee framework for managerial influence over accounting income was presented in chapter 2
andd elaborated in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Together these chapters provide the motivation and
foundationn for the empirical research of this study. Chapter 6 provided an overview and
evaluationn of the proxies to detect managerial influence over accounting income used in
previouss research.

Thiss study is, among other things, aimed at providing a new approach in detecting managerial
influencee over accounting income. A great number of contemporary studies in the area of
manageriall influence over accounting income focus on the detection of managerial influence
overr accounting income because this seems to be an essential first step in the process of
learningg more about income strategies and earnings management. In this chapter new proxies
too detect managerial influence over accounting income are developed.
Theree are three relevant dimensions when studying managerial influence over accounting
income.. The first dimension relates to the relative magnitude of the firm's income range and
too the question what the firm's possibilities are to influence accounting income (i.e. the firm's
financiall accounting discretion). The first dimension will be one of the objects of the new
proxyy variables discussed in this chapter.

Thee second dimension is the position of the firm's actual accounting income on the feasible
incomee range. This second dimension reflects the firm's income strategy and will also be
objectt of the new proxy variables discussed in this chapter. This second dimension can be
interpretedd as a variable that captures the relative degree of liberalism or conservatism of a
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firm'ss income strategy. This variable does not only capture the accounting interventions of the
currentt year, but the firm's prior accounting decisions as well.
Finally,, the third dimension is the difference between accounting income and unadjusted
incomee and is the object in contemporary earnings management research. Unadjusted income
servess as an estimate for the unobservable outcome of the financial process in the absence of
earningss management (i.e. the financial situation). Unadjusted income is inherently
unobservablee and can only be estimated under certain assumptions. Unadjusted income equals
accountingg income +/- the sum of both current and non-current discretionary accounting
accrualss and real transactions primarily undertaken to influence accounting income. The
differencee between accounting income and unadjusted income is the result of specific
purposefull accounting interventions aimed at the implementation of the firm's overall income
strategyy (i.e. earnings management) and will also be object of the new proxy variable
discussedd in this chapter.

Thiss chapter motivates and explains the dependent variables of this study and addresses the
secondd research question of this study, namely: how can financial accounting flexibility be
observedd and its use for income strategies and earnings management be detected and
analyzed?? New proxy variables to measure financial accounting discretion and detect
manageriall influence over accounting income are developed in order to answer this question.
Paragraphh 7.2 of this chapter provides an overview of the assumptions on which the new
proxyy variables to measure income strategies, earnings management and discretion are based.
Paragraphh 7.3 provides a detailed discussion of the discretionary accounting items taken into
accountt in the new proxy variables and finally paragraph 7.4 presents the new proxy
variables. .
Inn the next chapter the new proxy variables are used to test the theory and reasoning of
manageriall influence over accounting income in the accounting setting in the Netherlands.
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7.22

Assumptions

Thee new proxy variables to detect managerial influence over accounting income developed in
thiss chapter are based on a portfolio of individual accounting items. The income strategy
approachh of Zmijewski and Hagerman (1981) is extended and altered by taking more
discretionaryy accounting items and their (estimated) actual monetary effects into account.
Further,, the approach concentrates on non-current accounting items and requires detailed
analysiss of financial statements.
Thee proxy variables developed in this chapter are based on a number of general assumptions.
First,, the financial statements facilitate both decision-making and contracting. Further,
managerss use their accounting discretion in order to implement a comprehensive income
strategyy taking into account the firm specific aspects of the framework for managerial
influencee over accounting income. This comprehensive income strategy trades off the effects
off different alternatives on the firm's contract set in a way that is optimal for the firm's
managementt (Zmijewski and Hagerman 1981, pp. 133-134). The comprehensive income
strategyy may result in specific accounting interventions (i.e. earnings management) in the
reportingg process, having an effect on specific individual accounting items.
Further,, the proxy variable developed in this chapter is based on a number of specific
assumptions.. First, the firm's management and the firm's stakeholders are assumed to focus
onn accounting income. Accounting or net income is the difference between a firm's total
revenuess and expenses for the accounting period. Accounting income thus includes
extraordinaryy items as well. For practical reasons however, accounting income before taxes is
usedd in this study. Taking into account (estimated) actual monetary effects also results in the
needd to take into account the tax effects of these monetary effects. Since the tax rate may
differr per firm and per firm/year and some accounting items have tax effects while others do
nott have tax effects, the tax effects cannot be properly estimated and therefore accounting
incomee is corrected for taxes. Thus, in this study, accounting income, unadjusted income and
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thee income range are adjusted for taxes and all accounting numbers are before taxes110.
However,, because the approach in this study is based on relative numbers that are all before
taxess the effect of this limitation will be limited, it will only affect the income range measure.
Second,, financial accounting discretion is limited to the fifteen discretionary items listed in
Tablee 7.1. The items are selected from the overview of financial accounting flexibility
presentedd in chapter 5 by using two criteria: flexibility and availability. Flexibility is GAAP
orientedd and is based on the options for firms to decide on alternative accounting methods,
estimatess and real transactions (primarily undertaken to influence accounting income) in
relationn to specific individual accounting items. Availability is based on the possibility to
estimatee the monetary effects of individual accounting items on accounting income before
taxes.. Availability relates to the disclosure of accounting information regarding specific
individuall accounting items, to the possibility to recalculate accounting number and to the
possibilityy to benchmark the outcome of specific accounting items with an alternative. These
aspectss are discussed per accounting item in the next paragraph. Thus, availability is research
oriented.. Ideally all discretionary accounting items should be taken into account since
managerss are assumed to implement a comprehensive income strategy. However, when it is
nott possible to do so in an effective and meaningful manner noise is introduced in the proxy
variabless and there will be a trade off between strength (completeness) and misspecification
(noise)(noise) in this respect.

Further,, the discretionary items in Table 7.1 are classified in two levels based on the
availabilityy criterion mentioned before. The distinction between level 1 and level 2 is based on
thee possibility to estimate the discretionary part of the accounting items. Items are classified
ass level 1 if the discretionary effect on the income range and on accounting income before
taxess can be distilled directly from the financial statements or can be calculated using
differentt accepted accounting principles with accompanying estimates that are the same for all

1100

As discussed in chapter 3 taxation in general may be an incentive to exert influence over accounting income.
Sincee tax is not expected to influence accounting income in the Netherlands this aspect of taxation is not taken
intoo account in the empirical part of this study. As discussed in chapter 5, there is some flexibility in taxation
itselff and therefore taxation may serve as an accrual to exert influence over accounting income (net income after
taxes).. Since accounting income is corrected for taxes, taxation as an accrual is not taken into account in the
empiricall part of this study either.
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firmss in this study. Thus, once the number of accounting alternatives is regarded as fixed, the
discretionaryy effect of the accounting item can be calculated objectively. The level 1 items
cann be classified as single accounting items where managerial influence over accounting
incomee is detected by a direct approach1''.
Itemss are classified as level 2 if the discretionary effect on accounting income before taxes
cannott be distilled directly from the financial statements and can only be estimated using a
firmfirm specific benchmark capturing both the accounting method as well as the accounting
estimate.. For level 2 items the total monetary amount of the accounting items is separated in a
non-discretionaryy and a discretionary part by benchmarking112. Benchmarking introduces an
indirectt observation of accounting method choice and estimates in the proxy variables for
levell 2. The procedures used estimating the discretionary part of level 2 items are however
thee same for all firms in this study. The level 2 items can be classified as single accounting
itemss where managerial influence over accounting income is detected by an indirect approach.

Thee level distinction is used because the risk of miss-specification is presumably larger when
takingg the level 2 items into account than taking only the level I items into account. However,
thee measure should have more strength by taking into account the level 2 items, because more
subtlee discretionary items are taken into account in the level 2 items. The level distinction is
alsoo discussed per accounting item in the next paragraph.
Alll the discretionary accounting items mentioned in Table 7.1 influence the income range. As
willl be discussed in the next paragraph, the first four discretionary accounting items do not
havee any effect on unadjusted income. The first four items only affect the income range
becausee the items only relate to accounting method choice and not to specific accounting
interventions.. For these items the possible accounting interventions such as estimation
changes,, impairments of intangible fixed assets and accounting policy changes are accounted
forr in the proxy variables under the numbers 6, 7 and 14.

1111
For a general discussion of direct and indirect approaches to detect managerial influence over accounting
incomee see chapter 6.
11 n
The firm's average percentage over the research period serves as the benchmark and the difference between
thee average percentage and the actual percentage is regarded as discretionary.
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Nr. . Referencee to 11

Discretionary Accounting Item

Level l Income Income
Unadjusted d

Chapterr 5
1 1 4/5 5

Researchh and development expenses

11

Range e

Income e

yes s

no o
no o

2 2 10/11/12-18 8

Goodwill l

11

yes s

3 3 7/8/9 9

Intangiblee rights

11

yes s

no o

4 4 2/3/6 6

Otherr intangible fixed assets

11

yes s

no o

5 5 25-28 8

Depreciationn of tangible fixed assets

22

yes s

yes s

6 6 81 1

Estimationn changes

11

yes s

yes s

7 7 1/29 9

Impairmentss of assets

11

yes s

yes s

8 8 43/44 4

Workk in progress

22

yes s

yes s

9 9 50-56 6

Pensionn costs

22

yes s

yes s

10 0 51 1

Adjustmentt company pension fund

11

yes s

yes s

11 1 67 7

Reorganizationn provision

11

yes s

yes s

12 2 61/62 2

Otherr discretionary provisions

11

yes s

yes s

13 3 71/77/84 4

Directt equity movements

11

yes s

yes s

14 4 79 9

Accountingg policy changes

11

yes s

yes s

15 5 85 5

Extraordinaryy items

11

yes s

yes s

Tablee 7.1: Discretionary accounting items examined in this study
Bothh level 1 and level 2 items are assumed to be totally discretionary. For the level 1 items
thiss implies zero-base accounting113 and for the level 2 items this implies that the boundaries
off the discretion are determined by the actual extremes of the firm. Regarding the accounting
policiess it is assumed that the cumulative effect of alternative accounting policies is reflected
directlyy in shareholders' equity, similar to the preference of the CAR (guideline 140, section
1133 and 116). Further, the items listed in Table 7.1 are only taken into account if they are
disclosedd in the financial statements. Finally, in order to prevent the proxy from taking
discretionaryy accounting items into account twice, estimation changes (Nr. 6), impairments of
assetss (Nr. 7), direct equity movements (Nr. 13), accounting policy changes (Nr. 14) and
extraordinaryy items (Nr. 15) are only taken into account if they are not part of one of the other
individuall accounting items.

Zeroo base accounting is accounting from the ground up as though the accounting item occurred for the first
timee in the financial statements.
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7.33

Discussion of discretionary accounting items

Thiss paragraph provides a discussion of the items listed in Table 7.1. For each item it is stated
whyy it is regarded as discretionary, how it is accounted for in the proxy variables to detect
manageriall influence over accounting income (i.e. how the item influences the income range
andd unadjusted income) and whether level 1 or 2 is appropriate.
1.1. Research and development expenses*14
Researchh and development (R&D) expenses are regarded as discretionary because the firm's
managementt can decide on the level of expenses as well as the accounting method used .
Thee level of R&D expenses is discretionary and a normal level of expenses could for example
bee estimated in relation to turnover (Murphy and Zimmerman, 1993).
However,, because R&D expenses are not always disclosed this aspect is not taken into
accountt in this study. R&D expenses may be capitalized if there are grounds for expecting
futuree economic benefits, which provide sufficient scope for amortization. Alternatively,
R&DD expenses may be taken into the income statement directly, even when there is sufficient
scopee for amortization. If R&D expenses are disclosed, two alternatives are taken into
account: :
••

Take amount directly to income statement

••

Capitalize and amortize in five years (the maximum period)

Givenn the maximum amortization period of five years, the R&D expenses in the period 1984
untill 1987 are also taken into account in order to compare the alternatives in the first four
yearss of the research period. R&D is regarded as a level 1 item because the R&D amounts are
distilledd directly from the financial statements and once decided on the amortization period
thee effect on the income range can be calculated objectively. Since firms R&D expenses are
likelyy to have a yearly recurrence it is unlikely that R&D alternatives will have a very
significantt impact on a firm's income range. Only when firms change the amount of R&D

1,44
1155

See also paragraph 5.3.1 for a discussion of the flexibility related to R&D expenses.
R&D accounting choice is for example examined by Daley and Vigeland (1983).
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significantly,, accounting alternatives will have an impact on the income range. An example of
thee treatment of R&D expenses in this research is provided for AkzoNobel in Appendix BI.
2.2. Goodwill"6
Goodwilll expenses are regarded as discretionary because the firm's management can
influencee the goodwill amount as well as the accounting method used. The goodwill amount
itselff relates to the goodwill calculation (i.e. restatement of the financial statements of the
participatingg interest) and is not taken into account because there is no information available
too benchmark the goodwill amount. Goodwill expenses may be capitalized, charged to
shareholders'' equity or taken into the income statement directly. Because the last option is
hardlyy ever used this option is not taken into account as an accounting alternative in this
studyy

. Regarding goodwill four accounting alternatives are taken into account in calculating

thee effect of goodwill on the firm's income range:
••

Charge directly to shareholders' equity

••

Capitalize and amortize in five years

••

Capitalize and amortize in twenty years

••

Capitalize and amortize in forty years

Thee amortization period of five years is chosen because this period is explicitly mentioned in
BW22 section 386, subsection 3. The period of twenty years is chosen because it is the
maximumm period in IAS 22 section 42. An amortization period within the extremes of five
andd forty years will however only be relevant if the goodwill amounts vary widely over time.
Thee period of forty years is chosen because this is the maximum period according to US
GAAPP and because this period is used by a number of firms in the Netherlands. Apart from
thee goodwill amounts in the research period (1988-1997) the goodwill amounts between 1978
andd 1987 are also taken into account. 1978 is the starting date for practical reasons.
Theoreticallyy the forty years before 1988 should be taken into account since forty years is the
maximumm amortization period used in this study.

1166

See also paragraph 5.3.1 for the flexibility related to accounting for goodwill.
Thiss option is not used by the firms in the research sample of this study.
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However,, because goodwill became an accounting issue in the 1980s it is unlikely that taking
intoo account goodwill before 1978 would have a material impact on the income range.
Goodwilll is regarded as a level 1 item because the goodwill amounts are distilled directly
fromm the financial statements and the effect on the firm's income range can be calculated
objectivelyy once decided on the amortization period. Given the goodwill amounts related to
takeovers,, it is very likely that goodwill accounting will have a very significant impact on the
incomee range118. AEX-index firms for example wrote off NLG 14bn goodwill in 1997,
bringingg the cumulative charge since 1987 to 75bn (Merrill Lynch, 1998a). Given this impact
andd the possibility to charge goodwill directly to shareholders' equity it is also very likely that
thiss will be the preferred alternative for most firms in this study's research sample1 . An
examplee of the treatment of goodwill in this research is provided for Hagemeyer in Appendix
B2. .
3.3. Intangible rights'20
Intangiblee rights are industrial and intellectual rights and are regarded as discretionary
becausee the firm's management can decide on the accounting method used as well as on the
classificationn of the expenses121. Generally, intangible rights may be capitalized if there are
groundss for expecting future economic benefits which provide sufficient scope for
amortizationn or taken into the income statement directly. Regarding intangible rights five
alternativess are taken into account:
••

Take the full amount directly to the income statement

••

Capitalize and amortize in five years

••

Capitalize and amortize in twenty years

••

Capitalize and amortize in forty years

••

Capitalize without systematic amortization

1188

See also De Bos and Mulder (2000) for a discussion of the effect of goodwill accounting alternatives on
accountingg income and shareholders' equity.
1199
Huijgen (1996) has extensively investigated goodwill accounting in the Netherlands.
1200
See also paragraph 5.3.1 for the flexibility related to accounting for intangible rights.
1211
The Pierce-Brown and Steele (1999) study is an example of the use intangible rights (brand accounting) in the
dependentt variable.
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Sincee intangible rights, other than R&D expenses, cannot be capitalized if the rights are
developedd by the firm itself, there is a close classificatory relation between accounting for
goodwilll and accounting for intangible rights. For this reason the amortization periods chosen
inn the measurement variable of these rights are the same as chosen for goodwill accounting.
Thee option to take the amount directly to the income statement is only taken into account if
thee amounts are not significant in relation to accounting income before taxes because it is
unlikelyy that firms will use this option otherwise. The option to capitalize intangible rights
withoutt systematic amortization is only taken into account for a specific group of intellectual
rightsrights (i.e. copy and publishing rights for music, books etc.) because this option is not used for
otherr intellectual rights in the research sample of this study.

Becausee accounting for intangible rights became an accounting issue in the late 1980s no
attemptt is made to systematically include intangible rights prior to 1988. When however
intangiblee rights were capitalized on the opening balance of 1988, the amount is taken into
accountt under the assumption that the opening balance amount was acquired in 1987.
Intangiblee rights are regarded as a level 1 item because the amounts are distilled directly from
thee financial statements and once decided on the amortization period the effect on the income
rangee can be calculated objectively. Accounting for intangible rights is likely to have a very
significantt impact on the income range for certain industries, such as publishers. Given this
impactt it is likely that firms in these industries are likely to capitalize intangible rights and
choosee the longest possible amortization period. An example of the treatment of intangible
rightsrights in this research is provided for Wolters Kluwer in Appendix B3.
4.4. Other intangible fixed assets122
Intangiblee fixed assets, not included under R&D, goodwill or intangible rights, such as
expensess in connection with the incorporation and the issue of shares, are regarded as
discretionaryy because the firm's management can decide on the accounting method used123. If
otherr intangible fixed assets are disclosed two alternatives are taken into account:
••

Take the full amount directly to the income statement

| "" See also paragraph 5.3.1 for the flexibility related to accounting for other intangible fixed assets.
Thee Pierce-Brown and Steele (1999) study is an example of the use of intangible rights (brand
accounting)) in the dependent variable.
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••

Capitalize and amortize in five years

Otherr intangible fixed assets are regarded as a level 1 item because the amounts are distilled
directlyy from the financial statements and once decided on the amortization period, the effect
onn the income range can be calculated objectively. In general, the amounts related to other
intangiblee fixed assets are relatively small and it is unlikely that the alternatives will have a
significantt impact on a firm's income range. An example of the treatment of intangible rights
inn this study is provided for DSM in Appendix B4.
Becausee the discretionary items discussed above only reflect the possibility to influence
accountingg income by a possible accounting policy change, the items only effect the income
rangee and not unadjusted income. For these items estimation changes, impairments of
intangiblee fixed assets and accounting policy changes are accounted for in the proxy variables
underr the numbers 6, 7 and 14 and of course these items do affect unadjusted income since
thesee items reflect the result of specific accounting interventions.
5.5. Depreciation of tangible fixed assets
Thee depreciation of tangible fixed assets is regarded as discretionary because the
determinationn of the useful economic life and the residual value is discretionary as well as the
depreciationn method125. Because it is impossible to recalculate the depreciation amounts, the
depreciationn amount is benchmarked in order to assess the effect of managerial influence on
unadjustedd income and the income range. Depreciation is benchmarked to the firm's average
amountt of depreciation as a percentage of the year's acquisition price or current value of the
tangiblee fixed assets. This type of benchmarking is improved by categorizing total tangible
fixedfixed assets in four categories:
a.. Buildings and land for business purposes
b.. Machinery and plant
c.. Other fixed assets, including operating assets and assets not used in the production process

1244

See also paragraph 5.3.1 for the flexibility related to the depreciation of tangible fixed assets.
Depreciation as (part of) a dependent variable is for example examined by Hagerman and Zmijewski (1979)
andd Dhaliwaletal. (1982).
1255
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d.. Industry specific fixed assets such as airplanes, vessels and transport ships when disclosed
separatelyy (if disclosed).

Thee accounting intervention (i.e. the effect on unadjusted income) is calculated per category
perr firm year as:
Averagee depreciation % * (beginning balance + end balance)/2 - actual depreciation.
Thee effect on the firm's income range is calculated based on the actual maximum and
minimumm percentages of the firm over the research period. Thus, the correction in order to
calculatee the effect on the income range is calculated as:
Maximumm depreciation % * (beginning balance + end balance)/2 - actual depreciation.
Minimumm depreciation % * (beginning balance + end balance)/? - actual depreciation.
Assumee for example that based on the calculations mentioned before, the maximum and
minimumm percentages in the period 1988-1997 for the depreciation of buildings and land for
businesss purposes are 5.05% and 3.21% and that the average percentage in this period is
3.93%.. When the beginning balance is 82,096, the end balance 94,001 and the actual
depreciationn amount is 3,844 in the year 1990 then the depreciation percentage in 1990 is
4.37%'26.. However, in the year 1990 a depreciation amount of 0.0393*(82,096 +
94,001)/2=3,4600 was expected. The accounting intervention is then estimated as 3,460 3,8444 = -384. Thus, it is assumed that management decreased accounting income before
taxess in the year 1990 by 384. Or to put it differently, the total accrual amount of 3,844 is
separatedd between a non-discretionary part of 3,460 and a discretionary part of 384.
Further,, the effect on the income range of the maximum and minimum value of the
depreciationn charge is calculated as:
0.0505*(82,0966 + 94,001 )/2 - 3,844 = 602 and
0.0321*(82,0966 + 94,001 )/2 - 3,844 = -1018.
Thus,, regarding the accounting extremes it is assumed that management could have reported
6022 less accounting income before taxes and 1,018 more accounting income before taxes in
thee year 1990.
Calculatedd as the actual depreciation amount (3,844) divided by the average balance ((82,096 + 94,001 )/2).
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Becausee the monetary effects cannot be distilled directly from the financial statements and
benchmarkingg includes depreciation methods as well as accounting estimates this item is
categorizedd as a level 2 item. When firms have relative more tangible fixed assets and
fluctuatingg depreciation percentages the benchmark method will have a significant impact on
thee income range as well as unadjusted income. This may especially be the case for firms with
industryy specific fixed assets. An example of the treatment of the depreciation of tangible
fixedfixed assets in this research is provided for KLM, category a; buildings and land for business
purposes,, in Appendix B5.
6.6. Estimation changes
Disclosedd estimation changes of tangible and intangible fixed assets are regarded as
discretionaryy and taken into account because they affect unadjusted income as well as the
incomee range. It is assumed that disclosed estimation changes affect the income range as well
ass unadjusted income for the amounts disclosed. Thus, it is assumed that the effect of the
estimationn change is totally discretionary and implies that the effect of the estimation change
iss objective in a sense that it could not have been another estimation. The disclosed amount of
thee estimation change is corrected on the depreciation intervention as calculated under item 5.
Becausee the effect of estimation changes is taken directly from the financial statements they
aree regarded as a level 1 item.
7.. Impairment of assets
Valuee adjustments of tangible and intangible fixed assets (i.e. asset write-downs) are regarded
ass discretionary and taken into account because they affect unadjusted income as well as the
incomee range129. It is assumed that disclosed impairments of assets affect the income range as
welll as unadjusted income for the amounts disclosed. Thus, it is assumed that the impairment
iss totally discretionary and implies that the amount of the impairment is objective in a sense
thatt it could not have been a larger or a smaller amount. The disclosed amount of the
impairmentt is corrected on the depreciation accounting intervention as calculated under item

1277

See also paragraph 5.3.8 for the flexibility related to changes in accounting estimates.
See also paragraph 5.3.1 for the flexibility related to impairment of assets.
1299
Discretionary asset write-downs as a dependent variable have for example been examined by Strong and
Meyerr (1987), Shaw (1988) and Francis et al. (1996).
1288
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5.. Because the effect of disclosed impairments are taken directly from the financial statements
theyy are regarded as a level 1 item.
8.8. Work in progress130
Workk in progress on construction contracts is regarded as discretionary because different
profitt recognition methods are possible and the amounts of work in progress on the balance
sheett are related to managerial judgement. Because it is impossible to recalculate work in
progress,, the amount is benchmarked to the firm's installments in order to assess the effect on
unadjustedd income and the income range. Since installments are part of the contract and are
madee by a third party it is assumed that the installments are non-discretionary and that on
averageaverage there is a fixed relationship between the installments and work in progress. In
general,, there will be a relation between installments and the work in progress amount on the
balancee sheet because third parties make installments based on a certain stage of completion
off the work in progress.

Thee accounting intervention (i.e. the effect on unadjusted income) is calculated per year as:
Averagee % work in progress of installments * installments - actual work in progress.
Thee effect on the firm's income range is calculated based on the firm's actual maximum and
minimumm percentages work in progress of the installments of the firm over the research
period.. Thus, the correction in order to calculate the effect on the income range is calculated
as: :
Maximumm % work in progress of installments * installments - actual work in progress.
Minimumm % work in progress of installments * installments - actual work in progress.
Assumee for example that based on the calculations mentioned before, the firm's maximum
andd minimum percentages in the period 1988-1997 for the work in progress as a percentage of
thee installments are 94.54% and 88.34% and that the firm's average percentage in this period
iss 90.87%. When the work in progress amount is 635,661 and the installments are 689,918 in
thee year 1988 then the percentage in 1988 is 92.14%. However, in the year 1988 a work in
progresss amount of 0.9087*689,918 = 626,928 was expected. The accounting intervention is
1300

See also paragraph 5.3.2 for the flexibility related to work in progress.
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thenn estimated as 626,928 - 635,661 = -8,733. Thus, it is assumed that management increased
accountingg income before taxes in the year 1988 by 8,733. Further, the effect on the income
rangee of the maximum and minimum value of the percentage is calculated as:
0.9454** 689,918 - 635,661 = 16,587 and
0.8834** 689,918 - 635,661 = -26,187.
Thus,, regarding the accounting extremes it is assumed that management could have reported
26,1877 less accounting income before taxes and 16,587 more accounting income before taxes
inn the year 1988.
Againn the benchmark method is used to partition the discretionary and the non-discretionary
componentt of the work in progress amount on the balance sheet. Because benchmarking
includess valuation methods as well as accounting estimates this item is categorized as a level
22 item. For firms with relative large amounts of work in progress the benchmark method will
havee a significant impact on the dependent variable. Examples of firms with work in progress
aree construction companies and services firms. An example of the treatment of work in
progresss in this research is provided for NBM Amstelland in Appendix B6.
9.. Pension costs13'
Pensionn costs are regarded as discretionary because the pension charges may be calculated on
aa different basis (for example on a general or specific basis, differences in the interest
percentagee and with or without taking account of future pay rises). Because it is impossible to
recalculatee the pension costs, the pension costs are benchmarked to the firm's average amount
off pension costs as a percentage of total staff costs132 in order to assess the effect on
unadjustedd income and the income range. It is assumed that total staff costs are nondiscretionaryy and that there is a strong relationship between total staff cost and the firm's
pensionn costs.

1311
1122

See also paragraph 5.3.4 for the flexibility related to pension provisions.
This includes total wages and social security charges (pension costs not included).
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Thee accounting intervention (i.e. the effect on unadjusted income) is calculated per year as:
Averagee % pension costs of total staff cost * total staff cost - actual pension costs.
Thee effect on the firm's income range is calculated based on the firm's actual maximum and
minimumm percentages of the firm over the research period. Thus, the correction in order to
calculatee the effect on the income range is calculated as:
Maximumm % pension costs of total staff cost * total staff cost - actual pension costs.
Minimumm % pension costs of total staff cost * total staff cost - actual pension costs.
Assumee for example that based on the calculations mentioned before, the firm's maximum
andd minimum percentages in the period 1988-1997 for pension costs as a percentage of total
stafff costs are 7.15% and 2.46% and that the firm's average percentage in this period is
3.79%.. When the pension costs are 41,326 and the total staff costs are 1,490,785 in the year
19944 then the percentage is 2.77%. However, in the year 1994 pension costs of
0.0379*1,490,7855 = 56,501 were expected. The accounting intervention is then estimated as
56,5011 - 41,326 = 15,175. Thus, it is assumed that management increased accounting income
beforee taxes in the year 1994 by 15,277. Further, the effect on the income range of the
maximumm and minimum value of the percentage is calculated as:
0.0715*1,490,7855 - 41,326 = 65,265 and
0.0246*1,490,785-41,326== 4,653.
Thus,, regarding the accounting extremes it is assumed that management could have reported
65,2655 less accounting income before taxes and 4,653 more accounting income before taxes
inn the year 1994.
Againn the benchmark method is used to partition the discretionary and the non-discretionary
componentt of the pension cost amount. Because benchmarking includes accounting methods
ass well as estimates, pension costs are categorized as a level 2 item. Since pension costs relate
too staff costs it is likely that the benchmark method will have the largest impact on laborintensivee firms. An example of the treatment of the depreciation of tangible fixed assets in
thiss research is provided for Stork in Appendix B7.
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10.10. Adjustment company pension fund
Adjustmentss in the relation with the company pension fund are regarded as discretionary134
andd taken into account because they affect unadjusted income as well as the income range.
Althoughh in the Netherlands, contrary to for example the US, the company pension fund is
seenn as a separate (legal) entity with its own management and responsibilities, the contractual
arrangementss between the firm and the pension fund leave often room for managerial
influencee over accounting income, for example by pension refunds and pension holidays
grantedd by the pension fund to the firm. Contrary to other countries where the pension fund is
seenn as an integral part of the firm, it is unlikely that firms are able to claim the total company
pensionn fund surplus. It is for this reason that the total surplus is not taken into account for the
incomee range in this approach. According to a Merrill Lynch (1998b) report, company
pensionn funds in the Netherlands have more money than they need. They examined 26
companyy pension funds and found that these funds had NLG 26bn more than the minimum
actuariall needs as at 31 December 1996. Further, they state that several firms already "tap"
theirr pension fund surplus and that the surplus (or deficit) should be viewed as an integral part
off the value of the firm. The disclosed amount of the pension fund adjustment is corrected on
thee pension costs accounting intervention as calculated under item 9. Because the effect of
disclosedd adjustments are taken directly from the financial statements they are regarded as a
levell 1 item. Since this discretionary item relates to the company pension fund it is likely that
takingg account of this item will have the largest impact on firms with well funded pension
funds.. The probability of a firm having well funded pension funds is among other things
associatedd with the age of a firm and its pension fund and the size of the firm and its
workforce. .
11.11. Reorganization provision
Reorganizationn provisions are regarded as discretionary because the timing as well as the
amountt is based on managerial judgement136. The effect on unadjusted income and the

1333

See also paragraph 5.3.4 for the flexibility related to pension provisions.
Overfunded pension plans as a dependent variable has for example been examined by Thomas (1989) and
Pierce-Brownn and Steele (1999).
1355
See also paragraph 5.3.4 for the flexibility related to reorganization provisions.
1366
Reorganization provisions as a dependent variable have for the Netherlands for example been examined by
Overboomm and Vergoossen (1997) and Ter Hoeven (1997).
1344
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incomee range is based on the assumption that changes in reorganization provisions are totally
discretionary.. Thus, it is assumed that the non-discretionary part of the reorganization
provisionn equals last period's total reorganization provision. However, when part of change is
duee to the consolidation of new acquisitions, this disclosed part of the change is not taken into
accountt because it is not charged against this year's income statement. Because the effect (i.e.
thee change) of reorganization provisions can be taken directly from the financial statements it
iss regarded as a level 1 item. Ter Hoeven (1997) found that 40% of the financial statements of
listedd firms in the Netherlands in the period 1979-1993 contained reorganization provisions.
Givenn this frequency and the relative large amounts of the reorganization provisions it is
expectedd that this discretionary item will have a significant impact on the dependent variable
off this study.
12.12. Other discretionary provisions'3?
Otherr discretionary provisions1 , such as guarantee provisions, environmental pollution and
contractt risks, are regarded as discretionary because the timing as well as the amount is often
basedd on management judgement139. The effect on unadjusted income and the income range is
basedd on the assumption that the changes in other provisions are totally discretionary. Thus, it
iss assumed that the non-discretionary part of the other provisions equals last period's other
provisions.. However, when part of change is due to the consolidation of new acquisitions, this
disclosedd part of the change is not taken into account because it is not charged against this
year'ss income statement. The adjustments are calculated on a provision specific basis.
Becausee the effect (i.e. the change) of other discretionary provisions can be taken directly
fromfrom the financial statements they are regarded as a level 1 item.
75.. Direct equity movements 4
Movementss in shareholders equity should, according to the all inclusive concept of income,
bee accounted for in the income statement unless they reflect the movements in equity relating
too the financial relationship with the firm's shareholders. As stated in paragraph 5.3.5 there
1377

See also paragraph 5.3.4 for the flexibility related to other provisions.
Otherr discretionary provisions are all provisions except provision for pensions, taxation and reorganization.
133
Other provisions as a dependentt variable have in the Netherlands for been examined by Overboom and
Vergoossenn (1997).
1400
See also paragraph 5.3.5 for the flexibility related to shareholders' equity.
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aree also a number of other direct equity movements possible that do not relate to the financial
relationshipp with the firm's shareholders. The CAR guidelines mention in this respect:
revaluationn adjustments, goodwill, exchange differences, the effect of fundamental errors and
materiall non-recurring or exceptional items (adjustments to the provision for deferred taxes
duee to changes in the tax rate, effects of financial reorganizations, losses due to the
destructionn of capital and adverse effects of nationalizations). Except for the first item,
revaluationn adjustments, there is an option to account for the movements in the income
statementss (as extraordinary items) or as a direct equity movement. Since the movement in
relationn to goodwill is discussed under item 2 and the effect of accounting policy changes is
discussedd under the item 14, the other discretionary items are taken into accounting here. It is
assumedd that direct equity movements affect the income range as well as unadjusted income
forr the amount disclosed. Because the effect of direct equity movements is disclosed in the
financiall statements, they are regarded as a level 1 item.
14.14. Accounting policy changes 4I
Accountingg policy changes are regarded as discretionary because the timing as well as the
changee itself is often based on managerial judgement. Accounting policy changes are only
takenn into account if they are not part of one of the other discretionary accounting items. It is
assumedd that the monetary effect of accounting policy changes affects the income range as
welll as unadjusted income for the amount disclosed142. Because the disclosed (material)
currentt year effect can be taken directly from the financial statements they are regarded as a
levell 1 item. Hoogendoorn (1990) found that 29% of the financial statements of listed firms in
thee Netherlands in the period 1977-1986 contained accounting policy changes. Given this
frequencyfrequency it is expected that this discretionary item will have a significant impact on the
dependentt variable of this study.

1411

See also paragraph 5.3.8 for the flexibility related to changes in accounting policies.
Changes in accounting policies as a dependent variable have been examined by a number of studies (see
paragraphh 6.2).
1422
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15.15. Extraordinary items
Extraordinaryy gains and losses, other than resulting from the items mentioned above, are
regardedd as discretionary because the timing of these items is often based on managerial
judgement144.. Extraordinary items are only taken into account if they are not part of one of the
otherr discretionary accounting items. Although the classification of accounting items as
extraordinaryy is also discretionary this aspect is not taken into account in this study because
thee focus of this study is on accounting income after extraordinary items. Examples of
extraordinaryy items taken into account are gains and losses on the disposal of assets and
affiliatess (i.e. real transactions). Because the extraordinary items are disclosed in the financial
statementss they are regarded as a level 1 item.

7.4..

The income strategy, earnings management and income range proxies

Thee new proxy variables to measure financial accounting discretion and to detect managerial
influencee over accounting income are based on the idea that, given the firm's financial
accountingg discretion, the firm's management can position the firm's accounting income
beforee taxes on the feasible income range. The approach involves the following steps:
1.. Analyzing individual financial statements in depth in order to obtain information on the
discretionaryy accounting items listed in Table 7.1.
2.. Calculating the impact of the individual accounting items when the (discretionary)
amountss cannot be distilled directly from the financial statements. The calculations are
madee according to the methods described in the previous paragraph. Appendices B1-B7
providee examples of these calculations for the relevant items.
3.. Calculating the income range per firm/year according to the method described below.
4.. Calculating unadjusted income before taxes per firm/year according to the method
describedd below. Like the previous step this is done on a level 1 and on a level 2 basis. An
examplee of step 3 and 4 is provided for AkzoNobel 1990 in Appendix B8.

Seee also paragraph 5.3.8 for the flexibility related to extraordinary income and expenses.
Extraordinaryy income and expenses as a dependent variable have been examined by a number of studies (see
paragraphh 6.2).
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5.. Calculating the proxy variables for the three relevant dimensions when examining
manageriall influence over accounting income as mentioned in the introduction of this
chapter.. The calculations result in the three new proxy variables: the income range proxy
(ER),, the income strategy proxy (IS) and the earnings management proxy (EM).
Inn the approach discussed in this chapter the feasible income range is determined by the 15
itemss listed in Table 7.1. One of the first steps in detecting managerial influence over
accountingg income is estimating the feasible income range based on the items listed in Table
7.1.. This first step results in a minimum and a maximum position of the income range (i.e. the
boundariess of accounting income). The minimal accounting income before taxes (Ymin) and
thee maximal accounting income before taxes (Ymax) are modeled as:
Ymin=Yrr - lmin-2min-3min-4min-5amin-5bmin-5cmin-5dmin-6min7min-8min-9min-10min-ll lmin-12min-13min-14min-15min
eq.. 7.1
Ymax=Yr+11 max+2max+3max+4max+5amax+5bmax+5cmax+5dmax+
6max+7max+8max+9max+11 Omax+11 max+12max+13max+
14max+15max x
eq.. 7.2
Where e
Yminn = minimum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Ymaxx = maximum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Yrr
= accounting income before taxes as actually reported
nminnmin = the possible correction based on item n that could have been reported and that
wouldd have resulted in the minimization of item n.
nmaxx = the possible correction based on item n that could have been reported and that
wouldd have resulted in the maximization of item n.
Thee numbers in eq. 7.1 and 7.2 relate to the discretionary accounting items mentioned in
Tablee 7.1. For item number 5, depreciation of tangible fixed assets, the letters relate to the
fourr categories of tangible fixed assets. The income range of a firm is defined as Ymax-Ymin.
Thee first dimension when examining managerial influence over accounting income relates to
thee possibilities to influence accounting income. The possibilities are reflected by the income
range.. Because the income range is expressed as an absolute amount it is necessary to scale
thiss absolute amount in order to reflect the relative possibilities of management to influence
accountingg income. Since the income range relates to the income statement the most obvious
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methodd is to scale the income range to a relatively stable non-discretionary item in the income
statement.. For this reason the income range is scaled to turnover 145 . The income ranee proxy
iss modeled as:
IR==

Ymax-Ymin
Turnoverr

eq. 7.3

Where e
IRR

= the income range proxy; the relative possibility to influence
accountingg income before taxes
Yminn
= minimum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Ymaxx = maximum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Turnoverr = total turnover of the firm
Thee second dimension when examining managerial influence over accounting income relates
too the position of the firm's accounting income before taxes as actually reported on the
feasiblee income range. The income strategy proxy reflects this position. The income strategy
proxyy can be interpreted as a proxy that captures the degree of liberalism or conservatism of a
firm'ss income strategy. The income strategy proxy is modeled as:

ISrr

=

Yr-Ymin
Ymax-Yminn

eq. 7.4

Where e
ISrr
= the income strategy proxy; the position of the firm's accounting income before
Taxess as actually reported on the firm's income range
Yrr
= accounting income before taxes as actually reported
Yminn = minimum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Ymaxx = maximum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Thee income strategy proxy is always between 0 and 1. When ISr is 0 the firm is as
conservativee as possible since it reports Ymin. When ISr is 1 the firm is as liberal as possible
sincee it reports Ymax.

Turnoverr is a relatively stable non-discretionary item. Relatively because management may exert influence
overr revenue recognition, through real transactions primarily undertaken to influence accounting income as well
ass through pure accounting decisions.
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Thee next step is calculating unadjusted income before taxes (Yu). Unadjusted income is the
outcomee of the financial accounting process in absence of accounting interventions caused by
thee discretionary accounting items listed in Table 7.1. Accounting income before taxes as
actuallyy reported (Yr) is the outcome of the financial accounting process, given the
accountingg choices and estimates of the firm's management. The third dimension when
examiningg managerial influence over accounting income is the difference between accounting
incomee before taxes as actually reported (Yr) and unadjusted income before taxes (Yu).
Unadjustedd income before taxes equals Yr +/- the sum of discretionary accounting accruals
andd real transactions primarily undertaken to influence accounting income. Thus unadjusted
incomee before taxes (Yu) is modeled as146:

Yuu =

Yr-(A5a+A5b+A5c+A5d+A6+A7+A8+A9+A10+All+A12+A13
+A14+A15) )
eq.. 7.5
Where e
Yuu
= unadjusted accounting income before taxes
Yrr
= accounting income before taxes as actually reported
AnAn
= the discretionary part of item n

Thee position of unadjusted accounting income before taxation on the income range is modeled
as: :
ISuu

= Yu - Ymin
Ymax-Yminn

eq. 7.6

Where e
= the position of unadjusted income before taxes on the firm's income
ISuu
rangee before taxes
Yuu
= unadjusted accounting income before taxes
Yminn = minimum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported
Ymaxx = maximum accounting income before taxes that could have been reported

Thee position of unadjusted income before taxes on the income range is necessary in order to
modell the earnings management proxy. The earnings management proxy captures the

1466
As stated in the previous section the items 1-4 only affect the income range. The items do not affect
unadjustedd income.
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purposefull accounting interventions aimed at the implementation of the firm's income
strategy.. The earnings management proxy is modeled as:
EMM

=ISr-ISu

eq

77

Where e
EMM
= the earnings management proxy
= the position of the firm's accounting income before taxes on the firm's income
ISrr
rangee before taxes
ISuu
= the position of unadjusted accounting income before taxes on the firm's income
rangee before taxes
EMM is always between -1 and 1 and specifies the effect of the accounting interventions. When
EMM is -1 management has taken actions to report Ymin where unadjusted accounting income
beforee taxes was Ymax. When EM is 1 management has taken actions to report Ymax where
unadjustedd accounting income before taxes was Ymin.

AA potential problem with the specification of the earnings management proxy is that it
assumess a linear cost function for accounting interventions. This may be a problem when the
samee relative adjustment on the income range causes different efforts. It may for example be
thatt an adjustment close to the accounting boundaries (Ymin and Ymax) will cause more
effortt than an adjustment in the middle of the income range. Factors causing a non-linear cost
functionn of accounting interventions may be the fact that more visible accounting
interventionss are needed or because the auditor opposes to interventions that bring accounting
incomee to the upper boundary147. Since it is assumed that the items listed in Table 7.1 are
totallyy discretionary it is assumed that the position of unadjusted income on the income range
iss not relevant and that the cost function of accounting interventions is linear.
Figuree 7.1 provides an example in order to visualize the income range and calculate the
differentt proxies for managerial influence over accounting income. The example is based on
AkzoNobell NV (level 1) for the financial year 1990. Figure 7.2 provides the full graph for
AJczoNobell NV (level 1) over the research period.

Althoughh the individual accounting interventions are all within GAAP a combination of income increasing
accountingg interventions up to the point where accounting income equals the maximum position of accounting
income,, may be found to aggressive by the auditors due to for example the possible litigation risk involved when
going-concernn problems arise in the future.
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2477

927

1.016

Yminn

Yr

Yu

1.308
Ymax

(xx 1.000.000)
Figuree 7.1.

Income range for AkzoNobel for the financial year 1990.

AkzoNobell NV in Figure 7.1 could, within GAAP, report accounting income before taxes
rangingg from 247 to 1.308 in the financial year 1990 based on the items listed in Table 7.1.
Thee firm's management made accounting choices and interventions in the financial
accountingg process in order to report accounting income before taxes of 927. In absence of the
accountingg interventions related to the discretionary items listed in Table 7.1 AkzoNobel NV
wouldd have reported accounting income before taxes of 1.016 in the financial year 1990.
Further,, when turnover totals 17.245 in the financial year 1990 the proxies can be calculated
ass follows:
1.. The income range proxy (IR): the difference between the maximum and the minimum
accountingg income before taxes is 1.061 in the financial year 1990. The income range
proxyy measures the possibilities for AkzoNobel NV's management to exert influence over
accountingg income. By scaling these possibilities to total sales the relative possibilities
cann be examined over time and between firms. The income range proxy for AkzoNobel
NVV can be calculates as: (1.308-247)/l 7.245 = 0.062.
2.. The income strategy proxy (IS): this proxy captures the relative position of AkzoNobel
NV'ss accounting income before taxes on AkzoNobel NV's income range. The income
strategyy proxy for AkzoNobel NV can be calculated as: (927-247)/(l.308-247) = 0.641.
Fromm this it can be concluded that the income strategy of AkzoNobel NV is relatively
liberall since accounting income before taxes is relatively close to the upper boundary of
thee income range.
3.. The earnings management proxy (EM): this proxy captures the accounting interventions
off AkzoNobel NV in order to implement the income strategy. In order to proxy for the
accountingg interventions, first the position of AkzoNobel NV's unadjusted accounting
incomee before taxes on the income range is calculated as (1.016-247)/(l.308-247) =
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0.830.. The earnings management proxy is calculated as the position of accounting income
beforee taxes on the income range (i.e. the income strategy proxy) minus the position of
unadjustedd accounting income before taxes on the income range. For AkzoNobel NV the
earningss management proxy is calculated as 0.641-0.830 = -/- 0.189. From this it can be
concludedd that AkzoNobel NV made purposeful accounting interventions to lower
accountingg income before taxes.
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Income range for AkzoNobel for the financial years 1988 - 1997.

Thee income range and unadjusted accounting income before taxes can be estimated by taking
intoo account the level 1 items and estimated by taking into account the level 1 items as well as
thee level 2 items. For every firm/year in the research sample of this study the following
proxiess are established that will be used as independent variables in this research:
••

Income range proxy level 1 (IR1)

••

Income range proxy level 2 (IR2)

••

Income strategy proxy level 1 (IS 1)
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••

Income strategy proxy level 2 (IS2)

••

Earnings management proxy level 1 (EM 1)

••

Earnings management proxy level 2 (EM2)

Ass stated before the proxy variables on level 2 include the discretionary accounting items on
levell 1 as well as on level 2. The income range on level 2 will therefore always exceed the
incomee range on level 1.
Figuree 7.2 provides the full graph for AkzoNobel NV (level 1) over the research period. Max
1,, the upper boundary in the graph represents the maximum accounting income before taxes
thatt could have been reported by AkzoNobel NV, taking into account the level 1 items only.
Minn 1, the under boundary in the graph represents the minimum accounting income before
taxess that could have been reported by AkzoNobel NV, taking into account the level 1 items
only.. The dashed line in the middle of the graph represents unadjusted income for AkzoNobel
NV,, taking into account the level 1 items only. The second line in the middle represents
accountingg income before taxes as reported by AkzoNobel NV in the financial years 1988 1997. .
Forr the 65 individual listed firms in this study148, Appendix C visualizes the position of
accountingg income as actually reported and unadjusted income before taxes on the income
rangee for level 1 as well as for level 2. Although these graphical presentations for individual
listedd firms over the period 1988-1997 may stimulate a debate over the accounting behavior
off certain firms, scientific conclusions regarding managerial influence over accounting
incomee can hardly be based on the perceived behavior of one firm.

7.55

Summary and implications for this study

Thee second main research question of this study addresses the question how financial
accountingg discretion can be observed and the use for income strategies and earnings
1488

The research sample is described in the next chapter.
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managementt be detected and analyzed. One aspect of this question is how previous studies on
financialfinancial accounting discretion and managerial influence over accounting income specified
thee dependent variable. Chapter 6 provided an overview of proxy variables used in prior
researchh and it was concluded that the problems associated with prior proxy variables leave
roomm for the development of alternative proxy variables.

Thiss chapter is aimed at the development of alternative proxy variables to measure financial
accountingg discretion and to detect managerial influence over accounting income. Together
thee chapters 6 and 7 provide an answer to the second research question of this study, namely:
Howw can financial accounting flexibility be observed and its use for income strategies and
earningss management be detected and analyzed?
Ass stated in the introduction of this chapter, there are three relevant dimensions when
studyingg managerial influence over accounting income. The first dimension relates to the
relativee magnitude of the firm's income range and to the question what the firm's possibilities
aree to influence accounting income (i.e. the firm's financial accounting discretion). In this
studyy the first dimension is measured by the income range proxy (IR). The income range
proxyy reflects the relative possibilities to influence accounting income before taxes as a
percentagee of turnover. The second dimension is the relative position of the firm's actual
accountingg income on the feasible income range and is measured in this study by the income
strategyy proxy (IS). The income strategy proxy can be interpreted as a proxy that captures the
degreee of liberalism or conservatism of a firm's income strategy. Finally, the third dimension
iss the difference between accounting income and unadjusted income and is the object in
contemporaryy earnings management research. In this study this dimension is measured by the
earningss management proxy (EM). The earnings management proxy captures the purposeful
accountingg interventions aimed at the implementation of the firm's income strategy.

Thee next chapter examines the relationship between the incentives for and constraints on
manageriall influence over accounting income and the income range, income strategy and
earningss management proxies in order to provide alternative explanations for managerial
influencee over accounting income in the Netherlands.
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Chapterr 8
Empiricall analysis of managerial influence over accounting income

8.11

Introduction

Chapterr 7 is aimed at the development of alternative proxy variables to measure financial
accountingg discretion and to detect managerial influence over accounting income. The proxy
variabless developed in chapter 7 are the income range proxy, the income strategy proxy and
thee earnings management proxy. The aim of this chapter is to answer the third and the fourth
researchh question.
Thee third research question reads: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial
accountingg data by real transaction and pure accounting decisions? Since accounting income
iss the single most important accounting data item the focus is on accounting income and the
incomee range proxy is used to offer alternative explanations for the magnitude of financial
accountingg discretion in the Netherlands.
Thee fourth research question reads: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for
incomee strategies and earnings management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Inn chapter 3 the incentives for managerial influence over accounting were discussed at length.
Inn this chapter the relationship between the relevant incentives for managerial influence over
accountingg income in the accounting setting in the Netherlands and the income strategy and
earningss management proxy are examined in order to provide alternative explanations for
manageriall influence over accounting income in the Netherlands.
Thee empirical analysis presented here is structured as follows. We will start out with the
developmentt of hypotheses in paragraph 8.2. For every independent variable hypotheses are
formulatedd about the relation with the income range, income strategy and earnings
managementt proxies. Next, paragraph 8.3 describes the sample selection process. Finally, in
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paragraphh 8.4 we will examine the relation between the dependent and independent variables.
Wee find evidence that the income range is associated with industry and that the income
strategyy is associated with managerial stock options. From the findings it may be concluded
thatt firms with stock options generally report more liberal than firms without stock options.
Further,, we find evidence that managerial influence over accounting income in general is
associatedd with a number of variables that capture the firm's financial situation. Finally, from
thee adjusted R2 between 6.93 and 18.74 for the OLS models containing only financial and
contractingg variables it can be concluded that the explanatory power of the models is above
average. .

8.22

Hypotheses development and independent variable measurement

Ass stated above there are three relevant dimensions when studying managerial influence over
accountingg income: the income range, the income strategy and earnings management. Since
thesee dimensions are not directly observable, proxies were developed in chapter 7 to study
thesee dimensions. The aim of the hypotheses development is to examine the relation between
thee proxy variables and the independent variables and ultimately answer the third and fourth
researchh question:
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Thee firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real transactions primarily
undertakenn to influence accounting income and pure accounting decisions are captured by the
incomee range proxy. Further, the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies
andd earnings management is captured by the income strategy proxy respectively the earnings
managementt proxy. The dependent variables of this study, the income range proxy, the
incomee strategy proxy and the earnings management proxy were specified in chapter 7.
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Althoughh there may be overlapping aspects, the independent variables of this study are
categorizedd in three groups:
1.. Financial variables that capture the firm's financial situation. The financial variables
takenn into account are growth, solvency, return on equity and net profit margin;
2.. Contracting or agency variables that capture the firm's incentives and constraints on
manageriall influence over accounting income. The contracting variables taken into
accountt are debt covenants, stock options, executive changes, size (turnover) and
auditorr changes;
3.. Control variables that control for outside influences. The control variables that are
takenn into account are year, age, industry, stock market and auditor.
Tablee 8.1 shows the descriptive statistics for the financial and contracting variables. The
descriptivee statistics for the control variables will be provided in paragraph 8.3.
FinancialFinancial variables
Thee relevance of the firm's financial situation for general patterns in income strategies was
describedd in paragraph 2.3. The financial variables taken into account in this study are growth,
solvency,, return on equity and net profit margin.
Thee first financial variable is growth. Growth (%GROWTH) is a firm characteristic that is
definedd as the average firm growth rate of turnover over the research period. Growth may be
relevantt in explaining financial accounting discretion since growth is frequently achieved
throughh an active takeover policy, with an effect on the income range through acquisition
accounting.. The following hypotheses for growth are specified:
HIHI a: Growth is expected to be positively associated with the income range.
Hlb:Hlb:

Growth has no influence on income strategies.

Hlc:Hlc:

Growth has no influence on earnings management.
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Tablee 8.1: Descriptive statistics for the financial and contracting variables for the full sample
off 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997
PanelPanel A
%% GROWTH
SOLV V
ROE E
NPM M
TURNOV V

NN
Mean
Median
603 3 0.0872 2 0.0835 5
603 3 0.3473 3 0.3393 3
603 3 0.2573 3 0.2339 9
603 3 0.07O5 5 0.0650 0
603 36384757 7 1563921 1

Minimum Maximum Std. Dev.
-0.0961 1 0.2597 0.2597
0.0728 8
0.0301 1 0.6674 4 0.1069 9
-2.4922 2 2.6165 5 0.2909 9
-0.2926 6 0.3622 2 0.0548 8
7558 894597000 0 14954870 0

PanelPanel B DEBTC DEBTC Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
Cumm.Cumm. "A,
91.54 4
00
552 2 91.54 4
11
51 1 8.46 6
100 0
Total l
603 3 100.00 0
OPTIONS OPTIONS
Cumm,Cumm, %
Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
00
32.34 4
195 5 32.34 4
11
100 0
408 8 67.66 6
Total l
603 3 100.00 0
CEOCH CEOCH Frequency Frequency
Cumm.Cumm. %
Percent Percent
534 4 88.56 6
00
88.56 6
11
69 9 11.44 4
100 0
Total l
603 3 100.00 0
AA CHANGE
Cumm.Cumm. %
Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
00
98.01 1
591 1 98.01 1
11
12 2
1.99 9 100.00 0
Total l
603 3 100.00 0
%% GROWTH
SOLVV
ROEE
NPMM
TURNOVV
DEBTCC
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
ACHANGEE

= Average firm's turnover growth rate over research period
= Ratio of shareholders' equity to total assets at year-end
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to shareholders' equity at year-end
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to total turnover
= Absolute firm size in terms of turnover
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes

Fulll sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997, Panel A shows the continuous
financiall and contracting variables. Panel B shows the contracting dummy variables. All data are
collectedd from financial statements.

Thee second financial variable is solvency (SOLV). Solvency may be relevant in explaining
manageriall influence over accounting income since the firm's capital structure may serve as a
proxyy for the effects of restrictive debt covenants (Dhaliwal, 1980). Solvency is calculated as
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thee ratio of shareholders' equity at year-end to total assets at year-end. The following
hypothesess for solvency are specified:
H2a:H2a: Solvency has no influence on the income range.
H2b:H2b: Solvency is expected to be negatively associated with the income strategy.
H2c:H2c: Solvency is expected to be negatively associated with earnings management.
Thee third financial variable is return on equity (ROE). ROE is a common measure for a firm's
profitability.. ROE may be relevant in explaining managerial influence over accounting
incomee since stakeholders will base their decisions among other things on the financial
performancee of the firm. When the performance of a firm is poor in terms of ROE it is
expectedd that firms bias income upwards in order to positively influence stakeholders. For the
purposee of this research ROE is calculated as the ratio of accounting income before taxes to
shareholders'' equity at year-end. The following hypotheses for ROE are specified:
H3a:H3a: ROE has no influence on the income range.
H3b:H3b: ROE is expected to be negatively associated with the income strategy.
H3c:H3c: ROE is expected to be negatively associated with earnings management.
Finally,, net profit margin (NPM) is the fourth financial variable. NPM is the second common
measuree of a firm's profitability. Again, NPM may be relevant in explaining managerial
influencee over accounting income since stakeholders will base their decisions among other
thingss on the financial performance of the firm. When the performance of a firm is poor in
termss of NPM it is expected that firms bias income upwards in order to positively influence
stakeholders.. For the purpose of this research NPM is calculated as the ratio of accounting
incomee before taxes to total turnover. The following hypotheses for NPM are specified:
H4a:H4a: NPM has no influence on the income range.
H4b:H4b: NPM is expected to be negatively associated with the income strategy.
H4c:H4c: NPM is expected to be negatively associated with earnings management.
ContractingContracting variables
Contractingg variables capture the firm's incentives and constraints from the firm's contract
set.. The variables were discussed at length in chapter 3 and 4, and in these chapters it was
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concludedd that at least five variables are expected to be relevant in the financial accounting
settingg in the Netherlands.

Thee first contracting variable is debt covenants (DEBTC). It is expected that firms with
disclosedd debt covenants will report less conservative than firms without disclosed debt
covenants.. However, it should be stated that disclosed debt covenants may be a weak proxy
forr actual debt covenants since it is not certain that firms with no disclosed debt covenants do
nott have debt covenants. Further, the disclosure of debt covenants alone may say nothing
aboutt the tightness of the covenant. The following hypotheses for disclosed debt covenants
aree specified:
H5a:H5a: Debt covenants have no influence on the income range.
H5b:H5b: Debt covenants are expected to be positively associated with the income strategy.
H5c:H5c:

Debt covenants are expected to be positively associated with earnings

management. management.
Thee second contracting variable is stock options (OPTIONS). It is expected that firms with
disclosedd stock options will report less conservative than firms without disclosed stock
options.. The following hypotheses for disclosed stock options are specified:
H6a:H6a: Stock options have no influence on the income range.
H6b:H6b:

Stock options are expected to be positively associated with the income strategy.

H6c:H6c:

Stock options are expected to be positively associated with earnings management.

Thee third contracting variable is executive changes (CEOCH). It is expected that firms with
executivee changes will report more conservative than firms without executive changes. An
executivee change is taken into account if the CEO at year-end is different than the CEO at the
endd of the previous year. The following hypotheses for executive changes are specified:
H7a:H7a: Executive changes have no influence on the income range.
H7b:H7b:

Executive changes are expected to be negatively associated with the income

strategy. strategy.
H7c:H7c:

Executive changes are expected to be negatively associated with earnings
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management. management.
Ass stated in chapter 3, the general stakeholder relationship is likely to be relevant for
manageriall influence on accounting income in any institutional setting. This study uses the
absolutee firm size to proxy for the general stakeholder relationship and the fourth contracting
variablee is size. The general stakeholder relationship may be positively associated with the
visibilityy of a firm. Size may serve as a proxy for visibility since larger firms generally receive
moree attention. Therefore, it is expected that size will be relevant in explaining managerial
influencee over accounting income in general and that larger firms report more liberal than
smallerr firms149. Firm size is measured by absolute firm turnover (TURNOV). The following
hypothesess for firm size are specified:
H8a:H8a: Size has no influence on the income range.
H8b:H8b: Size is expected to be positively associated with the income strategy.
H8c:H8c: Size is expected to be positively associated with earnings management.
Finally,, the fifth contracting variable is auditor change (ACHANGE). As stated in chapter 4, a
firmfirm may change auditor for a number of reasons. One of the reasons may be that there is a
disputee between the firm's management and the auditor regarding managerial influence over
accountingg income. An auditor change is taken into account if the audit report in the financial
statementss is from a different auditor than the audit report in the previous financial statements.
Thee following hypotheses for auditor change are specified:
H9a:H9a: Auditor change has no influence on the income range.
H9b:H9b: Auditor change is expected to be positively associated with the income strategy.
H9c:H9c: Auditor change is expected to be positively associated with earnings management.
ControlControl variables
Sincee this study uses pooled data we control for the year, age, industry, market and auditor
effectt on the dependent variables. The first control variable is the reporting year (YEAR). The
1499
Size is a firm characteristic that is often mentioned in PAT. The size hypothesis is based on the assumption
thatt larger firms receive more attention and are politically more sensitive. In PAT size serves as a proxy for
politicall costs and it is assumed that size provides an incentive to reduce income. Government regulations have
beenn discussed as an implicit contract in paragraph 3.2.3. However, in the Netherlands there is no (anecdotal)
evidencee that there is a relation between political costs and size.
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reportingg year may be relevant since there may for example be a relation between economic
growthh in a year and managerial influence over accounting income in a certain period. In a
yearr with negative or low economic growth for example, firms may restructure their
operations,, or report more liberal in order to smooth accounting income to normal levels. In a
yearr with high economic growth on the other hand, firms may report more conservative and
biass accounting income downwards in order to smooth accounting income to normal
(expected)) levels.

Thee second control variable is the firm's age. Age (AGE) may be relevant in explaining
manageriall influence over accounting income and financial accounting discretion for a
numberr of reasons. First, since the vast majority of the firms use historical cost accounting it
iss for example likely that older firms have more tangible fixed assets with hidden reserves.
Second,, older firms are more likely to have production facilities and methods that need to be
changedd and thus may have a higher probability of reorganizations. Further, older firms are
moree likely to have pension fund surpluses. Finally, older firms are more likely to be active in
moree mature businesses with lower autonomous growth rates and thus it is more likely that
growthh will be realized through an active takeover policy with an effect on accounting income
throughh acquisition accounting. In order to test for firm age the samples are grouped in 5
categories1500 depending on the time lag between the inaugural year151 and 1988:
1.. 1988 - inaugural year is less than 25
2.. 1988 - inaugural year is less than 50, but more than 24
3.. 1988 - inaugural year is less than 75, but more than 49
4.. 1988 - inaugural year is less than 100, but more than 74
5.. 1988 - inaugural year is more than 99
Thee third control variable is industry (INDUSTRY). Industry may be relevant in explaining
manageriall influence over accounting income and financial accounting discretion for a
numberr of reasons. First, certain industries are more capital intensive and the more capital
IS00

Although there are 5 AGE groups taken into account in the descriptive statistics, the AGE data is ordinal and
thereforee not dummy coded in the regression models (since for ordinal data OLS is the best linear unbiased
estimate). .
Accordingg to the firm's file in Reach (update 36 October 1998).
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intensivee the higher the probability that the firm has material depreciation changes,
impairmentss of tangible fixed assets, material fixed assets sales and reorganization of
productionn facilities. Second, a number of industries have significant specific assets, such as
intellectuall rights, with accounting alternatives that have a significant impact on the firms
reportingg range. Finally, in some industries it is more likely that growth will be realized
throughh an active takeover policy, with an effect on the income range through acquisition
accounting.. Thus, it is likely that managerial influence over accounting income and financial
accountingg discretion varies across industries. Further, industry is used as an independent
variablee in a number of studies152. In order test for industry SIC codes are attributed to the
firmsfirms based on their BIK code classification153 resulting in a two digit SIC code classification
forr every firm. Based on the two digit SIC code classification the population is divided in
eightt groups:
1.. Construction (SIC code 15)
2.. Food and related (SIC code 20)
3.. Publishing (SIC code 27)
4.. Other production (SIC codes 13,22,26,28,32,33,34,35,36,37)
5.. Transportation (SIC codes 42,44,45)
6.. Wholesale (SIC code 50)
7.. Retail (SIC codes 52,55)
8.. Services (SIC codes 70,73)
Thee fourth control variable is stock market (MARKET). The total sample is divided in three
sampless based on effective turnover on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange (ASE) as described in
sectionn 8.3:
1.. AEX-index firms (AEX)
2.. Amsterdam Midkap-index firms (AMX)
3.. Other firms listed on the ASE not included in a market index (OTHER)
Thee distinction between the markets may be relevant in explaining managerial influence over
accountingg income since firms with a high turnover on the ASE receive more attention from

1522

See Foster (1986, p. 156).
Accordingg to the firm's file in Reach (update 36 October 1998).
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analystss and the financial press and are under more pressure to show a good performance.
Thus,, they are more likely to report more liberal and influence accounting income upwards.
Further,, firms with a high turnover on the ASE are likely to be larger and usually have grown
substantiallyy through acquisitions.

Tablee 8.2: Expected influence of independent variables on the firm's
incomee range, income strategy and earnings management

_ _ ^ __
%% GROWTH
SOLV V
ROE E
NPM M
DEBTC C
OPTIONS S
CEOCH H
TURNOV V
ACHANGE E
YEAR R
AGE E
INDUSTRY Y
MARKET T
AUDITOR R

CAT
Financial l
Financial l
Financial l
Financial l
Contracting g
Contracting g
Contracting g
Contracting g
Contracting g
Control l
Control l
Control l
Control l
Control l

H
11 (a,b,c)
22 (a,b,c)
33 (a,b,c)
44 (a,b,c)

IR

IS EM

55 <a,b,c)

66 (a,b,c)
77 (a,b,c)
88 (a,b,c)
99 (a,b,c)

CATT
= Category of independent variables
HH
= Hypotheses
IRR
= Expected sign of coefficient on income range proxy
ISS
= Expected sign of coefficient on income strategy proxy
EMM
= Expected sign of coefficient on earnings management proxy
%% GROWTH = Average firm's turnover growth rate over research period
SOLVV
= Ratio of shareholders' equity to total assets at year-end
ROEE
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to shareholders' equity
NPMM
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to total turnover
TURNOVV
= Absolute firm size in terms of turnover
DEBTCC
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
OPTIONSS = Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
CEOCHH
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
ACHANGEE = Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
YEARR
= Dummy variable for the year effect
AGEE
= Age (group) of the firm
INDUSTRYY = Dummy variable for the industry effect
MARKETT
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
AUDITORR = Dummy variable for the audit firm effect
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Finally,, the fifth control variable is auditor (AUDITOR). The role of auditing on managerial
influencee over accounting income has been discussed in paragraph 4.4. The distinction
betweenn different audit firms may be relevant in explaining managerial influence over
accountingg income when it is likely that audit quality differs among audit firms. In the US
accountingg setting it is usually assumed that Big 6 auditors are of higher quality than non-Big
66 auditors. Because in the Netherlands listed firms are almost exclusively audited by Big 6
auditorss and because there is no reason to assume that there are quality differences among Big
66 audit firms in the Netherlands this distinction may not be relevant for listed firms in the
Netherlands.. In order to control for audit firm differences the total sample is divided in seven
groups.. The audit firms that have been taken into account are Ernst & Young (EY), KPMG,
Cooperss and Lybrand (C&L), Arthur Andersen (AA), PriceWaterhouse (PW), Deloitte &
Touchee (D&T) and other audit firms (Non-Big 6).
Tablee 8.2 gives a summary of the independent variables and their expected influence on the
firm'sfirm's income range, income strategy and earnings management.

8.33

Sample description

Too determine the impact of financial accounting flexibility and managerial influence over
accountingg income, three groups of publicly traded firms in the Netherlands are examined
overr the period 1988-1997. The groups include two non-random samples and one random
sample.. The first non-random sample includes the firms that formed the AEX-index on the
ASEE per end of 1997154. 1997 is chosen as reference year in order to include all major firms
withh shares traded on the ASE at the latest possible date in order to increase the topicality of
thiss research. Although this approach introduces a survival bias in this sample this is not
perceivedd as a problem because this study is of an explorative nature and defaults are not an
explicitt object of study155.

1544
The AEX-index is the index of the 25 largest public firms in the Netherlands in terms of effective turnover on
thee ASE over a period of three years.
, s ss
The same holds for the other non-random sample. By coincidence the random sample also consists of firms
thatt were still listed at the end of 1997 so the survival bias is present in the three samples.
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Financiall institutions (SICs between 6000 and 6999)156 are deleted because specific parts of
BW2155 and the CAR Guidelines158 are applicable for these firms. Although the same
accountingg framework holds for financial institutions, the dependent variables needed to
detectt managerial influence may be quite different. Defond and Subramanyam (1998) for
examplee state that discretionary accruals estimation is problematic for these firms. The same
mayy hold for a direct observation approach of single accounting items or of a portfolio
approachh of accounting items. Firms that are excluded on the bases of this criterion are ABN
Amroo Holding, Aegon, Fortis AMEV and ING Groep. Further, firms that were publicly
tradedd for less than five years are excluded from the sample because the dependent variable
measurementt approach developed in this chapter requires a minimum number of five
observationss per firm. Although one could question this minimal period of five years, because
itt is arbitrarily chosen, the same holds for other periods. Further, by using the five years
periodd only a limited number of firms are deleted from the sample. The only firm excluded in
thiss group on the basis of this criterion is Koninklijke PTT Nederland. The remaining sample
off AEX-index firms includes 20 firms159.

Thee second non-random sample includes the firms that formed the Amsterdam Midkapindexx

on the ASE per end of 1997. ASR verzekeringsgroep, being a financial institution, is

excludedd from this sample. Further, BAAN Company, ASM Lithography, Vendex
Internationall and Endemol Entertainment Holding are excluded because these firms are
publiclyy traded for less than five years at the end of 1997. The remaining sample of
Amsterdamm Midkap-index firms includes 20 firms161. The random sample also includes 20
firms,firms, but these were randomly selected from the total sample of non-financial institutions
whosee shares were publicly traded on the ASE for a minimum period of five years in the
periodd 1988-1997 and who were not included in the non-random samples162.

Financiall institutions include depository and non-depository institutions, security and commodity brokers,
insurancee carriers, insurance agents and holding and other investment offices.
1577
Part 14 and 15 BW2.
1588
CAR Guidelines 605 and 610.
1599
The firms are listed in Appendix Al.
Thee Amsterdam Midkap-index is the index of the 25 largest public firms in the Netherlands not included in
thee AEX-index in terms of effective turnover on the ASE over a period of three years.
1611
The firms are listed in Appendix A2.
1622
The firms are listed in Appendix A3.
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Thiss selection process yields a total sample of 60 firms. This research covers a five to ten year
periodd per firm. This is quite a long period and in many cases the compilation of firm's
changess in such a long period due to takeovers, disposals of subsidiaries or mergers. Under
mostt circumstances this will not be a problem for the dependent variable measurement.
However,, in two cases, Koninklijke KNP BT and Koninklijke BolsWessanen, the firms after
thee merger were, on essential aspects for the dependent variable measurement such as
businesss activities, not comparable to the firms previous to the merger. In these cases the
firmsfirms prior to the merger and the firm after the merger are treated as separate firms in the
analysis.. Since both mergers became effective in 1993 the periods before and after the merger
satisfiedd the minimum period of five years. Although the selection process described above
yieldss 60 firms, a total of 65 firms have been examined in this study due to the fact that the
fivee predecessors of Koninklijke KNP BT and Koninklijke BolsWessanen have been taken
intoo account in this study as well. Due to the fact that a number of firms were listed for less
thann ten years, a total of 603 firm/years are examined in this study163. Table 8.3 shows the
statisticss for the investigated full sample of firm-years.

Tablee 83: Sample charecteristics for the full sample of 603 firm-years
overr the period 1988-1997
YEARYEAR
Frequency
Percent
Cumm. %
19888
58
9.62
9.62
19899
60
9.95
19.57
19900
61
10.12
29.68
19911
63
10.45
40.13
19922
63
10.45
50.58
19933
60
9.95
60.53
19944
60
9.95
70.48
19955
61
10.12
80.60
19966
59
9.78
90.38
19977
58
9M
100
Totall
603
100

1633

Thus in total 603 financial statements have been examined in depth. The financial statements were mainly
collectedd by the Department of Accountancy and Information Management of the University of Amsterdam, for
whichh I especially thank Mr. D.H van Offeren.
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AGE AGE
<25 5
25-49 9
50-74 4
75-100 0
>100 0
Total l

Tablee 93: continued
Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
Cumm.Cumm. %
66 6
10.95 5
10.95 5
138 8
22.89 9
33.83 3
68 8
11.28 8
45.11 1
146 6
24.21 1
69.32 2
185 5
30.68 8
100 0
603 3
100 0

INDUSTRY INDUSTRY
Construction n
Foodd and related
Publishing g
Otherr production
Transportation n
Wholesale e
Retail l
Services s
Total l

Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
Cumm.Cumm. %
59 9
9.78 8
9.78 8
75 5
12.44 4
22.22 2
59 9
9.78 8
32.01 1
176 6
29.19 9
61.19 9
50 0
8.29 9
69.49 9
90 0
14.93 3
84.41 1
39 9
6.47 7
90.88 8
55 5
9.12 2
100 0
603 3
100 0

MARKET MARKET
AEX X
AMX X
OTHER R
Total l

Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
Cumm.Cumm. %
213 3
35.32 2
35.32 2
196 6
32.50 0
67.83 3
194 4
32.17 7
100 0
603 3
100 0

AUDITOR AUDITOR
EY Y
KPMG G
C&L L
AA A
PW W
D&T T
Non-BIGG 6
YEAR R
AGE E
INDUSTRY Y
MARKET T
AUDITOR R

Frequency Frequency
Percent Percent
Cumm.Cumm. %
106 6
17.58 8
17.58 8
232 2
38.47 7
56.05 5
159 9
26.37 26.37 82.42 2
11 1
1.82 2
84.25 5
16 6
2.65 5
86.90 0
40 0
6.63 3
93.53 3
39 9
6.47 7
100 0
603 3
100 0
== Dummy variable for the year effect
== Age (group) of the firm
== Dummy variable for the industry effec
== Dummy variable for the stock market effect
== Dummy variable for the audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 firm-years for the period 1988-1997. .Alll data are
collectedd from financial statements.

Thee full sampleincludess 603 firm/years, equally distributed over the research period and over
thee stock markets (AEX, AMX and OTHER). The majority of the firms was more than 50
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yearss old in 1988 and 30% of the firms were even older than 100 years in 1988. The total
samplee consist for 30% of industrial firms, and when construction and food and related firms
aree included the sample consist for approximately 50% of industrial firms. Since AEX and
AMXX firms are almost exclusively audited by Ernst & Young (EY), KPMG and Coopers and
Lybrandd (C&L), the total sample is for more than 80% audited by the "Big 3". KPMG audited
38%% of the firm/years.

Tablee 8.4: Descriptive statistics Tor the dependent variables for the full sample
off 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997

yv v
603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3

IRR 1
IRR 2
ISS 1
ISS 2
EMM 1
EMM 2
IR_1 1
IR_2 2
IS_1 1
IS_2 2
EM_1 1
EMM 2

==
==
==
==
==
==

MeanMean
0.04855
0.09066
0.71844
0.63388
0.04688
0.02733

Maximum Maximum
Minimum Minimum
Std.Std. Dev.
Median
0 0 0.4621 1 0.0597 0.0597
0.0303
0.0017 7 0.8652 2 0.0915 5
0.0682
0.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.2489 9
0.7740
0.0330 0 0.9880 0 0.1965 5
0.6628
-1 1
1 1 0.3999 9
0.0340
0.0404 -0.7676 6 0.6806 6 0.2338 8

Income range proxy on level 1
Income range proxy on level 2
Income strategy proxy on level 1
Income strategy proxy on level 2
Earnings management proxy on level 1
Earnings management proxy on level 2

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are
collectedd from financial statements.

Tablee 8.4 provides the descriptive statistics for the income range proxy, the income strategy
proxyy and the earnings management proxy. From Table 8.4 a number of important
conclusionss can be drawn. First, on average the income range of firms is about 5% for level 1
andd 9% for level 2. So, on average firms in this sample can bias accounting income by an
averagee percentage of 5-9% of turnover. Second, firms report on average more liberal than
conservativee when an income strategy of 0.5 is a neutral strategy. An average income strategy
off 0.5 is expected under clean surplus accounting and in a situation where extraordinary gains
aree on average offset by extraordinary losses. Further, it can be concluded that firms on
averagee report less liberal on level 2 than on level 1. This is supported by the mean
accountingg interventions. For level 1 the mean accounting intervention is 0.0468 and for level
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22 the mean accounting intervention is 0.0273. This indicates that on average the level 2
accountingg interventions are income decreasing because the level 1 accounting interventions
aree included in the level 2 accounting interventions.

8.44

Empirical results

Theree has been little research on managerial influence over accounting income in the
Netherlands.. One of the main purposes of this study is to provide empirical evidence on
financiall accounting discretion and managerial influence over accounting income in the
Netherlandss by answering the following research questions:
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Inn paragraph 8.2 the independent variables that appear to affect financial accounting
discretionn and managerial influence over accounting income in the Netherlands were made
operationall and the hypotheses were developed. In paragraph 8.3 the study's research sample
wass described and in chapter 7 the dependent variable measurement was specified by
developingg proxies for the income range, income strategy and earnings management.
Thee results presented in this paragraph concentrate on the dependent proxy variables and are
structuredd as follows. First, for every dependent proxy variable the relationship with the
singlee independent variables are analyzed on a level 1 and level 2 basis by means of
univariatee statistics. For categorical variables this is done by means of One-Way Analysis of
Variancee (ANOVA). From the F-value it can be concluded if there is a significant difference
inn means between groups. When the F-value exceeds 1 the difference between groups is larger
thann the difference within groups. For categorical variables with two groups Levine's test for
equalityy of variances is used in order to test for the equality of variances and to assess which
t-testt can be used. If Levene's test is not significant (>0.05) then the variances are not
significantlyy different and we need to use the test for equal variances. When equal variances
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aree assumed the t-test is in general more powerful than when equal variances are not assumed.
Forr metric variables a correlation matrix is provided in order to examine the relationship
betweenn the metric independent variables and the proxy variables.
INSTRUMENTINSTRUMENT = a + 0%GROWTH + 0SOL V + 0ROE + 0NPM + 0DEBTC + fiOPT/ONS +
PCEOCHPCEOCH + 0TURNOV + 0ACHANGE + e

eq.. 8.1
INSTRUMENTINSTRUMENT = a + 0%GROWTH + pSOL V + 0ROE + 0NPM + 0DEBTC + 0OPT1ONS +
fiCEOCHfiCEOCH + 0TURNOV + 0ACHANGE + 0YEAR + pAGE + ^INDUSTRY + 0MARKET +
pAUDITORpAUDITOR + e

eq.. 8.2
Where e
INSTRUMENTT
%% GROWTH
SOLVV
ROEE
NPMM
DEBTCC
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
TURNOVV
ACHANGEE
YEARR
AGEE
INDUSTRYY
MARKETT
AUDITORR
ee

= Income Range, Income Strategy or Earnings Management proxy
= Average firm's turnover growth rate over research period
= Ratio of shareholders' equity to total assets at year-end
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to shareholders' equity at year-end
= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to total turnover
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
= Absolute firm size in terms of turnover
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
= Dummy variable for the year effect
= Dummy variable for the age effect
= Dummy variable for the industry effect
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
= Dummy variable for the audit firm effect
= error term

Second,, for every dependent proxy variable the relationship with the independent variables is
modelledd on a level 1 and level 2 basis by using multivariate statistics. For every dependent
variablee an OLS regression model is estimated that takes into account only the financial and
contractingg variables and a model is estimated that takes the control variables into account as
well.. The regression model that includes the financial and contracting variables is specified in
equationn 8.1 and the regression model that includes the financial, contracting and control
variabless is specified in equation 8.2.

8.4.11 Empirical results for the income range (level 1 and 2)
Thee income range proxy relates to the possibilities to influence accounting income. Firms
withh a relatively large income range have more quantitative possibilities to exert influence
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overr accounting income than firms with a relatively small income range. As explained in
chapterr 7 the income range is scaled to total turnover of a firm and thus the firm specific
possibilitiess to adapt financial accounting data by real transactions and pure accounting
decisionss are expressed as a percentage of total turnover. Regarding the income range proxy
Tablee 8.5 provides the univariate statistics for the categorical variables. Panel A provides the
resultss for the income range proxy for level 1 and Panel B provides the income range proxy
forr level 2. Table 8.6 provides the correlation matrix for the metric variables164.
Tablee 8.5 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics IR 1 forthee categorcall variables
N NMinimum Minimum
MaximumMaximumStd.Std.
MeanDev.
FF t-value
Sig.
YEAR R
1988 8
58 8 0.0000 0 0.33688 0.0397 0.0620 0
0.83877
0.5806
1989 9
60 0 0.0017 7 0.31888 0.0483 0.0650 0
1990 0
61 1 O.OOOO O 0.28344 0.0404 0.0551 1
1991 1
63 3 0.0000 0 0.31477 0.0476 0.0602 2
1992 2
63 3 0.0010 0 0.30422 0.0482 0.0545 5
1993 3
60 0 0.0011 1 0.22677 0.0503 0.0480 0
1994 4
60 0 0.0000 0 0.29566 0.0462 0.0539 9
1995 5
61 1 0.0023 3 0.46211 0.0526 0.0735 5
1996 6
59 9 0.0001 1 0.26955 0.0465 0.0492 2
1997 7
58 8 0.0032 2 0.38333 0.0654 0.0712 2
MARKET T AEX X
213 3 0.0048 8 0.46211 0.0649 0.0702 2
14.06577
0.0000**
AMX X
196 6 0.0009 9 0.33688 0.0437 0.0591 1
OTHER R
194 4 0.0000 0 0.30422 0.0352 0.0410 0
AGE E
<25 5
66 6 O.O075 5 0.10855 0.0354 0.0215 5
3.84455
0.0043 **
25-49 9
138 8 0.0009 9 0.33688 0.0438 0.0490 0
50-74 4
68 8 0.0032 2 0.17899 0.0479 0.0373 3
75-100 0
146 6 0.0001 1 0.31888 0.0420 0.0570 0
>100 0
185 5 0.0000 0 0.46211 0.0619 0.0797 0.0797
INDUSTRYY Construction
59 9 0.0042 2 0.31888 0.0531 0.0841 1
17.42400
0.0000**
75 5 0.0059 9 0.31470.3147 0.0452
Foodd and related
0.0471 1
Publishing g
59 9 0.0050 0 0.46211 0.1139 0.1031 1
Industrial l
176 6 0.0033 3 0.33688 0.0487 0.0501 1
Transportation n
50 0 0.0093 3 0.17899 0.0574 0.0388 8
Wholesale e
90 0 0.0001 1 0.07499 0.0237 0.0196 6
Retail l
39 9 0.0029 9 0.07999 0.0191 0.0188 8
Services Services
55 5 0.0000 0 0.10788 0.0304 0.0235 5

Tablee 8.6 will be discussed in paragraph 8.4.2 for the income strategy proxy and in paragraph 8.4.3 for the
earningss management proxy.
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Tablee 8.5 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics I R 1 for the categorical variables (continued)
NN Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
F t-value
Sig.
AUDITORR EY
106 6 0.0050 0 0.31477 0.0531 0.0529 9
2.92766
0.0080**
KPMG G
232 2 0.0002 2 0.33688 0.0539 0.0640 0
C&L L
159 9 0.0000 0 0.26599 0.0389 0.0481 1
AA A
11 1 0.0170 0 0.06966 0.0341 0.0169 9
PW W
16 6 0.0193 3 0.21333 0.0556 0.0486 6
D&T T
40 0 0.0048 8 0.46211 0.0668 0.1043 3
Non-BIGG 6
39 9 0.0032 2 0.07600 0.0250 0.0199 9
CEOCH H 0 0
534 4 0.0000 0 0.38333 0.0472 0.0580 0
-1.44155 0.1500
11
69 9 0.0048 8 0.46211 0.0582 0.0714 4
OPTIONS S 0 0
195 5 0.0000 0 0.30422 0.0344 0.0457 7
-4.56910.0000** *
11
408 8 0.0009 9 0.46211 0.0552 0.0643 3
DEBTC C 0 0
552 2 0.0000 0 0.46211 0.0471 0.0589 9
-1.88311 0.0602
11
51 1 0.0096 6 0.31888 0.0635 0.0665 5
ACHANGEE 0
591 1 0.0000 0 0.46211 0.0476 0.0584 4
-1.46711 0.1700
11
12 2 0.0134 4 0.29566 0.0904 0.1006 6
I R 11
= Income range proxy on level 1
DEBTCC
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
OPTIONSS = Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
CEOCHH
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
ACHANGEE = Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
YEARR
= Dummy variable for the year effect
AGEE
= Age (group) of the firm
INDUSTRYY = Dummy variable for the industry effect
MARKETT = Dummy variable for the stock market effect
AUDITORR = Dummy variable for the audit firm effect
Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data
aree collected from financial statements. * = significant at 0.05 and ** =
significantt at 0.01.

Regardingg the contracting variables Table 8.5 indicates that there only is a significant
differencee in mean of the income range for managerial options. The mean of the income range
iss not significantly different for the other contracting variables. Regarding the control
variabless Table 8.5 indicates that with the exception of the variable year, for all the control
variabless the variances in mean are significant. For firm age however this only holds for level
1.. The result indicate that with an F-value of 17.42 for level 1 respectively 10.66 for level 2
especiallyy industry seems to be significant in this respect. The lowest mean income range is
foundd in the retail industry and the highest mean income range is found in the publishing
industry.. The low mean for the retail industry may be explained by the relatively large sales
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volumess in this industry and the high mean for the publishing industry may be explained by
thee flexibility in publishing rights and goodwill (both level 1 discretionary accounting items).
Thee difference between the mean for the publishing industry and other industries decreases on
levell 2. Especially for the construction industry, other production and transportation industry
(bothh depreciation of tangible fixed assets) the mean income range increases on level 2
comparedd to the other industries. The increase of the mean income range for the construction
industryy may be explained by work in progress and for the other production and transportation
industryy by depreciation of tangible fixed assets. Given the significance of the control
variabless it may be concluded that the multivariate model that includes the control variables is
likelyy to be more powerful than the model that only includes the financial and contracting
variables. .
Tablee 8.S Panel B: Descriptive Statistics I R 2 for the categorical variables
YEAR R

1988 8
1989 9
1990 0
1991 1
1992 2
1993 3
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
1997 7
MARKET T AEX X
AMX X
OTHER R
AGEE
<25
25-49 9
50-74 4
75-100 0
>100 0
INDUSTRYY Construction
Foodd and related
Publishing g
Industrial l
Transportation n
Wholesale e
Retail l
Services s

NN Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. F
t-valuet-value Sig.
58 8 0.0045 5 0.6745 50.0815 5 0.10600 0.3777
0.9458 8
60 0 0.0106 6 0.8652 20.0944 4 0.1290 0
61 1 O.O082 2 0.4123 30.0819 9 0.0801 1
63 3 0.0058 8 0.3654 40.0876 6 0.0782 2
63 3 0.0065 5 0.3814 40.0891 1 0.0765 5
60 0 0.0039 9 0.4347 70.0959 9 0.0813 3
60 0 0.0028 8 0.3969 90.0904 4 0.0799 9
61 1 0.0049 9 0.6847 70.0972 2 0.1105 5
59 9 0.0017 7 0.4487 70.0841 1 0.0704 4
58 8 0.0045 5 0.4397 70.1043 3 0.0915 5
0.02222 *
213 3 0.0106 6 0.49866 0.0863 0.0742 2 3.8312 2
196 6 0.0076 6 0.86522 0.1050 0.1271 1
194 4 0.0017 7 0.37277 0.0808 0.0585 5
66 6 0.026O O 0.2400 00.0846 6 0.04411 1.0587
0.3762 2
138 8 0.0076 6 0.8652 20.1008 8 0.1256 6
68 8 0.0111 1 0.2367 70.0790 0 0.0491 1
146 6 0.0017 7 0.5398 80.0840 0 0.0930 0
0.0841 1
185 5 0.0106 6 0.4986 60.0947 0.0947
59 9 0.0415 5 0.5398 80.1327 7 0.12322 10.6608
o.oooo-75 5 0.0189 9 0.3351 10.0666 6 0.0513 3
59 9 0.050O O 0.4986 60.1412 2 0.1002 2
176 6 0.0124 4 0.8652 20.1038 8 0.1169 9
50 0 0.0184 4 0.2367 70.0952 2 0.0556 6
90 0 0.0017 7 0.2290 00.0566 6 0.0432 2
39 9 0.0106 6 0.1440 00.0392 2 0.0346 6
55 5 0.0076 6 0.1828 80.0696 6 0.0358 8
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Tablee 8.S Panel B: Descriptive Statistics I R 2 for the categorical variables (continued)
NN
A U D I T O RR

CEOCH H

EY

Minimum Maximum Mean

Std. Dev. F

KPMG G

232 2

0.0124 4

0.86522 0.1058

0.0553 3 2.7431 1
0.1206 6

C&L L

159 9

0.0017 7

0.33000 0.0817

0.0639 9

AA A

11 1

0.0311 1

0.09000 0.0488

0.0187 7

PW W

16 6

0.0258 8

0.24244 0.0772

0.0625 5

D&T T

40 0

0.0106 6

0.49866 0.0957

0.1105 5

Non-BIGG 6

39 9

0.0111 1

0.12711 0.0564

00

534 4

0.0017 7

0.86522 0.0897

0.0342 2
0.0927 7

-0.67977 0.4969

11

69 9

0.0106 6

0.49866 0.0977

-2.27911 0.0230*

0.37277 0.0878

00

195 5

0.0017 7

0.44877 0.0799

11

408 8

0.0076 6

0.86522 0.0957

0.1009 9

00

552 2

0.0017 7

0.86522 0.0899

0.0896 6

11

51 1

0.53988 0.0983

0.1108 8

ACHANGE E 0 0

591 1

0.0173 3
0.0017 7

0.86522 0.0899

0.0911 1

11

12 2

0.0412 2

0.33355 0.1257

0.1106 6

DEBTC C

IR_22

Sig.

0.0210 0

0.0818 8
0.0667 7

OPTIONS S

t-value

106 6

0.0123 3

-0.62399 0.5329
-1.34099 0.1804

= Income range proxy on level 2

DEBTCC

= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants

OPTIONSS

= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans

CEOCHH

= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes

ACHANGEE

= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes

YEARR

= Dummy variable for the year effect

AGEE

= Age (group) of the firm

INDUSTRYY

= Dummy variable for the industry effect

MARKETT

= Dummy variable for the stock market effect

AUDITORR

= Dummy variable for the audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are
collectedd from financial statements. * = significant at 0.05 and ** = significant
att 0.01.

Thee correlation matrix in Table 8.6 indicates that there is significant correlation between the
incomee range and the financial variables average growth in turnover, solvency and NPM.
Further,, the growth variable has the predicted positive sign.
Tablee 8.6: Correlation matrix for the continuous (metric) variables
Correlationss
TURNOVV p

% GROWTH SOLV ROE E NPM M [RR 1 IRR 2 ISS 1 ISS 2 EMM 1 EMM 2
-0.14
-0.03 3 0.02 2
0.04 4 0.02 2 -0.08 8 -0.03 3 0.04 4
0.04 4 0.06 6
0.41 1 0.70 0
Sig.. (2-tailed)
0.00 **
0.30 0 0.64 4 0.04* * 0.49 9 0.32 2
0.27 7 0.11 1
NN
603
603 3 603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3 603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3
-0.08 8 0.26 6
%%
p
0.10 0 0.12 2 0.24 4 -0.05 5 -0.09 9 -0.17 7 -0.14 4
GROWTHH Sig. (2-tailed)
0.04* * 0.00** * 0.0!! * 0.00** * 0.00** * 0.27 7 0.04* * 0.00* * 0.00** *
NN
603 3
603 3 603 3
603 3
603 3
603 3 603 3
603 3
603 3
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Tablee 8.6: Correlation matrix for the continuous (metric) variables (continued)
Correlations s
SOLVV

%% GROWTH SOLV
p

Sig.. (2-tailed)
N

ROEE

p
Sig.. (2-tailed)
NN

NPMM

1RJ J

IR_2 2

IS_1 1

IS_2 2

EMJ J

ROE

NPM

-0.04 4

0.25 5

IR

0.37 7

0.00' '

603 3

603 3
603 3
6033
603
603
603
0.60 0 -0.01 1 -0.09 9 0.27 7 0.27 7 0.02 2
0.00** * 0.83 3 0.03* * 0.00** *0.00** * 0.55 5

0.07 7

603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3

603 3

IR_22

-0.14 4 -0.099
0.00' ' 0.03**

p

0.23 3

1S_1

IS_2

EM I

0.02

-0.01

0.08

0.06

0.60

0.85

0.05*

0.14

603 3

EM 2

603
0.07 7

0.08 8

Sig.. (2-tailed) )

0.28 8 0.32 2 0.19 9 0.22 2
0.00** *0.04* * 0.00** *0.00** * 0.00** * 0.00* *

NN

603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3

P P

0.76 6

0.02 2

0.04 4

Sig.. (2-tailed)

0.00* * 0.96 6 0.00** * 0.58 8

0.31 1

N N

603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3

P P

0.00 0 0.16 6

-0.06 6 -0.06 6

0.06 6

0.05 5

Sig.. (2-tailed)

0.15 5 0.14 4

0.11 1

0.26 6

N N

603 3 603 3 603 3 603 3

P P

0.60 0

Sig.. (2-tailed)

0.00** * 0.00** * 0.00** *

N N

603 3 603 3 603 3

0.75 5

P P
Sig.. (2-tailed)

0.39 9

N N

603 3

0.72 2

0.00** * 0.00** *

P P
Sig.. (2-tailed)
N N
IR_11

0.58 8

603 3
0.75 5
0.00** *
603 3

= Income range proxy on level I

IRR 2

= Income range proxy on level 2

ISS 1

= Income strategy proxy on level 1

I S 22

= Income strategy proxy on level 2

E M II

= Earnings management proxy on level I

E M 22

= Earnings management proxy on level 2

%% GROWTH

= Average firm's turnover growth rate over research period

SOLVV

= Ratio of shareholders' equity to total assets at year-end

ROEE

= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to shareholders' equity at year-end

NPMM

= Ratio of accounting income before taxes to total turnover

TURNOVV

= Absolute firm size in terms of turnover

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected
fromfrom financial statements. * = significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at 0.01.

Tablee 8.7 shows the regression models for the measurement instruments according to the
modell described in equation 8.1165. With an adjusted R2 of 0.1874 for level 1 respectively
Tablee 8.7 will be discussed in paragraph 8.4.2 for the income strategy proxy and in paragraph 8.4.3 for the
earningss management proxy.
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0.14300 for level 2 the explanatory power of the regression models is relatively high. The
resultss indicate that the financial variables are all significant and that NPM has the highest tvalue.. ROE, although not significant for level 1 in the univariate statistics, is significant in the
regressionn model. Remarkably, the sign is negative where the sign of NPM is positive.
Further,, the results indicate that the growth variable is significant in the model and has the
predictedd positive sign. Except for options and CEO change (on level 1) non of the
contractingg variables are significant for level 1 and 2. This lack of influence of the contracting
variabless on the income range can be explained by the fact that contracting variables creative
incentivess for accounting interventions in a certain period. The income range however, does
nott only include this year's accounting choices, but all previous accounting choices as well.
Tablee 8.7: Regression models for measurement instruments as dependent variables and the
financiall and contracting variables as predictors
INSTRUMENTT = a + p%GROWTH + pSOLV + pROE + pNPM + pDEBTC + pOPTIONS +
pCEOCHH + pTURNOV + pACHANGE + e

INSTRUMENTT = IR 1

INSTRUMENTT = I R 2

FF
Adj. R-sq.
Variable
16.4270 0.1874 (Constant)
TURNOVV
%% GROWTH
CEOCHH
OPTIONSS
DEBTCC
SOLVV
ROEE
NPMM
ACHANGEE
FF
Adj. R-sq. Variable
12.1621 0.1430 (Constant)
TURNOVV
%% GROWTH
CEOCHH
OPTIONSS
DEBTCC
SOLVV
ROEE
NPMM
ACHANGEE
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Coeff.
t_
0.0556
6.2152
0.0000 -0.3344
0.1064
3.2553
0.0161
2.3183
0.0188
3.7290
0.0012
0.1384
-0.1406 -6.3552
-0.0753 -7.4255
0.5229
9.7292
1.8586
0.0294
Coeff.
t_
0.0891
6.3304
0.0000 -1.9315
0.3608
7.0118
1.0109
0.0111
0.0216
2.7259
-0.0242 -1.8442
-0.1333 -3.8279
-0.1167 -7.3113
0.4969
5.8750
0.0189
0.7611

0.0000**
0.7382
0.0012**
0.0208*
0.0002**
0.8900
0.0000**
0.0000**
0.0000**
0.0636
0.0000**
0.0539
0.0000**
0.3125
0.0066**
0.0657
0.0001**
0.0000**
0.0000**
0.4469

Tablee 8.7: Regression models for measurement instruments as dependent variables and
____
the financial and contracting variables as predictors (continued)
FF
Adj. R-sq. Variable VariableCoeff Coeff
tt
INSTRUMENTT = IS 1
9.56955 0.1136 (Constant)
0.6558 16.8415 0.0000**
TURNOVV
0.0000 -2.0405 0.0417
%% GROWTH
-0.4506 -3.1659 0.0016**
CEOCHH
-0.0162 -0.5348 0.5930
OPTIONSS
0.0655
2.9849 0.0030**
DEBTCC
-0.0094 -0.2598 0.7951
SOLVV
-0.0692 -0.7186 0.4727
ROEE
0.1453
3.2903 0.0011**
NPMM
0.7993
3.4164 0.0007**
ACHANGEE
-0.0455 -0.6620 0.5082
Adj. R-sq. Variable
Coeff. Coeff. t t
FF
INSTRUMENTT = IS 2
13.09200 0.1531 (Constant)
0.5943 19.7759 0.0000**
TURNOVV
0.0000 -0.6852 0.4935
%% GROWTH
-0.4965 -4.5205 0.0000**
CEOCHH
0.0065
0.2794 0.7800
OPTIONSS
0.0573
3.3840 0.0008**
1.4292 0.1535
DEBTCC
0.0401
SOLVV
-0.1358 -1.8262 0.0683
ROEE
0.0856
2.5133 0.0122*
NPMM
0.9540
5.2837 0.0000**
ACHANGEE
-0.0052 -0.0976 0.9223
FF
Adj. R-sq. Variable
Coeff-Coeff- t t
INSTRUMENTT = EM 1
5.98122 0.0693 (Constant)
0.0255
0.3979 0.6909
TURNOVV
0.0000
0.2635 0.7923
%% GROWTH
-1.0501 -4.4817 0.0000'
CEOCHH
-0.0234 -0.4689 0.6393
OPTIONSS
-0.0121 -0.3357 0.7372
DEBTCC
0.1234
2.0771 0.0382"
SOLVV
0.0223
0.1408 0.8881
ROEE
-0.1082
-14883 0.1372
1.8884
4.9027 0.0000'
NPMM
ACHANGEE
-0.0823 -0.7270 0.4675
FF
Adj. R-sq. Variable
Coeff-Coeff- i i
0.0124 4 0.3313 30.7405 5
INSTRUMENTT = EM 1
6.3031 1 0.07355 (Constant)
0.0000 0 0.7932 20.4280 0
TURNOV V
-0.5468 8 -4.0002 20.00011 '
%% GROWTH
-0.0208 8 -0.7140 00.4755 5
CEOCH H
-0.0082 2 -0.3870 00.6989 9
OPTIONS S
DEBTC C
0.0770 0 2.2047 70.0279' '
SOLV V
-0.0343 3 -0.3705 50.7111 1
ROE E
-0.0379 9 -0.8944 40.3715 5
NPM M
1.1800 0 5.2510 00.0000' '
ACHANGE E
-0.0405 5 -0.6135 50.5398 8
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Tablee 8.7: Regression models for measurement instruments as dependent variables and
thee financial and contracting variables as predictors (continued)
TURNOVV
Absolute firm size in terms of turnover
%% GROWTH
Average firm's turnover growth rate over the research period
CEOCHH
Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
OPTIONSS
Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
DEBTCC
Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
SOLVV
Ratio of shareholders' equity to total assets year-end
ROEE
Ratio of accounting income before taxes to shareholders' equity year-end
ACHANGEE
Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
NPMM
Ratio of accounting income before taxes to total turnover
Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from financial statements.
•• = significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at 0.01.

Tablee 8.8 and 8.9 show the statistics for the second regression model (eq. 8.2, including the
controll variables) on a level 1 and 2 basis. The results indicate that the influence of the
financialfinancial variables remain when including the control variables. Although the growth variable
hass the predicted sign, growth is only significant on level 2. Further, the results indicate that
thee industry control variable is significant for a number of industries. Finally, the results
indicatee that the contracting variable options is significant on level 1 as well as on level 2. The
resultss indicate that a number of variables are significant in the univariate and multivariate
statistics.. However, only a small number of variables are significant in both the univariate and
multivariatee statistics: the contracting variable options, the financial variables growth
(multivariatee only level 2), ROE (univariate only level 2), solvency and NPM and the control
variabless auditor (multivariate only level 2) and industry. From the results it can be concluded
thatt the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real transactions and
puree accounting decisions can primarily be explained by the contracting variable options, the
financiall variables and the control variable industry. The role of options may be explained by
thee fact that options, contrary to the other contracting variables, creative an incentive to
influencee accounting income over a longer period. When a firm for example has an active
takeoverr policy in order to increase the value of the firm over a number of years, the income
rangee will be positively effected through acquisition accounting. The second influence is the
financiall situation of the firm in general and growth of the firm more specifically. As
predictedd the results indicate that there is a positive relationship between the growth a firm
(multivariatee only level 2) and the ability to exert influence over accounting income.
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Tablee 8.8: Regression model for IR 1 as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + p%GROWTH + (ÏSOLV + pROE + pNPM + pDEBTC + POPTIONS +
0CEOCHH + pTURNOV + PACH ANGE +PYEAR +pAGE +plNDUSTRY + PMARKET + p AUDITOR + e

INSTRUMENTT = IR 1

FF
Adj. R-sq.
Variable VariableCoe£_ Coe£_
0.29322 (Constant)
0.0486 6 2.9914 4 0.00299 **
8.3462 2
TURNOV V
0.0000 0 -1.6742 2 0.0946 6
%GROWTH H
0.0080 0 0.2081 1 0.8352 2
CEOCH H
0.0111 1 1.6526 6 0.0990 0
OPTIONS S
0.0183 3 3.0814 4 0.00222 **
DEBTC C
0.0234 4 2.2692 2 0.02366 *
SOLV V
-0.1093 3 -4.5489 9 0.0000** *
ROE E
-0.0697 7 -6.2526 6 0.0000** *
NPM M
0.3812 2 6.3868 8 0.0000** *
ACHANGE E
0.0473 3 3.0720 0 0.00222 **
Y89 9
0.0004 4 0.0408 8 0.9675 5
Y90 0
-0.0075 5 -0.8055 5 0.4209 9
Y91 1
-0.0032 2 -0.3479 9 0.7281 1
Y92 2
-0.0014 4 -0.1493 3 0.8813 3
Y93 3
0.0063 3 0.6655 5 0.5060 0
Y94 4
-0.0028 8 -0.3003 3 0.7641 1
Y95 5
0.0030 0 0.3200 0 0.7491 1
Y96 6
-0.0005 5 -0.0559 9 0.9554 4
Y97 7
0.0153 3 1.5946 6 0.1114 4
AEX X
0.0088 8 1.1529 9 0.2494 4
AMX X
0.0098 8 1.5360 0 0.1251 1
AGE E
0.0040 0 2.1256 6 0.03400 *
Foodd and related
-0.0138 8 -1.2824 4 0.2002 2
Publishing g
0.0461 1 3.9476 6 0.00011 **
-0.0159 9 -1.7958 8 0.0731 1
Industrial l
-0.0277 7 -2.5402 2 0.0113* *
Transportation n
Wholesale e
-0.0291 1 -2.8571 1 0.00444 *
Retail l
-0.0436 6 -3.8803 3 0.00011 **
Services s
-0.0167 7 -1.4863 3 0.1377 7
EY Y
-0.0147 7 -1.3410 0 0.1805 5
0.0130 0 1.2970 0 0.1952 2
KPMG G
C&L L
0.0085 5 0.8204 4 0.4124 4
AA A
-0.0215 5 -1.1500 0 0.2506 6
PW W
-0.0085 5 -0.4604 4 0.6454 4
0.0187 7 1.5132 2 0.1308 8
D&T T

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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Tablee 8.9: Regression model Tor IR_2 as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + p%GROWTH + PSOLV + pROE + pNPM + pDEBTC + pOPTIONS +
pCEOCHH + pTURNOV + pACHANGE +PYEAR +pAGE + pINDUSTRY + pMARKET + p AUDITOR + e

INSTRUMENTT = IR 2

7922

Adj.Adj. R-sq.
Variable
0.2297 (Constant)
TURNOV V
%GROWTH H
CEOCH H
OPTIONS S
DEBTC C
SOLV V
ROE E
NPM M
ACHANGE E
Y89 9
Y90 0
Y91 1
Y92 2
Y93 3
Y94 4
Y95 5
Y96 6
Y97 7
AEX X
AMX X
AGE E
Foodd and related
Publishing g
Industrial l
Transportation n
Wholesale e
Retail l
Services s
EY Y
KPMG G
C&L L
AA A
PW W
D&T T

Coeff. Coeff.t t
PP
0.0762 2 2.9360 0 0.00355 •*
0.0000 0 -2.2509 9 0.02488 *
0.2635 5 4.2767 7 0.0000** *
0.0112 2 1.0418 8 0.2980 0
0.0254 4 2.6660 0 0.00799 **
0.0113 3 0.6861 1 0.4929 9
-0.1109 9 -2.8851 1 0.00411 **
-0.1056 6 -5.9199 9 0.0000** *
0.4520 0 4.7333 3 0.00000 **
0.0464 4 1.8828 8 0.0602 2
0.0039 9 0.2612 2 0.7940 0
-0.0100 0 -0.6696 6 0.5034 4
-0.0095 5 -0.6327 7 0.5272 2
-0.0087 7 -0.5773 3 0.5640 0
0.0035 5 0.2328 8 0.8160 0
-0.0059 9 -0.3897 7 0.6969 9
0.0020 0 0.1364 4 0.8916 6
-0.0101 1 -0.6639 9 0.5070 0
0.5752 2
0.0086 6 0.5607 0.5607
-0.0140 0 -1.1513 3 0.2501 1
0.0189 9 1.8469 9 0.0653 3
0.0042 2 1.3792 2 0.1684 4
-0.0437 7 -2.5478 8 0.0111 1
-0.0023 3 -0.1241 1 0.9013 3
-0.0278 8 -1.9639 9 0.0500 0
-0.0584 4 -3.3429 9 0.00099 **
-0.0641 1 -3.9356 6 0.00011 **
-0.0836 6 -4.6502 2 0.00000 **
-0.0641 1 -3.5773 3 0.0004** *
0.0088 8 0.5005 5 0.6169 9
0.0558 8 3.4790 0 0.00055 **
0.0409 9 2.4771 1 0.0135* *
-0.0429 9 -1.4317 7 0.1528 8
0.0012 2 0.0391 1 0.9688 8
0.0334 4 1.6840 0 0.0927 7

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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Finally,, the control variable industry seems to be an important variable in respect to financial
accountingg discretion. The result of the univariate test indicates that retail, wholesale, food
andd services firms have relatively low possibilities to influence accounting income compared
too publishing and construction firms. The results of the regression analysis including the
controll variables indicates that these differences remain present in a multivariate setting. The
influencee of the control variable auditor may also be explained by industry effects when
certainn audit firms have a high market share in specific industries.
8.4.22 Empirical results for income strategies (level 1 and 2)
Incomee strategy was defined in chapter two as that part of the firm's accounting strategy
wheree management considers the economic consequences of different positions on the firm's
incomee range and where management defines their financial accounting goal in terms of
accountingg income. The income strategy proxy was defined in the previous paragraph and
reflectss the position of the firm's accounting income before taxes on the firm's income range.
Thee income strategy proxy is by definition between 0 and 1. Regarding the income strategy
proxyy Table 8.10 provides the univariate statistics for the categorical variables. Panel A
providess the results for the income strategy proxy for level 1 and Panel B provides the income
strategyy proxy for level 2. Table 8.6 in the previous section provides the correlation matrix for
thee metric variables.
Tablee 8.10 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics IS_1 for the categorical variables
YEARR

MARKETT

1988
19888
1989 9
1990 0
1991 1
1992 2
1993 3
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
1997 7
AEX
AMXX
OTHERR

NN Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev
F t-value
Sig.
1.0000
1.00000.6260
0 0.6260 0 0.30511
0.3051 1.3840
1.3840
0.1917
1.0000 0.7319
0
9 0.2424 4
1.0000 0.7190
0
0 0.2523 3
1.0000 0.7225
0
5 0.2289 9
1.0000 0.7192
0
2 0.2502 2
3 0.2348 8
1.0000 0.7113
0
1.0000 0.7177
0
7 0.2326 6
1.0000 0.7806
0
6 0.2049 9
0 0.2670 0
1.0000 0.7370
0
1.0000 0.7146
0
6 0.2550 0
213
0.1213
1.0000 0.7516
0.2004 2.9479
0.0532
196
0.0484
1.0000 0.6988
0.2320
194
0.0000
1.0000 0.7018
0.3047

5858 8 0.0000
0.0000 0
60 0 0.0406 6
61 1 0.1263 3
63 3 0.0044 4
63 3 0.0000 0
60 0 0.0944 4
60 0 0.0000 0
61 1 0.0887 7
59 9 O.OOOO O
58 8 0.0020 0
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Tablee 8.10 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics IS 1 for the categorical variables (continued)
Sig, Sig,
Maximum Maximum
Mean Mean
Std.Std. Dev. F F t-value t-value
N NMinimum Minimum
0.2524 4
66 6 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7211 1 0.2681 1 1.3436 6
<25 5
AGE E
138 8 0.0484 4 1.0000 00.7046 6 0.2263 3
25^9 9
68 8 0.2467 7 0.9948 80.7085 5 0.1991 1
50-74 4
146 6 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.6929 9 0.2719 9
75-100 0
185 5 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7516 6 0.2543 3
>100 0
0.00000 **
5.1161 1
59 9 0.0841 1 1.0000 00.6505 5 0.2187 0.2187
INDUSTRY Y Construction n
1.0000 00.7823 3 0.2026 6
75 5 0.2077 7
Foodd and related
59 9 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7938 8 0.2576 6
Publishing g
176 6 0.0406 6 1.0000 00.6761 1 0.2486 6
Industrial l
1.0000 00.7542 2 0.2035 5
50 0 0.3177 7
Transportation n
90 0 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.6573 3 0.2969 9
Wholesale e
1.0000 00.7401 1 0.2451 1
39 9 0.0782 2
Retail l
55 5 0.1964 4 1.0000 00.8108 8 0.2172 2
Services Services
0.0648 8
106 6 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7285 5 0.2370 0 1.9921 1
AUDITOR R EY Y
1.0000 00.6939 9 0.2478 8
232 2 0.0000 0
KPMG G
1.0000 00.7238 8 0.2661 1
159 9 0.0000 0
C&L L
11 1 0.4243 3 0.8809 90.6016 6 0.1220 0
AA A
16 6 0.1158 8 1.0000 00.7459 9 0.2536 6
PW W
40 0 0.2077 7 1.0000 00.7335 5 0.2443 3
D&T T
39 9 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.8206 6 0.2209 9
Non-BIGG 6
1.4871 10.1408 8
534 4 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7244 4 0.2444 4
00
CEOCH H
69 9 0.0406 6 1.0000 00.6720 0 0.2790 0
11
-4.2449 90.0000** *
195 5 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.6570 0 0.2901 1
OPTIONS S 0 0
408 8 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7477 7 0.2210 0
11
0.8768 80.3838 8
552 2 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7206 6 0.2533 3
00
DEBTC C
0.6947
7
0.1961
1
1.0000
0
0.0000
0
51
1
11
0.6130 00.5401 1
591 1 0.0000 0 1.0000 00.7193 3 0.2500 0
ACHANGE E 0 0
12 2 0.4243 3 0.9699 90.6748 8 0.1920 0
11
I S 11
DEBTCC
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
ACHANGEE
YEARR
AGEE
INDUSTRYY
MARKETT
AUDITORR

= Income strategy proxy on level 1
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
= Dummy variable for the year effect
= Age (group) of the firm
= Dummy variable for the industry effect
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
= Dummy variable for the audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are
collectedd from financial statements. *= significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at
0.01. .
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Thee correlation matrix in Table 8.6 indicates that there is significant correlation between the
incomee strategy and the financial variables ROE and NPM on a level 1 and 2 basis and also
withh average turnover growth on a level 2 basis. Regarding the contracting variables Table
8.100 indicates that there only is a significant difference in mean of the income strategy for
manageriall options. This holds both for level 1 as for level 2. The results indicate that firms
withh managerial options have an income strategy proxy of 0.748 on level 1 (0.662 on level 2)
andd firms without managerial options have an income strategy proxy of 0.657 on level 1
(0.5755 on level 2). With a t-value of-4.244 on level 1 and -5.19 on level 2 the results indicate
thatt firms with managerial options report significantly more liberal than firms without
manageriall options. Finally, regarding the control variables Table 8.10 indicates that on level
11 only the industry differences are significant. Construction, wholesale and industrial firms
reportt significantly more conservative than especially food and related, publishing and
servicess firms. Table 8.10 Panel B indicates that next to the industry variable the control
variablee market is with an F-value of 18.78 very significant. On level 2 AEX-index firms
seemm to report significantly more liberal than non AEX-index firms. Further, the control
variabless year is significant on level 2 and firms seem to report more liberal in the later years
off this study. Finally, the control variable auditor is significant on level 2 and firms audited by
Cooperss and Lybrand (C&L), Arthur Andersen (AA) and Deloitte and Touche (D&T) seem to
reportt significantly more conservative on level 2, especially compared to PriceWaterhouse
(PW)) and other audit firms (Non-Big 6).
Tablee 8.10 Panel B: Descriptive Statistics 1 S 2 for the categorical variabbles
YEAR R

1988 8
1989 9
1990 0
1991 1
1992 2
1993 3
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
1997 7
MARKET T AEX X
AMX X
OTHER R

NN
58 8
60 0
61 1
63 3
63 3
60 0
60 0
61 1
59 9
58 8
213 3
196 6
194 4

Minimum
0.0330 0
0.1120 0
0.0500 0
0.1726 6
0.2404 4
0.1308 8
0.2318 8
0.0937 7
0.3257 7
0.1228 8
0.2774 4
0.0937 7
0.0330 0

Maximum
0.96311
0.91977
0.93244
0.95799
0.94622
0.93544
0.97400
0.97788
0.98800
0.97755
0.98800
0.97788
0.97777
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Mean
0.5254
0.6080
0.6130
0.6338
0.6227
0.6342
0.6391
0.6796
0.7016
0.6798
0.6981
0.5945
0.6028

Std. Dev.
F t-value
S/g.
0.2214 4 3.8344 4
0.0001** *
0.2022 2
0.2123 3
0.1767 7
0.1836 6
0.1796 6
0.1749 9
0.1835 5
0.1865 5
0.2004 4
0.1632 218.7764 4
0.0000** *
0.1836 6
0.2237 7

Tablee 8.10 Panel B: Descriptive Statistics IS 1 for the categorical variables (continued)
NN Minimum
Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
FF t-value
Sig.
0.9298 80.6179 9 0.1967 0.1967
0.7186 6
0.5794 4
666
0.1308
AGE E
<25 5
0.9778 80.6225 5 0.1757 0.1757
1388
0.0937
25-49 9
0.9752 20.6605 5 0.1655 5
688
0.1915
50-74 4
0.9777 70.6261 1 0.1986 6
1466
0.1134
75-100 0
0.9880 00.6442 2 0.2192 2
1855
0.0330
>100 0
0.8631 10.5323 3 0.2019 9 7.5233 3
59 9 0.0500 0
0.0000' '
INDUSTRY YConstruction n
0.9880 0.7075
0
5 0.1628 8
Foodd and related 75 5 0.2707 7
0.9395 0.7456
5
59 9 0.2220 0
6 0.1972 2
Publishing g
0.9777 0.6176
7
176 6 0.0937 7
6 0.1815 5
Industrial l
0.8553 0.6295
3
5 0.1507 7
50 0 0.3257 7
Transportation n
0.9508 0.6045
8
5 0.2112 2
90 0 0.1134 4
Wholesale e
0.9197 0.6425
7
5 0.1832 2
39 9 0.1228 8
Retail l
0.9778 0.6196
8
6 0.2216 6
55 5 0.0330 0
Services s
0.9478 0.6592
8
2 0.1808 82.1641 1
0.0448' '
106 6 0.1308 8
AUDITOR R EY Y
0.9880 0.6389
0
9 0.1853 3
232 2 0.0937 7
KPMG G
0.9778 0.5971
8
1 0.2215 5
159 9 0.0330 0
C&L L
0.8399 0.6040
9
0 0.1110 0
11 1 0.4900 0
AA A
0.9775 0.7211
5
1 0.2134 4
16 6 0.1967 7
PW W
0.9450 0.6163
0
3 0.2122 2
40 0 0.1915 5
D&T T
0.9238 0.6741
8
1 0.1682 2
39 9 0.1365 5
Non-BIGG 6
0.94944 0.3428
0.98800 0.6365 0.1944 4
534 4
0.0330 0
CEOCH H
00
0.95088 0.6126 0.2122 2
69 9
0.1228 8
11
-5.19166 0.0000**
0.2122 2
0.97770.9777 0.5749
195 5 0.0330 0
OPTIONS S 0 0
0.98800 0.6619 0.1822 2
0.0937 7
408 8
11
-0.85833 0.3939
552 20.0330124 4 0.988013422 0.6320 0.1992 2
00
DEBTC C
51 1 0.136528 8 0.913874944 0.6532 0.1657 7
11
-0.0200 0.984
591 10.0330124 4 0.988013422 0.6338 0.1968 8
ACHANGE E 0 0
12 20.1726212 2 0.93626222 0.6349 0.1892 2
11
IS_22
DEBTCC
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
ACHANGEE
YEARR
AGEE
INDUSTRYY
MARKETT
AUDITORR

= Income strategy proxy on level 2
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
= Dummy variable for the year effect
= Age (group) of the firm
= Dummy variable for the industry effect
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
= Dummy variable for die audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are
collectedd from financial statements. *= significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at
0.01. .
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Tablee 8.7 provides the OLS regression models for the measurement instruments according to
thee model described in equation 8.1. With an adjusted R2 of 0.1136 for level 1 respectively
0.15311 for level 2, the explanatory power of the regression models is lower than for the
incomee range proxy, but still well above 10%. The results indicate that the financial variables
NPMM and ROE are significant with t-values of 3.41 (5.28 level 2) respectively 3.29 (2.51
levell 2). The coefficients of both variables are positive indicating that firms with higher
NPM'ss and ROE's generally report more liberal than firms with low NPM's and ROE's.
Further,, in a multivariate setting average turnover growth is relevant in explaining income
strategiess on level 1 as well as on level 2. Contrary to NPM and ROE the coefficient of
averagee growth is negative, indicating that firms with an average low turnover growth report
moree liberal than firm's with higher turnover growth. The variable managerial stock options is
thee only relevant contracting variable in the multivariate analysis. With a t-value of 2.98 (3.38
levell 2) and a positive coefficient of 0.065 (0.057 level 2) managerial stock options result on
averagee in approximately six percent more liberal reporting. The income strategy is not
associatedd with other contracting variables. This lack of influence of the other contracting
variabless on the income strategy may be explained by the fact that the other contracting
variabless creative incentives for accounting interventions in a certain period. The income
strategyy however, does not only include this year's accounting choices, but all previous
accountingg choices as well.

Tablee 8.11 and 8.12 provide the multivariate statistics for the second regression model (eq.
8.2)) on a level 1 and 2 basis. The results indicate that the influence of the financial variables
remainn (with the exception of NPM on level 1) and that especially the influence of average
turnoverr growth and ROE is present. Further, the results indicate that the contracting variables
sizee and options (only on level 1) are relevant when controlling for year, market, auditor and
industryy effects. The control variable year and auditor are significant for Panel A as well as
Panell B. From the control variable auditor it may be concluded that firms audited by the
largestt three audit firms in the Netherlands (and AA and D&T on level 2) generally report
significantlyy more conservative than firms audited by the other audit firms.
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Tablee 8.11: Regression model for IS_1 as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + pGROWTH + pSOLV + PROE + PNPM + pDEBTC + POPTIONS +
pCEOCHH + pTURNOV + pACHANGE +pYEAR +PAGE +PINDUSTRY + PMARKET + P AUDITOR + e

INSTRUMENTT = IS 1

4.1295 5

Adj.Adj. R-sq. Variable VariableCoeff. Coeff.
0.6161 1 8.3054 4 0.0000** *
0.15022 (Constant)
0.0000 0 -2.0233 3 0.04355 *
TURNOV V
-0.4780 0 -2.7152 2 0.00688 **
GROWTH H
-0.0286 6 -0.9293 3 0.3531 1
CEOCH H
0.0879 9 3.2359 9 0.0013** *
OPTIONS S
-0.0275 5 -0.5839 9 0.5595 5
DEBTC C
-0.0320 0 -0.2913 3 0.7709 9
SOLV V
0.1625 5 3.1905 5 0.0015** *
ROE E
0.4118 8 1.5094 4 0.1317 0.1317
NPM M
-0.0397 7 -0.5634 4 0.5734 4
ACHANGE E
0.1077 0.1077
2.5233 3 0.0119* *
Y89 9
0.0882 2 2.0702 2 0.0389* *
Y90 0
0.0947 7 2.2181 1 0.02699 *
Y91 1
0.1182 2 2.7444 4 0.00633 **
Y92 2
0.1102 2 2.5562 2 0.0108* *
Y93 3
0.1037 7 2.4025 5 0.0166* *
Y94 4
0.1450 0 3.3785 5 0.00088 **
Y95 5
0.1084 4 2.5008 8 0.0127* *
Y96 6
Y97 7
0.0778 8 1.7701 1 0.0772 2
-0.0145 5 -0.4178 8 0.6762 2
AEX X
-0.0444 4 -1.5164 4 0.1300 0
AMX X
0.0141 1 1.6261 1 0.1045 5
AGE E
0.0858 8 1.7500 0 0.0807 7
Foodd and related
Publishing g
0.0737 7 1.3810 0 0.1678 8
0.0037 0.0037
0.0923 3 0.9265 5
Industrial l
Transportation n
0.0969 9 1.9424 4 0.0526 6
Wholesale e
-0.0101 1 -0.2179 9 0.8276 6
0.0555 5 1.0813 3 0.2800 0
Retail l
0.0880 0 1.7191 1 0.0861 1
Services s
-0.1283 3 -2.5527 7 0.0109* *
EY Y
-0.1290 0 -2.8166 6 0.0050** *
KPMG G
-0.1359 9 -2.8798 8 0.00411 **
C&L L
-0.1813 3 -2.1208 8 0.03444 *
AA A
-0.0450 0 -0.5345 5 0.5932 2
PW W
-0.1243 3 -2.1961 1 0.0285 5
D&T T

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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Tablee 8.12: Regression model for IS_2 as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + PGROWTH + pSOLV + pROE + pNPM + 0DEBTC + ^OPTIONS +
PCEOCHH + pTURNOV + PACHANGE +pYEAR + pAGE +PINDUSTRY + PMARKET + p AUDITOR + e

INSTRUMENTT = IS 2

FF
Adj. R-SQ.
Variable VariableCoeff. Coeff.
0.26355 (Constant)
0.5677 0.5677
7.3363 3
10.4108 8 0.0000** *
TURNOV V
0.0000 0 -2.1559 9 0.0315* *
GROWTH H
-0.6016 6 -4.6497 7 0.0000** *
CEOCH H
-0.0091 1 -0.4021 1 0.6877 0.6877
OPTIONS S
0.0318 8 1.5936 6 0.1116 6
DEBTC C
0.0538 8 1.5521 1 0.1212 2
SOLV V
-0.1426 6 -1.7666 6 0.0778 8
ROE E
0.1298 8 3.4670 0 0.00066 **
NPM M
0.5629 9 2.8072 2 0.00522 **
ACHANGE E
-0.0048 8 -0.0925 5 0.9263 3
Y89 9
0.0780 0 2.4859 9 0.0132* *
Y90 0
0.0875 5 2.7953 3 0.0054** *
Y91 1
0.1080 0 3.4415 5 0.0006** *
Y92 2
0.1214 4 3.8368 8 0.00011 **
Y93 3
0.1382 2 4.3612 2 0.0000** *
Y94 4
0.1303 3 4.1068 8 0.0000** *
Y95 5
0.1510 0 4.7885 5 0.0000** *
Y96 6
0.1819 9 5.7093 3 0.00000 **
Y97 7
0.1497 7 4.6326 6 0.0000** *
AEX X
0.0159 9 0.6220 0 0.5342 2
AMX X
-0.0359 9 -1.6667 7 0.0961 1
AGE E
-0.0062 2 -0.9768 8 0.3291 1
0.1497 7 4.1567 4.1567
Foodd and related
0.0000** *
Publishing g
0.1611 1 4.1057 7 0.0000** *
Industrial l
0.0704 4 2.3736 6 0.0179* *
Transportation n
0.0446 6 1.2171 1 0.2241 1
Wholesale e
0.0375 5 1.0960 0 0.2735 5
Retail l
0.0998 8 2.6441 1 0.0084** *
Services s
0.0475 5 1.2606 6 0.2080 0
-0.0784 4 -2.1224 4 0.03422 *
EY Y
KPMG G
-0.0730 0 -2.1681 1 0.0306* *
C&L L
-0.1243 3 -3.5820 0 0.0004** *
AA A
-0.1237 7 -1.9676 6 0.0496* *
PW W
0.0146 6 0.2353 3 0.8140 0
D&T T
-0.1259 9 -3.0265 5 0.0026** *

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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Fromm the finding it can be concluded that the OLS regression model that includes the control
variabless as well as the financial and contracting variables has significantly more explanatory
powerr than the OLS regression model without the control variables. The adjusted R2 of the
firstt model is 0.1136 on level 1 respectively 0.1531 on level 2 and when including the control
variabless the adjusted R2 0.1502 on level 1 respectively 0.2635 on level 2. Especially the
controll variables year and auditor are significant in this respect. Next to the control variables,
thee firm's income strategy can be explained by the firm's financial situation and managerial
stockk options.

8.4.33 Empirical results for earnings management (level 1 and 2)
Earningss management was defined in chapter two as a purposeful intervention in the financial
accountingg process, with the intent of obtaining some private gain. The earnings management
proxyy was defined in the previous paragraph and reflects the difference between the position
off the firm's accounting income before taxes on the firm's income range and the position of
unadjustedd accounting income before taxes on the firm's income range. The earnings
managementt proxy is by definition between -1 and 1. Regarding the earnings management
proxyy Table 8.13 provides the univariate statistics for the categorical variables. Panel A
providess the results for the income range proxy for level 1 and Panel B provides the income
rangee proxy for level 2. Table 8.6 in section 8.4.1 provides the correlation matrix for the
metricc variables.

YEARR

MARKET T

Tablee 8.13 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics E M I for the categorical variables
NN Minimum Maximum
Mean Std. Dev.
F t-value
Sig.
1988
58588 -1.0000
1.0000
1.00000 0.0206
0.02066 0.4865
0.48655 1.0064
0.4334
19888
-1.00000
1989 9
60 0 -0.7005 5
1.0000 0 0.1483 3 0.3955 5
1990 0
61 1 -0.8131 1
1.0000 0 0.0804 4 0.4250 0
1991 1
63 3 -0.9911 1 0.9013 3 0.0420 0 0.4092 2
1992 2
63 3 -1.0000 0
1.0000 0-0.0052 2 0.4033 3
1993 3
60 0 -0.8528 8 0.9510 0 -0.0006 6 0.3593 3
1994 4
60 0 -1.0000 0 0.8694 4 -0.0012 2 0.3755 5
1995 5
61 1 -0.8227 7 0.9887 7 0.1111 1 0.3474 4
1996 6
59 9 -1.0000 0
1.0000 0 0.0265 5 0.3631 1
1997 7
58 8 -0.9960 0
1.0000 0 0.0462 2 0.4184 4
AEX X
213 3 -0.7363 3 0.8803 3 0.0724 4 0.29999 4.0889
0.0172* *
AMX X
196 6 -0.9304 4
1.0000 0-0.0195 5 0.3791 1
OTHER R
194 4 -1.0000 0
1.0000 0 0.0857 7 0.4981 1
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Tablee 8.13 Panel A: Descriptive Statistics EM 1 for the categorical variables (continued)
NN Minimum Maximum
Mean Std. Dev,
FF t-value
Sig.
AGE E
<25 5
66 6 -1.0000 0 0.9376 6 -0.0438 8 0.3899 93.7359 9
0.0052** *
138 8 -0.9304 4 0.9711 1-0.0372 2 0.3478 8
25-49 9
50-74 4
68 8 -0.6566 6 0.8803 3 0.0646 6 0.3718 8
146 6 -1.0OOO O 1.0000 0 0.0988 8 0.4653 3
75-100 0
>100 0
185 5 -0.9789 9 1.0000 0 0.0942 2 0.3818 8
INDUSTRY Y Construction n
59 9 -0.8363 3 0.9482 2 0.0362 2 0.4080 03.3061 1
0.0018** *
Foodd and related
75 5 -0.7923 3 1.0000 0 0.0277 7 0.3489 9
59 9 -0.9789 9 0.5099 9-0.0162 2 0.2757 0.2757
Publishing g
176 6 -0.9304 4 1.0000 0 0.0819 9 0.4187 0.4187
Industrial l
Transportation n
50 0 -0.5867 7 0.8803 3 0.2595 5 0.3545 5
90 0 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0-0.0457 7 0.4636 6
Wholesale e
Retail l
39 9 -0.8930 0 0.8737 0.8737
0.0299 9 0.4349 9
Services s
55 5 -0.8036 6 1.0000 0 0.0096 6 0.3455 5
AUDITOR R EY Y
106 6 -0.9789 9 1.0000 0 0.0950 0 0.3683 33.7861 1
0.0010** *
232 2 -1.0000 0 0.9711 1 0.0139 9 0.3856 6
KPMG G
C&L L
159 9 -l.OOOO O 1.0000 0 0.0394 4 0.4253 3
AA A
11 1 -0.5757 7 0.1956 6-0.2518 8 0.2639 9
PW W
16 6 -0.5354 4 0.8191 1 0.1372 2 0.3057 7
D&T T
40 0 -0.7923 3 1.0000 0-0.0206 6 0.4065 5
39 9 -1.0000 0 0.9482 2 0.2578 8 0.4301 1
Non-BIGG 6
CEOCH H
00
534 4 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.0524 4 0.3961 1
0.958 8 0.338 8
II
69 9 -0.8930 0 1.0000 0 0.0034 4 0.4289 9
OPTIONS S 0 0
195 5 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.0394 4 0.4743 3
-0.313 3 0.754 4
11
408 8 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.0503 3 0.3596 6
DEBTC C
00
552 2 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.0441 1 0.4059 9
-0.647 7 0.520 0
11
51 1 -1.0000 0 0.8259 9 0.0761 1 0.3305 5
ACHANGE E 0 0
591 1 -1.0000 0 1.0000 0 0.0486 6 0.4004 4
0.785 5 0.433 3
11
12 2 -0.5757 7 0.4314 4 -0.0429 9 0.3773 3
E M II
= Earnings management proxy on level 1
DEBTCC
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
ACHANGEE = Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
YEARR
= Dummy variable for the year effect
= Age (group) of firm
AGEE
INDUSTRYY = Dummy variable for the industry effect
MARKETT
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
AUDITORR
= Dummy variable for the audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are
collectedd from financial statements. * = significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at
0.01. .
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Thee correlation matrix in Table 8.6 indicates that there is a significant correlation between
earningss management and the financial variables average turnover growth and NPM and also
withh solvency on a level 2 basis. Regarding the contracting variables Table 8.13 indicates that
nonn of the contracting variables have a significant relationship with earnings management.
Thiss holds both for level 1 as for level 2. Finally, regarding the control variables Table 8.13
indicatess that on level 1 all control variables except year are relevant. Table 8.13 Panel B
indicatess that all the control variables are significant on level 2 (including the control variable
year).. The results indicate that AMX-index firms have on average negative accounting
interventions,, where AEX-index and other firms have on average positive accounting
interventions.. Further, the result indicates that younger firms on average have negative
accountingg interventions, where older firms on average have positive accounting
interventions.. Although food, services and publishing firms on average follow a liberal
incomee strategy, the earnings management proxy of these firms is around zero and thus
relativelyy neutral. From this it may be concluded that their relatively liberal income strategy
followss from accounting method choice and not from purposeful interventions in the
accountingg process. Further, the results indicate that firms in the transportation industry have
largee positive accounting interventions compared to the other industries. Finally, the results
indicatee that there is a significant relation between audit firm and accounting interventions.
Thee results indicate that, although there are significant differences among Big 6 auditors,
firmss audited by non-Big 6 audit firms on average have significantly more positive
accountingg interventions than firms audited by Big 6 auditors.
Tablee 8.13 Panel B: Descriptive Statistics E M 2 for the categorical variables
Maximum Maximum
Mean Mean
Std.Std. Dev.
F
t-valuet-value
Sig.
N NMinimum Minimum
YEAR R
1988 8
58 8 -0.7676 6 0.5640 0-0.0482 2 0.25766 2.131
0.0255 *
1989 9
60 0 -0.4858 8 0.4841 1 0.0409 9 0.2088 8
1990 0
61 1 -0.7459 9 0.4139 9 0.0222 2 0.2225 5
1991 1
63 3 -0.4323 3 0.6243 3 0.0217 7 0.2250 0
1992 2
63 3 -0.4620 0 0.4466 6-0.0190 0 0.2392 2
1993 3
60 0 -0.5238 8 0.5294 4 0.0014 4 0.2150 0
1994 4
60 0 -0.4856 6 0.6806 6 0.0155 5 0.2296 6
61 1 -0.4215 5 0.6623 3 0.0852 2 0.2198 8
1995 5
59 9 -0.2891 1 0.6468 8 0.0842 2 0.2000 0
1996 6
1997 7
58 8 -0.7615 5 0.5754 4 0.0703 3 0.2907 7
MARKET T AEX X
213 3 -0.4281 1 0.5640 0 0.0519 9 0.19277 3.288
0.0388 *
196 6 -0.7615 5 0.6243 3-0.0062 2 0.2225 5
AMX X
194 4 -0.7676 6 0.6806 6 0.0340 0 0.2791 1
OTHER R
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Tablee 8.13 Panel B: Descriptive Statistics
NN Minimum
AGE E
<25 5
66 6 -0.7676 6
25-49 9
138 8 -0.5398 8
50-74 4
68 8 -0.4858 8
75-100 0
146 6 -0.7459 9
>100 0
185 5 -0.7615 5
59 9 -0.5238 8
INDUSTRY Y Construction n
Foodd and related 75 5 -0.5611 1
Publishing g
59 9 -0.4201 1
Industrial l
176 6 -0.5398 8
Transportation n
50 0 -0.4211 1
90 0 -0.7676 6
Wholesale e
39 9 -0.7615 5
Retail l
55 5 -0.3991 1
Services Services
106 6 -0.5238 8
AUDITOR R EY Y
232 2 -0.7615 5
KPMG G
159 9 -0.7459 9
C&L L
11 1 -0.4243 3
AA A
16 6 -0.4339 9
PW W
40 0 -0.5611 1
D&T T
39 9 -0.7676 6
Non-BIGG 6
CEOCH H
00
534 4 -0.7676 6
11
69 9 -0.7615 5
OPTIONS S 0 0
195 5 -0.7459 9
11
408 8 -0.7676 6
00
552 2 -0.7615 5
DEBTC C
11
51 1 -0.7676 6
ACHANGE E 0 0
591 1 -0.7676 6
11
12 2 -0.4243 3
E M 22
DEBTCC
OPTIONSS
CEOCHH
ACHANGEE
YEARR
AGEE
INDUSTRYY
MARKETT
AUDITORR

EM 2 for the categorical variables (continued)
Maximum
Mean Std. Dev.
F t-vatue
Sig.
0.4014 4-0.0314 4 0.22144 2.648
0.033-0.6243 3 0.0007 7 0.2232 2
0.5294 4 0.0212 2 0.2053 3
0.6806 6 0.0657 0.0657
0.2647 7
0.6468 8 0.0399 9 0.2254 4
0.5010 0 0.0224 4 0.23755 2.290
0.026-0.4762 2 0.0160 0 0.2036 6
0.3464 4 0.0104 4 0.1732 2
0.6806 6 0.0376 6 0.2460 0
0.5640 0 0.1388 8 0.2292 2
0.5198 8-0.0154 4 0.2576 6
0.5294 4 0.0007 7 0.2547 7
0.6468 8 0.0200 0 0.2126 6
0.000' '
0.4762 2 0.0700 0 0.22622 5.492
0.6806 6 0.0321 1 0.2198 8
0.5718 8-0.0018 8 0.2385 5
0.1987 0.1987
-0.1662 2 0.2137 7
0.6468 8 0.1230 0 0.2541 1
0.2213 3-0.0795 5 0.2237 7
0.5010 0 0.1257 7 0.2456 6
0.6806 6 0.0318 8 0.2285 5
1.16300 0.2482
0.4517 0.4517
-0.0078 8 0.2706 6
0.6806 6 0.0170 0 0.2519 9
-0.71522 0.4750
0.6468 8 0.0322 2 0.2249 9
0.6806 6 0.0249 9 0.2324 4
-0.81488 0.4155
0.5640 0 0.0528 8 0.2500 0
0.6806 6 0.0281 1 0.2331 1
0.62466 0.5325
0.3834 4-0.0145 5 0.2761 1

= Earnings management proxy on level 2
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of debt covenants
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of stock option plans
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of CEO changes
= Dummy variable for the disclosure of audit firm changes
= Dummy variable for the year effect
= Dummy variable for the age effect
= Dummy variable for the industry effect
= Dummy variable for the stock market effect
= Dummy variable for the audit firm effect

Fulll sample consists of 603 companies over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected
fromfrom financial statements. * = significant at 0.05 and ** = significant at 0.01.

Tablee 8.7 provides the regression models for the measurement instruments according to the
modell described in equation 8.1. With an adjusted R2 of 0.069 for level 1 respectively 0.074
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forr level 2 the explanatory power of the regression models is relatively low. These findings
mayy be explained by the fact that non of the contracting variables is significant at a 0.01 level
(debtt covenants only at 0.051evel). The positive sign of the contracting variable debt
covenantss indicates that firms with disclosed debt covenants have on average significantly
moree positive accounting interventions than firms without disclosed debt covenants. The only
significantt financial variables are average growth in turnover and NPM. Average turnover
growthh has a negative coefficient, indicating that firms with relatively low average turnover
growthh have on average more positive accounting interventions than firms with relatively
highh average turnover growth. NPM on the other hand has a positive coefficient, indicating
thatt there is a significant positive relationship between high NPM and positive accounting
intervention.. This is logical since positive accounting interventions increase NPM.
Tablee 8.14 and 8.15 provide the multivariate statistics for the second regression model (eq.
8.2)) on a level 1 and 2 basis. The results indicate that the influence of the financial variables
averagee turnover growth and NPM remains. Further, the results indicate that the contracting
variablee options (only on a level 1 basis) becomes significant when controlling for year,
market,, auditor and industry effects. The control variable market is significant for Panel A
(Panell B only for AMX firms at 0.05 level). From the control variable market it may be
concludedd that index firms have relatively more negative accounting interventions than nonindexx firms. There may be a relation between the control variables market and auditor since
indexx firms are exclusively audited by Big 6 auditors. The results indicate that the coefficients
off the Big 6 audit firms are, except for PriceWaterhouse (PW), negative. However, these
resultss are only significant for Arthur Andersen (AA), Deloitte & Touche (D&T) and Coopers
andd Lybrand (C&L, level 2 only). Although not significant for all Big 6 audit firms, this may
indicatee that, compared to firms audited by non-Big 6 audit firms, firms audited by Big 6
auditorss on average have negative accounting interventions. As stated above, the adjusted R2
off the first model is 0.0693 on level 1 respectively 0.0735 on level 2 and when including the
controll variables the adjusted R2 is 0.1297 on level 1 respectively 0.1397 on level 2.
Especiallyy the control variables market and auditor are significant in this respect. Next to the
controll variables, earnings management can be explained by the firm's average turnover
growthh and the firm's NPM.
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Tablee 8.14: Regression model for E M I as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + ^GROWTH + pSOLV + 0ROE + [JNPM + pDEBTC + pOPTIONS +
pCEOCHH + (ÏTURNOV + 0ACHANGE +0YEAR +pAGE +PINDUSTRY + PMARKET + p AUDITOR

INSTRUMENTT = EM 1

FF
Adj. R-sq.
Variable
3.6389
0.12977 (Constant)
TURNOV V
GROWTH H
CEOCH H
OPTIONS S
DEBTC C
SOLV V
ROE E
NPM M
ACHANGE E
Y89 9
Y90 0
Y91 1
Y92 2
Y93 3
Y94 4
Y95 5
Y96 6
Y97 7
AEX X
MIDKAP P
AGE E
Foodd and related
Publishing g
Industrial l
Transportation n
Wholesale e
Retail l
Services s
EY Y
KPMG G
C&L L
AA A
PW W
D&T T

Coeff.
t
p
0.0437 7 0.3625 5 0.7171 1
0.0000 0 0.9018 8 0.3676 6
-1.0571 1 -3.6934 4 0.0002 2
-0.0120 0 -0.2412 2 0.8095 5
0.1040 0 2.3551 1 0.0189 9
0.0656 6 0.8559 9 0.3924 4
0.3202 2 1.7937 7 0.0734 4
0.0040 0 0.0478 8 0.9619 9
1.1983 3 2.7014 4 0.0071 1
-0.0721 1 -0.6297 7 0.5291 1
0.1180 0 1.7014 4 0.0894 4
0.0499 9 0.7205 5 0.4715 5
0.0226 6 0.3262 2 0.7444 4
-0.0055 5 -0.0792 2 0.9369 9
0.0000 0 -0.0006 6 0.9995 5
-0.0145 5 -0.2062 2 0.8367 0.8367
0.0781 1 1.1198 8 0.2633 3
-0.0063 3 -0.0901 1 0.9282 2
0.0015 5 0.0206 6 0.9836 6
-0.1700 0 -3.0040 0 0.0028 8
-0.1676 6 -3.5187 7 0.0005 5
0.0260 0 1.8425 5 0.0659 9
-0.1058 8 -1.3283 3 0.1846 6
-0.0856 6 -0.9859 9 0.3246 6
-0.0322 2 -0.4902 2 0.6242 2
0.1510 0 1.8614 4 0.0632 2
-0.1924 4 -2.5415 5 0.0113 3
-0.0261 1 -0.3132 2 0.7542 2
-0.0857 7 -1.0290 0 0.3039 9
-0.1165 5 -1.4261 1 0.1544 4
-0.1453 3 -1.9506 6 0.0516 6
-0.1158 8 -1.5084 4 0.1320 0
-0.3588 8 -2.5807 7 0.0101 1
0.1189 9 0.8680 0 0.3857 7
-0.2008 8 -2.1817 7 0.0295 5

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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Tablee 8.15: Regression model for E M 2 as dependent variable and the financial and contracting
variabless as predictors plus control variables for year, market, age, industry and auditor
INSTRUMENTT = a + pGROWTH + PSOLV + 0ROE + pNPM + pDEBTC + pOPTIONS +
0CEOCHH + PTURNOV + pACHANGE +PYEAR +PAGE + pINDUSTRY + PMARKET +• p AUDITOR + e

INSTRUMENTT = EM 2

Adj.Adj. R-sq.
Variable VariableCoeff-Coeff0.13977 (Constant)
-0.0281 1 -0.4013 3 0.6884 4
3.8753 3
TURNOV V
0.0000 0 1.0712 2 0.2845 5
GROWTH H
-0.4849 9 -2.9144 4 0.0037** *
CEOCH H
-0.0129 9 -0.4438 8 0.6574 4
OPTIONS S
0.0245 5 0.9524 4 0.3413 3
DEBTC C
0.0445 5 0.9986 6 0.3184 4
SOLV V
0.0861 1 0.8296 6 0.4071 1
0.0246 6 0.5105 5 0.6099 9
ROE E
NPM M
0.8866 6 3.4379 9 0.0006** *
ACHANGE E
-0.0281 1 -0.4220 0 0.6732 2
Y89 9
0.0810 0 2.0094 4 0.0450 0
Y90 0
0.0686 6 1.7029 9 0.0891 1
Y91 1
0.0692 2 1.7144 4 0.0870 0
Y92 2
0.0475 5 1.1678 8 0.2434 4
Y93 3
0.0698 8 1.7136 6 0.0871 1
Y94 4
0.0750 0 1.8388 8 0.0665 5
Y95 5
0.1299 9 3.2017 7 0.0014** *
Y96 6
0.1302 2 3.1777 7 0.0016** *
Y97 7
0.1095 5 2.6353 3 0.0086** *
AEX X
-0.0599 9 -1.8190 0 0.0694 4
AMX X
-0.0686 6 -2.4781 1 0.0135* *
AGE E
0.0091 1 1.1131 1 0.2661 1
Foodd and related
-0.0421 1 -0.9086 6 0.3639 9
Publishing g
-0.0598 8 -1.1846 6 0.2367 7
Industrial l
-0.0151 1 -0.3948 8 0.6932 2
Transportation n
0.0678 8 1.4374 4 0.1512 2
Wholesale e
-0.0734 4 -1.6679 9 0.0959 9
Retail l
-0.0013 3 -0.0259 9 0.9793 3
Services s
-0.0159 9 -0.3291 1 0.7422 2
EY Y
-0.0265 5 -0.5575 5 0.5774 4
KPMG G
-0.0590 0 -1.3632 2 0.1734 4
C&L L
-0.0985 5 -2.2087 7 0.0276* *
AA A
-0.2426 6 -3.0011 1 0.0028** *
PW W
0.0662 2 0.8314 4 0.4061 1
D&T T
-0.1733 3 -3.2394 4 0.0013** *

Thee sample consists of 603 firm-years over the period 1988-1997. All data are collected from
financiall statements.
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8.55

Summary and findings

Theree are three relevant dimensions when studying managerial influence over accounting
income.. The first dimension is the possibility to exert influence over accounting income and
iss measured in this study with the income range proxy. The second dimension is the position
off accounting income on the income range and is measured in this study with the income
strategyy proxy. Finally, the third dimension is the difference between unadjusted income and
accountingg income and is measured in this study by the earnings management proxy. After the
hypothesiss formulation about the influences of financial and contracting variables on these
proxyy variables in paragraph 8.2 we discuss the research sample in paragraph 8.3.
Thee third research question of this study reads as follows:
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
Fromm the descriptive statistics provided in Table 8.4 it can be concluded that on average the
incomee range of firms is 5% of total turnover on level 1 and 9% of total turnover on level 2.
Thee finding as described in paragraph 8.4.1 indicate that a number of variables are significant
inn both the univariate and multivariate statistics: the contracting variable options, the financial
variabless growth (multivariate only level 2), ROE (univariate only level 2), solvency and
NPMM and the control variables auditor (multivariate only level 2) and industry. From the
resultss it can be concluded that the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting
dataa by real transactions and pure accounting decisions can primarily be explained by the
contractingg variable options, the financial variables and the control variable industry. As
predictedd the results indicate that there is a positive relationship between the growth a firm
(multivariatee only level 2) and the ability to exert influence over accounting income. Finally,
thee control variable industry seems to be an important variable in respect to financial
accountingg discretion. The result of the univariate test indicates that retail, wholesale, food
andd services firms have relatively low possibilities to influence accounting income compared
too publishing and construction firms. The results of the regression analysis including the
controll variables indicates that these differences remain present in a multivariate setting.
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Thee fourth research question of this study reads as follows:
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Fromm the descriptive statistics provided in Table 8.4 it can be concluded that firms report on
averagee more liberal than conservative. On level 1 the mean income strategy is 0.718 and on
levell 2 the mean income strategy is 0.634. Under clean surplus accounting and in a situation
wheree extraordinary gains are on average offset by extraordinary losses an average income
strategyy of 0.5 is expected on level 1 as well as on level 2. Van Praag (2001) finds, in a
comparablee research sample, that the number and amounts of extraordinary losses exceeds the
numberr of extraordinary gains. It can thus be concluded that the relative liberal reporting in
thee Netherlands is due to dirty surplus accounting.
Thee finding as described in paragraph 8.4.2 indicate that the cross sectional differences in the
incomee strategy of firms can be primarily explained by three influences. First, the income
strategyy is associated with the financial variables average turnover growth, NPM (not on level
1)) and ROE. The first association is negative, indicating that firms with higher average
turnoverr growth report on average more conservative than firms with lower average turnover
growth.. This may be an indication that firms with above average growth can satisfy the
stakeholderss even when they report relatively conservative. Second, the results indicate that
firmss with managerial stock options report on average more liberal than firms without
manageriall stock options (for level 2 not significant at a 0.05 level in the second regression
model).. This may be an indication that firms with managerial stock options use their
manageriall influence over accounting income in order to put the best foot forward and
stimulatee the stock price developments. Finally, the results indicate that the control variables
yearr and auditor are significant. Regarding the first it seems that income strategies became
moree liberal in later years and that in the last year of the research period income strategies
becamee more conservative. From the control variable auditor it may be concluded that firms
auditedd by the largest three audit firms in the Netherlands (and AA and D&T on level 2)
generallyy report significantly more conservative than firms audited by the other audit firms.
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Thee finding as described in paragraph 8.4.3 indicate that the cross sectional differences in the
earningss management of firms can primarily be explained by the financial situation and
controll variables. Remarkably, the findings indicate that, except for debt covenants at 0.05
level,, non of the contracting variables that is used in contemporary earnings management
studiess is significant. CEO changes, auditor changes and size (TURNOV) do not have the
expected,, or any other, significant effect on the earnings management measurement variable.
Regardingg CEO changes this may be explained by the fact that there are a number of
influencess around a CEO change or because the measurement of the independent variable
lackss accuracy. The same may hold for auditor changes. Managerial stock options are
significantt on level 1 in the OLS regressions model that includes the control variables, but are
nott significant in the OLS regression model that excludes the control variables. The difference
betweenn the significance of managerial options for earnings management compared to the
significancee of managerial options for income strategies may be explained by the fact that
manageriall options introduce a long run recurring managerial incentive instead of a nonrecurringg incentive such as a bonus scheme. The significant financial variables are average
growthh in turnover and NPM. Average turnover growth has a negative coefficient, indicating
thatt firms with relatively low average turnover growth have on average more positive
accountingg interventions than firms with relatively high average turnover growth. NPM on the
otherr hand has a positive coefficient, indicating that there is a significant positive relationship
betweenn high NPM and positive accounting interventions. This is logical since positive
accountingg interventions increase NPM. Finally, the control variables market and auditor have
aa significant relationship with earnings management. From the control variable market it may
bee concluded that index firms have relatively more negative accounting interventions than
non-indexx firms. There may be a relation here with the control variable auditor since index
firmsfirms are exclusively audited by Big 6 auditors. The results indicate that the coefficients of the
Bigg 6 audit firms are, except for PriceWaterhouse (PW), negative. However, these results are
onlyy significant for Arthur Andersen (AA), Deloitte & Touche (D&T) and Coopers and
Lybrandd (C&L, level 2 only). Although not significant for all Big 6 audit firms, this may
indicatee that, compared to firms audited by non-Big 6 audit firms, firms audited by Big 6
auditorss on average have negative accounting interventions.
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Chapterr 9
Summaryy and discussion

Thee usefulness of financial statements and the barriers to interpreting accounting data is in
debatee and there is concern about the quality of financial statements. The concern about the
qualityy of financial statements is neither new, nor typically a problem of financial accounting
inn the Netherlands. Accounting standards in the Netherlands are however internationally
knownn for their conceptual and flexible nature. Further, there is a lack of effective compliance
mechanismss in the Netherlands that have been found necessary in for example the US and the
UK.. Given this institutional setting there is an intensive need to gain more understanding on
financiall accounting flexibility in the Netherlands. Knowing more about financial accounting
qualityy in general, and more specifically about managers' use of financial accounting
flexibility,, could help to increase the usefulness of financial statements.
Thee primary purpose of this study is to describe and explain the use of financial accounting
flexibilityy for managerial influence over accounting income in the Netherlands. In order to do
soo the following four research questions are addressed in this study:
RQ1:: What are the general possibilities to adapt financial accounting data within the
opportunitiess offered by accounting standards in the Netherlands?
RQ2:: How can financial accounting flexibility be observed and its use for income
strategiess and earnings management be detected and analyzed?
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
FrameworkFramework and prior research
Thiss study started out with the development of a framework for managerial influence over
accountingg income in chapter 2. This framework provides an overview of the financial
accountingg process and takes into account the business environment as well as the accounting
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environment.. The accounting environment includes the elements that, given the financial
positionn of the firm, influence managerial influence over accounting income. Essential
elementss in this respect are the incentives to influence accounting income, the constraints on
manageriall influence over accounting income and the possibilities to influence accounting
income.. In addition to the framework, chapter 2 provided a discussion of general patterns in
incomee strategies based on five stereotype states of the financial situation of firms and
providedd definitions of the essential elements of the framework. Income strategy was defined
ass that part of the firm's accounting strategy where management considers the economic
consequencess of different positions on the firm's income range and where management
definess its financial accounting goal in terms of accounting income. Earnings management
wass defined as a purposeful intervention in the financial accounting process, with the intent of
obtainingg some private gain (Schipper, 1989).

AA discussion of the incentives for managerial influence over accounting income and the prior
researchh related to this subject is provided in chapter 3. Although incentives may also follow
fromm the capital market reactions to accounting data the focus in this study is on the postcontractingg role of accounting data. Important incentives that were discussed in this respect
aree management compensation contracts, debt covenants, taxation, managerial stock options,
governmentt regulation, executive changes and the general stakeholder relationship. However,
nott all the incentives from the firm's contract set discussed in chapter 3 are relevant in this
studyy since some incentives are only relevant in other institutional settings, relate to specific
financiall accounting conditions or are only relevant for a pre-selected sample of firms. The
followingg incentives are considered relevant to this study however and are used to explain
manageriall influence over accounting income in the empirical part of this study: debt
covenants,, managerial stock options, executive changes and the general stakeholder
relationship. .

Chapterr 4 provides a discussion of the constraints on managerial influence over accounting
incomee and prior research related to this subject. The most important constraints that are
discussedd in this chapter are ethical standards, the firm's governance structure, auditing, the
probabilityy of observation, market forces and legal constraints. The effectiveness of the
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constraintss depends on the objectives as well as the methods used to influence accounting
income.. Managerial influence may be motivated by providing better information, by efficient
contractingg reasons or by opportunistic reasons to make managers better off at the expense of
otherr contracting parties. Different methods may be used to implement the income strategy
andd to exert influence over accounting income. Apart from real transactions, accounting
incomee may be influenced through pure accounting decisions within GAAP and beyond
GAAP.. Among other things, it is argued that constraints are likely to be more effective for
accountingg interventions beyond GAAP than for accounting interventions within GAAP.
However,, not all the constraints discussed in chapter 4 are relevant in the empirical part of
thiss study since most constraints are difficult to test or are only relevant for a pre-selected
samplee of firms. The empirical part of this study does however test for auditor changes and
auditorr differences. Together chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide the motivation and foundation for
thee empirical research of this study.
Chapterr 5 provides an overview of financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands based on
thee Civil Code and the authoritative statements in the CAR Guidelines. The aim of this
chapterr is to answer the first research question:
RQ1:: What are the general possibilities to adapt financial accounting data within the
opportunitiess offered by accounting standards in the Netherlands?
Thee results indicate that there are at least 85 discretionary accounting items relating to
accountingg methods and accounting estimates. It should however be stated that it is
impossiblee to conclude from the findings that financial accounting is more flexible in the
Netherlandss than in other countries because the research was not aimed to be comparative.
DetectingDetecting managerial influence over accounting income
Sincee managerial influence over accounting income is an unobservable phenomenon proxy
variabless are used to study managerial influence over accounting income. A discussion of the
methodss to detect managerial influence over accounting income and the prior research related
too this subject is provided in chapter 6. The second research question reads:
RQ2:: How can financial accounting flexibility be observed and its use for income
strategiess and earnings management be detected and analyzed?
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Thiss question has two dimensions in this research. The first dimension is the question how
financialfinancial accounting flexibility is observed and its use for income strategies and earnings
managementt is detected and analyzed in prior studies. The second dimension is the
developmentt of alternative proxies to detect managerial influence over accounting income.
Thee aim of chapter 6 is to answer the first part of the second research question. From the
discussionn of proir research it follows that it is possible to use a single accounting item or a
portfolioo of accounting items as a proxy variable for managerial influence. When there is a
trade-offf between different incentives and different discretionary accounting items it is likely
thatt managers will treat the firm's set of accounting choices as a single comprehensive
decision.. A portfolio of discretionary accounting items is more realistic from an economic
pointt of view and is therefore likely to result in more powerful tests of managerial influence
overr accounting income. Further, it is possible to detect managerial influence by directly
observingg accounting method choice and also by indirectly observing accounting method
choicee and estimates. This last approach is usually referred to as an accrual approach. From
thee discussion it can be concluded that these methods have some major disadvantages that
reducess the explanatory power of the tests. When using a direct portfolio approach the
problemm is the relative impact of each accounting method and when using an indirect
approachh the most important problem is related to measuring the non-discretionary part of the
accruals.. The problems of prior proxy variables leave room for the development of alternative
measurementt variables. Based on the accounting environment in the Netherlands the
developmentt of alternative measurement variables concentrates on non-current accounting
items. .

Inn chapter 7 the proxies for managerial influence over accounting income are described that
aree used in the empirical part of the study. There are three relevant dimensions when studying
manageriall influence over accounting income. The first dimension is the possibility to exert
influencee over accounting income and is measured in this study with the income range proxy
(IR).. The income range proxy reflects the relative possibilities to influence accounting income
beforee taxes as a percentage of turnover. The second dimension is the position of accounting
incomee on the income range and is measured in this study with the income strategy proxy
(IS).. The income strategy proxy can be interpreted as a proxy that captures the degree of
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liberalismm or conservatism of a firm's income strategy. Finally, the third dimension is the
differencee between unadjusted income and accounting income and is measured in this study
byy the earnings management proxy (EM). The earnings management proxy captures the
purposefull accounting interventions aimed at the implementation of the firm's income
strategy.. The three proxy variables are measured at two levels in order to differentiate
betweenn discretionary accounting items where the effect on accounting income can be
distilledd directly from the financial statements (level 1) and accounting items where the effect
onn accounting income requires benchmarking in order to separate the discretionary part from
thee non-discretionary part of the accounting item (level 2). The proxy variables measured on
levell 2 include the accounting items of level 1 as well. Based on the fact that the adjusted R2
off the regression models are between 0.0693 and 0.2932 it can be concluded that the tests that
aree based on these newly developed proxies have above average explanatory power in a
settingg where there is no pre-selected sample of firms with above average change of
manageriall influence over accounting income. By developing an alternative approach in
detectingg managerial influence over accounting income the second part of the second research
questionn is answered.
EmpiricalEmpirical analysis
Thee aim of the empirical analysis described in chapter 8 is to answer the last two research
questions: :
RQ3:: What are the firm specific possibilities to adapt financial accounting data by real
transactionss and pure accounting decisions?
RQ4:: How can the use of financial accounting flexibility for income strategies and
earningss management by listed firms in the Netherlands be explained?
Thee empirical analysis is concerned with hypothesis development and independent variable
measurement.. The independent variables of this study are categorized in three groups:
1.. Financial variables that capture the firm's financial situation. The financial variables
takenn into account are growth, solvency, return on equity and net profit margin;
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2.. Contracting or agency variables that capture the firm's incentives and constraints. The
contractingg variables taken into account are debt covenants, stock options, executive
changes,, size and auditor changes;
3.. Control variables that control for outside influences. The control variables that are
takenn into account are year, age, industry, market and auditor.
Forr every explanatory variable hypotheses are developed for the effect on the income range,
incomee strategy and earnings management proxy. The sample data used to test the hypothesis
aree gathered by a detailed examination of financial statements for a group of 603 firm-years
overr the period 1988-1997.

Fromm the evidence provided in chapter 8 we can conclude that the firm specific possibilities to
adaptt financial accounting data by real transactions and pure accounting decisions are on
averagee 5% of total turnover for level 1 measurement and 9% for level 2 measurement.
Further,, the findings indicate that the cross sectional differences in the income range (IR) of
firmsfirms can primarily be explained by the contracting variable options, the financial variables
andd the control variable industry. As predicted the results indicate that there is a positive
relationshipp between the growth a firm (multivariate only level 2) and the ability to exert
influencee over accounting income. Finally, the control variable industry seems to be an
importantt variable in respect to financial accounting discretion. The result of the univariate
testt indicates that retail, wholesale, food and services firms have relatively low possibilities to
influencee accounting income compared to publishing and construction firms.
Further,, the results indicate that firms on average report relatively liberally due to permitted
violationss of clean surplus accounting in the Netherlands. Especially the possibility to write
offf goodwill against reserves seems important in this respect. The findings indicate that the
crosss sectional differences in the income strategy (IS) of firms can be primarily explained by
threee influences. First, the income strategy is associated with the financial variables average
turnoverr growth, NPM (not on level 1) and ROE. The first association is negative, indicating
thatt firms with higher average turnover growth report on average more conservatively than
firmss with lower average turnover growth. Second, the results indicate that firms with
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manageriall stock options report on average more liberal than firms without managerial stock
optionss (for level 2 not significant at a 0.05 level in the second regression model). This may
bee an indication that firms with managerial stock options use their managerial influence over
accountingg income in order to put the best foot forward and stimulate the stock price of the
firm.. Finally, the results indicate that the control variables year and auditor are significant.
Fromm the control variable auditor it may be concluded that firms audited by the largest three
auditt firms in the Netherlands (and Arthur Andersen and Deloitte & Touche on level 2)
generallyy report significantly more conservative than firms audited by the other audit firms.
Finally,, the findings indicate that the cross sectional use of financial accounting flexibility for
earningsearnings management (EM) by listed firms in the Netherlands can primarily be explained by
thee financial situation and control variables. The significant financial variables are average
growthh in turnover and NPM. Average turnover growth has a negative coefficient, indicating
thatt firms with relatively low average turnover growth have on average more positive
accountingg interventions than firms with relatively high average turnover growth. NPM on the
otherr hand has a positive coefficient, indicating that there is a significant positive relationship
betweenn high NPM and positive accounting interventions. This is logical since positive
accountingg interventions increase NPM. Finally, the control variables market and auditor have
aa significant relationship with earnings management. From the control variable market it may
bee concluded that index firms have relatively more negative accounting interventions than
non-indexx firms. There may be a relation here with the control variable auditor since index
firmsfirms are exclusively audited by Big 6 auditors. Although not significant for all Big 6 audit
firms,firms, the results indicate that, compared to firms audited by non-Big 6 audit firms, firms
auditedd by Big 6 auditors on average have negative accounting interventions. The findings are
consistentt with the notion that cross sectional differences in managerial influence over
accountingg income may be explained by effective turnover on the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange,, industry, growth, managerial stock options, profitability and audit characteristics.
Forr the more skeptical, at a minimum a number of empirical regularities have been identified
thatt are worth further investigation.
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Limitations,Limitations, recommendations and implications
Thee explorative nature of this research implies that one should be cautious with drawing
conclusionss on the basis of the evidence provided. This does not only hold for the graphical
presentationss of individual firm flexibility provided in Appendix C, but also for the empirical
resultss provided above. The most obvious limitations of this study are the quality of the proxy
variabless for managerial influence over accounting income and the independent variable
measurement.. As stated in chapter 7 this study's approach in measuring financial accounting
discretionn and managerial influence over accounting income is based on a number of specific
assumptions.. Second, treatment of the discretionary accounting items in the approach is also
basedd on a number of assumptions. By definition some of these assumptions violate "real
world"" financial accounting practice and thereby limit the method used. Further, any study is
limitedd by the data available. In the case of this research all data are collected from financial
statementss and discretionary accounting items are only taken into account when there are
disclosedd in the financial statements. The use of financial statements leads to a degree of
subjectivityy in the interpretations of financial statements in order to get the relevant
accountingg data set. Although the same holds for data collected from databases, this means
thatt results derived from the data set need to be interpreted with care because the outcome of
thee analysis is at most a fairly accurate proxy of the real accounting interventions based on the
itemss listed in Table 7.1. Regarding the empirical evidence a number of specific assumptions
havee been made in the independent variable measurement. Again by definition some of these
assumptionss are simplifications of the reality and thereby limit the method used.

Thiss study extends contemporary research in respect of managerial influence over accounting
incomee by focusing on financial accounting discretion and income strategies as well as on
earningss management. The evidence in this study suggests that individual accounting
decisionss are part of an overall firm income strategy. The results for earnings management are
lesss conclusive and the models have less explanatory power in this respect. The lower
explanatoryy power of the earnings management models may be explained by the fact that the
proxyy variables concentrate on non-current accounting items. When managers prefer long run
incomee increasing accounting methods to report liberally, this will on average be measured by
thee income strategy proxy. However, when managers prefer non-current accounting
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interventionss to manage earnings between years, this will not be measured by the income
strategyy proxy because discretionary non-current accounting has less presence in the proxy
variables.. In order to improve the results for earnings management the inclusion of noncurrentt discretionary accounting items will provide more insight in the cross sectional
differencess in earnings management. A second suggestion for future research is testing the
volatilityy of accounting income over the research period compared to the volatility of
unadjustedd accounting income. This test could provide insight in the use of the discretionary
accountingg items for income smoothing purposes. Finally, the results indicate that the
financiall variables that capture the firm's financial situation are relevant in explaining cross
sectionall differences in all three dimensions of managerial influence over accounting income.
Itt is therefore suggested that future research should focus on financial variables as well as on
contractingg variables.
Noisee and bias in accounting data arises among other things from managers' use of financial
accountingg flexibility. Managerial influence over accounting income matters for those who
use,, regulate, prepare and audit financial statements because financial statements have
economicc consequences. It is important for users of financial statements to realize that there
aree at least 85 discretionary accounting items relating to accounting methods and accounting
estimatess in the Netherlands. Accounting income results from the application of GAAP and
thesee conventions can be applied to produce a range of different accounting income numbers.
Althoughh the results indicate that there are significant differences among industries, this range
iss on average between 5% and 9% of total turnover in the Netherlands. When taking into
accountt an average net profit margin of 7% this is indeed the difference between reasonable
goodd and bad, reasonable healthy and alarming unhealthy, just above the line or well under
thee line.
Forr those who regulate financial accounting in the Netherlands it is important to realize that
theree are numerous incentives for management to exert influence over accounting income.
Thee results of this study indicate among other things that firms on average report relatively
liberall due to permitted violations of clean surplus accounting. Further, the results indicate
thatt besides financial variables managerial stock options seem to be a factor of influence in
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thiss respect. In a climate where the quality of financial statements and genuine auditor
independencee in relation to clients are in debate, regulators should question the wisdom of
preservingg financial accounting flexibility at the present level in a voluntary environment
withoutt effective compliance mechanisms.

Duee to the inherent subjectivity when preparing financial statements, managerial influence
overr accounting income as such cannot be classified as misleading and is not by definition
unethical.. However, it is important for those who prepare financial statements to realize that
widespreadd opportunistic managerial influence over accounting income will ultimately lead to
losss in credibility of management and will result in a decline in the perceived usefulness of
financiall statements. Given the present financial accounting flexibility in the Netherlands
firmss may signal their motivations for managerial influence over accounting income by for
examplee an efficient governance structure and adequate disclosure of their influence over
accountingg income. An adequate disclosure of accounting principles and accounting estimates
enabless users to adjust for accounting policies and ensures comparability of financial
statements.. Finally, it is important for auditors to realize that they play an important role in
constrainingg managerial influence over accounting income. The findings in this research
indicatee that there may be differences among audit firms in this respect. However, the
differencess may also be explained by for example industry differences when certain audit
firmss have a large market share in certain industries. For accounting interventions outside
GAAPP the role of the auditor is fairly straightforward. For managerial influence within GAAP
thiss role is more complex, but in the end auditors should be aware of the fact that they have an
importantt function with respect to safeguarding the quality of financial statements. When
userss have different expectations about the role of auditing in this respect, the "expectation
gap"" may result for example in unwarranted litigation.
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Nederlandsee samenvatting

Dee kwaliteit van externe financiële verslaggeving staat ter discussie. Belanghebbenden vragen
zichh af in hoeverre de informatie in jaarrekeningen bruikbaar is bij de beoordeling van de
financiëlee situatie en prestaties van ondernemingen en van de kwaliteit van het management
daarvan.. Deze discussie is echter niet nieuw en speelt ook in andere landen. Wel is het zo dat
dee Nederlandse regelgeving internationaal bekend staat om haar flexibele karakter en dat, in
tegenstellingg tot bijvoorbeeld de Verenigde Staten en het Verenigd Koninkrijk, actief en
effectieff toezicht ontbreekt. Juist in dit institutionele verslaggevingskader bestaat er behoefte
aann nadere informatie omtrent de flexibiliteit in externe financiële verslaggeving. Informatie
omtrentt de kwaliteit van externe financiële verslaggeving in het algemeen en meer in het
bijzonderr omtrent het gebruik van de flexibiliteit in externe financiële verslaggeving door het
managementt van ondernemingen kan een bijdrage leveren aan een goede beoordeling van de
bruikbaarheidd van informatie in de jaarrekening.
Hett primaire doel van dit onderzoek is het gebruik van flexibiliteit in de Nederlandse wet- en
regelgevingg door het management van beursgenoteerde ondernemingen te beschrijven en te
verklaren.. De aandacht gaat hierbij met name uit naar de beïnvloeding van de gerapporteerde
winst.. Aan de hand van de volgende vier centrale onderzoeksvragen wordt het gebruik van
flexibiliteitt voor beïnvloeding van de gerapporteerde winst beschreven:
RQ1:: Wat zijn de algemene verslaggevingsalternatieven binnen de Nederlandse wet- en
regelgeving? ?
RQ2:: Hoe kan het gebruik van de flexibiliteit binnen de Nederlandse wet- en regelgeving
voorr winstbeleid en winststuring worden waargenomen en gemeten?
RQ3:: Wat zijn de ondememingsspecifieke mogelijkheden om de gerapporteerde winst te
beïnvloedenn door stelselkeuzes (en stelselwijzigingen) en door specifieke transacties
uitsluitendd

gericht

op

resultaatbeïnvloeding

en

welke

factoren

bepalen

deze

ondememingsspecifiekee mogelijkheden?
RQ4:: Hoe kan het gebruik van de flexibiliteit voor winstbeleid en winststuring verklaard
wordenn voor Nederlandse beursgenoteerde ondernemingen?
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EenEen raamwerk en voorafgaand onderzoek
Ditt onderzoek begint in hoofdstuk 2 met een beschrijving van de relevante factoren welke een
roll spelen bij winstbeleid en winststuring. Aan de hand van een raamwerk wordt ingegaan op
dee motieven om winstcijfers te beïnvloeden, factoren welke beïnvloeding door het
managementt binnen de perken houden en de algemene mogelijkheden om winstcijfers te
beïnvloeden.. Doel van dit raamwerk is het gehele spanningsveld rond de jaarrekening in het
algemeenn en rond de gerapporteerde winst in het bijzonder overzichtelijk in kaart te brengen.
Aann de hand van een vijftal stereotype situaties wordt tevens een aantal voor de hand liggende
winststrategieënn besproken en tenslotte worden de kernbegrippen uit het raamwerk
gedefinieerd.. Winstbeleid ("income strategy") wordt gedefinieerd als dat deel van het
jaarrekeningbeleidd

waar

het

management

bij

de

keuze

tussen

de

mogelijke

verslaggevingsalternatievenn de economische gevolgen uitdrukkelijk in de afweging betrekt en
waarr het management haar verslaggevingsdoelstellingen

formuleert

in termen van

winstgevendheid.. Winststuring ("earnings management") is vervolgens gedefinieerd als het
bewustt ingrijpen in het verslaggevingsproces teneinde de winstdoelstellingen te bereiken. Met
winststuringg geeft het management derhalve invulling aan haar winstbeleid.

Hoofdstukk 3 gaat nader in op de motieven van het management om de winstcijfers te
beïnvloedenn en bespreekt tevens eerder onderzoek op dit terrein. Ten aanzien van de motieven
kann een onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen twee groepen. De eerste groep bestaat uit
uiteenlopendee motieven om de investeringsbeslissingen op de kapitaalmarkt te beïnvloeden en
dee tweede groep bestaat uit uiteenlopende motieven welke volgen uit de economische
consequentiess van gerapporteerde winstcijfers. In dit onderzoek wordt met name stilgestaan
bijj de laatste groep. Belangrijke motieven uit de tweede groep zijn de (variabele)
ondernemingsbeloning,,

leningvoorwaarden,

fiscale

overwegingen,

optiebeloningen,

oo verheidsregulering, bestuurswisselingen en de algemene overweging dat ondernemingen
zichh graag goed presenteren aan werknemers en klanten. Niet alle factoren welke besproken
wordenn zijn echter relevant voor dit onderzoek. Om uiteenlopende redenen zijn de motieven
omm de winstcijfers te beïnvloeden in dit onderzoek beperkt tot leningvoorwaarden,
optiebeloningen,, bestuurswisselingen en de algemene relatie tussen de onderneming en haar
belanghebbenden. .
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Dee factoren welke beïnvloeding door het management binnen bepaalde grenzen houden zijn
tezamenn met eerder onderzoek op dit terrein beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. De belangrijkste
beperkingenn in dit kader zijn de ethische waarden en normen van de ondernemingsleiding, de
corporatee governance structuur van de onderneming, de accountantscontrole, de kans dat
winstbeïnvloedingg door belanghebbenden wordt waargenomen, marktwerking en wettelijke
beperkingen.. Ten aanzien van winstbeïnvloeding wordt een onderscheid gemaakt tussen
winststurendee maatregelen binnen de grenzen van de wet- en regelgeving en maatregelen
welkee hier buiten vallen. Het ligt voor de hand dat de beperkende factoren verschillend
uitwerkenn voor winststurende maatregelen in deze categorieën. Aangezien winststuring buiten
dee grenzen van de wet- en regelgeving gekwalificeerd kan worden als een economisch delict
heeftt dit onderzoek uitsluitend betrekking op winststuring binnen het wettelijke kader.
Wederomm zijn niet alle factoren welke besproken worden in hoofdstuk 4 relevant voor dit
onderzoek.. Om uiteenlopende redenen is het empirisch onderzoek beperkt tot de effecten van
wisselingenn van accountantskantoor en de onderlinge verschillen tussen accountantskantoren.
Hoofdstukk 2, 3 en 4 gezamenlijk vormen de bouwstenen voor het empirisch deel van dit
onderzoek. .
Hoofdstukk 5 geeft een overzicht van de algemene verslaggevingsalternatieven in Nederland
enn een beschrijving van de flexibiliteit in de Nederlandse wet- en regelgeving. De regelgeving
iss hierbij beperkt tot de stellige uitspraken van de Raad voor de Jaarverslaggeving. Het doel
vann hoofdstuk 5 is beantwoording van de eerste onderzoeksvraag:
RQ1:: Wat zijn de algemene verslaggevingsalternatieven binnen de Nederlandse wet- en
regelgeving? ?
Uitt de inventarisatie blijkt dat er minimaal 85 verslaggevingsalternatieven zijn welke
betrekkingg hebben op stelselkeuzes, stelselwijzigingen, schattingen en schattingswijzigingen.
Aangezienn de inventarisatie beperkt is tot de Nederlandse wet- en regelgeving kunnen echter
geenn conclusies getrokken worden omtrent de flexibiliteit in Nederland ten opzichte van de
flexibiliteitt in andere landen.
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HetHet waarnemen van winststuring
Aangezienn de beïnvloeding van het resultaat niet direct waarneembaar is zijn er methoden
nodigg welke deze beïnvloeding benaderen. Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een beschrijving van de
benaderingsmethodenn ("proxy variables") welke gebruikt zijn in eerder onderzoek en
beantwoordtt daarmee een deel van de tweede onderzoeksvraag:
RQ2:: Hoe kan het gebruik van de flexibiliteit binnen de Nederlandse wet- en regelgeving
voorr winstbeleid en winststuring worden waargenomen en gemeten?
Inn eerder onderzoek is winstbeleid en winststuring zowel ten aanzien van enkele
verslaggevingsitemss als ten aanzien van een portfolio van verslaggevingsitems benadert langs
tweee methoden. De eerste methode richt zich op een directe waarneming van specifieke
verslaggevingsitemss met een relatief hoog beïnvloedbaar gehalte. De tweede methode richt
zichh op een indirecte waarneming van stromen binnen de verslaggeving en poogt aan te
wijzenn welke stromen zich lenen voor winststuring. De meest voorkomende exponent van
dezee laatste methode is de "discretionary accrual" methode. Op basis van de beschrijving in
hoofdstukk

6

kan

geconcludeerd

worden

dat

er

mogelijkheden

zijn

om

de

benaderingsmethodenn welke gebruikt zijn in eerder (buitenlands) onderzoek af te stemmen op
hett institutionele verslaggevingskader in Nederland. Een dergelijke afstemming kan resulteren
inn betere onderzoeksresultaten voor Nederland.

Inn hoofdstuk 7 wordt een nieuwe benaderingsmethode ontwikkeld welke specifiek rekening
houdtt met het institutionele verslaggevingskader in Nederland en waarmee het tweede en
tevenss laatste deel van de tweede onderzoeksvraag beantwoord wordt. Beïnvloeding van de
winstcijferss door het management heeft drie dimensies welke allen een rol spelen in de
nieuwee benaderingsmethode. De eerste dimensie heeft betrekking op de relatieve
mogelijkhedenn van het management om het winstcijfer te beïnvloeden en wordt benaderd
doorr de mogelijke bandbreedte van de winst ("income range") uit te drukken als een
percentagee van de totale gerapporteerde omzet. De eerste dimensie wordt aangeduid met de
termm "Income Range Proxy". De tweede dimensie heeft betrekking op de relatieve positie van
dee feitelijk gerapporteerde winst op de bandbreedte van de winst en wordt aangeduid met de
termm "Income Strategy Proxy". Deze tweede dimensie benadert de relatieve houding van het
managementt ten opzichte van de mogelijkheden om de winstcijfers in positieve zin te
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beïnvloeden.. Een strategie welke resulteert in een positie op de bandbreedte beneden het
gemiddeldee wordt aangeduid met een conservatieve strategie en een strategie welke ligt boven
hett gemiddelde wordt aangeduid als een liberale strategie. De derde dimensie tenslotte heeft
betrekkingg op de maatregelen welke het management in enige periode genomen heeft om een
bepaaldee positie op de bandbreedte te bereiken en wordt benaderd met de "Earnings
Managementt Proxy". Teneinde invulling te kunnen geven aan dit aspect is het noodzakelijk
vanuitt de gerapporteerde winst een alternatief winstcijfer te herleiden welke geschoond is van
dee bewuste beïnvloeding door het management. De drie proxies worden op een tweetal
niveauss

gemeten

teneinde

een

onderscheid

te

maken

tussen

beïnvloedbare

verslaggevingsitemss waarvan het effect op de winst direct uit de jaarrekening gedestilleerd
kann worden (aangeduid met level 1) en beslisbare verslaggevingsitems waarvan het
beïnvloedbaree deel van het verslaggevingsitem indirect, op basis van een benaderingsmethode
vastgesteldd kan worden (level 2). De modellen welke worden aangeduid als level 2 zijn echter
inclusieff de level 1 verslaggevingsitems. Op basis van de R2 (tussen 0.0693 en 0.2932) van de
regressiemodellenn met de proxies als te verklaren variabele, kan geconcludeerd worden dat de
nieuwee benaderingsmethode een meer dan gemiddelde verklarende waarde heeft in een
situatiee waarin de kans op winststuring voor de onderzoekspopulatie niet bovengemiddeld
hoogg was.

EmpirischEmpirisch onderzoek
Hett empirisch onderzoek is gericht op beantwoording van de laatste twee onderzoeksvragen:
RQ3:: Wat zijn de ondernemingsspecifieke mogelijkheden om de gerapporteerde winst te
beïnvloedenn door stelselkeuzes (en stelselwijzigingen) en door specifieke transacties
uitsluitendd

gericht

op

resultaatbeïnvloeding

en

welke

factoren

bepalen

deze

ondernemingsspecifiekee mogelijkheden?
RQ4:: Hoe kan het gebruik van de flexibiliteit voor winstbeleid en winststuring verklaard
wordenn voor Nederlandse beursgenoteerde ondernemingen?
Dee verklarende variabelen zijn verdeeld in drie groepen:
1.. Financiële variabelen welke de financiële situatie van de onderneming weerspiegelen:
omzetgroei,, solvabiliteit, rendement op het eigen vermogen en de nettowinstmarge;
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2.. Contract variabelen welke een mogelijke rol spelen als motief dan wel beperking om
dee

winstcijfers

te

bestuurswisselingen,,

beïnvloeden

zoals:

leningvoorwaarden,

de algemene relatie

tussen

optiebeloningen,

de onderneming

en haar

belanghebbendenn alsmede wisselingen van accountantskantoor;
3.. Controle variabelen welke een mogelijke invloed van betekenis kunnen hebben zijn:
verslaggevingsjaar,, aandelenmarkt (AEX, AMX of overig), ouderdom van de
onderneming,, bedrijfstak en accountantskantoor.
Voorr alle financiële en contract variabelen zijn hypothesen ontwikkeld voor het verwachte
effectt op de Income Range Proxy, de Income Strategy Proxy en de Earnings Management
Proxy.. Vervolgens zijn de hypothesen getest op basis van een onderzoekspopulatie bestaande
uitt 603 ondernemingsjaren in de periode van 1988 - 1997.

Uitt de in hoofdstuk 8 gepresenteerde resultaten blijkt dat de ondernemingsspecifieke
mogelijkhedenn om de gerapporteerde winst te beïnvloeden door stelselkeuzes (en
stelselwijzigingen)) en door specifieke transacties uitsluitend gericht op resultaatbeïnvloeding
gemiddeldd 5% van de omzet bedragen op basis van de "level 1" beslisbare accounting items
enn gemiddeld 9% als tevens rekening wordt gehouden met de "level 2" beslisbare accounting
items.. De resultaten tonen verder aan dat de bandbreedte ("income range") verschillen tussen
ondernemingenn onderling primair verklaard kunnen worden door de financiële variabelen, de
contractt variabele optiebeloningen en de controle variabele bedrijfstak. Volgens verwachting
bestaatt er een positieve relatie tussen de gemiddelde omzetgroei van ondernemingen en de
mogelijkhedenn om de winst te beïnvloeden (multivariaat alleen voor "level 2"). Tenslotte
blijktt uit de resultaten dat met name de bedrijfstak waarin de onderneming opereert een rol
speeltt

bij

de

mogelijkheden

detailhandelsondernemingen,,

om de

winst

te

beïnvloeden.

groothandelsondernemingen,

Zo

blijkt

voedingsproducenten

dat
en

dienstverlenendee ondernemingen relatief geringe mogelijkheden hebben om het resultaat te
beïnvloedenn in vergelijking tot uitgevers en bouwondernemingen.

Dee resultaten geven verder aan dat de onderzochte ondernemingen gemiddeld relatief liberaal
rapporteren.. Met name de mogelijkheid om bepaalde uitgaven buiten het resultaat te houden
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doorr deze direct in het eigen vermogen te muteren speelt hierbij een belangrijke rol. De
resultatenn tonen bovendien aan dat de verschillen in winstbeleid ("income strategy") tussen
ondernemingenn onderling primair verklaard kunnen worden door de financiële variabelen
omzetgroei,, rendement op het eigen vermogen en de nettowinstmarge, door de contract
variabelee

optiebeloningen

en door

de controle

variabelen

verslagge vingsjaar

en

accountantskantoor.. De resultaten duiden er op dat ondernemingen met optiebeloningen voor
hett management liberaler rapporteren dan ondernemingen zonder optiebeloningen (voor
"levell 2" echter niet significant op 0.05 niveau in het tweede regressiemodel). Ten aanzien
vann de controle variabele accountantskantoor kan tenslotte opgemerkt worden dat
ondernemingenn welke gecontroleerd worden door de grootste drie accountantskantoren (en
tevenss Arthur Andersen en Deloitte & Touche op "level 2") significant conservatiever
rapporterenn

dan

ondernemingen

welke

gecontroleerd

worden

door

andere

accountantskantoren. .
Mett betrekking tot winststuring ("earnings management") kan op basis van het empirisch
onderzoekk geconcludeerd worden dat de verschillen tussen ondernemingen onderling primair
verklaardd kunnen worden door de financiële variabelen omzetgroei en nettowinstmarge en de
controlee variabelen aandelenmarkt en accountantskantoor. Omzetgroei heeft hierbij een
negatievee coëfficiënt, hetgeen erop duidt dat ondernemingen met een lage groei gemiddeld
genomenn meer positieve winststuringsmaatregelen nemen. De netto winst marge daarentegen
heeftt een positieve coëfficiënt, hetgeen erop duidt dat er een positieve relatie is tussen de
nettoo winst marge en positieve winststuringsmaatregelen. Dit laatste is logisch te verklaren
aangezienn positieve winststuring zelf een bijdrage levert aan een hogere netto winst marge.
Tenn aanzien van de controle variabele aandelenmarkt kan geconcludeerd worden dat
ondernemingenn

welke

geen deel

uitmaken

van

een

beursindex

meer

positieve

winststuringsmaatregelenn nemen. Tenslotte duiden de resultaten ten aanzien van de controle
variabelee accountantskantoor erop dat in vergelijking tot ondernemingen welke niet door een
"Bigg 6" accountantskantoor gecontroleerd worden, de door de "Big 6" gecontroleerde
ondernemingenn gemiddeld genomen meer winststurende maatregelen kennen welke de winst
negatieff beïnvloeden. Hierbij dient echter opgemerkt te worden dat de verschillen niet
significantt zijn voor alle accountantskantoren. Concluderend kan worden opgemerkt dat de
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resultatenn van het empirisch onderzoek er op wijzen dat de onderlinge verschillen ten aanzien
vann beïnvloeding van de winstcijfers door ondernemingen verklaard kunnen worden door de
financiëlee situaties van ondernemingen, omzetgroei van ondernemingen, de aanwezigheid van
aandelenoptiess en dat tevens de bedrijfstak en accountantskantoren een belangrijke rol spelen.
Inn ieder geval kan op basis van het empirisch onderzoek geconcludeerd worden dat er een
aantall statistisch significante relaties zijn waargenomen welke nader onderzocht zouden
moetenn worden.

Beperkingen,Beperkingen, aanbevelingen en implicaties
Hett verkennende karakter van dit onderzoek betekent dat de resultaten ervan in ieder geval
voorzichtigg geïnterpreteerd dienen te worden. Dit geldt niet alleen voor de grafische
presentatiess van de winstbeïnvloeding per onderneming welke zijn opgenomen in Appendix C
bijj dit onderzoek, maar eveneens voor de resultaten van het empirisch onderzoek. De meest in
hett oog springende beperkingen van dit onderzoek zijn de manier waarop de beïnvloeding van
dee winst is gemeten en de veronderstellingen welke gemaakt zijn ten aanzien van de
verklarendee variabelen van dit onderzoek. Zoals aangegeven in hoofdstuk 7 zijn er enkele
belangrijkee veronderstellingen gemaakt bij het modelleren van de te verklaren variabelen
Incomee Range, Income Strategy en Earnings Management Proxy. Verder kan worden
opgemerktt dat ieder onderzoek beperkt wordt door de beschikbare data. Dit onderzoek is
gebaseerdd op een diepgaande analyse van jaarrekeningen en is derhalve beperkt tot de
gegevenss welke vermeld staan in de jaarrekening. Tevens dient te worden opgemerkt dat de
interpretatiee van jaarrekeninginformatie tot op zekere hoogte subjectief is.

Ditt onderzoek vult bestaand onderzoek op het gebied van winstbeïnvloeding door het
managementt aan doordat het niet uitsluitend is gericht op winststuring, maar tevens aandacht
besteedtt aan winstbeleid en de ondememingsspecifieke mogelijkheden om de winst te
beïnvloeden.. De resultaten duiden erop dat het zinvol is om bij de ontwikkeling van
benaderingsmethodenn voor de beïnvloeding van de winst door het management van
beursgenoteerdee

ondernemingen

rekening

te

houden

met

het

institutionele

verslaggevingskader.. De in dit onderzoek ontwikkelde benaderingsmethoden hebben een
hogeree verklarende werking voor de bandbreedte van de winst ("income range") en het
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winstbeleidd ("income strategy") dan voor winststuring ("earnings management"). Het
ontwikkeldee model lijkt derhalve beter geschikt voor de verklaring van verslaggevingskeuzes
welkee ondernemingen door de jaren heen maken dan winststuring in een bepaald jaar. De
beperktee geschiktheid voor winststuring kan verklaard worden door de dominante positie van
dee vaste activa en passiva in het model en de ondergeschikte rol van vlottende balansposten in
hett model. De onderzoeksresultaten ten aanzien van winststuring zouden derhalve verbeterd
kunnenn worden door tevens beïnvloedbare vlottende balansposten in het model te verwerken.
Eenn tweede suggestie voor verder onderzoek is dat aandacht besteed zou kunnen worden aan
dee volatiliteit van de gerapporteerde winst ten opzichte van de volatiliteit van de alternatieve
winstt welke geschoond is voor winststuring. Een dergelijk onderzoek kan licht werpen op de
vraagg of management winststuring gebruikt om de winstcijfers te egaliseren. Uit de
empirischee resultaten van het onderzoek kan geconcludeerd worden dat de financiële situatie
vann ondernemingen zowel een rol speelt bij winstbeleid als bij winststuring. In eerder
onderzoekk was de financiële situatie van ondernemingen veelal een onderbelichte variabele en
verderr onderzoek op dit terrein is derhalve gewenst.
Externee financiële verslaggeving heeft economische consequenties en de beïnvloeding van
winstcijferss door het management is dan ook van belang voor gebruikers, regelgevers,
accountantss en de opstellers zelf. Voor gebruikers van jaarrekening is het belangrijk te
beseffenn dat er minimaal 85 verslaggevingsalternatieven zijn in Nederland en dat er
subjectievee inzichten bestaan met betrekking tot de toepassing van deze alternatieven. Het
gerapporteerdee winstcijfer is de resultante van deze subjectieve inzichten en binnen een
bepaaldee bandbreedte zou ook een ander resultaat gerapporteerd kunnen worden. In
Nederlandd bedraagt deze bandbreedte gemiddeld genomen tussen de 5% en 9% van de totale
omzet.. Rekening houdend met een gemiddelde nettowinstmarge van 7% kan terecht gesteld
wordenn dat dit inderdaad het verschil kan zijn tussen redelijk goed en betrekkelijk slecht,
redelijkk gezond of zorgwekkend ongezond, net boven de streep of dik eronder.
Voorr regelgevers is het belangrijk te realiseren dat er uiteenlopende motieven zijn die een rol
spelenn bij beïnvloeding van winstcijfers. De resultaten van dit onderzoek tonen aan dat
ondernemingenn in Nederland door een aantal rechtstreekse mutaties in het eigen vermogen er
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eenn relatief liberaal winstbeleid op na kunnen houden. Verder wijzen de resultaten erop dat
naastt de financiële situatie van ondernemingen optiebeloningen in dit kader een rol spelen.
Hett is dan ook de vraag of het verstandig is om in een tijdperk waarin de kwaliteit van de
externee financiële verslaggeving en de onafhankelijkheid van accountantskantoren ter
discussiee staan de bestaande flexibiliteit te handhaven en of het niet verstandig is om ook in
Nederlandd een actief en effectief toezichtsmechanisme op te zetten.

Subjectievee inzichten bij de toepassing van verslaggevingsaltematieven bestaan en kunnen
niett volledig objectief gemaakt worden. Beïnvloeding van de winstcijfers door invulling te
gevenn aan deze subjectieve inzichten kan dan ook niet als misleidend of onethisch worden
aangemerkt.. Wel is het zo dat opportunistische beïnvloeding van winstcijfers gevolgen kan
hebbenn voor de geloofwaardigheid van het management en gevolgen zal hebben voor het
gepercipieerdee nut van externe financiële verslaggeving. Ondernemingen kunnen zelf
maatregelenn nemen om aan gebruikers kenbaar te maken dat zij een hoge kwaliteit van de
financiëlee verslaggeving niet alleen met woord, maar ook met daad belijden. Zo kunnen
ondernemingenn maatregelen nemen op het terrein van corporate governance, meer relevante
informatiee in de jaarrekening opnemen en bijvoorbeeld alleen stelselwijzigingen doorvoeren
indienn deze door de regelgeving worden afgedwongen. Tenslotte kan gesteld worden dat de
externee accountant een belangrijke functie heeft in het bewaken van de kwaliteit van de
externee verslaggeving. Hoewel de resultaten van het onderzoek aangeven dat er mogelijk
verschillenn zijn tussen accountantskantoren onderling, kunnen deze verschillen ook verklaard
wordenn

door

bijvoorbeeld

bedrijfstakverschillen

indien

bepaalde

kantoren

oververtegenwoordigdd zijn in bepaalde bedrijfstakken. De rol van de accountant is duidelijk
alss het gaat om winstmanipulatie. Waar het echter gaat om winststuring is de rol van de
accountantt

complexer

waarbij

evenwel opgemerkt

kan

worden

dat

onvoldoende

kwaliteitsbewakingg door accountants zal resulteren in een verwachtingskloof van gebruikers,
mett alle negatieve consequenties van dien.
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Appendixx A1
AEX-indexx sample
NR R Firmm name

Years s

Observations s

1 1 Akzoo Nobel NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

2 2 DSMNV V

1989-1997 7

99

3 3 Hagemeyerr NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

4 4 Heinekenn NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

5 5 Koninklijkee Ahold NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

6a a NVV Erven Lucas Bols

1988-1992 2

55

6b b Koninklijkee Wessanen NV

1988-1992 2

55

6 6 Koninklijkee BolsWessanen NV

1993-1997 7

55

7 7 Koninklijkee Gist-Brocades NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

8 8 Koninklijkee Hoogovens NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

9 9 Koninklijkee Luchtvaart Maatschappij NV 1988-1997 7

10 0

10 0 Koninklijkee Nedlloyd NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

11 1 Koninklijkee Numico NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

12 2 Koninklijkee Philips Electronics NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

13 3 Koninklijke/Shelll Groep

1988-1997 7

10 0

14a a Bührmann-Tetterodee NV

1988-1992 2

55

14b b VRG-Groep p

1988-1992 2

55

14c c NVV Koninklijke KNP

1988-1992 2

55

14 4 NVV Koninklijke KNP BT

1993-1997 7

55

15 5 OcéNV V

1988-1997 7

10 0

16 6 PolyGramm NV

1989-1997 7

99

17 7 ReedElsevierr PLC

1988-1997 7

10 0

18 8 Unileverr NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

19 9 VNUNV V

1988-1997 7

10 0

20 0 Wolterss Kluwer NV

1988-1997 7

10 0
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Appendixx A2
AmsterdamAmsterdam Midkap-index sample
NR R Firmm name

Years s

Observations s

21 1 Capp Gemini NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

22 2 CSMNV V

1988-1997 7

10 0

23 3 Dee Boer Winkelbedrijven NV

1988-1996 6

99

24 4 Getronicss NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

25 5 Hollandschee Beton Groep NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

26 6 Hunterr Douglas NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

27 7 IHCC Caland NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

28 8 Internatio-Müllerr NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

29 9 Koninklijkee Ahrend NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

30 0 Koninklijkee Boskalis Westminster NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

31 1 Koninklijkee Grolsch NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

32 2 Koninklijkee Pakhoed NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

33 3 Koninklijkee Ten Cate NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

34 4 Koninklijkee Van Ommeren NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

35 5 Koninklijkee Volker Stevin NV

1988-1996 6

99

36 6 NVV Koninklijke Bijenkorf Beheer KBB

1988-1997 7

10 0

37 7 NBM-Amstellandd NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

38 8 Randstadd Holding NV

1990-1997 7

88

39 9 Storkk NV

1998-1997 7

10 0

40 0 Wegenerr Arcade NV

1988-1997 7

10 0
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Appendixx A3
Randomm sample of firms listed on ASE
NR R Firmm name

Years s

Observations s

41 1 Atagg Holding NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

42 2 Athlonn Groep NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

43 3 Beerss NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

44 4 Brocaceff Holding NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

45 5 Drakaa Holding NV

1991-1997 7

77

46 6 FugroNV V

1991-1997 7

77

47 7 Koninklijkee BAM Groep NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

48 8 Koninklijkee Frans Maas Groep NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

49 9 Koninklijkee Landré & Glinderman NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

50 0 Koppelpoortt Holding NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

51 1 Krasnapolskyy Hotels & Restaurants NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

52 2 LCII Computer Group NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

53 3 NVV Kon. "De Porceleyne Fles anno 1653" 1988-1997 7

10 0

54 4 NVV Koninklijke Sphinx Gustavsberg

1988-1997 7

10 0

55 5 NVV W.A. Hoek's Machine- en

1988-1997 7

10 0

56 6 NAGRONN Nationaal Grondbezit NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

57 7 NKFF Holding NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

58 8 Ordinaa Beheer NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

59 9 Rotoo Smeets De Boer NV

1988-1997 7

10 0

60 0 Rubberr Cultuur Maatschappij

1988-1997 7

10 0

zuurstoffabriek k

"Amsterdam"" NV
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Appendixx B Examples of research calculations
Appendixx B1
Researchh and Development expenses for Akzo Nobel NV

Year
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
HFLx

R&D D 55 years
Earningss Correction
r
expense e single e
Sum m minimumm minimum
4 587000 0 117400 0
5 662000 0 132400 0
6677000 0 135400 0
7 735000 0 147000 0
8810000 0 162000 0 694200 0 810000 0
9 904000 0 180800 0 757600 0 904000 0
0891000 0 178200 0 803400 0 891000 0
1 896000 0 179200 0 847200 0 896000 0
2 929000 0 185800 0 886000 0 929000 0
3 929000 0 185800 0 909800 0 929000 0
41124000 0 224800 0 953800 0 1124000 0
51112000 0 222400 0 998000 0 1112000 0
61137000 0 227400 0 1046200 0 1137000 0
71260000 0 252000 0 1112400 0 1260000 0
x
1,000
0

Where e
R&DD expense
55 years
Sum m
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

Earnings Correction
maximum maximum

694200 0 115800 0
757600 0 146400 0
803400 0 87600 0
847200 0 48800 0
886000 0 43000 0
19200 0
909800 0
953800 0 170200 0
998000 0 114000 0
1046200 0 90800 0
1112400 0 147600 0

totall R&D expense
currentt year R&D expense / 5
currentt year single plus previous 4 years
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B2
Goodwilll expenses for Hagemeyer NV

200 years

Goodwill l
55 years

Year r Expense esingle e Sum m single e
1978 8
1979 9

2184 4

405 5

1980 0

3051 1

1981 1

0
301
62
0

1982 2
1983 3
1984 4
1985 5
1986 6

0
1
2
0

1074 4

218
41
305
0
30
6
0
107

8
1
5
0
0
6
0
7

218 8
477 7
823 3
1128 8
1158 8

976 6
723 3
485 5

11691 1 1169 9 1457 7

1987 7

3928 8

1988 8

9871 1

393 3 2988 8
987 7 4332 2

55
10
76
0
8
2
0
27
292
98
247

s
Actual lEarnings Correction
nEarnings sCorrection n

400 years

Sum m
5
55
0 119
6 206
0 282
8 290
2 299
0 300
7 327
2 646
8 1037
7 1382

single e

5
9
6
2
0
9
0
7
6
7
2

3684 4

1989 9

82218 8 8222 2 13535 5

1990 0

21655 5 2166 6 23815 5

1991 1

68680 0 6868 8 31572 2

1717 7

1992 2

60170 0 6017 7 42895 5

1504 4 11760 0

2055 5

541 1 6281 1
8539 9

27
5
38
0
4
1
0
13
146
49
123

Sum m
27
7
60
5
8 103
0 141
4 145
1 149
0 150
3 164
6 323
9 518
3 691

1028 8

minimum mminimum mmaximum mmaximum m

7
0
3
1
5
9
0
4
3
8
1

1842 2

271 1 3140 0
859 9 4270 0
752 2 5880 0

1993 3 136788 8 13679 9 61211 1

3420 0 16684 4

1710 0

1994 4 188223 3 18822 2 84503 3

4706 6 24809 9

2353 3 12405 5

1995 5 542648 8 54265 5147203 3 13566 6 43081 1

6783 3 21541 1

248077 7 13911 1 70558 8
1996 6 556434 4 55643 3

6955 5 35279 9

8342 2

1997 7 1058845 5105885 5396720 0 26471 1 110940 0 13236 6 55470 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 4332
0 13535
0 23815
0 31572
0 42895
0 61211
0147203
0248077
0396720
0

2

-4332 2

5 -13535 5
5 -23815 5
2 -31572 2
5 -42895 5
1

-61211 1

3 -147203 3
7 -248077 7
0 -396720 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total l 2748228 8
HFLL x 1,000

Where e
Goodwilll expense
5/20/400 years single
Sum m
Actual l
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

totall goodwill expense
singlee year effect of goodwill expense given amortization period
currentt year effect single plus previous years effect
currentt year actual goodwill amortization amount
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Appendixx B3
Intangiblee rights for Wolters Kluwer NV

Depre-- 55 years
200 years
ciation n
Yearr Expense
single e S u m m single e Sum m
Startt
40363
8073 3
2018 8
1988 8
6658 8 8887 7 1332 2 9404 4 333 3 2351
1989 9
3624 4 8603 3 725 5 10129 9
181 1 2532
1990 0 723407 7 4828 8144681 1154810 0 36170 0 36703
1991 1 111199 9 5105 522240 0
177050 0 5560 0 44263
1992 2 17150 0 6850 0 3430 0172408 8 858 8 45120
1993 3 33061 1 9784 4 6612 2177688 8 1653 3 46773
1994 4 51761 1 8800 0 10352 2187316 6 2588 8 49361
1995 5 37330 0 10130 0 7466 650100 0 1867 7 51228
19966
19977

400 years

Earningss

Correction

Earnings Correction

minimum

minimum

maximum

single e Summ

maximum

1009 9
1

166 6 1176 6

9404 4

-517 7

2

91 1 1266 6

10129 9

-1526 6

8603 3

3 18085 519351 1 154810 0 -149982 2

4828 8

8887 7

3

2780 022131 1 177050 0 -171945 5

5105 5

0

429 922560 0 172408 8 -165558 8

6850 0

3

827 723387 7 177688 8 -167904 4

9784 9784

1

1294 424681 1 187316 6 -178516 6

8

933 325614 4

51226 6

8800 0

-41098 8

10130 0

2041923 23000 408385
0
436245
5 102096 6153324 4 51048 876662 2 436245 5 -413245 5
5
396076 25000 079215 512030
0 19804 19804
5
173128 8 9902 286564 4 512030 0 -487030 0

25000 0

23000 0

Total l
H F L xx 1,000

Where e
Expense e
Depreciation n
5/20/400 years single
Sum m
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

totall intangible rights expense
actuall depreciation or write-down
singlee year effect of expense given amortization period
currentt year effect single plus previous years effect
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B4
Otherr intangible fixed assets for DSM NV

Yearr expense
0
Start t
1988 8 17000
1989 9 27000
1990 0 11000
1991 1
5000
1992 2 11000
1993 3 13000
1994 4
3000
1995 5 17000
1996 6 14000
1997 7 17000
Total l

Depre-- 55 years
100 years
Earningss Correction Earnings Correction
ciation n
Single eSum m Single e Summ
minimum minimum maximum maximum
0 0
0 0
0
3400 0 3400 0 1700 0 1700 0
0 0
0
00
00
00
4400 0 1600 0
0 6000 0 5400 0 8800 0 2700 0 4400 0 27000 0
-21000 0
5500 0 1500 0
0 7000 0 2200 011000 0 1100 0 5500 0
-4000 0
11000 0
5000 0 3000 0
-4000 0
12000 0
0 8000 0 1000 012000 0 500 0 6000 0
7100 0
-6200 0
900 0
14200 0
0 8000 0 2200 014200 0 1100 0 7100 0
8400 0 1600 0
-3400 0
13400 0
010000 0 2600 013400 0 1300 0 8400 0
9000 0
0 0 3000 0 6000 0
0 9000 0 600 0 8600 0 300 0 8700 0
17000 0
00
0 7000 0 3400 0 9800 0 1700 0 10400 0
-10000 0 7000 0
14000 0
00
0 9000 0 2800 011600 0 1400 0 11800 0
-5000 0 9000 0
021000 0 3400 012800 0 1700 0 13500 0 21000 0
0 0 12800 0 8200 0

HFLxx 1,000

Where e
Expense e
Depreciation n
5/100 years single
Sum m
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

totall intangible fixed assets expense
actuall depreciation or write-down
singlee year effect of expense given amortization period
currentt year effect single plus previous years effect
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B5
Buildingss and land for Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij N.V. (KLM)

Levell 1
Year r

Level 2

Earnings Correction

Earnings Correction

1987 7

Costs s Depl-- %costs sAverage e Deviation n Actual l Deviation nminimum m minimum m maximum mmaximum m
etion n
corr. .
2 2
788861 1

1988 8

893282 230053 30,0357 7

38646 6

•8593 3

-33364 4

30026 6

920303 332621 10,0360 0 41665 5

-9044 4

0 0
0 0

-8593 3 63417 7

1989 9

-9044 4 68372 2

-35751 1

32372 2

1990 0

954400 070700 00,0754 4 43069 9

27631 1 36000 0

-8369 9 70676 6

1991 1

1124900 058900 00,0567 7 47770 0

11130 0

1992 2

1525000 066000 00,0498 8 60879 9

5121 1

1993 3

1593000 064000 00,0411 1

71633 3

-7633 3

1994 4

1515000 066000 00,0425 5

71403 3

•5403 3
-4346 6

1995 5

1547000 066000 00,0431 1

70346 6

1996 6

1652000 065000 00,0406 6

73494 73494
-8494 4

1997 7

1663000 064000 00,0386 6

76159 9

Sum m

0,4595 5

veragee %

0.0459 9

-12159 9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 11130
0
5121
0 -7633
0 -5403
0 ^346
0 -8494
0 -12159

0 0 33463 3

27 7
249 9
37237 7

0 78390 0

-19490 0

37116 6

21784 21784

1 99901 1

-33901 1

47301 1

18699 9

3 117549 9

-53549 9

55656 6

8344 4

3 117172 2

-51172 2

55478 8

10522 2

6 115437 7

-49437 7

54657 7

11343 3

4 120602 2

-55602 2

57102 2

7898 8

9 124976 6

-60976 6

59173 3

4827 7

-47790 0

HFLxx 1,000

Where e
Costs s
Depreciation n
%costs s
Average e
Deviation n
Actuall correction
Deviationn 2
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

totall balance at year end
actuall depreciation
actuall depreciation as % of average balance
depreciationn calculated using average depreciation percentage
differencee between %costs and Average
levell 1 correction from financial statements
Deviation,, when taking Actual correction into account
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B6
Workk in Progress for NBM-Amstelland NV

Levell 2

Earnings Correction

Earnings Correction

% % Average e Deviationn correction minimum minimum maximum maximum
Year r Workk in Instalments s
instalments s
progress s
16587 7
-26187 7 652248 8
-8733 3
-8733 3 609474 4
0.9214 4 626928 8
689918 8
1986 6 635661 1
12317 7
^ 0 6 4 8 8 807634 4
-19035 5 754669 9
-19035 5
854278 8
0,9310 0 776282 2
1989 9 795317 7
1990 0

736202 2

778753 3

0,9454 4 707653 3

-28549 9

-28549 9 687950 0

-48252 2

736233 3

31 1

1991 1

757833 3

814207 7

0,9308 8 739870 0

-17963 3

-17963 3 719270 0

-38563 3

769751 1

11918 8

1992 2

774367 7

844974 4

0,9164 4

767828 8

-6539 9

-6539 9 746450 0

-27917 7

798838 8

24471 1

1993 3

920268 8

1011686 6

0,9096 6 919319 9

-949 9

-949 9 893723 3

-26545 5

956448 8

36180 0

1994 4 1055882 2
1995 5 1164568 8
1996 6 1039145 5

1188105 5

0,8887 7 1079631 1
0,8834 4 1197925 5

23749 9

23749 9 1049572 2

-6310 0 1123234 4

67352 2

33357 7

33357 7 1164572 2

0 0 1246306 6

81738 8

0.8907 7 1060112 2
0,9051 1 881720 0

20967 7

20967 7 1030597 7

-8548 8 1102927 7

63782 2

3517 7

3517 7 857171 1

917330 0

39127 7

1997 7

1318284 4
1166625 5

878203 3

970309 9

Sum m 8757446 6
HFLx 1,000
x
0

9637139 9

Where e
Workk in progress
Installments s
%% installments
Average e
Deviation n
Levell 2 correction
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

-21032 2

0.9087 7

totall balance work in progress at year end
totall balance installments at year end
installmentss as % of work in progress
installmentss calculated using average installments percentage
differencee between % installments and Average
Deviation n
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
::
correction needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B7
Pensionn Costs for Stork NV

Year r
1988 8
1989 9
1990 0
1991 1
1992 2

Levell 2
Levell 1
Actual
Pension n Stafff costs
% costs
Average Deviationn
Deviationn minimum correction maximum Correction
costs s
correction n
55006 6 769257 7
0,0715 5
25834 4
25834 4 55002 2
29172 2
00
18924 4
36082 2
59246 6 863888 8
0,0686 6
26484 4
32760 0
26486 6 61768 8
-2522 2
21252 2
37994 4
69332 2 1046090 0
0,0663 3
29663 3
39669 9
29663 3 74795 5
-5463 3
25734 4
43598 8
30988 8 1259622 2
0,0246 6
99
47767 7
-16779 9 90063 3
-59075 5
30987 7
11
34061 1 1297296 6
0,0263 3
49196 6 -15135 5
-15135 5 92757 7
-58696 6
31913 3
2148 8

1993 3

34692 2 1335160 0

0,0260 0

50631 1

-15939 9

-15939 9

95464 4

-60772 2

32845 5

1847 7

1994 4

41326 6 1490785 5

0,0277 7

56533 3

-15207 7

-15207 7 106591 1

-65265 5

36673 3

4653 3

1995 5

42860 0 1373313 3

0,0312 2

52078 8

-9218 8

-9218 8

98192 2

-55332 2

33783 3

9077 7

1996 6

52134 4

1440742 2

0,0362 2

54635 5

-2501 1

-2501 1 103013 3

-50879 9

35442 2

16692 2

1997 7

55211 1 1645872 2

0,0335 5

62414 4

-7203 3

-7203 3 177680 0

-62469 9

40488 8

14723 3

Sum m

474856 6 12522025 5

0,0379 9

HKLxx 1,000

Where e
Pensionn costs
Stafff costs
%costs s
Average e
Deviation n
Actuall correction
Deviationn 2
Earningss minimum
Correctionn minimum
Earningss maximum
Correctionn maximum

totall pension costs
totall staff costs
actuall pension costs as % of staff costs
pensionn costs calculated using average pension costs percentage
differencee between %costs and Average
levell 1 correction from financial statements
Deviation,, when taking Actual correction into account
methodd that results in minimization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its minimum
methodd that results in maximization of accounting income
correctionn needed to bring accounting income to its maximum
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Appendixx B8
AkzoNobelNV1990 0
Specificationn of earnings range
Nr..
00
11
22
33
44
5aa
5bb
5cc
5dd
66
77
88
99
100
111
122
133
144
155

Discretionary Accounting Item
Accounting income before taxes
Research and development expenses
Goodwill
Intangible rights
Other intangible fixed assets
Buildings and land
Machinery and plant
Other fixed assets s
Industry specific fixed assets
Estimation changes
Impairments of assets
Work in progress
Pension costs
Adjustment Company pension fund
Reorganization provision
Other discretionary provisions
Direct equity movements
Accounting policy changes
Extraordinary items

Accountingg income before taxes
Corrections s
Earningss range level 1
Corrections s
Earningss range level 2
HFLxx 1,000

Income e
range e
ss vel minimal l

Income e Unadjusted d
income e
range e
maximal l correction n

926800 0 926800 0

926800 0

00

00

00

11

-472530 0

00

00

11

00

00

00

11

-3100 0

00

00

22

-17494 4

2710 0

-4745 5

22

-87149 9

21767 7

-13980 0

22

-5717 7

45993 3

17991 1

22

00

00

00

11

00

00

00

11

00

85000 0

85000 0

11

22

00

00

00

22

-96232 2

76176 6

13074 4

11

00

00

00

11

00

00

00

11

00

140900 0

140900 0

11

-60000 0

00

00

11

00

00

00

11

-143800 0

67440 0

-76360 0

40777 7 1454386 6

1028681 1

11
22

9268000
-679430
2473700
-206593
407777

251 1

926800
380940
1307740
146646
1454386

926800
89540
1016340
12341
1028681

Appendixx C Graphical presentation of individual firm results
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Accountingg standards in the Netherlands are internationally known
forr their conceptual and flexible nature. There is a need to gain more
understandingg of financial accounting flexibility in general, and
aboutt managerial influence on accounting income more specifically.
Thiss study provides an overview of managers' use of financial accounting
flexibilityy in the Netherlands and examines the possible accounting
choices.. In the empirical analysis the relationship between on the one
handd accounting flexibility, income strategies and earnings management
and,, on the other hand the firm's financial situation and contracting
variabless are hypothesized and tested.
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